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Foreword
The "3rd International Conference on Transport, Atmosphere and Climate (TAC-3)" held in Prien
am Chiemsee (Germany), 2012, was organised with the objective of updating our knowledge on the
impacts of transport on the composition of the atmosphere and on climate, three years after the
TAC-2 conference in Aachen (Germany) and Maastricht (The Netherlands).
The TAC-3 conference covered all aspects of the impact of the different modes of transport (aviation, road transport, shipping etc.) on atmospheric chemistry, microphysics, radiation and climate,
in particular:
- engine emissions (gaseous and particulate),
- emission scenarios and emission data bases for transport,
- near-field and plume processes, effective emissions,
- transport impact on the chemical composition of the atmosphere,
- transport impact on aerosols,
- contrails, contrail cirrus, ship tracks,
- indirect cloud effects (e.g., aerosol-cloud interaction),
- radiative forcing,
- impact on climate,
- metrics for measuring climate change and damage,
- mitigation of transport impacts by technological changes in vehicles and engines,
- mitigation of transport impacts by operational means.
The conference benefited from substantial financial support by Bayerisches Staatsministerium für
Wirtschaft, Infrastruktur, Verkehr und Technologie1, to whom the organizers are very grateful.
Prof. Dr. Robert Sausen
DLR, Institut für Physik der Atmosphäre
Oberpfaffenhofen
D-82234 Wessling
Germany
Tel.:
+49-8153-28-2500
Fax.:
+49-8153-28-1841
Email: robert.sausen@dlr.de

1

Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs, Infrastructure, Transport and Technology
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TAC-3 AGENDA
1

ORAL PRESENTATIONS

Monday, 25 June 2012
08:00 Registration
Opening ceremony
Chair: R. Sausen
08:40 Ministerialrat D. Schneyer, Bayrisches Staatsministerium für Wirtschaft, Infrastruktur, Verkehr und Technologie:
Opening Address on Behalf of Staatsminister Martin Zeil
09:00 Prof. Dr.-Ing. U. Wagner, Member of the Executive Board of DLR:
Opening Address
09:20 Prof. Dr. R. Sausen:
Introduction to Chiemsee and Technical Remarks
Emissions I
Chair: A. Petzold
09:40
B. Anderson, D.L. Bulzan, E. Corporan, M. DeWitt, D. Hagen, S.C. Herndon,
R. Howard, C. Klingshirn, W.B. Knighton, X. Li-Jones, J.S. Kinsey,
D.S. Liscinsky, P. Lobo, R.C. Miake-Lye, R. Vander Wal, C. Wey, and
P. Whitefield:
An Overview of the second NASA Alternative Aviation-Fuel Experiment
(AAFEX-II)
10:20
D. Delhaye, D. Ferry, O. Penanhoat,X. Vancassel, F.-X. Ouf, J. Yon, P. Desgroux,
C. Focsa, C. Guin, D. Lottin, N. Harivel, B. Perez, and P. Novelli:
MERMOSE project: Investigation on particulate matter emitted from aircraft engines and contrails formation
10:40
Poster setup / Coffee
11:20
I. Ježek and G. Mocnik:
Measuring car emission factors in real driving conditions
11:40
S. Platt, I. El Haddad, A. Zardini, M. Clairotte, C. Astorga, R. Wolf, J. Slowik,
B. Temime, N. Marchand, G. Mocnik, L. Drinovek, I. Ježec, U. Baltensperger,
and A. Prévôt:
Primary and Secondary Organic Aerosol from Road Vehicles
Emissions II
Chair: V. Eyring
12:00
J. Moldanova, M. Haeger-Eugensson, E. Fridell and T. Lin:
Primary and secondary PM in ship emissions
12:20
J.-M. Diesch, F. Drewnick, T. Klimach, and S. Borrmann:
Particle and trace gas properties from ship exhaust plumes: Emission characteristics and impact on air quality
12:40
P. Whitefield, P. Lobo, D. Hagen, Z. Yu, R.C. Miake-Lye, and T. Rindlisbacher:
Experiments to Define and Validate an Aerospace Recommended Practice for
measuring Non-volatile PM from Gas Turbine Engines.
13:00
Lunch / get prepared for boat trip

TAC-3 Proceedings, June 25th to 28th, 2012, Prien am Chiemsee
Aviation, cars and a boat trip
Chair: R. Sausen
14:30
U. Schumann, H. Schlager, U. Burkhardt, K. Gierens, V. Grewe, J. Hendricks,
B. Kärcher, H. Mannstein, R. Meerkötter, C. Voigt, and H. Ziereis:
Climate-compatible Air Transport System – Results of the DLR CATS project towards reduced uncertainties
14:50
A. Koch, U. Schumann, K. Dahlmann, V. Grewe, V. Gollnick, F. Linke,
M. Kunde, and T. Otten:
Climate-compatible Air Transport System – Results of the DLR CATS project towards the climate impact mitigation potential given by actual and future longrange aircraft
15:10
J. Borken-Kleefeld, J. Fuglestvedt, and T. Berntsen:
Taking the car, coach, train or plane? Comparing climate impacts from passenger
trips
15:30
Dipl.-Verw.-Wirt J. Seifert, Erster Bürgermeister der Marktgemeinde Prien am
Chiemsee:
Welcome Address
15:50
Coffee
16:30
Departure of the boat
Visit of Castle Herrenchiemsee
19:45
Arrival at Hotel
20:15
Dinner
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Tuesday, 26 June 2012
08:30 Registration
Emissions III
Chair: R. Miake-Lye
09:00 C. Schieberle, U. Kugler, S. Orlikova, M. Uzbasich, J. Theloke and R. Friedrich:
A new European inventory of transport related emissions for the years 2005, 2020
and 2030
09:20 M. Traut, A. Bows, and R. Wood:
Quantifying Shipping Emissions
09:40 M. de Ruyter de Wildt, H. Eskes, F. Boersma, and P. van Velthoven:
Remote sensing of ship-emitted NO2: correlation with economic growth and recession
Impact on atmospheric composition
Chair: P. Whitefield
10:00 A. Petzold, A. Volz-Thomas, J.P. Cammas, and C.A.M. Brenninkmeijer:
IAGOS - In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing System
10:20 E. G. Olumayede, J. M. Okuo, and C.C. Ojiodu:
Distribution and Temporal Behaviors of Total Volatile Organic Compounds over
the Urban Atmosphere of Southwestern Nigeria
10:40 Posters / Coffee
11:20 S. Barrett, C. Gilmore, J. Koo, and Q. Wang:
Adjoint methods applied to the atmospheric impacts of aviation
11:40 K. Gottschaldt, C. Voigt, P. Jöckel, M. Righi, and S. Dietmüller:
Global sensitivity of aviation NOx effects to the proposed HO2 + NO -> HNO3
reaction
12:00 M. Timko, E. Fortner, J. Franklin, Z. Zhu, W.B. Knighton, T. Onasch,
R. Miake-Lye and S. Herndon:
Characterizing the Particulate Evolution of Aircraft Exhaust Plumes using Atmospheric Measurements
12:20 J.E. Williams, O. Hodnebrog, P.F.J. van Velthoven, M. Gauss, V. Grewe,
T.K. Berntsen, I.S.A. Isaksen, M.J. Prather,Q. Tang, O. Dessens, D. Olivie and
F. Stodal:
The influence of non-mitigated road transport emissions on regional air quality:
analysis of the QUANTIFY high-road study
12:40 Lunch
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Clouds and cloud processes I
Chair: S. Unterstraßer
14:20 H. Preston and D. Lee:
The inclusion of international aviation within the European Union’s Emissions
Trading Scheme
14:40
D. Baumgardner, K. Beswick, M. Gallagher, and R. Newton:
Cloud Microphysical Properties Measured from Commercial Aircraft
15:00
C. Voigt, K. Graf, A. Schwarzenboeck, U. Schumann, H. Schlager, P. Jeßberger,
T. Jurkat, A. Petzold, J.-F. Gayet, M. Krämer, T. Thornberry, D. Fahey,
S. Kaufmann, D. Schäuble, A. Minikin, B. Weinzierl, M. Klingebiel, S. Molleker,
W. Frey, S. Borrmann, M. Scheibe, F. Dahlkötter, A. Schäfler, and A. Dörnbrack:
Detection of microphysical and optical properties of young contrails and contrail
cirrus – selected results from the CONCERT (CONtrail and Cirrus ExpeRimenT)
aircraft campaigns 2008 and 2011
POSTER session
15:20 Posters on display
Authors in attendance
16:20 Posters / Coffee
Clouds and cloud processes II
Chair: A. Heymsfield
16:50 P. Jeßberger, C. Voigt, A. Petzold, I. Sölch, U. Schumann, J.-F. Gayet, T. Jurkat,
and D. Schäuble:
Has the aircraft type an impact on the microphysical parameters of young contrails?
17:10 J. Picot, R. Paoli, O. Thouron, and D. Cariolle:
Effects of atmospheric turbulence on the structure of a contrail in the vortex phase
17:30 S. Unterstraßer and I. Sölch:
Numerical Modeling of contrail-cluster formation
17:50 K. Gierens and S. Unterstraßer:
Formation conditions and simulations of contrails from hybrid engines of a future
Blended Wing Body aircraft
18:10 End of presentations
19:00 Dinner
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Wednesday, 27 June 2012
08:30 Registration
Clouds and cloud processes III
Chair: M. Krämer
09:00 D.P. Duda, S.T. Bedka, R.C. Boeke, T.L. Chee, K. Khlopenkov, R. Palikonda,
D. Spangenburg, and P. Minnis:
Contrail Detection in the Northern Hemisphere: Methods and Results
09:20 P. Minnis, D.P. Duda, T. L. Chee, S.K. Bedka, D.A. Spangenberg, R. Palikonda,
and K.T. Bedka:
Contrails versus Contrail Cirrus From a Satellite Perspective
09:40 K. Graf, U. Schumann, H. Mannstein, and B. Mayer:
On the diurnal cycle of cirrus coverage in the North Atlantic flight corridor
10:00 U. Schumann and K. Graf:
Radiative forcing by contrail cirrus – a combined model and observation analysis
method
10:20 S. Bedka, P. Minnis, D. Duda, and R. Palikonda :
Seasonal and diurnal variability in linear contrail microphysical properties, as derived using MODIS infrared observations
10:40 Posters / Coffee
Clouds and cloud processes IV
Chair: R. Paoli
11:20 K. Eleftheratos, C. Zerefos, and P. Minnis:
Changes in aircraft induced cloudiness during the past three decades
11:40 J. Hendricks and B. Kärcher:
Do aircraft black carbon emissions affect cirrus clouds on the global scale?
12:20 A. Gettelman and J. Chen:
The Climate Effect of Anthropogenic and Aviation Aerosol Emissions
12:40 Lunch
Clouds and cloud processes V
Chair: P. Minnis
14:20 Chen, C.-C., A. Gettelman, and C. Craig:
Simulations of contrail and contrail cirrus radiative forcing
14:40 U. Burkhardt:
Contrail cirrus radiative forcing for increasing air traffic
POSTER session
15:00 Posters on display
Authors in attendance
16:00 Posters / Coffee
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Impact on climate
Chair: P. van Velthoven
16:30 K. Lundgren, B. Vogel, H. Vogel, and C. Knote:
Regional Scale Impact of Traffic Emission on Radiation over Europe
16:50 D. Olivié, D. Cariolle, H. Teyssèdre, D. Salas, A. Voldoire, H. Clark,
D. Saint-Martin, M. Michou, F. Karcher, Y. Balkanski, M. Gauss, D. Olivier,
B. Koffi, and R. Sausen:
Modeling the climate impact of road transport, maritime shipping and aviation
over the period 1860-2100 with an AOGCM
17:10 H. Teyssèdre, P. Huszar, D. Cariolle, A. Voldoire, S. Sénési, M. Michou,
D. Saint-Martin, D. Salas Y Melia, P. Ricaud, and F. Karcher:
Impact of aviation on atmospheric chemistry and climate
17:30 M. Lund, V. Eyring, J. Fuglestvedt, J. Hendricks, A. Lauer, D.S. Lee, and
M. Righi:
Global mean temperature change from shipping towards 2050: Improved representation of the indirect aerosol effect in simple climate models
17:50 End of presentations
18:45 Conference Dinner/ Boat trip on Lake Chiemsee
23:00 End of Conference Dinner
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Thursday, 28 June 2012
08:30 Registration
Metrics and mitigation I
Chair: U. Schumann
09:00 M. Eide, S. Dalsøren, Ø. Endresen, B. Samset, G. Myhre, J. Fuglestvedt, and
T. Berntsen:
Reducing CO2 from shipping – Do non-CO2 effects matter?
09:20 B. Aamaas, J. Borken-Kleefeld and G.P. Peters:
The climate impact of travel behavior: a German case study
09:40 S. Seidel, V. Ehrler, and A. Lischke:
Comparability of calculated emissions in freight transport
10:00 O. Deuber, G. Luderer and O. Edenhofer:
Economic evaluation of climate metrics: A conceptual framework
10:20 O. A. Søvde, S. Matthes, A. Skowron, L. Lim, D. Iachetti, I. S. A. Isaksen, D. Lee,
and G. Pitari:
An updated study of aircraft emission mitigation possibilities
10:40 Posters / Coffee
11:10 Technical information concerning your proceedings contribution
Metrics and mitigation II
Chair: D. Fahey
11:20 P. Brok and J. Middel:
Aviation and Emissions Scenario and Policy Analysis Capabilities of AERO-MS
11:40 R. Singh Chouhan:
Urban Forest and Its Significance in Mitigating Vehicular Pollution
12:00 S. Meilinger:
Operational Flight Planning using Lido/Flight
12:20 Matthes, S., M. Duffau, J. Fuglestvedt, V. Grewe, V. P. Hullah, D. Lee, V. Mollwitz, K. Shine, R. Sausen:
REACT4C - Weather-dependent climate-optimized flight trajectories
12:40 Lunch
14:20 E. Irvine, K. Shine, and B. Hoskins:
The dependence of contrail formation on the weather pattern and altitude in the
north Atlantic
14:40 C. Frömming, V. Grewe, S. Brinkop, S. Dietmüller, J. Fuglestvedt, H. Garny,
P. Jöckel, M. Ponater, A. Sovde, E. Tsati, and S. Matthes:
Calculation of climate cost functions for weather dependent, climate optimized
flight planning
15:00 H. Mannstein and U. Schumann:
Smart aircraft routing
Closing Session
Chair: R. Sausen
15:20 Summary, conclusions, awards, ...
16:00 Poster removal / Coffee
16:30 End of meeting
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POSTERS

A. Clouds and cloud processes
A.01 L. Bock, U. Burkhardt, and B. Kärcher:
Microphysical and optical properties of contrail cirrus in a global climate model
A.02 L. Forster, C. Emde, S. Unterstrasser, and B. Mayer:
Effects of three-dimensional photon transport on the radiative forcing of realistic
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Opening Address at the Third International Conference on
Transport, Atmosphere and Climate

D. Schneyer on behalf of Staatsminister Martin Zeil
Bayrisches Staatsministerium für Wirtschaft, Infrastruktur, Verkehr und Technologie

Dear Professor Sausen,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I wish first to convey apologies from State Minister Zeil for not being here in person at today’s
event. This was due to an urgent political commitment and he has therefore asked me to give this
address in his place. In recognition of this conference, however, State Minister Zeil has already
willingly agreed to assume the patron ship.
My name is Dietmar Schneyer, and I am head of the Applied Research Unit that focuses on the field
of aerospace. Welcome to the 3rd Conference on Transport, Atmosphere and Climate. I hope you
are enjoying these delightful surroundings at lake Chiemsee.
I am particularly pleased to see so many international participants. The best brains from all over the
world are most welcome here in Bavaria. It’s good to see you.
Ladies and Gentlemen!
The theme you have chosen is an extremely topical issue. Growth in national and international
transport on land, water and in the air appears to know no limits. When we look at Asia and parts of
South America, many places are revealing just the beginnings of a dramatic development.
It is therefore of great interest to study the impacts this trend is having on the atmosphere, and consequently on our climate in the long term. But we do not have to venture so far. In Bavaria we can
also identify a development that is not leaving our environment unaffected. Conurbations are having
to tackle daily congestion and overloading with all the associated consequences, our trunk roads are
being pushed to their outermost limits, among other things due to our geographical position right in
the heart of Europe. And air traffic is no exception, as we can see from the development at Munich’s Franz Joseph Strauß airport.
As I already mentioned, the focus of my unit is on aeronautics and space and this has numerous
points of contact with the topic being addressed today:
Because aviation is a medium that contributes to changes in the atmosphere. And ventures into
space can help investigate the various impacts on the atmosphere and the climate.
Let me give you a brief account of the activities we are carrying out in Bavaria in support of optimising the framework conditions for science and research, and also to make sure that the accomplished results are turned into commercially useful products and services as swiftly as possible.
Here are some examples of the activities we have developed over recent years:
1. Networks: in 2006 we organised key sectors of Bavarian industry into 19 innovative clusters.
Since the launch of this program five years ago 8,000 companies and research institutes have
been involved in over 3,000 events with 180,000 participants. These clusters also include the
BavAIRia e.V. that already has some 170 member companies from all subsectors of aeronautics,
space and aerospace usage.
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The prime goal of BavAIRia is to establish a closer dovetailing between research, industry and
state agencies in future proof cross sector technologies, like satellite navigation and geoinformation.
2. Direct measures: in order to create local anchors, the State of Bavaria is investing in beacon projects such as, for instance, the Galileo Control Centre in Oberpfaffenhofen, the Centre for Carbon Fibre Composite Materials in Augsburg, a Centre of Excellence for Robotics together with
the federal government in Oberpfaffenhofen, or the very latest development of a Centre for Aerospace and Security in Ottobrunn.
3. Similar support is planned for a GMES node, again in Oberpfaffenhofen. In our opinion this
should be used to establish an even closer interlinking of competencies in research and in commercial application. This is also an interesting approach in connection with the thematic scope of
today’s congress.
4. Research funding: Besides several individual measures in support of research, last year a Bavarian aerospace programme was launched with a volume of around 9 million €.
To date, a total of 17 specific projects have received funding, primarily in the aerospace usage
sector. These include in particular the fields of satellite navigation and earth resources surveying.
5. Idea competition: an abundance of excellent data is, however, of little use if there is no parallel
development of applications. For this purpose, the Application Center in Oberpfaffenhofen,
AZO, initiated an international idea competition. Originally this competition was restricted to
navigation topics, however, as I already pointed out, we aim to interlink Galileo and GMES applications as much as possible. Both of these are addressed by 500 ideas that have already been
entered this year from 23 regions across the globe. This I see as a great achievement of the AZO.
6. Incubators: good ideas alone are not sufficient, they also have to be turned into commercial success. In recognition of this, the State of Bavaria launched an initiative within the framework of
its High-Tech Offensive back in 2002. In Oberpfaffenhofen we set up an incubator that was
aimed to help implement a good idea into a successful start-up company, with the backing of expert support. Based on the great success of this undertaking, the ESA has also participated in the
incubator project since 2009. Now 20 companies are founded there every year.
This brief summary is to give you an idea on how, with coordinated measures, we want to help establish an even closer interlinking of excellent research and implementation on a commercial scale,
in order to secure the future of Bavaria as a high-tech location.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
After the meteorological start of summer earlier on, the official calendar season began just a few
days ago! For many of us this is seen as the most pleasant and most intense time of the year. Take
the drive and positive energy associated with this season with you in your discussions at this conference.
I wish the congress much success and all those participating
 new insights,
 fruitful discussions,
 interesting contacts
as well as a very pleasant stay at lake Chiemsee.
Thank you!
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Measuring car emission factors in real driving conditions
I. Ježek*, G. Močnik

Aerosol d.o.o., Slovenia

Keywords: Emission factors, black carbon, particle number, cars, real driving conditions
ABSTRACT: In this study we tested two methods for measuring emission factors (EF) in real driving conditions on three EURO3 diesel cars. The two approaches used were: measuring transient
increases of different pollutant concentrations emitted by individual vehicles passing a stationary
measuring site; and measuring plumes of individual vehicles by chasing them on the road with a
mobile station. Concentrations of back carbon (BC), particle number concentration (PN) and CO2
were measured on an empty safety training track field. The first method was performed with the car
driving at two different speeds, and while accelerating. For these three vehicles BC and PN EF vary
up to 84 and 87 %, respectively, within the same driving regime. Measuring on the road with a substantial slope did not increase EF. Chasing experiments showed slightly higher average EF values,
interpreted as being due to varying speed and acceleration during driving. Time evolution of EF
confirms this.
1

INTRODUCTION

Different approaches have been used to describe the contribution of traffic to air pollution. In emission modeling the activity of a source is connected with its intensity, which is presented as an emission factor (EF). For newer vehicles of different types legislation requires emission standards for
amount of particulate matter (PM) emitted per kilometre driven on average in a prescribed driving
cycle. Newer emission standards for regulating diesel vehicle emissions include also particle number, because newer vehicles produce less particle mass but smaller, more health adverse particles in
large numbers. In our study we measured intensity of particle number (PN) and black carbon (BC)
emissions of diesel cars. We choose these two particle characteristics because studies have shown
higher correlation of health and climate effects for these pollutants, especially BC, than to PM (e.g.
Ramanathan et al, 2008; Janssen et al, 2011)
Aerosol BC is a product of incomplete combustion. It is a good indicator of primary emissions as
it has no other sources but combustion of carbon fuels. BC particles from different sources have different characteristics that can produce different effects in the atmosphere. Fresh diesel particles are
black and absorb light differently than light absorbing particles from other sources. Black carbon is
inert and thus not destroyed by in-atmosphere processes; it’s removed from the atmosphere only by
deposition. It is a good primary emission indicator as it has no other sources but combustion of carbon fuels (Bodhaine et al, 1995; Sciare et al, 2009).
Emission factors (EF) for individual vehicles are usually measured with dynamometers. These
studies are good for investigating the influence of fuel type, additives, engine type, temperature, for
aging of particles and measuring secondary emissions, but with these tests only emissions of few
vehicles supposedly representative for the whole vehicle fleet are measured. Studies have shown
that few individual vehicles can contribute significantly to the fleet emissions (Ban-Weis et al,
2009; Wang et al, 2011) much more than the average vehicle in the fleet, and measurements of
large number of vehicles are desired.
The amount of pollutants emitted depends on the vehicle engine, its maintenance, quality and
consumption of fuel, traffic fluency, driving regime, individual drivers, topography, and weather.
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By measuring EF in real driving conditions we can select a larger random sample of vehicles, we
avoid having to simulate dilution or use prescribed driving cycles and can thus obtain EF that are
more closely related to real driving situations.
2

METHODOLOGY

For vehicles EF are reported as pollutant per kg fuel used, km driven or per power of engine produced. Measuring random cars we don't know their fuel consumption so we assume complete combustion of fuel, where all carbon turns to CO2. Measuring CO2 emissions was thus our measure for
fuel consumption (Hansen and Rosen, 1990).
There have been studies performed where emission factors of HDV were measured in real driving conditions. Because there is a significant portion of diesel cars in Europe, we wanted to test two
different methods also on diesel cars. One is a stationary method where we measure immediate increase of concentrations caused by vehicles driving by the measuring site (Hansen and Rosen,
1990); the other is a chasing method where a sampling vehicle chases other vehicles on roads as
close as possible but within a safe distance (Wang et al, 2011). We also wanted to know, if the two
methods are comparable and if they are repeatable. Thus we tested them on a training track.
For the stationary method we set up two measuring sites: one on a slope and one on a flat part of
the track. We wanted to see if EFs would be higher or more repeatable on slope where we expected
cars would have more constant engine load. We also wanted to see the difference in measuring at
two different speeds (50 and 90 km/h) and while accelerating. With each car we repeated both
speeds and acceleration by both measuring sites five times. Second method was tested by chasing a
car with our mobile station, making 5 rounds on the 1.3 km long circular track that had an up and
down slope and two sharp curves.
The stationary station on the flat part of the track was equipped with an ELPI+ for measuring
PN, prototype Aethalometer AE33 for BC and a Carbocap 343 for CO2. The mobile station was
equipped with an FMPS for measuring PN, an AE33 and a Carbocap 343. Mobile station was also
used for stationary measurements on the slope. With both methods we measured emissions of three
diesel cars with different production years (2000, 2002 and 2005) but complying with the same
emission standard EURO3.
3

DATA PROCESSING

Outcome of stationary measurements were fast rises of pollutants over the background concentration which
we subtracted from our plum increases. For each peak we found an infliction point for the beginning of the
plume, we set the background levels by averaging 20s before the beginning of the plume. The end of the
plume was not so obvious to set so we calculated EF with two integration times 30 and 40s of the measured
parameter and found that there is almost no difference between them (R=0.99 for BC and PN emission factor).

Processing data from chasing method: we set the background concentrations by averaging 20s
before the chasing started and subtracted 3%. This correction was applied so we could calculate the
changing of the EF in 10s time slots and thus got a time evolving EF.
4

RESULTS

Results show that emission factors measured on the slope varied for both pollutants. Measuring on
slope did not increase them significantly, neither did driving at two different speeds, accelerating by
the measurement site did result in significantly higher EFs (Figure 1). The distributions on the slope
and flat ground were different for both BC and PN. Speed did not affect the distribution in a great
manner, but acceleration did.
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Figure 1: Comparing effects of slope and speed on PN and BC EF.

Comparing different vehicles showed that EF varied for measured individual vehicle. It also showed
that the vehicle with higher PN EF had lower BC EF and vice versa (Figure 2). Theory behind the
lack of overlap in high emitting PN and BC is that high BC emissions inhibit ultrafine particle formation. Precursors of ultra fine particles condense onto BC particle surfaces instead of nucleating to
form new particles when BC is abundant in exhaust (Ban-Weis et al, 2009).

Figure 2: Comparison of PN and BC EF between three EURO3 diesel cars – production
years 2000,2002 and 2005 shown on graphs
(a) and (b). and their correlation on (c).
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EF BC time series plotted one lap over the other show that only one driver’s laps were somewhat
constant. We can see that consistent driving results in more consistent EF distributions. The distribution of EFs is similar to what we got with the stationary method – majority of EFs is around one
value and there is a long tail. Similar picture we got for PN EF, only here the scale for each car is
much more different.

Figure 3: In the first row time evolving BC EF are presented. Each car made five laps on the circular track.
Rounds for each car are plotted one over the other (time scale is from 0 to 100s). In the second row distributions for each round are plotted in the same color schemes as time evolved Efs are. Here we can see that consistent driving (car 2002) also results in more consistent EF distribution.

Figure 4: In the first row time evolving PN EF are presented. Color schemes also correspond to 5 rounds of
time evolving BC EF on figure 3. As before time scale is from 0 to 100s. In the second row distributions for
each round are plotted. PN EF are more versatile than BC EF, note different scales for each car!
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CONCLUSIONS

Results of both methods are comparable for calculated PN and BC emission factors. Using the stationary method the background affects the PN emission factor on average by 4% (range from 0.4 to
34%) and the BC emission factor by 5% (range 1 to 20%), integration time has little to no effect on
the EF size. Changing the background (chasing method) for 10% can change the calculated EF for
50%. Background should thus be measured and set very carefully. Emission factors are variable for
the individual vehicle, and a calculated average EF is not representative. EFs for different speeds
are similar and significantly increase at acceleration. EF for PN and BC are not the same.
These tests were a methodological introduction to a larger chasing measurement campaign performed on European highways and regional roads where we measured emissions of ~ 250 vehicles
and future stationary measurements where EF of larger number of vehicles can be performed in relatively short time. Knowing variability we found in this study, we can apply measured results to
fleet contributions or site specific primary emission.
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ABSTRACT: Emissions of exhaust gases and particles from seagoing ships contribute significantly
to the anthropogenic emissions and thereby affect the chemical composition of the atmosphere and
air quality both on the global, regional and on the local scale. Particles emitted by marine engines
consist of a volatile and non-volatile fraction. Volatiles are mainly sulphate with associated water
and organic compounds. Non-volatiles consist of elemental carbon (soot, char) and of ash and mineral compounds containing Ca, V, Ni and other elements. Within EU-FP7 project TRANSPHORM
the available emission factors (EF) of particulate matter mass, chemical composition and number
concentration were reviewed and the available information was completed with new data measured
during two targeted measurement campaigns on size-resolved EF for OC, EC, metal composition
and volatile and non-volatile PM mass fractions.
Relative contribution of primary and secondary PM from shipping to PM concentrations on urban
and regional scales were then investigated with a plume model and with a small-scale dispersion
model TAPM model in order to elucidate role the often neglected formation of secondary inorganic
PM in harbour cities. The secondary sulphate and nitrate from shipping emissions were found to
make a significant contribution to the total shipping-related PM. Also in the polluted environment
and under low photochemistry this contribution is significant as S can be oxidized in sea-salt particles. The primary PM is, however, an important part of the total and an accurate determination of
emissions of PM including the primary particulate sulphate is very important for correct evaluation
of the environmental effects of the PM pollution from shipping.
1

INTRODUCTION

Emissions of exhaust gases and particles from seagoing ships contribute significantly to the anthropogenic emissions and thereby affect the chemical composition of the atmosphere and air quality
both on the global, regional and on the local scale. On European level shipping in seas surrounding
Europe emits 45, 52 and 22% of the EU-27 anthropogenic emission totals for NOX, SO2 and particulate matter (PM), respectively (www.emep.int). Uncertainties in emission inventory of PM emission from shipping are, however, large. In harbour cities the PM emissions from shipping can contribute to the total emission as much as the road traffic (excluding the road dust) (HaegerEugensson et al., 2010). In addition to the primary emitted PM the gaseous emissions contribute to
air pollution with secondary PM after being processed in atmosphere. The environmental effects of
PM from shipping include negative impact on human health through increased concentrations of
particles in many coastal areas and harbour cities, acidification and eutrophication of waters and
ecosystems in coastal areas and the climate impact (Eyring et al., 2010 and references there in).
The reason of the high contribution of navigation to the emission totals is the fact that shipping
emissions have been, in difference from the land sources, for a long time unregulated and only in
last few years regulation is gradually entering into force through Annex VI of the Marine Pollution
Convention (MARPOL) that was adopted by the Marine Environmental Protection Committee
(MEPC) of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO). Annex VI which came into force in
May 2005 is mainly targeting emissions of sulphur through maximum allowed fuel sulphur content
*
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and to some extend emissions of NOX. Emissions of PM are addressed only indirectly through decrease of formation of secondary PM from the reductions in SO2 and NOX. The Annex VI measures
will also impact emissions of the primary PM due to enforced improvements in fuel quality associated with reduction of the fuel sulphur content and effect of engine improvements and installations
of emission cleaning technologies. These effects are, however, very uncertain as only few measurements of PM and PM composition providing this information are available.
The contribution of PM emissions from shipping to the PM emission totals on local/urban scale
frequently considers the primary particles only. Majority of the urban air quality studies neglect
formation of the secondary PM as this effect is assumed to be small in polluted atmosphere of a
city. However, meteorological conditions in harbour cities can often be favourable of more intensive chemistry as a relatively clean marine air enters a city over the harbour. In global and continental-scale studies formation and effects of the secondary inorganic PM is considered and makes a
significant contribution to the PM concentration increase caused by shipping. E.g. c.a. 50% of the
health effects from shipping-related PM in global study of Corbett et al. (2007) comes from the secondary PM. In this short paper the emission factors of primary PM from shipping and its components are reviewed and role of formation of the secondary PM on small-scale is discussed.
2

EXPERIMENTAL

Emissions from a marine engine will depend on the type of fuel used as well as on characteristics of
the engine. The most important fuel parameters are if the fuel is heavy fuel oil (residual fuel, HFO
or residual oil, RO) or marine distillates (marine gasoil, MGO or marine diesel, MDO) and the sulphur content (FSC). Emissions have been found to vary significantly between engines. Probably the
maintenance and age of the engine are important for certain emission factors. For calculating emissions one usually considers the engine power, the engine speed and the emissions standard. The latter applies to nitrogen oxides only. However, one can suspect that the emissions standard also will
influence the emissions of particles and hydrocarbons, although there is, for most cases, not enough
data available to draw conclusions about this. Here we present emission factors as emission per kgfuel consumed meaning that the total emission is obtained from multiplying the emission factor
with mass fuel consumed.
Emissions of some species like SO2, CO2 and metals are directly proportional to the SFC and
fuel composition, regardless the type of engine or its operation regime (abatement techniques not
accounted). Others, like NOX, VOC, CO and PM are dependent on combustion regime and thus on
type of engine, its power setting and on physical properties of the fuel. Here we present only the
cruise-condition emission factors. More detailed review is given in Moldanová et al. (2012a).
The chemical transformation of ship emissions in plumes was investigated with a plume version
of Model Of Chemistry Considering Aerosols (MOCCA) (Moldanová, 2010). The model includes
comprehensive gas-phase and condensed phase chemistry including NOx, SOx, organics, halogens
and reactions on soot. The aerosol is treated with a segmental aerosol module consisting of 7 seasalt and 7 sulphate bins. Background concentrations and emissions for Göteborg are used from the
urban-scale simulations of TAPM (see below). The plume dispersion is simulated by two parallel
boxes with the plume box entraining the background air simulated by the second box. The plume
mixing is described by Gaussian dispersion, the dispersion parameters were also calculated with
help of the TAPM simulations (see below).
While the plume simulations provide qualitative information on formation of the secondary PM,
a quantitative assessment needs to be done with a 3-d model. For this purpose the effect of the secondary PM on air pollution from shipping in Göteborg was studied with TAPM model. TAPM is a
3D consisting of two models, one meteorological and one dispersion model (Hurley et al, 2005).
TAPM also includes chemistry such as NO/NO2, ozone formation, SO2 and particle transformation.
The meteorological model was run in 3 nestings, the largest covering Northern Europe, the second
south-western past of Sweden and northern Jutland and the smallest for city of Göteborg on resolution 100x100m. Dispersion model with chemistry was run on the smallest scale only and the chemical fields were nested into the chemical fields produced by the EMEP model for gridcells on the
border of the city. Emissions for Göteborg including shipping are from the database of Environmental Agency of Göteborg. Three simulations were run: 1. with all shipping emissions, 2. with ship-
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ping emissions of primary PM only and 3. without shipping emissions. Difference in PM results 1-2
gives primary PM, difference 1-3 giver primary plus secondary PM from shipping.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Particles emitted by marine engines consist of a volatile and non-volatile fraction. Volatiles are
mainly sulphate with associated water and organic compounds. Non-volatiles consist of elemental
carbon (soot, char) and of ash and mineral compounds containing Ca, V, Ni and other elements. Because of the high content of condensable matter in the exhaust the methodology of sampling impacts the PM mass found. Sampling directly in the hot exhaust captures to a large extend only the
non-volatile part of PM while sampling in the diluted and cooled exhaust captures also some of the
volatiles.
The PM emissions increase with fuel sulphur content. EFPM for engines using raw oil (RO) vary
between 1 and 13 g/kg fuel with the mean around 7, and for engines using marine diesel (MD) between 0.2 and 1 g/kg fuel. Figure 1 shows a plot of the available data on EFPM at cruise conditions
(engine load 75-90%) against the fuel-sulphur content (FSC). We can see a clear positive trend in
emission factor for PM against the FSC for data measured on engines using RO.

Figure 1. Emission factors for particle mass EFPM as a function of FSC (in wt. %). EFPM for RO is plotted
in blue, EFPM for MD is plotted in green. Datapoints with crosses (Tr.) are from the Transphorm measurement campaigns (the dashed line fitted through the RO data has equation EF(PM) = 2.084*FSC1.4633, R2 =
0.75)

PM mass emission factors change with the engine load due to several processes. In the stack typically between 1 and 5% of sulphur is oxidized to SO3 (Moldanová et al., 2009, 2012b; Petzold et
al., 2010) and contributes to the exhaust PM. Petzold et al. (2010) showed a positive correlation between the SO2 in-stack oxidation and the engine load for engines using HFO with similar fuel sulphur content (between 2 – 2.5%) (Figure 2a), Transphorm measurements showed an increase in S
oxidation from 0.2 to 1.4%. While EF for sulphate is positively correlated to the engine power, i.e.
contributes most to the PM emissions at high engine loads, emissions of black or elemental carbon
and of organic carbon are higher at low engine loads and have their minima at loads around 50%
and increases somewhat at cruise conditions (Figure 2b, Petzold et al., 2010). Emission factors of
other elements, mostly metals, are related to the fuel composition (V, Ni), lubricant composition
(Ca, Zn and P) or can be associated with engine wear. The data in Moldanová et al., 2012a) show a
good agreement between fuel composition and V and Ni found in PM. The ash-related elements
make up 3-8% of PM in both HFO and MGO. The variability of the emission factors ter kg-fuel for
metals is rather associated with fuel composition and composition and consumption of lubricant rather than with the engine load.
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Figure 2. a - Efficiency for converting fuel sulphur to particulate-matter sulphate at various engine loads and
for fuels with different sulphur contents given in wt-%; the dashed lines represent linear relationships between part of sulphur in exhaust converted to sulphate and engine load, the grey for HFO, the orange for
MGO. (Ref (1): Petzold et al., 2010, Ref (2): Agrawal et al., 2008a; Ref (3): Agrawal et al., 2008b; Ref (4):
Moldanová et al., 2009; Ref (5): Kurok, unpublished, Ref (6): Kasper et al., 2007, Tr1, Tr2: Data from Moldanová et al., 2012b, D2.1.4). b - Mass emission factors for carbon-containing compounds, sulphate and PM
in the raw exhaust gas, FSC 2.40wt-% (filled symbols) and 0.91% (open symbols) (EC - elemental carbon,
OM – organic matter, both analysed by multi-step combustion method) (from Petzold et al. 2010, data in
their Table 1 and from Moldanová et al., 2012b).

The resulting dependence of EFPM on engine load thus varies with fuel sulphur content and potentially also with fuel type. One should remember that the fuel consumption varies also with the engine load making the emissions (in g/hour) higher at cruising that at low loads.
In a clean atmosphere the oxidation of the emitted SO2 proceeds and in ship plumes sulphate becomes the dominant component of the PM (Chen et al., 2005). Our plume model simulations show
that in a clean marine atmosphere under summer daytime conditions ca. 30% of the plume SO2 is
lost after 4 h, almost 50% of this loss is SOx deposition while the other c.a. 50% is SO2 oxidised to
H2SO4 and lost to both seasalt and sulphate particles. Also nitrate from NOX in the ship plume contributes to the PM as long as the sea-salt particles are alkaline enough to keep HNO3. In our clean
atmosphere case c.a. 45% of the plume NOX was lost in 4 hours with ca. 10% deposited on sea and
35% contributing as nitrate into seasalt particles. Majority of the gas to particle exchange is through
HNO3 dissolution in seasalt, however, in dark hours significant part goes via heterogeneous reactions of N2O5 with particulate water and halogens (e.g. Moldanová et al., 2001). The heterogeneous
reactions takes place both on alkaline sea-salt and on acidic sulphate particles, in the second case
the nitrate is expelled back to the gas phase as HNO3. Table 1 summarizes the plume model simulations. It shows that in polluted atmosphere and under dark conditions the contribution of secondary
inorganic PM from NOX and SO2 in ship plume is much lower, however, still significant when
compared with the primary PM from shipping. When 1% of sulphur emitted from combustion of
HFO with 1% FSC is oxidised and condenses on particles, it corresponds to emission factor for particulate H2SO4*nH2O of 0.67 g/kg fuel, for NOX the corresponding EFHNO3 is 0.82 assuming
EFNOx 70 g/kg-fuel. The total EFPM for this fuel is ca. 2 g/kg-fuel. Results in Table 1 show that in
polluted situations the sea-salt particles get acidified by nitrate and as sulphate condenses on these
acidified sea-salt particles it expels nitrate out.
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CBgnd NOx
(ppb)

1h

SO2 to PM
2h
4h

8h

1h

NOX to PM
2h
4h

8h

Octoberday

1.2
5.1
20.7

0.15%
0.12%
0.09%

0.28%
0.25%
0.15%

0.42%
0.40%
0.22%

0.49%
0.48%
0.50%

0.03%
-0.05%
-0.06%

0.19%
0.06%
-0.10%

0.60%
0.75%
-0.13%

4.51%
2.46%
-0.16%

Octobernight

1.4
5.1
42.0

0.03%
0.03%
0.03%

0.05%
0.06%
0.04%

0.05%
0.11%
0.10%

0.09%
0.22%
0.45%

0.56%
0.27%
-0.04%

2.96%
1.51%
-0.04%

7.34%
3.81%
-0.06%

11.25%
5.30%
-0.10%

June-day

0.1
0.9
12.6

1.71%
0.85%
0.43%

6.00%
2.61%
0.86%

12.70%
7.55%
1.49%

15.30%
11.77%
2.03%

3.92%
1.42%
-0.21%

13.58%
4.98%
-0.52%

27.83%
15.72%
-1.10%

35.09%
27.21%
-1.69%

Junenight

0.2
0.21%
0.43%
0.76%
4.81%
3.98%
11.78% 20.36% 30.82%
1.5
0.23%
0.48%
0.99%
4.52%
1.76%
5.44%
12.36% 23.76%
13.5
0.18%
0.36%
0.62%
1.17%
0.24%
0.74%
1.61%
1.54%
Table 1. Contribution of sulphur emitted as SO2 and nitrogen emitted as NOX into the PM expressed as part of the total
SO2 and NOX emission from the ship stack. The ‘CBgnd NOX’ is level reached in the model during the first 2 hours outside the plume (city background). The negative values in NOX to PM contribution are for cases when shipping sulphate
expelled HNO3 originating from background pollution.

The effect of secondary PM from shipping in a more quantitative manner was tested with the
TAPM model. The TAPM model does not have an explicit sea-salt chemistry which means that the
nitrate contribution from shipping to PM is underestimated. Figure 3 shows PM concentration isolines around a harbour in estuary of Göteborg city simulated for October. A clear shift to higher PM
concentrations can be seen when secondary PM is considered. In a 1 km distance the contributin of
secondaru PM in almost as high as that of the primary PM.

Figure 3. Conntribution of primary PM (red) and primary and secondary PM (black) from shipping emissions to the PM concentrations in Göteborg. The numbers are μg/m3 and the scale on axes is 1 km. The
highest shipping PM contributions in the harbour are 10 μg/m3 (not shown).

4

CONCLUSION

The primary PM from shipping main components are non-volatile elemental (or black) carbon and
mineral compounds and volatile fractions sulphate, organic carbon and associated water. With exception of mineral compounds, emissions of all other PM compounds were shown to be dependent
both of the fuel quality and of the engine operation. The measured volatile part is sensitive to sampling methodology.
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The model simulations have shown that secondary sulphate and nitrate from shipping SO2 and
NOX emissions makes a significant contribution to the shipping related PM. On a regional scale under clean and moderately polluted background conditions this contribution can highly exceed the
primary PM emissions. Also in the polluted environment and under low photochemistry this contribution can be in similar order of magnitude as contribution of the primary PM. Contribution of PM
from shipping to the high PM concentrations at street level in cities is, however, small regardless if
the secondary PM is considered or not. The contribution of shipping to PM levels is rather significant in the urban background and here the secondary PM should be considered. As the primary PM
emissions are an important and often dominating part of the total when urban air pollution is concerned an accurate determination of emissions of primary particulate sulphate and OC is very important for correct evaluation of health effects of PM from shipping.
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ABSTRACT: Gaseous and particulate emission plumes from more than 200 individual commercial
and marine vessels were sampled in April 2011 on the banks of the Elbe which is passed by numerous ships entering and leaving the port of Hamburg, Germany. The mobile laboratory “MoLa” was
located in immediate vicinity (0.3-2 km) of the ship lanes and measured physical and chemical aerosol parameters including particle size distributions and several trace gases. With the help of numerous ship information from the Automatic Identification System (AIS) an extensive study of the
emissions from different vessel types was performed. Calculated emission factors indicate that ships
either emit high black carbon concentrations or high particle number concentrations. Particle number size distributions have shown nuclei particles in the 10-20 nm size range and two dominant
modes at about 35 and 100 nm. The typical immission impact is dominated by container ships,
tanker and cargo ships (80-95 %) and amounted on average to 5-20 % of the total pollutant burden
dependent on the investigated parameter. While ship emissions have an impact on the ambient aerosol acidification, also a change of the ground level ozone and of the submicron particle composition
was found.
1

INTRODUCTION

Exhaust gases and particles emitted from marine vessels contribute to the anthropogenic pollution,
affecting the chemical atmospheric composition, local and regional air quality and climate
(Moldanova et al., 2009; Petzold et al., 2008). Direct climate effects are caused by positive radiative
forcing of CO2 and black carbon emissions while negative forcing results from particulate sulfate
(Endresen et al., 2003; Eyring et al., 2010). Additionally, increased NOx levels influence the ozone
chemistry therefore increase hydroxyl radical concentrations and the oxidation power of the atmosphere (Lawrence and Crutzen, 1999). As particles may act as cloud condensation nuclei, visible as
so-called “ship tracks”, they indirectly affect global radiative forcing and therefore climate (Dusek
et al., 2006). As a large fraction of ship emissions occur next to land a strong impact on air quality
in coastal and port regions exists. For this reason, national and international regulations for emissions from commercial marine vessels exist. The North and Baltic Sea comprise an emission control
area (ECA) where ships have to switch to low sulfur fuel (max. 1% since July 2010). In this study
measurements were performed on the banks of the Elbe in Northern Germany, also belonging to
this ECA. Emission factors of chemical and physical aerosol properties and trace gases as well as
particle size distributions were determined for the individual vessel plumes. Using ship information
data, the vessels were categorized. We also discuss the impact of ship emissions on air quality and
chemistry.
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2 FIELD EXPERIMENT
Measurements were performed in April, 2011 near the Elbe river mouth, Germany (see Fig. 1a)
where numerous private and marine vessels entering and leaving the port of Hamburg, the second
largest European freight port. During 5 days of sampling in this ECA more than 200 vessels were
probed out of which 111 ship plumes are of sufficient quality to be considered in this study. The
remaining ships were measured simultaneously or did not exhibit a significant increase in CO2
emissions needed to calculate emission factors. The sampling was performed at different sites on
the banks of the Elbe, downwind of the river, between Cuxhaven and Hamburg (53°50’N, 9°20’E;
Fig. 1b) using the mobile laboratory “MoLa”.
A large set of state-of-the-art instruments implemented in “MoLa” measured the ship exhaust
plumes with high time resolution at a distance of about 0.3 – 1.5 km to the shipping lanes. This included a Condensation Particle Counter (CPC 3786, TSI, Inc.) and an Environmental Dust Monitor
(EDM 180, Grimm) measuring PM1, PM2.5 and PM10 for the information on physical aerosol particle properties. Size distributions in the size range from 6 nm until 32 µm were registered using a
Fast Mobility Particle Sizer (FMPS 3091, TSI, Inc.), an Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS 3321,
TSI, Inc.) as well as an Optical Particle Counter (OPC 1.109, Grimm). Chemically classified NRPM1 species were detected by the High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer
(HR-ToF-AMS, Aerodyne Res., Inc.). A Multi Angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP, Thermo
E.C.) registered black carbon concentrations and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons were appointed
by a PAH monitor (PAS 2000, EcoChem. Analytics). The Airpointer (Recordum GmbH) monitored
SO2, CO, NO, NO2 and O3 and the LICOR 840 gas analyzer (LI-COR, Inc.) measures CO2. In addition, local meteorology was determined using a WXT510 (Vaisala) weather station.
Specific data of the vessels (ship name, commercial type, length, breath, gauge, speed, position,
fuel consumption, gross tonnage, engine power) were gathered via Automated Identification System
(AIS) broadcasts.
3

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

3.1 Data processing, plume analysis & vessel classification

For a more efficient and more objective handling of the comprehensive data set including the numerous ship exhaust plumes, a data analysis tool was programmed. This tool supports the characterization of the ship emissions and the assessment of the emission impact on local air quality. On the
one hand it calculates emission factors for each ship and parameter from ratios of excess pollutants
(above background) to CO2 in grams of pollutant emitted per kilogram of fuel burned based on the
CO2 balance method (Hobbs et al., 2000). This method assumes that all of the carbon is emitted as
CO2 and accounts for plume dilution. On the other hand, the emission impact on local air quality
was calculated by integration of the complete ship emission peaks for each parameter.
The classification into different ship types using AIS data yielded the following 7 classes with
corresponding counts of each type: container ships (57), tankers (20), ferries (7), cargo ships (12),
reefer & bulkcarriers (4), riverboats (8), others (3).
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Figure 1. Map showing the measurement sites located between Cuxhaven and Hamburg, Northern
Germany on a large scale (a) and in a close-up showing the positions where MoLa was operated (b).
3.2 Characterization of emissions

Ship plumes were identified as peaks in the time series that lasted about 2 minutes and are pronounced more or less, dependent on the kind of measured parameter. A sharp increase was observed
for the following parameters and used for plume identification: concentrations of total particle
number and mass, black carbon, PAH, SO2, NOx, CO2, AMS organic and sulfate. In contrast, O3
was indirectly affected and decreased within the plume due to reactions with NO. Size-resolved particle number concentrations showed peaks with modes in the 10-120 nm size range (see Fig. 2).
Particle number (PN) emission factors (EF) which amount to 2.55·1016±1.19·1016 # kg-1, on average were found to depend on the fuel sulfur content, the engine type and load as higher temperatures and pressures lead to a more complete combustion process. Black carbon emissions (avg.
EFBC=0.15±0.17 g kg-1) instead highly depend on the engine type and apparently have a large impact on the number EFs through suppression of new particle formation by condensation and coagulation. For this reason, a minimal overlap among high PN and high BC emitters was found. NRPM1 in the emissions (EFPM1=2.5±2.3 g kg-1) is mainly composed of organic matter (EFOM=1.8±1.7
g kg-1), sulfate (EFSO4=0.54±0.46 g kg-1) and BC and also depends on fuel sulfur content, engine
type and load. While OM is the most abundant aerosol fraction (72%) in the emissions, sulfate
amounts to 22%, BC to 6% and PAHs to 0.2% (EFPAH=5.3±4.7 mg kg-1). Like sulfate, SO2
(EFSO2=7.7±6.7 g kg-1) is mainly related to the fuel sulfur content. However, both SO2 and NOx
were found to increase with vessel speed i.e., engine load and therefore combustion temperature.
Additionally, also the particle number size distribution mode in the 10-20 nm range depends on the
sulfur content in the fuel. In contrast to the smaller vessels (small tankers, riverboats and others)
which clearly exhibit this mode, larger vessels have larger engine exhaust systems which lead to increased particle losses by condensation and coagulation of the freshly formed particles. Therefore,
the combustion aerosol mode situated at about 30 nm dominates for the larger vessels (container
ships, large tankers, ferries & RoRos, cargo ships, reefer & bulkcarriers). Smaller vessels additionally show a mode at about 100 nm which occurred primarily when high BC emitters were sampled.
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Figure 2. Size-resolved particle number emission factors for the classified vessel types. The size distribution
of smaller ships is dominated by a 10-20 nm mode indicating freshly formed particles. A second mode at
about 35 nm, the combustion aerosol mode appears predominantly in the plumes of larger ships. A third,
weaker mode situated at ~100 nm is again found for the smaller vessels.
3.3 Air quality impact of emissions

The contribution of ship emissions to total pollutant immissions on the banks of the Elbe depends
on the kind of parameter. For particle mass concentrations (OM, sulfate, BC, PAH) and the trace
gas SO2, the typical immission contribution from ship emissions is 5-10 %, the PN impact even
amounts to 20%. When the ship-related immissions were separated into the different vessel types,
container ships, tankers and cargos together cover 80-95% (BC, PAH: ~80%; PN, NOx: ~90%; SO2,
OM, sulfate: ~95%) of the ship-related air quality impact.
Ship emissions influence the ambient submicron aerosol composition as particulate matter from
ship engine exhaust is mainly composed of combustion aerosol particles (OM and BC) and sulfate.
Therefore, the submicron NR-PM1 in the ship plumes clearly differs from the background aerosol
which is additionally composed of nitrate and ammonium.
In a detailed analysis of the sulfate fraction in the measured aerosol we found a strong impact of
the ship emissions on aerosol acidification. While the background aerosol is only slightly acidic
(green points, Fig. 3), sulfuric acid is suggested to be the most abundant sulfate species present in
the expanding plume (blue points, Fig. 3) making the submicron aerosol highly acidic.
Also the ground-level ozone chemistry is indirectly affected by emissions of ships due to reactions of NO with available O3. This equates to a decrease of ozone by 0.4%, on average on our
measurement site. Further downwind, ozone levels will increase formed by sunlight-driven photochemical reactions with precursor species (Lelieveld et al., 2004).
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Figure 3. Correlation illustrating the differences of the ion balance between background and ship emission
aerosol. Measured anions sulfate (multiplied by 2 due to the stoichiometric ratio, being fully neutralized as
ammonium sulfate) nitrate and chloride versus the cation ammonium. While the background aerosol is
slightly acidic (green points), due to the formation of sulfuric acid during the combustion process vessels
have an impact on aerosol acidification (blue points).

4

CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of ship emissions were performed on the banks of the Elbe which is located in an
emission control area using the mobile laboratory MoLa. Emission factors for various pollutants
and relations within measured parameters were found. Together with the AIS data we found the particle number and size distributions, the submicron aerosol composition and particulate matter concentrations as well as the trace gas properties largely depend on fuel sulfur content, engine type and
load. A detailed analysis of ship emission impact on local air quality and chemistry indicates the
typical immission contribution amounts to 5-20% and is dominated by container ships, tankers and
cargos, which are the most numerous vessels at the site. Additionally, ship emissions change the
submicron aerosol composition and have a strong impact on aerosol acidification and ground-level
ozone chemistry. Sulfur regulations affect positively local air quality, climate and health.
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ABSTRACT: The DLR developed within the project “Climate compatible Air Transport System”
(CATS) a comprehensive simulation and assessment approach to quantify the potential to reduce
the climate impact of air traffic with operational and technological measures.
Previous studies by the authors have shown the potential to reduce the climate impact of air traffic
through global operations of a representative twin engine long-range aircraft at lower cruise altitudes and speeds. The present study analyzes the increased mitigation potential given by the combination of aircraft design and operational changes. Based on the analysis of operational changes, the
reference aircraft is optimized for cruise conditions with reduced climate impact. Both aircraft, the
reference and the redesigned configuration, are assessed on a global route network with varying
cruise conditions relative to typical current flight profiles. Pareto optimum cruise conditions are derived for each route and the global network. The resulting fleet mitigation potential allows a cost
benefit analysis, trading climate impact reduction versus increased cash operating costs.
1

CLIMATE IMPACT FROM AVIATION

Air traffic influences the Earth climate by induced cloudiness and concentration changes of atmospheric constituents caused by the emission of carbon dioxides (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulphur oxides (SOx), water vapor (H2O) and aerosols [IPCC 1999]. These atmospheric perturbations
change the terrestrial radiation balance and cause a radiative forcing (RF) that drives the earthatmosphere system to a new state of equilibrium through a resulting temperature change. The global
air traffic contributed approx. 3% to the total anthropogenic radiative forcing cumulated until 2005
[Lee et al. 2009]. However, without any countermeasures the projected air traffic growth of approx.
5 % revenue passenger kilometers per year till 2036 [ICAO 2008] will largely surpass the typical
annual fuel efficiency improvements of 1-2 % and further increase the climate impact from aviation
[IPCC 2007].
The Advisory Council for Aeronautical Research in Europe (ACARE) states in this sense that a
social and climate compatible air transportation system is required for a sustainable development of
commercial aviation. To achieve such a climate compatible air transport system, mitigation strategies need to be developed based on comprehensive assessments of the different impacting factors
and resulting reduction potentials and costs. Various concepts have been investigated in the past, including trajectory optimization for contrail avoidance [Mannstein et al. 2005; Gierens at al. 2008;
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Campbell et al. 2009; Sridhar et al. 2011; Schumann 2011], general changes in flight altitudes
[Fichter 2009; Koch et al. 2011; Dahlmann 2011; Koch et al. 2012; Matthes et al. 2012], and aircraft design changes for reduced climate impact [Egelhofer 2008; Schwartz and Kroo 2011a]
Anyhow, the sound assessment of changes in current flight procedures and aircraft design is a
complex task due to many interdependencies between the different areas of the air transport system.
Options that appear to provide a benefit in a certain aspect (e.g. climate impact) are likely to bring
drawbacks in another aspect (e.g. ATM capacity, flight scheduling, etc.). Further challenge is added
to the optimization of air traffic due to the complexity of atmospheric processes and the related effort in climate impact modeling. The evaluation of options to reduce the climate impact from aviation by new technologies and operational changes requires expert knowledge from different disciplines and adequate models that sufficiently incorporate the driving impact factors. Such a
comprehensive simulation and analysis approach has been developed in the DLR project Climate
compatible Air Transport System (CATS) [Koch et al. 2009, 2011, 2012].
2

THE CATS SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS WORKFLOW

The assessment of complex multidisciplinary topics requires a range of experts and models. Commonly the experts from research and/or industry entities are not located at the same location but are
regionally distributed. This leads to the need of a distributed design and analysis environment that
links the required disciplinary analysis models and provides means for remote triggering, overall
process control, convergence and optimization.
The CATS simulation workflow (Figure 1) is based on the integration framework Remote Component Environment (RCE)(viii) in combination with the Chameleon Suite(viii) to link the different
models models [Seider et al. 2012]. The central data model Common Parametric Aircraft Configuration Scheme (CPACS)(ii) is used for flexible and efficient data exchange [Nagel et al. 2012]. Both
components are developed by DLR and available open source also to external research and industry
institutions [DLR 2012]. Different process control scripts are integrated for the variation / optimization of routes or aircraft configurations. The integration framework and analysis models are provided by several DLR institutions and academia as listed at the end of this document (indices i-viii).
The involved experts ensure in a collaborative way the plausibility of models and simulation results.

Figure 1: CATS simulation workflow with integrated models and iteration paths for varying routes and/or
aircraft design changes.

The multi-disciplinary aircraft design tool Preliminary Aircraft Design and Optimization(viii) (PrADO) is applied to calculate the flight performance and technical characteristics of actual and novel
aircraft configurations. PrADO comprises physical models with empirical extensions for aerodynamics, structural sizing, weight prediction, flight performance incl. trim calculations and geometry
description [Heinze 1994]. PrADO can further be applied to determine the influence of aircraft sub-
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systems on engine performance through bleed air and shaft power extraction. The surrogate database model TWdat(iii) provides engine performance maps for several current engines and possible
future propulsion concepts, which are pre-calculated by the well-established thermodynamic cycle
program Varcycle(iii) [Deidewig 1998] and fitted to real engine data where possible. The performance maps further contain emission indices (i.e. CO, NOx, soot), thrust and fuel flow characteristics [Döpelheuer and Lecht 1998].
Models for preliminary flight preparation (RouteGen(ii) and FuelEstimator(ii)) provide relevant
data concerning the route description and mission profile (airports, vertical and lateral flight path,
yearly frequencies), estimated mission fuel and resulting payload limitations for all analyzed
routes. Annual mean atmospheric data along each route, including temperature, pressure, relative
humidity (for NOx correction), wind vectors are provided by the model Atmos(i) as function of latitude and altitude. The Trajectory Calculation Module (TCM)(ii) is applied to calculate the resulting
trip fuel and detailed emission inventories with 4D trajectories [Linke 2008]. TCM performs a fasttime simulation integrating the relevant flight conditions based on the total energy model. It reads as
input the mission parameters, aircraft weight breakdown, engine and aerodynamic performance tables for different high-lift configurations provided by TWDat and PrADO. This capability enables
the flight performance simulation and evaluation of novel aircraft concepts. The model FlightEnvelope(ii) checks each calculated flight trajectory if aircraft specific operating constraints (stall, buffet
and altitude limits) are violated. In such case the concerning trajectories are removed from the dataset.
The climate impact of each flight is assessed with the climate response model AirClim(i) [Grewe
2008; Fichter 2009; Dahlmann 2011; Grewe and Dahlmann, 2012]. The model comprises response
functions derived from 78 steady-state simulations with the DLR climate-chemistry model E39/CA,
prescribing normalized emissions of nitrogen oxides and water vapor at various atmospheric regions. AirClim was specifically developed for aviation studies and considers the altitude and latitude of emission. It further considers the climate agents CO2, H2O, CH4, O3 and primary mode
ozone (latter three resulting from NOx emissions), line-shaped contrails and contrails cirrus clouds.
Combining aircraft emission data with the higher fidelity sensitivities, AirClim calculates the temporal evolution of radiative forcing (RF) and resulting global near surface temperature change
ΔT(t). Integrating the temperature change over a specified time horizon provides the average temperature response (ATR, expressed in K), which is a suitable metric to compare the future climate
impact of different technologies and air traffic scenarios [Schwartz and Kroo 2011b; Dahlmann
2011].
ATRH 

1 tH
 T(t)dt
H t

(1)

Applied in comparative studies, AirClim further includes a statistical treatment of the uncertainties
in climate impact modeling. It provides by means of internal Monte-Carlo simulations the probability distribution of ATR, which allows the definition of the minimum, median and maximum estimated temperature change [Dahlmann 2011].
Depending on the scope and goal of the study, a DOC(ii) model calculates the cash operating
costs (COC) or direct operating costs (DOC) for each flight [USD/cycle], including the costs for
fuel, crew, maintenance, navigation and landing fees (and financing) [Liebeck 1995].
3

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The current assessment methodology is split into three sequential evaluation steps. In a first step,
the reference traffic scenario is defined for a chosen year. It includes a global route network with
route-specific yearly flight frequencies and typical vertical flight profiles as well as the performance
model of the reference aircraft.
In a second step, the operational climate impact mitigation potential is assessed for the reference
aircraft. This done consecutively for each route in the global network by computing the average
temperature response and cash operating costs for numerous flight trajectories with varying cruise
altitude and speed. The resulting changes are expressed relative to the route-specific reference tra-
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jectory and provide a Pareto front with best combinations of relative ATR and COC changes. The
route-specific Pareto fronts are summed for the entire network, allowing a cost-benefit analysis on
route level but also on network level.
In a third evaluation step, the frequency distribution of initial cruise altitudes (ICA) and cruise
Mach numbers (Macr) are assessed for a selected COC change in order to derive new design conditions for future aircraft with reduced climate impact. Based on this, the reference aircraft is optimized for the new cruise conditions while keeping identical payload range capabilities and design
constraints. The redesigned configuration is re-assessed like the reference aircraft with the above
outlined methodology, showing the mitigation potential resulting from aircraft design changes.
Combining operational and technological changes provides an estimate about the mitigation potential and related costs for a climate compatible air transport system.
3.1 Reference traffic scenario

The reference traffic scenario includes key aspects of typical current global air traffic. The reference
aircraft for the present study is an Airbus A330-200, being a top selling representative in the medium- and long-range market. The configuration equipped with CF6-80E1A3 engines is modeled with
PrADO and TWDat. Therefore the external geometry, cabin configuration and structural layout are
modeled according to the real aircraft. The predicted aircraft component weights and drag polar are
calibrated on available manufacturer data.
The route network contains all flights operated in the year 2006 by the reference aircraft, resulting in a set of 1178 globally distributed city pair connections with corresponding flight frequencies.
Figure 2 depicts the reference aircraft model (a) and analyzed route network (b). The modeled vertical flight profile includes several flight phases based on typical air traffic management (ATM) procedures and respects the common speed and altitude constraints during climb and descend. The
cruise phase is modeled as continuous climb cruise with constant lift coefficient. The reference vertical flight profile for each route is derived from real flight plans submitted to Eurocontrol – CFMU,
which are analyzed in the present study with respect to the requested initial cruise altitude and
speed. The data is kindly provided by Eurocontrol for research purpose and contains 1476 flights
that are clustered by mission distance (great circle between origin and destination) into groups of
250 km. For each distance segment the mean cruise conditions are mapped to the corresponding
routes in the global network.

Figure 2: Geometry model of reference A330-200 (subfigure a) and analyzed global route network containing all flights operated by the aircraft in 2006 (subfigure b).

The present assessment focuses on the cash operating costs (COC) per flight with 2006 price levels,
assuming a global average fuel price of 0.595 USD/kg. The climate impact is calculated for sustained emissions over 32 years (2006-2038), which corresponds to the average lifetime of the reference aircraft. The average temperature response is integrated for the time frame of H=100 years
(ATR100) starting in 2006. Further details concerning the reference traffic scenario and model settings are given in [Koch et al. 2012].
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3.2 Relative change of climate impact and operating costs for varying cruise conditions

To quantify the mitigation potential given by global operations on lower cruise altitudes and speeds,
numerous cruise operating conditions are simulated for each route in the global network. For each
route (index i), variations of cruise Mach numbers (Macr) and initial cruise altitudes (ICA) are conducted. For each ICA, Macr combination and resulting feasible trajectory (index k), the changes of
ATRi,k and COCi,k are expressed relative to the route-specific reference trajectory.
COCrel,i,k 

COCi,k
COCi,ref

(2)

ATRrel,i,k 

ATRi,k
ATRi,ref

(3)

Expressing further the relative changes for all analyzed trajectories (on route i) as cost-benefit ratio
ATRrel,i,k vs. COCrel,i,k provides a Pareto front with ICA, Macr combinations that maximize the mitigation potential on the given route (Figure 3a). For the following evaluation only the Pareto optimal
ICA, Macr combinations (elements of the Pareto front) are taken into account (index kp). The relative changes of climate impact and direct operating cost differ for each route due to varying atmospheric sensitivities and cost shares, hence altering the mitigation potential obtained at given cruise
condition. To obtain the mitigation potential for the global network with n routes (index all) at a
given global relative cost change COCrel,all,kp=x, every route specific Pareto front is intersected at
the specified value of x (Figure 3b). The resulting relative climate impact reductions ATRrel,all,kp (x)
are summed for all n routes after being weighted by the route specific flight frequency fi. The same
approach is applied to determine the resulting global change of cash operating costs COCrel,all,kp (x).
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Applying this process for all cost changes x between the minimum and maximum values of
COCrel,i,kp provides the Pareto front for the global route network and world fleet of the analyzed aircraft (Figure 3c). Please note that the mitigation potential is only given at the computed discrete
values of relative cost changes, which means that no interpolation between the Pareto elements is
possible without loss of the calculated ATR confidence interval.

Figure 3: Principle of COCrel vs. ATRrel Pareto front definition for a single route i (subfigure a) and multiple
routes at a given costs penalty x (subfigures b-c). Identification of corresponding cruise conditions ICA,Macr
(inlay in subfigure c).
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3.3 Derivation of new design conditions for aircraft with reduced climate impact

In aircraft design studies the top level aircraft requirements (TLAR) describe the target performance
parameters for new aircraft, including the payload-range capabilities, high and low speed performance, payload arrangement, etc. The TLAR further contain the definition of initial cruise altitude
and speed as target condition for the optimization of the aircraft high speed performance.
In order to derive the design conditions of future aircraft that are optimized for cruise conditions
with reduced climate impact, the frequency distribution of ICA and Macr is evaluated at an accepted
global cost change COCrel,all,kp. Therefore, following the previously described approach, each routespecific Pareto front is intersected at the defined cost change x, providing the climate impact reduction ATRrel,i,kp (xi) as well as the corresponding cruise condition ICAi,kp(xi) and Macr,i,kp(xi). Applying this procedure to all i=1,…,n routes of the global route network provides the normalized frequency distribution Φx(ICA, Macr) of cruise conditions (Figure 3d inlay), where δi(ICA,Macr) is an
indicator of occurrence (Equation 6-7). Each occurring cruise condition is weighted with the absolute route specific climate mitigation potential (fi · (1-ATRrel,i,kp) ·ATRi,ref).
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From the frequency distribution Φx(ICA, Macr) that results for an accepted cost change COCrel,all,kp,
the mean cruise Mach number Macr (x) and mean initial cruise altitude ICA ( x ) are derived according Equation 8 and 9.
Macr (x) 
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Both parameters serve as new design conditions for aircraft configurations optimized at cruise conditions with reduced climate impact.
4

CLIMATE IMPACT MITIGATION POTENTIAL OF THE REFERENCE AIRCRAFT

In order to determine the climate impact mitigation potential given by the operation of the reference
aircraft on lower cruise altitudes and speeds, the cruise conditions are varied for each route according Table 1.
Minimum value
Maximum value
Step width
Initial cruise altitude [ft]
13000
41000
1000
Cruise Mach number
0.4
0.85
0.01
Table 1: Range of ICA, Macr variations applied in the present study to derive the operational mitigation potential of the
reference aircraft.

To ensure that only feasible flight conditions are considered, each calculated flight trajectory is
checked with respect to speed, altitude, buffeting and stall limits taken from available manufacturer
data. Please note that the wide ranges of ICA and Macr values reflect less current ATM practice but
are rather chosen to identify the maximum potential of climate impact reduction over the full range
of cruise flight conditions feasible by the aircraft.
Applying the CATS simulation workflow with the above described settings, ICA and Macr parameter ranges provides the following climate impact mitigation potential and cost penalty for the
world fleet of the reference aircraft. As shown in Figure 4a , there exists a considerable potential to
reduce the climate impact of air traffic with small to moderate cost penalty (relative to typical cur-
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rent cruise conditions) through reduced flight altitudes and speeds. It also highlights that the mitigation efficiency, which expresses the ratio of achievable ATR reduction for a selected COC increase,
is especially favorable for small COC changes. Exemplarily assuming that airlines or the paying
passenger would accept a 10% COC penalty, the possible ATR reduction accounts 42%. For this
case, the reference aircraft is operated 3170m lower and Mach 0.095 slower compared to typical
current A330 average cruise conditions. Due to the fact that the route-specific reference cruise conditions are not necessarily part of the Pareto front it appears possible to reduce the climate impact in
small bounds without cost increase by trading fuel costs vs. time related costs. However this effect
depends on the applied model characteristics and settings.

Figure 4 (a): Pareto front of mitigation potentials and costs (ATRrel,all vs. DOCrel,all,k) expressed relative to the
global reference (ICAref,all = 11142 m, Macr, ref,all = 0.812) for all analyzed routes operated by the reference
aircraft A332 in 2006. (b): Evolution of relative mission fuel, mission time and ATR changes (frequency
weighted fleet average) for increasing COCrel.

The impact of increasing fuel prices on the climate impact mitigation potential of the reference aircraft and design conditions for future aircraft are investigated in the previous study of the authors
[Koch et al. 2012]. The analysis showed that the climate impact mitigation potential given by lower
cruise altitudes and speeds remains favorable, even for high fuel price scenarios that are expected to
materialize in the future. It further outlined that the impact of regional price variations have a negligible impact on the design conditions.
However, to achieve the discussed climate impact reduction current aircraft need to be operated
in off design conditions and experience performance losses, which lead to increased fuel burn. Figure 4b depicts the evolution of mean mission fuel and mission time values (frequency weighted
fleet average) as function of increasing COC (and related ATR) changes. The cost for fuel compose
a considerable fraction of the cash operating costs (especially on long-haul flights) and will gain
further importance with increasing fuel prices that are expected to materialize in the future. In order
to limit this cost penalty, current aircraft need to be optimized for lower cruise conditions with reduced climate impact.
5

AIRCRAFT DESIGN OPTIMIZATION FOR CRUISE CONDITIONS WITH REDUCED
CLIMATE IMPACT

The conducted analysis allows the derivation of new design criteria for aircraft that are specifically
optimized for lower altitudes and speeds. The present study exemplarily considers the 10% COC
penalty case for aircraft optimization. Analyzing the corresponding cumulated frequency distribution of cruise altitudes and speeds reveals that the reference aircraft is operated in average at ICA =
7974m and Macr = 0.717.
The reference configuration is thus optimized for ICADesign = 8000m and Macr,Design = 0.72 with
PrADO and TWDat. In order to identify the mitigation potential solely rooting in aircraft desgin
changes, the design optimization is conducted with constant technology level, engine performance
map and payload-range capabilities. Based on this requirements the fuselage and cabin layout are
kept identical to the reference aircraft. Instead the wing sweep, aspect ratio, wing area and spanwise
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twist distribution are optimized for the new conditions. Further the leading edge (LE) sweep angle
and area of the vertical and horizontal tail planes are adapted according to the wing planform
changes with constant tail volume coefficient. Figure 5 depicts the geometrical changes of the redesigned configuration in comparison to the reference aircraft.

Figure 5: Comparison of reference and redesigned aircraft. (a): Changes in wing and HTP planform. (b):
Changes in spanwise twist distribution and local lift coefficient (Cl).

The redesigned configuration shows decreased leading edge sweep of the wing and empennage according the lower Mach number. The wing span increases at nearly constant wing area, which leads
to an increased aspect ratio and improved aerodynamic efficiency (L/D) by 15%, but also increased
wing weight. The area of the horizontal tail plane (HTP) decreases due to the increased lever arm,
whereas the vertical tail plane (VTP) area increases due to the increased wing span. The fuselage
weight decreases due to the lower pressure difference at the new design cruise conditions. In total,
the operational empty weight (OWE) increases by 4%. Despite the increased OWE, the improved
aerodynamic efficiency leads to reduced drag and required thrust during cruise flight. The specific
fuel consumption (TSFC) increases slightly by 1.7% due to engine performance losses at the new
cruise conditions. In combination both effects lead to a reduction in mission fuel of 11% compared
the reference aircraft operated at the new design mission. Table 2 shows key design parameters for
the reference and redesigned aircraft operated at ICA 8000m with Mach 0.72 on the design mission.
Geometry
Redesign
Reference
Performance
Redesign
Wing area [m2]
360
361.6
OWE [t]
120.2
Wing sweep (LE) [°]
22
32
MTOW [t]
223.6
Wing aspect ratio [-]
13
9.3
L/D at ICA [-]
23
HTP area [m2]
58.9
71.5
CL at ICA [-]
0.463
HTP sweep (LE) [°]
24
34
TSFC at ICA [kg/N/h]
0.05827
VTP area [m2]
64
53
Mission fuel [t]
52.9
VTP sweep (LE) [°]
31
44
Table 2: Key design parameters for the reference and redesigned aircraft at initial cruise conditions.
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Reference
115.7
221.6
20
0.466
0.05728
59.6

CLIMATE IMPACT MITIGATION POTENTIAL OF THE REDESIGNED AIRCRAFT

The climate impact mitigation potential for the redesigned aircraft operated on lower cruise altitudes and speeds is determined in analogy to the reference aircraft. The cruise conditions are varied
for each route according Table 3. Please note that the new operational limits of the redesign aircraft
are considered in this analysis, limiting thus the operational maximum altitude and speed (compare
Table 1).
Minimum value
Maximum value
Step width
Initial cruise altitude [ft]
13000
35000
1000
Cruise Mach number
0.4
0.78
0.01
Table 3: Range of ICA, Macr variations applied in the present study to derive the operational mitigation potential of the
redesigned aircraft.
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Computing the COC and ATR changes for each trajectory relative to the route-specific reference
trajectory shows a considerable improvement in costs and climate impact due to the increased fuel
efficiency compared to the reference aircraft. Figure 6 depicts the Pareto fronts for the reference and
redesigned aircraft resulting for the route Detroit-Frankfurt (a) and the global route network (b).

Figure 6: Comparison of Pareto fronts (ATRrel vs. COCrel) for the reference aircraft and the redesigned aircraft operated at lower cruise altitudes and speeds on route DTW-FRA (a) and the global route network (b).
For both aircraft the plotted COC and ATR changes are expressed relative to the route-specific reference
flight profiles derived from CFMU data.

The comparison of selected cruise conditions for DTW-FRA shows that the fuel burn improvement of 10-11% leads to a 4-5% reduction of COC, which is in good agreement with the average
share of fuel costs on total COC. The fuel burn reduction further reduces ATR by 4-8% (depending
on altitude) due to less emitted pollutants. The ATR reduction increases towards higher altitudes
due to the increased impact of specific components, e,g, NOx and H2O. The trends observed for
DTW-FRA are also visible in the Pareto front for the global route network (Figure 6b). It shows that
for the selected 10% COC penalty, the ATR reduction is increased from 42% to 54%. Considering
the importance of economic efficiency for the airlines it is rather interesting to keep the COC penalty as low as possible. In this sense, the redesign of the reference aircraft for lower cruise altitudes
and speeds allows the cost-neutral reduction of ATR by 32% relative to typical current cruise operations. To achieve this, the redesigned aircraft is globally operated at ICA = 9930m with Macr =
0.774. Table 4 summarizes the resulting ATRrel,all,kp values for selected COCrel,all,kp with corresponding mean ICA and Macr values derived from the respective frequency distributions.
DOC increase
ATR reduction
Mitigation efficiency
ICA [m]
Macr
(DOCrel,all,kp - 1) (1 - ATRrel,all,kp) (1 - ATRrel,all,kp)/(DOCrel,all,kp -1) (mean)
(mean)
Ref.
RD
Ref.
RD
Ref.
RD
Ref.
RD
neutral
5%
32 %
11278 9932
0.814 0.774
1.0 %
12 %
37 %
12
37.4
10188 9637
0.836 0.771
5.0 %
32 %
46 %
6.4
9.3
9065
8562
0.783 0.728
10 %
42 %
54 %
4.2
5.4
7974
7408
0.717 0.682
20 %
56 %
64 %
2.8
3.2
5460
4948
0.649 0.613
30 % (max)
62 %
66 %
2.0
2.3
4221
4333
0.549 4333
Table 4: Climate impact mitigation potentials and efficiencies for the reference and redesigned aircraft (RD) expressed
relative to the reference scenario. Related ICA and Macr combinations are derived from the frequency distribution resulting at given COC penalty.
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7

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

DLR developed within the project “Climate compatible Air Transport System (CATS)” a comprehensive simulation and assessment approach with detailed models for various aviation disciplines to
quantify the potential to reduce the climate impact of air traffic through operational and technological measures.
The present study focuses on the mitigation potential given by the global operation of actual and
future aircraft on lower cruise altitudes and speeds. The scope of study therefore includes the world
fleet of a representative current twin engine long-range aircraft and a redesigned aircraft that is optimized for cruise conditions with reduced climate impact. Both configurations are operated on a
global route network with varying cruise conditions. For each flight trajectory the changes in average temperature response (ATR) and cash operating costs (COC) are expressed relative to a typical
current reference traffic scenario and flight profiles derived from Eurocontrol CFMU data. Based on
this, Pareto optimum cruise conditions are derived for each route in the network and discussed as
cost benefit analysis, allowing the trade-off between climate impact and operating costs. The analysis further identified aircraft design requirements for future aircraft concepts specifically designed
for cruise conditions with reduced climate impact.
The conducted study shows considerable potential for current aircraft to mitigate climate impact
with small to moderate penalties of cash operating costs, e.g. 42% ATR reduction for 10% COC increase. The distribution of cruise conditions showed for this specific case that the reference aircraft
is operated in average at 8000m with Mach 0.72.
In a further step the reference aircraft is optimized exemplarily for the identified cruise conditions. The resulting configuration shows increased fuel efficiency, which leads to a considerable reduction of the COC penalty at lower cruise altitudes and speeds. The increased fuel efficiency further improves the ATR reduction due to the reduced amounts of emitted pollutants. In combination,
the redesign of the reference aircraft allows a cost-neutral climate impact reduction of 32%.
The conducted study clearly shows that the reduction of aviation climate impact is feasible by
adapting aircraft design and operations in a combined approach. The developed methodology is applicable and extendable to any other operational or technological scenario, providing thus a contribution to a climate compatible air transportation system.
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ABSTRACT: Emission inventories provide the fundamental input for air quality models. A new
emission inventory for Europe covering the whole transport sector was compiled in this study. The
focus is on transport activities since they are a major contributing source of pollutants released into
the atmosphere. Due to a high level of disaggregation of underlying activity data and due to the application of recent data sets of emission factors an accurate and detailed inventory was generated
including NOx, PM2.5, PM10, EC, OC, BaP, SO2, NMVOC, CH4, NH3, CO and CO2 as well as the
number of total and solid particles. The inventory comprises the EU27 countries, as well as Norway, Island, Switzerland and all neighboring sea regions. It covers the year 2005 and provides projections for 2020 and 2030. After quantifying the shares of all relevant subsectors the emissions
were spatially allocated on a mesoscale grid.
1

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Backed by numerous epidemiological studies, it is commonly accepted that poor air quality causes
severe effects on human health. These studies show a correlation between the exposure to certain
concentration levels of pollutants and the probability of suffering from specific diseases. Thus, decline in concentration levels at polluted sites is correlated to positive health response at receptor regions but actually occurs due to the implementation of abatement strategies at emitting sources that
might, in general, be located elsewhere. Therefore, policy makers use integrated assessment tools to
investigate the impact of different mitigation measures and combine them to efficient environmental
protection strategies.
The most severe environmental health risks related to air quality in Europe are caused by particulate matter (measured as PM10, PM2.5, EC (elemental carbon), OC (organic carbon) and PNC (particle number concentration)). During the EU FP7 funded project TRANSPHORM such an integrated assessment is currently undertaken aiming to gain new insight on mitigation potentials to reduce
negative health impacts caused by particulate matter.
Existing emission inventories were found to be insufficient due to the lack of detail in terms of
disaggregation in both activity data and emission factors. However, a certain level of detail is critical to subsequently determine the effect of measures that tackle only a subset of activities and emission factors. Therefore, as an initial step for the assessment process an emission inventory at European scale needed to be generated for the year 2005 as well as for the reference scenario years 2020
and 2030.
2

METHODOLOGY

The inventory covers all relevant on-road and off-road modes of the transport sector, namely:
 On-road transportation including passenger cars, light and heavy duty vehicles and motorcycles,
 Rail-bound traffic from passenger and freight trains,
*
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 International maritime navigation including in-port activities at coastal harbors,
 Shipping activities on inland rivers, and
 Landings and take-offs from civil aviation including activities from ground support equipment on airports.
Emissions from civil aviation beyond 3000 feet altitude above ground level were excluded within
the scope of this work due to the lack of detailed emission factors.
2.1 On-road transportation

For on-road transportation, the inventory covers distinct activity categories for more than 300 different vehicles types in all considered countries characterized by their engine capacity and technology, the weight class of the vehicle and the fuel used from the TREMOVE model (De Ceuster,
2011). The distinction is necessary since emission factors vary largely between vehicle types. Activities are based on the TEMOVE model and are available for different regions and on different
road network types (De Ceuster, 2011). The activities were associated to an evenly detailed set of
emission factors by (Samaras, 2012). For the reference scenario years 2020 and 2030, current legislation was included such as the Euro 6/VI standards for on-road vehicles and an increase in bio-fuel
usage. Emissions are derived by setting
, , , , , ,

, , , , ,

, , , , , ,

where , , , , , , is the yearly emission of pollutant p in country c at region r on network n for a
vehicle of type t using technology e and is powered by fuel type f. The activity , , , , , is given in
kilometers-driven and the emission factor
, , , , , , is given in grams per kilometers-driven or
particle number per kilometers-driven, respectively.
2.2 Railways Rail-bound traffic

Rail-mounted passenger and freight transportation is considered based on fuel usage data. Thus, only exhaust emissions are considered. The emission factors vary by locomotive type and fuel type,
i.e. line-haul locomotives, shunting locomotives and diesel railcars (Fridell, 2012). The emissions
were derived by
, , ,

, ,

, ,

where , , , corresponds to the yearly emission of pollutant p in country c of train types t powered
by fuel f. The activity , , is the respective energy usage due to combustion.
2.3 Civil aviation

Data on landing and take-off cycles for 2005 are available from Eurostat based on arrivals and departures per aircraft type at European airports (European Commission, 2012). The data were projected for 2020 and 2030 using scaling factors derived from modeled activity data for these years as
in TREMOVE (De Ceuster, 2011). Emission factors per LTO of every arrival or departure of an
aircraft are modeled by means of the count and type of engines per aircraft and their fuel flow per
second in the respective mode. The respective data is yet unpublished and were provided by the
German Aerospace Center (DLR). The average time-in-mode per cycle is available from the ICAO
database. Thus, yearly emissions below 3000 feet above ground are modeled per airport by
,

, ,
∈

,

, ,

, ,
∈

,
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,
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, ,

,

where p is a pollutant, i is an airport, j is an aircraft type, nj is the number of engines of an aircraft
type, farr,j,i and fdep,j,i depict the number of arriving and departing flights of a given aircraft type at a
given airport, and tm is the time-in-mode during an LTO cycle, i.e. during taxi-approach (TA), approach (AP), taxi-departure (TD), take-off (TO) and climb out (CO). Emissions of ground service
equipment, Ep,GSE, are added on a per-flight basis.
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2.4

International maritime navigation and coastal harbors

Emissions at sea from maritime shipping activities particularly for SO2 and secondary particulate
matter depend on the sulfur content (FSC) of the amount of fuel necessary to power the engines.
The global mean content in mass-% in 2005 was about 2.3 (Cooper and Gustafsson, 2004), whereby
marine diesel was at 0.5 and heavy fuel at 2.7 in average (Moldanova, 2012). The IMO global limit
is aimed at reaching levels below 0.5 by 2020. Within Emission Control Areas, namely the Baltic
Sea, the North Sea and the English Channel, there are tighter limits already in effect: They were at
1.5 mass-% in 2006/2007, at 1 mass-% after mid of 2010 and will be at 0.1 mass-% from 2015 onwards. Compliance to the above regulations is assumed in 2020 and 2030.
The TREMOVE model activities per sea region are categorized by different ship types, respective engine power, average engine-load during cruise and the fuel type used which may be either residual oil (2.7 mass-%), marine distillates (0.5 mass-%) or marine gas oil (0.1 mass-%).
In addition to the above, all ships newly built - or with an installed engine manufactured after
1990 - are bound to comply with emission limits for NOx. The thresholds have been lowered for engines built after 2011 and will be even further confined after 2016. Due to the lack of detailed fleet
data on the compliance to the above, half of the ships are assumed to have installed a pre-1990 engine in 2005 while the rest is estimated to meet Tier-I regulations. For 2020, a shift of the same split
was adopted between Tier-I and Tier-II, while in 2030, a complete fulfillment of the latter is expected. Activities in kWh per region s of a ship of type t having an engine of type e powered by fuel
f is derived by
, , ,

,

, , ,
∈

,

, ,

,

where ds,t is the distance traveled per region and ship type, vt denotes the average speed per ship
type, pMAIN,t,e,f and pAUX,t,e,f denote the main and auxiliary engine power of a ship of type t having an
engine of type e powered by fuel f, at respective loads lMAIN,CRUISE,t,e and lAUX,CRUISE,t,e during cruise.
Emissions per pollutant and sea region are subsequently calculated by
,

, , ,

, , ,

In ports, ships produce emissions due to maneuvering and hoteling. They are mainly using their
auxiliary engines, so their loads differ from the loads during cruise at sea (European Environment
Agency, 2009). Activity data can be derived by the number of port callings and the dwelling time in
respective modes. Thus, the emissions are essentially
,, ,

,, ,
∈
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∈
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,
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where kc,t,e,f is the number of port callings, tm is the mean time a ship is hoteling (H) or maneuvering
(M). The power pu,t,e,f and engine load lu,m,t,e correspond to the description above. Emission factors
efe are given per engine.
2.5 Inland shipping

Emission factors due to traffic on rivers were available based on the power output of engines times
the period at full load in hours, i.e. in kWh. The engines are classified by ship type and loading capacity. Activities in vessel kilometers-driven from TREMOVE were converted in hours driven
based on specific average speeds, yielding
, , ,

, ,

,

where the emission is calculated per pollutant p, country c, ship type t and capacity h.
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RESULTS

Due to space limitations, only an exemplary subset of results is discussed in the following. The focus is on NOx and PM2.5.

Figure 1: Transport-related PM2.5 emissions [kt].

Figure 2: PM2.5 emissions of all sectors [Mt].

As depicted in Figure 1, levels of transport related PM2.5 emissions are projected to decline by
more than 50% in 2020 compared to 2005 and will in turn slightly increase until 2030. The former
is mostly due to a technology shift in shipping and on-road transportation. The two modes will continue to be the major sources of particulate matter in the considered modes of transportation. The
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decrease contributes to the reduction of PM2.5 emissions in all sectors which is at about 30% in
2020 and is only very small in 2030, as is shown in Figure 2. While this shows the projected decline
in the reference scenarios, it underlines the importance of the transportation sector which still has
potential for mitigating emissions.

Figure 3: Transport-related NOx emissions [kt].

Figure 4: NOx emissions of all sectors [Mt].

As show in Figure 3, NOx emissions from transportation activities show a decrease of less than 20%
in 2020 and 2030, respectively, compared to 2005. But, the source profiles for the years show large
differences: On-road activities contribute half of the NOx emissions in 2005 while shipping activities is the other major contributor. Projections show that the latter will be responsible for two third
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of the emissions in 2030 while on-road transportation will then contribute with less than 25%. Figure 4 shows that mitigation measures for shipping activities could have an overall high effect across
sectors since transportation remains the main contributor of NOx emissions.
4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A detailed emission inventory for all modes of the transport sector at a European scale for 2005 and
for future years 2020 and 2030 was compiled. The inventory is linked to a broad set of activities
and emission factors ensuring that the calculated amounts of pollutant release remain associated to
the contributing sources.
The emissions data were spatially allocated on a 1/8 by 1/16 degree grid (about 7 x 7 km) and
was subsequently embedded in a previously established cross-sectoral inventory of the remaining
activities not related to transport. In a subsequent effort numerous abatement measures will be applied to the inventory to facilitate a detailed assessment of the effects of several mitigation strategies at different scales.
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ABSTRACT: Shipping needs to control its annual release of CO2 emissions. Key is the development of appropriate methods of accounting and monitoring. According to greenhouse gas protocol,
if methods are to be of use to policymakers, they should fulfil five essential criteria: relevance,
completeness, consistency, transparency, and accuracy. It is demonstrated here that all of the methods currently used fail to fulfil one or more of these criteria and are associated with high levels of
uncertainty. As a solution, this paper presents a new method based on AIS (Automatic Identification
System) data collected by satellite and land-based receivers. All ships of 300 gross tonnage and
above are required to send AIS messages at regular intervals, including the ship’s geographical position, course, and speed. Dedicated receivers in Earth orbit, and on the coast, pick up AIS messages
from ships in their field of view. Using data from the International Space Station (ISS), complemented with data from land-based receiver stations, and a database of the world cargo shipping
fleet, a viable method for calculating fuel consumption – and in turn CO2 emissions – on the individual ship basis is presented. The method is subsequently assessed in terms of the five criteria.
Suggestions on how the method should be calibrated and fine-tuned as it is scaled up to more complete data coverage are made. The paper demonstrates that this new method has the potential to
provide a clear picture of international shipping CO2 emissions, and is well-suited to be incorporated into emissions control policies currently being discussed at the global and the European levels,
as well as informing the wider policy debate.
1

INTRODUCTION

Global shipping activity in 2007 emitted around 1 Gt of CO2 per year (Buhaug et al, 2009) - approximately 3% of the global total. If the widely agreed goal of keeping average global warming
under 2°C is not to be rendered meaningless, global greenhouse gas emissions must be drastically
reduced (Anderson and Bows, 2011). The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has recognised the responsibility of the shipping sector and has declared that it is “determined to develop a
mechanism that will enable the industry to achieve the eventually agreed reduction target“ (IMO,
2010). However, recent history suggests it will likely take a radical shift away from ‘business as
ususal’ for shipping to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions, let alone at the rate that would be needed to reconcile even a conservative reading of the language employed with climate science (Anderson et al, 2012). In 1997, the Kyoto protocol mandated Annex I nations to „pursue limitation or reduction of emission of greenhouse gases … from … marine bunker fuels, working through … the
International Maritime Organization“. According to fuel sales data from the International Energy
Agency (IEA), over the twelve years that followed, CO2 emissions from international shipping rose
by more than a third, at a much higher rate than global emissions, as shown in figure 1. Over the
twenty-five years between 1984 and 2009 (the year of the most recent IEA data), international shipping CO2 emissions increased by 118% (IEA, 2011), compared to an increase in global CO2 emissions of 58% (BP, 2012). While the IEA data provide a useful time series of shipping emissions, it
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has been argued that actual emissions are much higher, due to likely under-reporting of fuel sales
(Corbett and Koehler, 2003). Perhaps the most authoritative estimate is that from the 2nd IMO
greenhouse gas study (Buhaug et al, 2009). For 2007, it estimates that international shipping emitted 870Mt CO2 into the atmosphere, 139% of the value based on the IEA fuel stats figures, while
stating an uncertainty of 20% (figure 1). The value is derived from a fleet activity model, for 2007
only.

Figure 1: CO2 emissions from international shipping based on fuel sales data (IEA, 2011) and on a fleet activity model (Buhaug, 2009), and global CO2 emissions from all sectors (BP, 2012).

So, while shipping faces a huge challenge in drastically reducing its greenhouse gas emissions – following a strong upward trend over past decades – emissions are not accurately known in quantitative terms. Estimates are associated with large uncertainties and many methods are not well-suited
to monitor the emissions trajectory over time. An accurate method of estimating greenhouse gas
emissions from shipping that is sensitive to fuel saving measures may allow for a better grasp of the
problem (Gilbert and Bows, 2012). In terms of its emissions, shipping needs to change course urgently and an exact instrument for determining its position would be useful to policymakers.
This paper explores a method based on AIS (Automatic Identification System) data. All large
ships are required to send their position and state of motion at regular intervals and the messages
can be picked up by satellite. The underlying idea is to infer a vessel’s fuel consumption based on
its movements, as represented by the set of its associated AIS messages. Applied to the whole fleet,
CO2 emissions could be estimated over time - and with little time lag. While AIS recorders are already deployed in orbit, the majority are commercial, and the data are expensive. Only a small sample of limited geographical and temporal coverage was available to the authors. The aims of this
study are therefore to demonstrate the principle, and conduct a comparative assessment with other
methods, with a view to populating the navigational toolkit that shipping may draw upon in steering
a low carbon course.
Section 2 gives an overview of the currently used methods for estimating shipping emissions.
Section 3 presents the method. Initial results are given in section 4, and discussed in section 5. Section 6 concludes.
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EXISTING METHODS OF ESTIMATING SHIPPING EMISSIONS

Various ways of estimating greenhouse gas emissions from shipping are found in the literature.
They are typically based on: a fleet activity model; a dataset of ship-movements; transport work; or
fuel sales. The 2nd IMO greenhouse gas study uses a world fleet register and, according to size and
type, the vessels‘ annual fuel consumption is calculated from assumptions on the installed engine
power, engine load factor and specific fuel consumption, and days at sea. Uncertainty in these parameters directly translates into uncertainty in the results, shown in figure 1. Perhaps more importantly, measures aiming to reduce shipping’s carbon cost, such as slow-steaming, are only indirectly accounted for, if at all. Paxian et al (2010), on the other hand, developed an algorithm for
determining a ship’s route and travel speed, based on ship movements in and out of ports. From the
ship voyage as determined by the algorithm, the associated fuel consumption is estimated on the basis of ship parameters, such as installed engine power. While such ship movement data exist, they
provide no immediate information about the actual route, and speed, travelled. Furthermore, they
are usually very expensive and it is not clear how complete a coverage they provide. Paxian et al
(2010) scale their results up, by extrapolating from the ship numbers in their data to the ship numbers in the fleet register used in the 2nd IMO greenhouse gas study, to compare results.
Some other methods focus on the cargo rather than the vessels. Agencies like Eurostat or
UNCTAD provide extensive data on traded goods. By making assumptions on the type of ship –
fuel consumption and loading condition in particular – that the cargo travels on, a carbon cost can
be assigned to the transporting of the good, in gCO2 per tonne-km. If the origin and destination of
the cargo is known, the distance can be looked up, and together with the assumed amount of CO2
emitted per tonne-km, the CO2 emissions arising from the transport of the goods is estimated
(Schrooten et al, 2009). One major advantage is that it allows for an apportionment of emissions to
individual regions or countries. However, the uncertainties in the emission factors are large, and the
measures required to reduce uncertainty are not straightforward because there is no direct way of
adjusting emissions factors to the uptake of such measures. As mentioned in section 1, fuel sale records provide a good time series, but it has been argued that they significantly under-estimate emissions (Corbett and Koehler, 2003). Beyond the indirect methods detailed here, it is obviously viable
for vessels to record their own fuel consumption at a reasonable cost assuming some technical adaptation (Faber et al, 2009). However, there is no regulation in place that would make this mandatory
and as these data are commercially sensitive they are not typically disclosed.
3

METHOD FOR ESTIMATING FUEL CONSUMPTION FROM AIS DATA

The IMO’s International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) requires all ocean-going
ships of gross tonnage of 300 or above to radio AIS messages at regular intervals. The messages
contain a number of parameters including the ship’s location and speed, and allow for its identification. While AIS messages have a horizontal range of the order of 50 miles, they travel much further
vertically, meaning they can be received by satellite. A number of AIS receivers have been deployed in space, both by governments and private enterprises. The NORAIS experiment on board
the ISS uses such a receiver to record AIS data. The data recorded by the NORAIS experiment between 27 June and 18 July 2010 are used in this study. The receiver’s field of view moves with the
trajectory of the ISS. Disentangling the messages from the potentially large number of vessels in the
field of view is one of the main challenges in the designing of receivers, and in areas of dense ship
traffic the detection probability deteriorates significantly (Eriksen et al, 2006). In the same areas,
however, one may expect coverage by land-based receiver stations to be highest – because, for obvious reasons, they are likely to be found in locations of high traffic and land-based receivers have a
much smaller field of view and disentangling messages is therefore not an issue. To complement the
NORAIS data, four sets of land-based AIS data were acquired from a commercial provider, Vesseltracker, covering the Baltic Sea, the North Sea, the Mediterranean and China, over the time period from 18 June to 27 July 2010.
The fuel consumption of individual vessels is estimated over the two week time period from 1
July to 14 July 2010, based on vessel motion during that time and the installed engine power and inferred loading. Vessel movements are derived from its associated AIS data and vessel parameters
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are read from a database of the world cargo fleet, by Clarkson. The core time interval was chosen to
lie within the time period covered by both AIS data sets, with time margins before and after so that,
ideally, a vessel’s location is known before entering and after leaving the time period of analysis.
As the first step, all AIS messages pertaining to the ship under scrutiny are collected and timeordered. Its IMO number serves as the ship’s identifier. The land-based AIS data are delivered in a
pre-processed format with all messages in the same format and including the IMO number. The
space-based data are delivered in their original format, and there are two differing message types.
One (called type 1 here) is sent every 2 to 10 seconds but it does not contain an IMO number. The
other (called type 5 here) is sent every 6 minutes and it does contain the IMO number. Messages are
associated by way of the MMSI (Maritime Mobile Service Identity). Because the MMSI is not as
reliable an identifier as the IMO number, only those vessels and messages were selected for which
there is a strict one-to-one correspondence between IMO number and MMSI throughout the data.
The sample from the NORAIS dataset contains 119 thousand messages of type 5, and 3 million
messages of type 1, with 15,804 distinct IMO numbers.
As the second step, for every pair of consecutive AIS messages the fuel consumption over the
time interval between the two messages is calculated, using a version of the basic formula for the
fuel consumption fc:
0.8 ∙

∙

∙

∙∆

Where 0.8 is the assumed engine loading at service speed, PME is the installed main engine power, SFOC is the specific fuel consumption of the engine, assumed to be 200g kWh-1, v is ship speed,
and ∆t is the time interval between messages. Ideally, with near-complete coverage, this time interval would be very short, and the actual ship movement over time would be well-resolved. Given the
limited scope and coverage of the data used here, this case cannot be expected. In order to be conservative (i.e. rather under-estimate than over-estimate fuel consumption), three cases are distinguished in determining the transient speed, according to the length of the time interval. 1. (∆t <
10min.) vtransient is the mean vm of the velocities stated in the AIS messages. 2. (10min. < ∆t < 3h.)
vtransient is the geographic distance ∆s, between locations stated in the AIS messages divided by the
time interval ∆t. (3h.<∆t) vtransient=vm2/3(∆s/ ∆t)1/3. The reasoning for this is as follows: for very
small time intervals, the transient speed transmitted is deemed accurate for the whole interval. For
longer intervals, a constant speed is considered a more conservative assumption about the motion of
the vessel. For yet longer time intervals, this may lead to gross under-estimation when the ship
passes between two locations and then idles.
In the third step, fuel consumption over all time intervals lying in the study period is aggregated,
for every ship in the fleet register.
A number of checks are included in the analysis to guard against missing or faulty data. If no
main engine power is given it is determined from a fit formula, based on the ship’s deadweight and
service speed1. If no service speed is given in the fleet register, it is assumed to be the value between the 4th and 5th quintile of speed values in the set of AIS messages associated with the ship. If
the speed value is considered unreasonable, it is replaced by applying the inverse engine power fit
formula. Finally, all outliers in the results are checked and discarded if any parameter appears
faulty. It is noted that examples of faulty speed values, faulty position readings, and misidentifications were found in the land-based data but none in the space-based data, indicating that
this does not pose an intrinsic problem to the use of AIS data.
4

RESULTS

Overall, out of 33,380 vessels in the data base, 22,270 vessels, or 2/3, are identified in the AIS data.
However, not all of the detected and identified vessels’ movements over the core two week time period are resolved well by the data. In order to understand how well ship movements are resolved by
1

The main engine power formula is
based on data from the fleet register.

0.0561913 ∙

.

∙

,
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the AIS data, two parameters are considered. The coverage for a vessel is here defined as the fraction of the core time interval which is covered by the AIS data associated with the ship i.e. the coverage is the time stamp of the last AIS message (or the end of the core time interval if the last AIS
message is later) minus the time stamp of the first message (or the start of the core time period, if
the first AIS message dates earlier). So the coverage ranges between 0, if the ship is (a) not detected
at all, or (b) only before the core time interval, or (c) only after the core time interval, and 1, if the
vessel first appears in the data before the core time interval began and last after it ended.
The second parameter is the maximum time interval between messages. This is the longest time
interval between two consecutive messages in the core time interval (cut at the start or end point if it
extends beyond the core time interval), as a fraction of the core time interval. The maximum time
interval ranges from very small numbers where AIS messages from the vessel are received continuously, without any long interruptions, to 1 where the vessel is seen before and after the core time interval, but no message is recorded during the core time interval. Coverage and maximum time interval provide a measure for how closely a vessel is tracked by the AIS data. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of both parameters for the entire ship register used in this study. In 15,719 cases, the
AIS records cover the full core time interval. This means that about one half of all vessels are located by the AIS data sample both before the core time interval begins and after it ends. In the other
cases, the vessel is either first detected some time after the beginning of the core time period or it is
last seen some time after the end of the core time period, or – in about one third of the cases – is not
detected at all.

Figure 2: Coverage and core time interval for all vessels in the register of the world cargo fleet used in this
study.

For the vessels with a coverage parameter of 1, on average, the maximum time interval is 0.28, or
94 hours, about four days. This provides an estimate of how well the vessel movement during that
time period is monitored by the AIS data. In a time interval of four days, a vessel could have undertaken a return voyage, taking up to two days per leg, that would not be reflected in the data, and the
ensuing fuel consumption would go unnoticed.
For vessels that are mainly tracked by the NORAIS data, the ideal value of the maximum time
interval is just below 0.04, or about half a day, as a result of the flightpath of the ISS, which equals
the trajectory of the field of view of the NORAIS receiver. For deep sea shipping, half a day already
appears to provide a reasonable detection frequency. Figure 2, on the right, shows the distribution of
maximum time intervals of the vessels in the ship register moving towards that value, with a small
tail of vessels that have even smaller values, because they are not covered over the whole time period or because they spent the whole time period in one of the areas covered by land-based receiver
stations.
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To consider an example, figure 3 shows the track of a vessel on its voyage from Santos (Brazil) to
Singapore, as recorded in the AIS data. The 76,784 dwt bulk carrier has the IMO number 9304239,
its service speed is 14.5 knots, and the installed main engine power is 12,550 HP. According to the
formula given in section 2, its fuel consumption over the two week study period was 366 metric
tons. The coverage is 1 and the maximum time interval between two consecutive messages in the
two week core time interval is 0.05, or 17 hours. This example represents an almost ideal case. In
most cases, the data are not as complete, if the vessel either spent more time outside the field of
view of the receivers or was in the field of view of the NORAIS receiver but its messages were not
recorded, which is the more probable the denser the ship traffic in the area (cf. Eriksen et al, 2006).

Figure 3: Track of AIS messages from a bulk carrier as recorded by the NORAIS receiver between 27 June
and 18 July 2010.

To gain an understanding to what degree fuel consumption may be inferred from even such a severely limited data sample table 1 shows results for six size categories of container vessels: the average coverage parameter per category, together with the number of ships in that category and the
average annual fuel consumption per ship, as calculated from the AIS data (multiplying the fuel
consumption over the two week core time period by 365/14 to get its annual fuel consumption).
Size

number of ships
this study

average GT

average main
coverage
engine fuel
consumption
[ktons/year]
>8,000 TEU
287
101,263
24.39
0.935
5,000-8,000 TEU
523
68,024
16.93
0.843
3,000-4,999 TEU
877
44,066
12.35
0.825
2,000-2,999 TEU
694
28,294
6.77
0.789
1,000-1,999 TEU
1,230
15,501
2.73
0.730
<999 TEU
1,189
6,715
1.04
0.617
Table 1: For size categories of container vessels, the table shows the number of vessels in the used database of the
world cargo fleet, average gross tonnage, average annual fuel consumption based on the limited AIS sample, and coverage.
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DISCUSSION

The sample of AIS data available for this study does not provide full global coverage. Therefore,
the results presented in table 1 are clearly expected to under-estimate emissions because of the limitations of the data and a conservative formula for estimating fuel consumption. However, the results
indicate that even from such a severely limited data sample, a significant share of vessels is tracked
reasonably well, indicating that estimating shipping emissions from recorded AIS data is indeed viable.
There are two obvious steps towards further development and application of the presented method. First, if the method could be applied to AIS data with full global coverage, an accurate resolution of all vessel movements, with respect to inferring their fuel consumption, can be expected,
providing an estimate of international shipping emissions. While the data are not readily available,
they exist, and the method is feasible. Second, the formula used in deriving fuel consumption is rather simplistic, and it could be modified (for example, by developing a more sophisticated speed
dependency), calibrated, and fine-tuned if fuel consumption records from ships, along with the corresponding AIS data were available as a training and test sample.
Having addressed the viability of the method, it is now assessed in comparison to other methods
currently in use with respect to its advantages as well as potential barriers and caveats. The greenhouse gas protocol lists five criteria that greenhouse gas accounting and reporting methods should
fulfil: relevance, completeness, consistency, transparency, and accuracy (Ranganathan et al, 2004).
5.1 Relevance:

Relevance means the method “appropriately reflects the GHG emissions” (Ranganathan et al,
2004). The AIS method directly maps international shipping activity onto fuel consumption and ensuing CO2 emissions, rather than indirectly inferring the activity from the existing fleet or goods
transported. It is also a more direct mapping than bottom-up methods based on ship movements in
and out of ports as those need to make assumptions about the actual route and speed. The fuel sales
method yields a value directly but it does not account for how and where emissions take place – information that is arguably key to a market based measure (MBM) to control greenhouse gases from
shipping (Faber et al, 2009).
5.2 Completeness:

The AIS method includes all ships of gross tonnage of 300 or more. With respect to fuel consumption from international shipping, that means it is almost complete. A fleet activity model using a
world fleet register is also complete in principle. The completeness of data on ship movements in
and out of port, i.e. the relative number of ship movements recorded in the data, is not known, and
they do not contain details of the journey between ports (Paxian et al, 2010). Completeness is limited for methods based on transport work and it has been argued that fuel sales under-estimate fuel
consumption (Corbett and Koehler, 2003). In practice, the completeness of the AIS method depends
on the completeness of coverage, and potentially on the extent to which AIS is switched off, which
can be the case when it would compromise security, in piracy areas for example.
5.3 Consistency:

One main advantage of the AIS method over others is that it can yield continuous emission estimates over time, with very little time-lag. None of the other methods is as quick or provides the
same degree of time-resolution.
5.4 Transparency:

The criterion of transparency is met well by all of the methods discussed in this study.
5.5 Accuracy:

Accuracy is clearly a criterion that is absolutely key. All of the methods currently in use are associated with large uncertainties. While the proposed AIS-based method has the potential to be accurate
to a very high degree, future work will have to prove this. What is crucially important, with respect
to any effort to meet the low carbon challenge for shipping, is the method’s sensitivity to changes in
shipping practices aimed at reducing emissions.
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One method that has not been discussed is the recording and reporting of the fuel consumption by
the ships. While there are ships that would need to fit additional equipment in order to accurately
record their fuel consumption, this could be done at moderate cost (Faber et al, 2009). If such a
method were put in place, it would likely be the most ideal one, particularly in relation to accuracy.
If a stringent MBM were put in place, this would likely have to include regulation for ships to record and disclose their actual fuel consumption (Faber et al, 2009). In that case, the proposed AIS
method could play an important role in monitoring the whole system, including fraud detection.
More importantly, however, shipping has not managed to put in place a stringent MBM, despite
many and long discussions at the IMO and elsewhere. Establishing a concise and effective instrument for monitoring shipping emissions that provides a clear picture of CO2 emissions from shipping could constitute an important first step towards meaningful mitigation measures. The notion of
providing such a clear picture may meet with opposition, and acquiring the data and producing the
information would incur a cost. Nevertheless, if shipping is serious about controlling its greenhouse
gas emissions and making its fair contribution to the problem then these barriers must be overcome.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In terms of its greenhouse gas emissions, shipping must urgently change course. However, there is
an absence of navigational instruments that may prove useful in executing this manoeuvre. Estimates of shipping emissions are associated with large uncertainties, and methods currently available
often lack sensitivity with respect to measures aimed at reducing fuel consumption, and are unable
to monitor progress adequately. This paper presents a new method for monitoring the greenhouse
gas emissions from shipping using AIS data, collected in space as well as on land, to track ship
movements. An analysis of limited samples of AIS data in combination with a register of the world
cargo fleet indicates that the method is viable. It is assessed according to a set of criteria for greenhouse gas monitoring and shown to be fit for the task. In particular, yielding near real time results,
with accurate spatial and temporal resolution, based on the actual vessel movements, are key properties and advantages of this new method over others. Implementing the method on a complete
global scale will need to navigate some obstacles, including the cost of acquiring AIS data guaranteeing sufficient coverage. But the shipping sector must overcome these barriers if it is to reconcile
what it says with what it does to address climate change.
7
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ABSTRACT: IAGOS is a new European research infrastructure which aims at constructing a global
observation system for atmospheric composition by deploying autonomous instruments aboard a
fleet of passenger aircraft. IAGOS builds on more almost 20 years of scientific and technological
expertise gained in the research projects MOZAIC (Measurement of Ozone and Water Vapour on
Airbus In-service Aircraft) and CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the Atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container). The European consortium behind IAGOS includes
research centres, universities, national weather services, airline operators and aviation industry. The
two elements IAGOS-CORE and IAGOS-CARIBIC are complementary building blocks of one
unique global atmospheric observation system. IAGOS-CORE deploys newly developed high-tech
instrumentation for regular in-situ measurements of atmospheric chemical species (O3, CO, CO2,
CH4, NOx, NOy, H2O), aerosols and cloud particles. Involved airlines ensure global operation of the
network. In IAGOS-CARIBIC an extensively instrumented cargo container is operated as a flying
laboratory aboard one aircraft. IAGOS provides data for users in science and policy including air
quality forecasting, verification of CO2 emissions and Kyoto monitoring, numerical weather prediction, and validation of satellite products. It is considered a major contributor to the in-situ component of GMES Atmospheric Services. In combination with its predecessor programs MOZAIC and
CARIBIC, IAGOS allocates long-term observation data of atmospheric chemical composition in the
upper troposphere and lowermost stratosphere since 1994, while the most recent IAGOS-CORE
aircraft went into service in 2011 and 2012.
1 RATIONALE
The largest uncertainties in our current knowledge on climate change are associated with the complex feedback mechanisms in the climate system, for example the amplification of the CO2-induced
greenhouse effect by water vapour (Lacis et al. 2010), the effect of aerosol on cloud formation and
cloud microphysics (Clarke; Kapustin 2010; Schwartz et al. 2010), the role of deep convection for
transport of gases and aerosol particles into the UTLS, in particular over South-East Asia (Monsoon), and its behaviour within a changing climate (Randel et al. 2010), or the modification of biological cycles by climate change (Mahowald 2011) including feedbacks through biogeochemical
and bio-geophysical processes which alter the sources and sinks of the greenhouse gases CH4 and
CO2 (Friedlingstein et al. 2006). These uncertainties, in turn, imply large unknowns in predicting
the future climate, especially at regional scales (Lenton 2011).
The atmospheric greenhouse effect is not confined to the lower atmosphere, but is largely driven
by changes in the upper troposphere and the lower stratosphere (UTLS) (Riese et al. 2012). For instance, the small increase of water vapour in the stratosphere (by only ~0.8 ppm between 1980 and
2010) is likely responsible for 25% of the total anthropogenic greenhouse effect of ~0.5°C during
*
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this time (Solomon et al. 2010). Climate change also influences air quality by modifying atmospheric transport and weather patterns (Min et al. 2011) with impacts on air quality in Europe and other
regions of the world due to long range transport of pollutants, ozone, and aerosol from growing
economies (Monks et al. 2009).
In order to reduce the uncertainty of climate predictions, the models require input from measurements, both as boundary conditions and for the evaluation and improvement of parameterizations. Indeed, observational capacity is essential for all aspects of atmospheric research, including
the assessment of causes for past changes as well as the prediction of further future changes and the
economic and social consequences (e.g., IGACO 2004; IGCO 2004; Solomon et al. 2007). Also,
pressing scientific issues require detailed long-term observations of atmospheric chemical composition on a global scale. Of highest scientific interest are data on greenhouse gases like CO2, CH4, and
water vapour, reactive trace gases like ozone (being also a short-lived greenhouse gas) and nitrogen
oxides, aerosol particles, and clouds.
2

IAGOS OBJECTIVES AND SCIENTIFIC VALUE

The European Research Infrastructure IAGOS (In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing System;
www.iagos.org) responds to the increasing requests for long-term, routine in-situ observational data
by using commercial passenger aircraft as measurement platforms. Table 1 summarises the objectives of IAGOS and the expected scientific value. Thus IAGOS closes the gap between space borne
and ground based observations:
1. In the Tropopause Region: Most important for climate change, and dynamical processes
(stratosphere-troposphere-exchange); hardly observable from space or from ground.
2. Vertical profiles in the troposphere: Essential for carbon cycle research, air quality, climate
change, and weather prediction.
Table 1. Objectives and Scientific Value of IAGOS
Objectives
IAGOS-CORE
Routine atmospheric observation by 20 long-haul aircraft
equipped with scientific instruments for:
- atmospheric chemical composition
(H2O, O3, CO, NOx, NOy , CO2, CH4)
- aerosol number concentration and size
- cloud particle number concentration
Long-term deployment (20 yrs)
Global coverage
Open data policy (GMES/GEO/GEOSS)
Near real time data provision

IAGOS-CARIBIC
Monthly deployment of the instrumented CARIBIC
Container:
- Large number of species ( 100), inclu- ding
those of IAGOS-CORE and VOCs, CFCs, aerosol
chemical composition, H2O isotopologues, and
SO2

Scientific Value
Changes in the Tropopause Region
- high spatial and temporal resolution of
in-situ observations
- ozone background and trend
- water vapour background and trend
Validation of Atmospheric Models and Satellite
Retrievals
- tropospheric profiles of H2O, O3, CO, NOx, aerosol, CO2, CH4, cloud particles
- UTLS data of H2O, O3, CO, NOx, aerosol, CO2,
CH4, cloud particles
Global Air Quality
- influence of developing regions
- long-range transport of air pollutants
- vertical transport of air pollutants by
deep convection
International Transfer Standards
- use of proven measurement technology
- global deployment of same instruments
- regular Quality Assurance including calibration
against reference instruments, based on GAW
standard procedures

Utilizing global aviation for routine atmospheric observation is cost efficient and makes optimum use of the existing infrastructure. By deploying a set of autonomous instruments aboard a fleet
of passenger aircraft of internationally operating airlines, global data of atmospheric chemical composition in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere are collected. In addition, vertical profiles
of trace species are gained during each single landing of instrumented passenger aircraft. IAGOS is
designed for global coverage and a lifetime of at least 20 years and will thus provide long-term, fre-
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quent, regular, accurate, and spatially resolved in-situ atmospheric observation data to the global
scientific community.
3

HISTORY

The use of commercial aircraft for in situ observation of the atmosphere has a long history beginning in the 1970s when NASA implemented the Global Atmospheric Sampling Programme (GASP)
during the period of March 1975 to July 1979. Parameters measured by the aircraft included various
meteorological variables, ozone, carbon monoxide and particle densities, and flight information; for
more information visit http://gcmd.nasa.gov/records/GCMD_NCAR_DS368.0.html. The historical
evolution of this research area is described in detail in the IGAC Newsletter No. 37 (issued November 2007; www.igacproject.org).
IAGOS builds on almost 20 years of scientific and technological expertise gained in the research
projects MOZAIC (Measurement of Ozone and Water Vapour on Airbus In-service Aircraft) and
CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the Atmosphere Based on an Instrument
Container). The history of IAGOS and its predecessor programmes MOZAIC (www.iagos.org) and
CARIBIC (www.caribic-atmospheric.com) is illustrated with more detail in Figure 1. In 1993, the
idea of using commercial aircraft for atmospheric observation was revived with the European
MOZAIC project in which airborne systems for ozone and water vapour were installed on five
A340 aircraft (Marenco et al. 1998), with CO and NOy added in 2001. More than 35,000 flights
have been completed since 1994 and three of the aircraft are still in service. CARIBIC started independently, using a measurement container aboard one Boeing 767 aircraft in 1997. To date, more
than 230 ISI referenced publications have emerged from the programmes MOZAIC and CARIBIC.

Figure 1. Evolution of airborne observations using instrumented passenger aircraft from programmes
MOZAIC and CARIBIC to IAGOS; the graph shows the number of scientific publications from the
MOZAIC data set whereas the aircraft represent the number of equipped units in operation. Observation parameters are indicated for the various evolution stages of the programme.

As part of the transformation process from MOZAIC to IAGOS which started in 2005, the set of
observation parameters was significantly extended. Formerly separated programmes MOZAIC and
CARIBIC have been merged into IAGOS which serves now as a single infrastructure designed for
sustainable long-term and global operation (Volz-Thomas; IAGOS-team 2007; Volz-Thomas et al.
2009). The resulting infrastructure is built from two complementary approaches: The CORE component comprises the implementation and operation of autonomous instruments installed on up to
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20 long-range aircraft of international airlines for continuous measurements of important reactive
gases and greenhouse gases (e.g. carbon dioxide ,and methane and water vapour), as well as aerosol
particles, dust and cloud particles. The fully automated instruments are designed for operation
aboard the aircraft in unattended mode for several weeks and the data are transmitted automatically.
The complementary CARIBIC component consists of the monthly deployment of a cargo container equipped with instrumentation for a larger suite of components (Brenninkmeijer; CARIBICteam 2007; Brenninkmeijer et al. 2007). It includes instruments that cannot yet be implemented in
full routine operation for measuring, e.g., organic compounds or water vapour isotopologues. The
installation combines instrumentation for in-situ measurements and remote sensing and the collection of air and aerosol samples (Andersson et al. 2013) for post-flight analysis in the laboratory.
This dual setup of IAGOS should aims at providing global coverage of key observables on a day-today basis with a more complex set of observations with lesser reduced coverage. With its partners
from leading research institutions in Germany, France, and the UK, IAGOS was successfully established on the roadmap of the “European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures” (ESFRI); and
is listed among the ESFRI success stories; see ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures.
4

IAGOS INSTRUMENTATION

The suite of instruments operated on board of IAGOS-CORE aircraft consists of one unit (Package
1), which measures ozone, water vapour, carbon monoxide and cloud particle number concentration, and is deployed on every aircraft. In addition, one option of a second unit (Package 2, option ad), which targets specific species and properties such as nitrogen-containing compounds, greenhouse gases or aerosol particle properties, will be installed. The atmospheric trace species and properties measured by the IAGOS-CORE instrumentation and applied measurement techniques are
compiled in Table 2. The fully equipped IAGOS-CORE instrument rack weighs approx. 120 kg and
is mounted in the avionic bay of Airbus A340/A330 aircraft. Figure 2 shows a photograph of the
first IAGOS-CORE aircraft operated by Lufthansa. Details on the extensive measurement techniques of CARIBIC are given by Brenninkmeijer et al. (2007) and the CARIBIC team (2007).

Figure 2. IAGOS-CORE installation position aboard the Lufthansa A340-300 “Viersen” (photograph by
courtesy of A. Karmazin); the insert shows details of the IAGOS Inlet Plate which carries the inlet probes for
trace gas sampling (photograph by courtesy of Lufthansa).
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Table 2. IAGOS-CORE Instrumentation

All aircraft

Package 1

Parameter

Method

TR*

Precision

Responsibility/
Reference

O3

UV absorption

4s

± 2ppb

CNRS
(Thouret et al. 1998)

CO

IR Absorption

15s

± 5ppb

CNRS
(Nédélec et al. 2003)

H2O

Humicap

4-10s

± 5% RH

FZJ
(Helten et al. 1998)

Cloud
ticles

4s

Univ. Manchester, UK

Package 2 (1 option)

Opt. a

NOy

Chemiluminescence
Gold converter

4s

± 50 ppt

FZJ
(Volz-Thomas et al. 2005)

Opt. b

NOx

Chemiluminescence
Photolytic conversion

4s

± 50 ppt

FZJ

Opt. c

Aerosol Par- Condensation Particle
4s
ticles
Counter (0.01– 3µm)
Optical Particle Counter
(0.25 – 3µm)

± 10 cm-3

FZJ/DLR

CO2
CH4
H2O
CO

± 0.1 ppm
± 2 ppb
± 6-15 ppm
± 10 ppb

Opt. d

*

Par- Backscatter Probe

Cavity Ring-Down
Spectroscopy

± 5 cm-3

4s

Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry, Jena, Germany

TR: Time resolution or data rate, whatever is longer

Table 3. IAGOS data set provided to GEOSS
Parameter

MOZAIC

Ozone
Water Vapour
Carbon Monoxide
Odd Nitrogen (NOy)
Nitrogen Oxides(NOx)
Carbon dioxide
Methane
Aerosol number concentration and size
Cloud particle number concentration
~100 trace species

1994
1994
2002
2001

IAGOS
CORE
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2013
2013
2013/2014
2011

CARIBIC
Phase II
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004

The data set which has emerged so far from the IAGOS project and its predecessor programmes
is listed in Table 3. These data sets are freely accessible for the global scientific community on request via the IAGOS data base hosted by the French joint venture ETHER at www.iagos.fr/web. As
an example for today’s use, Figure 3 shows a statistical analysis of vertical profiles of CO over
Frankfurt/Main, Germany, for February 2013. In-situ data are used for near-real-time validation of
model results from the EU FP7 programme MACC (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and
Climate). Details on the applied models are given at www.iagos.fr/macc/nrt_day_profiles.php and
links listed on this website.
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Figure 3. Average vertical profiles of CO and O3 for Frankfurt/Main, Germany (black circles); coloured
lines and symbols represent results from model analyses performed in the EU FP7 project MACC (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate). For details visit www.iagos.fr/macc/nrt_day_profiles.php.

5

THE IAGOS GLOBAL NETWORK

The IAGOS Global Network is built from components of the various contributing programmes. In
2010, the CARIBIC container was fully revised and recertified and returned into operation aboard
Lufthansa A340-600 with a deployment of four flights per month. Destinations covered by
CARIBIC are globally distributed with the majority of flights heading to North America and the Far
East, and few directions to South Africa and South America. A map of recent destinations is accessible at www.caribic-atmospheric.com.
Also in 2010, instruments on the remaining three MOZAIC Airbus A340 aircraft went back into
service. These aircraft are operated by Air Namibia (one aircraft) and Lufthansa (two aircraft).
IAGOS-CORE has started its operation with Lufthansa A340-300 “Viersen” in July 2011 out of
Frankfurt Airport. The second Airbus A340 went into service in July 2012 and is operated by China
Airlines from its home base Taipei, Taiwan. In 2013 instrument installations are scheduled for Air
France and Iberia, and for an Airbus A330 operated by Cathay Pacific. Thus, by end of 2013 five
aircraft will be equipped with IAGOS-CORE instruments. In addition, the CARIBIC aircraft, and
three MOZAIC aircraft will be in operation. The emerging global network is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. IAGOS-CORE Global Network 2013; coloured lines represent participating airlines Lufthansa
(yellow), Air France (cyan), Iberia (blue), Cathay Pacific (green) and China Airlines Taiwan (magenta).
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOK

Routine aircraft observations are providing valuable information on atmospheric composition that
improve the understanding of global and regional air quality, as well as the potential impact of
greenhouse gases on climate change. The comparability of measurements from an airborne monitoring network that collects data on a global scale by few identical systems with identical QA procedures, is inherently better than that from many stations operated by different institutions and using
different instrumentation. . In that respect, routine aircraft observation could even provide useful information for harmonisation of different global networks.
IAGOS builds on previous European initiatives with novel technological developments and a
strong emphasis to expand the network to the Pacific, North America and into the Southern Hemisphere. The success relies heavily on the willingness of airlines to support the operation. Besides
contributing airlines Lufthansa, Air France, China Airlines, Cathay Pacific, and Iberia, South African Airlines has already expressed its interest in participating in the new IAGOS infrastructure.
Discussions are also underway with US scientists to enable a partnership with IAGOS in the USA,
in addition to expanding the NOAA network of small aircraft.
Sustainable operation of IAGOS has been addressed by securing a sustainable funding stream in
the frame of international observing strategies such as GEOSS and its European component GMES,
and from national funding institutions. Furthermore, a sustainable governance structure, which is
currently in preparation, will be implemented by the end of year 2013 in order to ensure long term
operation and continuous data provision from IAGOS.
7
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Global sensitivity of aviation NOx effects to the HO2 + NO →
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ABSTRACT: The impact of a recently proposed HNO3-forming channel of the HO2 + NO reaction
(Butkovskaya et al., 2005, 2007) on atmospheric mixing ratios of ozone, methane and their precursors is assessed with a global stratosphere-troposphere chemistry-climate model. Previous modelling studies applied a rate coefficient that depends only on pressure and temperature. We additionally considered a possible enhancement of the reaction by humidity, as found by a laboratory study
(Butkovskaya et al., 2009). This particularly reduces the oxidation capacity of the atmosphere, increasing methane lifetime significantly.
The effects of aircraft NOx emissions on atmospheric chemistry are altered when considering the
above reaction, resulting in a negative net radiative forcing relative to an atmosphere without aviation NOx. Uncertainties associated with the inclusion of the HO2 + NO → HNO3 reaction and with
its corresponding rate coefficient propagate a considerable additional uncertainty on estimates of the
climate impact of aviation and on NOx-related mitigation strategies.
This contribution is based on Gottschaldt et al. (2013).
1

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft emissions of reactive nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO + NO2) peak in the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere (UTLS), and the resulting NOx increase impacts on the radiatively active
trace gases ozone (O3), methane (CH4) and stratospheric water vapour. The level of scientific understanding of this contribution to anthropogenic climate forcing has been judged as moderate to
poor (Lee et al., 2010, Holmes et al., 2011). This judgement did not include the possible effects of
the proposed HO2 + NO → HNO3 reaction (Butkovskaya et al., 2005, 2007, 2009, Chen et al.,
2009).
The concentration of ozone in the UTLS is determined by transport, mixing and by chemical
processes, mainly the ozone destroying, catalytic peroxy radical (HOx = HO2 + OH) and halogen
radical cycles in concert with reactions involving reactive nitrogen oxides (Wennberg et al., 1998).
Adding (aviation) NOx to the chemical system and considering gas phase chemistry only, the effect
on ozone changes sign in the altitude range of 12 to 25 km (e.g. Søvde et al., 2007). Above that altitude region of zero net effect, aircraft NOx emissions intensify the NOx cycle, enhancing catalytic
ozone destruction. This cycle operates more efficiently higher up in the stratosphere, because peroxy radicals (sequestering NOx into reservoir species such as nitric acid, HNO3) and NO2 photolysis
are less important at higher altitudes. Below that region, the ozone destroying NOx cycle is bypassed via peroxy radicals, and direct emissions of NOx by aircraft can lead to increased ozone production by reducing the abundance of HOx molecules.
Furthermore, the rates of the major net loss reactions of peroxy radicals, as well as ozone production, all depend nonlinearly and even non-monotonically on NOx levels (Ehhalt and Rohrer,
1994). However, such chemical nonlinearities are expected to be small for the atmospheric response
to aircraft emissions (Holmes et al, 2011).
Methane is emitted from the Earth's surface and lost in the troposphere mainly by the reaction
with OH. Thus NOx emissions affect methane life time via OH. Methane perturbations in turn have
*
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an effect on ozone (Ehhalt et al., 2001). Methane oxidation is also a major source of stratospheric
water vapour.
Beyond these well-known reactions, the effects of NOx emissions may be further affected by the
recently discovered HNO3-forming channel of the HO2 + NO reaction (Butkovskaya et al., 2005,
2007, Chen et al., 2009):
HO2 + NO → NO2 + OH

(R1a)

HO2 + NO (+ M) → HNO3 (+ M)

(R2a)

with the rate coefficients k1a and k 2a , respectively. Butkovskaya et al. (2009) supposed that HO2 +
NO forms the HOONO intermediate complex that mostly decomposes into OH + NO2. A small
fraction forms nitric acid, possibly involving another molecule (M). We note that reaction R2 is not
generally accepted yet (IUPAC, 2008, Sander et al., 2011).
The effects of reaction R2a on atmospheric composition have been studied before (Brühl et al.,
2007, Cariolle et al., 2008, Søvde et al., 2011), accounting for pressure and temperature dependence
of k 2a . We additionally considered that both reaction channels may be modified in the presence of
water vapour (Butkovskaya et al., 2009), which will be introduced as reactions R1b and R2b. Unger
(2011) reported a negligible impact of R2a on short-lived ozone perturbations due to aviation NOx.
In the following we demonstrate the potential importance of R2 for assessing the climate impact of
aviation NOx, when considering radiative forcing (RF) from perturbations in ozone and methane.
The results emphasize the need for further experimental data on the rate coefficient for reaction R2
that are valid in the entire range of atmospheric temperatures, pressures, and water vapour concentrations.
2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Model setup

This study is based on the global ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry (EMAC) model (Jöckel
et al., 2006). The core atmospheric model is the 5th generation European Centre Hamburg general
circulation model (ECHAM5, Roeckner et al., 2003). For the present study EMAC was applied
(ECHAM5: version 5.3.01, MESSy: modified version 1.10) with a spherical truncation of T42, and
90 vertical hybrid pressure levels up to 0.01 hPa. All simulations cover two years and were nudged
in the free troposphere (up to about 200 hPa) to the synoptic meteorological conditions (ECMWF)
of the years 2000 and 2001.
Emissions from natural and anthropogenic sources were provided to the model as monthly mean
offline fields, representing conditions of the simulated period around the year 2000. Aircraft emissions for the year 2000 were taken from the QUANTIFY project (Lee et al. 2005), and included
NOx only, emitted as 1.815 Tg NO per year. Online emissions of soil NO and isoprene were simulated as a function of specific meteorological conditions.
Gas phase chemistry was calculated with the MECCA1 chemistry submodel (Sander et al.,
2005), consistently from the surface to the stratosphere. The applied chemical mechanism included
full stratospheric complexity, but neglected the sulphur and halogen families in the troposphere.
Further details about the model setup can be found in Gottschaldt et al. (2013).
2.2 Modifications to the chemical mechanism

A temperature-dependent rate coefficient (Sander et al., 2003),
k 0  k1  k 2

(1)

was assumed for the HO2 + NO conversion via both reaction pathways (R1 and R2). The base simulation had k1  k 0 for reaction R1. Reaction R2 was switched off, i.e. k2  0 .
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Sensitivity simulations with HNO3 forming channel and no humidity modification differ from
the base simulation in the definition of k1 and k 2 :

k 2a 

k0  
1 

k1a  k 0  k 2a

(2)
(3)

The factor  has been derived by Butkovskaya et al. (2007) and depends on pressure p and temperature T .
An enhancement of HNO3 formation in the presence of water has been measured in the laboratory (Butkovskaya et al., 2009), suggesting the following chemical mechanism instead of reactions
R1a and R2a:
H2O•HO2 + NO → OH + NO2 + H2O

(R1b)

H2O•HO2 + NO → HNO3 + H2O

(R2b)

Humidity effects were considered as a modification of Equations 2 and 3:
k 2b 

k 0    1     
and k1b  k 0  k 2b
1     1   

(4)

The term   cH2O  K eq depends on the equilibrium coefficient K eq (in cm3) of reaction R3 and on
the molecular concentration of water, cH2O in cm-3, and   42 is a constant factor (Butkovskaya et
al., 2009).
2.3 Simulations

Six simulations were performed for this study that all share the same meteorology, but differ in their
atmospheric chemistry. The Base simulation without R2, and with Aircraft emissions (BA) serves
as reference for the comparison to simulations DA (Dry = rate coefficient for reaction R2a according to Eq. 2, with Aircraft emissions) and WA (Wet = rate coefficient for R2b with humidity modification according to Eq. 4, with Aircraft emissions). Any pair of a reference and a sensitivity simulation is denoted as “sensitivity block”. The sensitivity blocks (BA versus DA) and (BA versus
WA) serve to isolate the effects of R2 on atmospheric HNO3, HOx, NOx and O3 background mixing
ratios.
Each of the above simulations represents a different chemical atmospheric chemical regime, but
all three have identical emissions. Thus three more reference simulations are needed to isolate aviation NOx effects by pairs. B0 (Base simulation, 0 = zero aircraft emissions) is compared to BA. D0
and W0 serve as reference cases for the sensitivities DA and WA, respectively. The corresponding
sensitivity blocks are denoted ∆B, ∆D and ∆W.
This study focuses on chemical effects, but small chemical differences cause a divergence of
model dynamics in a coupled system. In order to avoid such dynamically induced “noise”, EMAC
was operated in Quasi Chemistry Transport Model (QCTM) mode (Deckert et al., 2011) for all
simulations, switching off any feedback from chemical perturbations to the dynamical state (meteorology) of the atmosphere. In turn, the meteorological parameters (e.g. temperature, pressure, flow
field, radiation, humidity) entering atmospheric chemistry calculations are also identical throughout
the suite of simulations. The sensitivity simulations contain only the chemical effects of the applied
perturbations.
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3 RESULTS
3.1 Effects of the HO2 + NO → HNO3 reaction on atmospheric background chemistry

While the relative effects of the HNO3 forming channel of the HO2 + NO reaction are pronounced
in the UTLS, the absolute effects on [HNO3]1, [NOx], [OH] and [O3] have their maximum at about
10 hPa. HNO3 mixing ratios mostly increase compared to an atmosphere without reaction R2. NOy
mixing ratios decrease in the troposphere and increase in the stratosphere. NOx generally decreases
from the ground up to 1 hPa. This leads to less ozone in the troposphere, but enhances it in the altitude range of highest atmospheric ozone mixing ratios. The global annual mean ozone column in
the simulation with k 2a  p, T  decreases by 0.5 % compared to the simulation without the HNO3forming channel. Reaction R2 decreases the oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere, leading to a 10.5
% longer methane lifetime in DA. Our results with k 2a  p, T  generally confirm the findings of Cariolle et al. (2008) and Søvde et al. (2011). Humidity enhances the effects of R2, particularly in the
lower troposphere with its high water mixing ratios. The ozone burden decreases by 1.8 % and methane lifetime increases by 50 % when comparing the simulation with k 2 b  p, T , cH2O  to the simulation without R2.
In an attempt to check if any of the chemical regimes yields unrealistic results, HNO3, NOx, CO and
O3 profiles from simulations BA, DA and WA were compared to observational profiles of Emmons
et al. (2000). However, all simulations match the observed trace gas mixing ratios well and none
could be ruled out according to this analysis. Global concentrations of the hydroxyl radical (determining atmospheric oxidizing capacity) were compared to the measurement based values of Spivakovsky et al. (2000). A new modification to NMHC oxidation (Taraborrelli et al., 2012) was not yet
included in the chemical mechanism used for this study. It would likely bring the regime with R2
with humidity modification into best agreement with observations, concerning the oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere.
3.2 Chemical and Radiative Forcing effects of aviation NOx

Aviation NOx primarily leads to more ozone and more hydroxyl radicals in the altitude-latitude region, where most emissions occur. More tropospheric ozone translates into a positive radiative forcshort
), i.e. warms the Earth. More hydroxyl radicals destroy more methane, resulting in a
ing ( RFO3
long
). Less methane means less stratospheric water vapour from menegative radiative forcing ( RFCH4
long
thane oxidation ( RFH2O ). A chemical feedback leads to an ozone decrease in response to less melong
). Correcting for different emissions, all
thane, and thus to an additional negative forcing ( RFO3
forcing terms from the sensitivity block without reaction R2 agree very well with the results from a
recent multi-model aviation study (Holmes et al., 2011), which did not include R2. Positive and
negative forcings nearly compensate each other for sustained aircraft NOx emissions of the year
2000, leaving a positive net RF of about +0.2 mW/m2 in our study.
Considering HO2 + NO → HNO3 increases the effects of aircraft NOx emissions on [O3] and [OH].
short
RFO3
is primarily determined by the absolute ozone perturbation due to aviation NOx. Essentially
the same absolute [NOx] perturbation increases [O3] more in the regimes with R2 than in the one
long
long
long
without. The long lived methane-related forcings RFCH4
, RFO3
and RFH2O
are determined by relative methane lifetime changes, and thus by the relative perturbations of OH concentrations. Lower
background [OH] due to R2 directly results in enhanced radiative forcing, even for the same absolute [OH] perturbation. However, [OH] increases more in response to aircraft [NOx] emissions,
long
long
when the HNO3 forming channel is considered, thus additionally pronouncing RFCH4
, RFO3
and
long
RFH2O in sensitivity blocks with R2. All in all the negative forcings are more sensitive to the intro1

[] is used as an abbreviation for „mixing ratio“ of the compound in brackets
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duction of HO2 + NO → HNO3 than the positive short-lived ozone forcing (Figure 1). The net forcing from aviation NOx effects decreases to -1.6 mW/m2 in the regime with k 2  p, T  , and to -12.1
mW/m2 in the one with k 2 p, T , cH 2O .





Figure 1: Radiative forcing contributions from aviation NOx in a recent multi-model study (top), in a pair of
EMAC simulations without the HNO3 forming channel of HO2 + NO (middle), and when considering that
short
long
long
reaction (bottom). Colors mark the different forcing components: RFO3
(red), RFCH4
(dark blue), RFH2O
long
short
(medium blue), RFO3
(light blue). Stratospheric adjusted RFO3
was calculated directly from the perturbations of the ozone field due to aviation NOx. The forcings related to methane reduction were derived from
perturbations of hydroxyl radical, assuming sustained aviation NOx emissions of the year 2000. The blue bar
at the bottom of each panel illustrates the net radiative forcing from all components. The values of Holmes et
long
al. (2011) were linearly scaled to aircraft NOx emissions of 0.85 Tg(N)/year, and RFH2O
(not considered by
long
. Details of the calculations and the error bars are disHolmes et al., 2011) was calculated from their RFCH4
cussed in Gottschaldt et al. (2013).

4 CONCLUSIONS
Considering the regime with k 2  p, T , c H2O  to be the most likely one, according to this study, aircraft NOx emissions are likely to cool the Earth. This tentative conclusion has potentially important
implications for strategies, which aim to mitigate aviation RF by NOx reduction or even trade less
NOx against more CO2 emissions. We note three effects that might be interesting for strategies,
which aim to mitigate aviation RF by changing the emission location: (i) Most aircraft NOx emissions occur in the UTLS of NH mid-latitudes, while R2 impacts most in the tropical UTLS. Emitting more NOx in latitude-altitude regions where R2 is more/less important would likely increase/decrease the effects on [O3] and [OH], thereby changing the net forcing. (ii) The current
aircraft fleet flies close to the altitude where the [OH] response to NOx emissions changes sign. Flyshort
ing only a little bit higher might drastically reduce OH-induced cooling RF effects. (iii) RFO3
is
concentrated in NH mid-latitudes and perturbations take full effect within weeks, while the methane
short
related forcings act globally on a decadal time scale. The time lag between RFO3
and methane effects also implies that the short-lived positive forcing becomes more important for increasing air-
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craft NOx emissions, while the long-lived negative forcings would dominate for decreasing emissions.
However, further research is necessary before any recommendation regarding aircraft NOx emission reduction can be made. Considering the NMHC oxidation mechanism recently introduced by
Taraborrelli et al. (2012) might increase the [OH] background, consequently reducing aviation induced relative [OH] perturbations. This would imply smaller (less negative) methane related RF
components in all regimes. Some NOx related effects are neglected in this study, e.g. formation of
nitrate aerosols (Forster et al., 2007), direct RF from NO2 (Kvalevåg and Myhre, 2007), interaction
of O3 and OH perturbations with the sulphate burden (Unger et al., 2006). We also did not consider
plume effects in this study, which might reduce the ozone response to aviation NOx by 10 to 25 %
(Cariolle et al., 2009). Furthermore the robustness of our results should be tested with different
models and methodologies. Above all, further experimental work is urgently needed to consolidate
parameterizations of the rate coefficient. This need includes stratospheric conditions, and measurements of the effects of humidity on reaction R2 at more than a single configuration of pressure and
temperature. Currently, uncertainties associated with the HNO3-forming channel of the HO2 + NO
reaction just propagate a considerable additional uncertainty on estimates of the radiative forcing
due to aircraft NOx emissions.
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ABSTRACT: Aircraft gas-turbine engines are different from most other combustion sources of
emissions in that they use their exhaust in the atmosphere to provide the thrust, i.e. the work performed by the engine. As a consequence, the mixing, dilution, and chemistry in a gas-turbine engine
exhaust is different from most other emissions sources. Recent work has examined how the gaseous
and particulate emissions from gas-turbine engines evolve in the atmosphere by making measurements at the engine exit plane and downstream locations ranging from some tens of meters (3050m) through over one hundred meters (145m) to approaching 1 kilometer and more. The chemical
evolution of hydrocarbons and NOx provides insight into oxidative chemistry and its dependence on
background ambient air composition. Data on the evolution of particles emitted demonstrate that
on-going microphysical evolution significantly affects particle properties for the first few hundred
meters in the exhaust plume, with contributions from sulfate, products of incomplete combustion of
the jet fuel, and engine lubrication oil. The impact of alternative fuels on the emissions and their
evolution will also be described.
1

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft emissions have been characterized using primarily three different experimental methods: 1)
engine exit plane measurements, (Bulzan et al., 2010b; Corporan et al., 2008; Kinsey et al., 2010;
Kinsey et al., 2011; Lobo et al., 2011; Lobo et al., 2007; Miracolo et al., 2011; Onasch et al., 2009;
Presto et al., 2011; Timko et al., 2011; Timko et al., 2010a; Timko et al., 2010b; Timko et al.,
2010c; Wey et al., 2007) 2) advected plume studies, (Herndon et al., 2008; Herndon et al., 2005;
Herndon et al., 2006; Herndon et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 2008; Mazaheri et al., 2009; Wood et al.,
2008; Yu et al., 2010) 3) airport studies. (Adamkiewicz et al., 2010; Arunachalam et al., 2011; Dodson et al., 2009; Hsu et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2011) Of these, engine exit plane measurements have
been far and away the most common. However, aircraft particle emissions contain components that
evolve as they dilute and cool due to mixing with atmospheric gases. Both physical and chemical
mechanisms, each with their own sets of time scales, have been implicated. In theory, advected
plume studies performed down wind of an active runway afford a cost effective means of studying
atmospheric processing of particle emissions from in-use aircraft. Advected plume studies suffer
from a lack of knowledge of the aircraft engine power condition and fuel composition. Careful
monitoring of trace gas components (specifically CO, NOX, and SO2) can reduce – but not eliminate
– these uncertainties. (Herndon et al., 2008; Herndon et al., 2006) Airport studies, performed “beyond the airport fenceline”, are necessary to quantify potential exposures to aircraft emissions. But
like advected plume studies, plume attribution is nearly impossible for individual airport study
measurements due to interference with other ambient sources and mixing of aircraft plumes with
one another. Modeling efforts (Vancassel et al., 2004; Wong et al., 2008; Wong et al., 2011) and extraction probe development (Blanco et al., 2011) have been performed to address these deficiencies,
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but no consensus exists on the importance of the relevant physical and chemical transformations
that occur during atmospheric processing of aircraft exhaust particles.
To address this deficiency in our understanding, we have performed a series of unique measurements as part of the AAFEX-1 and AAFEX-2 (Alternative Aviation Fuels Experiment) field campaigns. Exhaust plume samples were characterized at various locations downwind of an operating
CFM56-2C1 aircraft engine (Bulzan et al., 2010a; Lobo et al., 2007; Wey et al., 2007; Yelvington et
al., 2007) running on a series of well characterized fuels, including: high sulfur JP-8 (1148 ppmw),
low sulfur JP-8 (121 ppmw), ultralow sulfur and aromatic alternatives, Fischer-Tropsch jet fuel
(FTJF) and hydro-renewable jet fuel (HRJF), an FTJF spiked with an organosulfur compound to
bring its sulfur content to 1,083 ppmw, and an HRJF/JP-8 blend (containing 276 ppmw of sulfur).
This paper summarizes particle number, size distribution, mass, and composition of aircraft emissions – and how physical and chemical processes lead to their evolution on the time scales of seconds to minutes. The measurements and data analysis fill a gap between engine exit plane measurements and regional and global emissions burdens.
2

FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of aircraft particle emissions, as measured in close vicinity to
the engine exit plane (30 m) during the AAFEX-1 field campaign. The purpose of Figure 1 is to
place particle evolution measurements in context. Figure 1 shows that aircraft particle emissions
consist of an inorganic carbon (soot) component, an organic carbon component (particulate organic
material, POM), and a sulfate component (particulate sulfate material) that we suspect is dominated
by sulfuric acid. Nitrates make a negligible contribution on a particle mass basis. The overall particle emission index is greater at take-off than at idle, though individual components exhibit distinct
trends. Specifically, increasing engine thrust from idle to take-off: increases soot emissions by a
factor of nearly 10; decreases POM emissions by about a factor of 20; PSM emissions are relatively
stable and may increase slightly. Soot particles range in size from 50 to 100 nm (on a volume basis)
and soot particle diameter increases with increasing power. Initially, the POM and PSM are present
as soot coatings and may inhabit nucleation and growth particles with characteristic diameters much
less than 30 nm. The distribution of POM and PSM depends on a number of factors that influence
physical evolution, including the relative quantities of POM and PSM to soot, aging time, mixing
history, etc. Figure 2 summarizes the primary physical mechanisms of particle aging, including particle nucleation, growth, soot activation, coagulation, and condensation. Wong et al. (2008) have
developed a model framework that describes all of these parallel processes. The first sub-objective
of this work was to obtain data to validate the Wong et al. (2008) framework.
Figure 1 provides potential mechanisms for chemical and photochemical evolution of the volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), SO2, and NO2 (and NO) present in aircraft exhaust to form “secondary
particulate matter”. Specifically, co-emission of OH radicals and VOCs can lead to VOC oxidation
and formation of secondary POM. OH radical can oxidize: NO to nitric acid, which then undergoes
neutralization reactions with ambient NH3 to form ammonium nitrate particulate matter; and SO2 to
SO3 that forms ammonium sulfate particulate matter after reaction with ambient ammonia. The Figure 1 mechanisms are active under atmospheric conditions; however, the presence of elevated OH
radical concentrations in the aircraft exhaust plume should accelerate the atmospheric processes and
lead to higher formation rates of POM in the exhaust plume than would be calculated under typical
atmospheric conditions. Recent smog chamber measurements reported by Allan Robinson’s research team at CMU (Miracolo et al., 2011; Presto et al., 2011) indicate that secondary particle formation can dominate point-of-emission particle masses. The second sub-objective of this work was
to look for evidence of OH promoted formation of secondary POM (or PSM) in aircraft exhaust
plumes undergoing atmospheric processing.
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Figure 1. Particle emissions measured at the engine exit plane and (photo)chemical mechanisms describing
formation of secondary aerosol.

Figure 2. Particle emissions measured at the engine exit plane and (photo)chemical mechanisms describing
formation of secondary aerosol.
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RESULTS

Figures 3 and 4 provides measurements of the POM and PSM in the expanding plume, plotted as
emission indices (EI) against CO2 – that is the difference between the exhaust plume CO2 and the
ambient CO2 levels. Because POM and PSM dominate the overall particle mass budget at idle conditions (see Figure 1), we restricted our analysis in Figures 3 and 4 to plumes attributed to engine
idle conditions. We choose to plot EIs to account for the first order effects of plume dilution. And,
we chose CO2 as the horizontal axis because: 1) CO2 is a tracer for the exhaust plume; 2) CO2 is
one of our primary measurements and we have a steady stream of CO2 data available for all time
periods with 1 sec resolution and 1 ppm precision, 3) because dilution is tied to aging, CO2 is a
good proxy for plume aging time. As plume age increases, CO2 monotonically decreases. Corroboration of engine activity with concurrent observations of the local wind field indicate that CO2 >
200 ppm corresponds to roughly 5 sec of aging whereas CO2 < 10 ppm corresponds to aging times
between 2 and 3 min. Qualitatively, the main points from Figures 3 and 4 are similar: 1) POM and
PSM increase monotonically with increasing age (decreasing CO2) and 2) fuel composition (both
aromatic and sulfur) influence the rate of change. More specifically, “standard” aviation jet fuel (JP8), with typical aromatic and sulfur contents, shows increases in EI-POM from about 5-10 mg kg-1
for the freshest captured plumes to 30-50 mg kg-1 for the oldest plumes. For standard JP-8, EI-PSM
increases from approximately 0.5 mg kg-1 to nearly 4 mg kg-1 over the same range of plume aging
conditions. Removing both aromatics and sulfur from the fuel (as was done for the HRJ tests) results in plumes with EI-POM and EI-PSM less than instrument detection limits (about 0.5 and 0.2
mg kg-1, respectively) that show no evidence of change during the process of dilution. Removing
aromatic but not sulfur (as was done for the FTF spiked with additional sulfur), delays the increase
observed in EI-POM and accelerates the increase observed for EI-PSM.

Figure 3. Evolution of EI-POM measured in idle engine aircraft exhaust plumes. Decreasing CO2 corresponds to increasing plume aging times.
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Figure 4. Evolution of EI-PSM measured in idle engine aircraft exhaust plumes. Decreasing CO2 corresponds to increasing plume aging times.

EI-POM and EI-PSM measured at the engine exit plane tests stand are plotted in Figures 3 and 4 for
comparison with the aircraft plume data. Figures 3 and 4 clearly establish that EI-POM and EI-PSM
measured at the test stand are a fraction of that reached after only minutes of atmospheric processing. From an emissions budget and potential exposure standpoint, local and regional models
should account for the difference between the test stand and plume EIs. Validating the Wong et al.
(2008) particle microphysics framework is the subject of future work in this area.
Having established that physical evolution of aircraft exhaust particles is an important effect, we
interrogated our data for evidence of chemical composition changes. To do so, we used a mass
spectrometer method (specifically the aerosol mass spectrometer, AMS) to obtain chemical signatures for the “freshest” and “oldest” plumes shown in Figure 3. Figure 5 is the result of subtracting
the mass spectrum of the “oldest” plume from that obtained for the “freshest” plume – after accounting for first order differences in the spectra due to dilution. To aid interpretation, individual
species (as assigned using high resolution mass defect methods to differentiate between hydrocarbon and oxygenate species of equal unit masses) are colored either green (for hydrocarbons) or blue
(for oxygenates). Consistent with oxidation aging of the plume VOCs, the aged plume is enriched in
many key oxygenates, including C2H3O, C2H2O, C3H3O, and C3H6O. The fresh plume is enriched
strictly in hydrocarbons, including C3H7, C4H9, C4H7. Interestingly, the aged plume is enriched in
several hydrocarbon species, notably CH2, CH3 and C2H3, suggesting that that both the oxygenate
and hydrocarbon composition changes during aging from 5 sec to 2-3 min. Finally, “stable” species
that contain aromatic fragments (e.g., C6H5) are in enriched in neither the fresh nor the aged plume.
This observation is consistent with a chemical mechanism to explain the enriched oxygenate content found in the aged plume. The objective of future work on this topic will be to analyze additional plumes and perform complementary field studies to provide data to validate a comprehensive
chemical aging model.
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Figure 5. Difference mass spectrum of an aged idle aircraft exhaust plume relative to a mass spectrum of a
fresh aircraft exhaust plume. Hydrocarbon species are plotted green whereas oxygenated species are blue.

4

CONCLUSIONS

We have performed aircraft plume measurements for a CFM56-2C1 engine running a range of petroleum and synthetic fuels. Our data support evolution of the organic and sulfate components of the
particle budget due to physical evolution that occurs on the time scales of tens of seconds. Evidence
for chemical evolution is present when the “oldest” plumes (corresponding to aging times on the
order of 2-3 min) are compared to the “freshest” plumes (corresponding to aging times on the order
of 5 sec). These measurements suggest that aircraft emissions budgets be re-evaluated.
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ABSTRACT: Road Transport emissions (RTE) act as a significant global NOx source and are responsible for enhancing the chemical production of tropospheric ozone (O3) in the lower troposphere. In this study we analyse a multi-model ensemble which adopts the SRES A1B emission
scenario and a pessimistic “policy-failure” scenario for RTE (A1B_HIGH) for the years 2025 and
2050. Analysing the regional trends between RTE NOx estimates shows that differences of between
0.2-0.3 Tg N yr-1 occur for most world regions in 2025, apart from Asia where there is a larger difference of 1.4 Tg N yr-1. For 2050 these differences fall significantly to ~0.1 Tg N yr-1. By normalizing the seasonal ensemble means of near-surface (0-500m) O3 with the recommended EC exposure limit of 60 ppb in order to derive an exceedence ratio (ER), we show that ER values greater
than 1.0 occur across a wide area for boreal summer during the simulation year of 2003 when
adopting the QUANTIFY emission estimates for the year 2000. When adopting the future
A1B_HIGH estimates the Middle East is the region which exhibits the worst air quality, followed
by Asia. For these regions the area of exceedence (ER > 1.0) is ~40% and ~25% of the total area of
each region, respectively. Comparing simulations employing the various scenarios shows that in the
instance of a policy failure for RTE the area of exceedences of the EC air quality standards increases by ~6% and ~2% for the Middle East and Asia regions, respectively. This implies that a policy
failure related to RTE would have a detrimental effect on health of the population in these world regions. The cumulative mitigation of anthropogenic emissions from both transport and non-transport
sources in Europe and the USA results in cleaner surface air meaning that slower mitigation of RTE
is not crucial in achieving air quality targets for these regions.
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INTRODUCTION

Emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) from road transport have been shown to have important impacts on tropospheric ozone (O3) in the lower troposphere at the turn of this century (Hoor et al,
2009). Estimates in the future SRES A1B emission scenarios (Nakicenovic et al., 2000) predict a
reduction in global NOx Road Transport Emissions (RTE) from 9 Tg N yr-1 in 2000 to ~7 Tg N
yr-1 in 2025 (~2 Tg N yr-1 in 2050), where the regional emission trends in RTE exhibit significant
inhomogeneities. It is thought that the A1B scenario is the most realistic scenario to date concerning
CO2 emissions, where global anthropogenic emissions are thought to have exceeded the SRES estimates upto 2008 (Garnaut et al, 2008), after which there was a decline associated with the recent
economic crisis. Although there is no corresponding analysis related to NOx emissions satellite observations have observed a decrease in regional NOx over the last few years related to anthropogenic emissions (e.g. Castellanos and Boersma, 2012). This global reduction in RTE in future decades
means that the influence of RTE on atmospheric composition will diminish as a result (Koffi et al,
2010). However, there is of course the possibility that the estimated reductions in RTE will not be
attained, resulting in a so-called ‘policy-failure’ scenario (Uherek et al, 2010), which could influence the ability to achieve certain air quality targets in future decades.
A common tool for investigating the effects of future emission scenarios on air-quality and tropospheric composition are large-scale global 3D Chemistry Transport (CTM) and Chemistry Climate
(CCM) models (e.g. Hodnebrug et al, 2011). By fixing the meteorology used to drive such models
whilst changing the anthropogenic emissions towards future estimates, the direct influence of
changes in each of the transport sectors can be determined. By using a host of different CTMs and
CCMs model biases due to choice of particular chemical mechanisms and parameterizations used to
describe physical processes such as convective transport can be largely eliminated. This leads to a
robust assessment of the potential changes in future air quality induced by specific emission scenarios.
Here we analyse the results of a multi-model ensemble performed as part of the EU-QUANTIFY
project to investigate the consequences that a “policy-failure” regarding RTE (hereafter referred to
as A1B_HIGH) would have on regional air quality for a number of important world regions in the
near-future. By using recommendations provided by the European Commission (EC) regarding safe
air-quality standards we determine the world regions which exhibit the highest sensitivity towards
unmitigated RTE and assess the extent to which exceedences above this safe threshold increase.
2

TRENDS IN REGIONAL TRANSPORT EMISSIONS

By examining the global trends in NOx emissions from different transport sectors defined in the
SRES A1 and B1 scenarios (Nakicenovic et al., 2000) it has been show by Hodnebrog et al. (2011)
that the A1B_HIGH scenario results in the sector having the highest global NOx emissions across
all transport sectors by 2025 (~9.5 Tg N yr-1), becoming the second most important by 2050 (~3 Tg
N yr-1).
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Figure 1: Regional changes in NOx RTE in Tg N yr-1 between 2000 and 2050 as defined in the SRES A1B
(left panel) and A1B_HIGH (middle panel) emission scenarios. The difference between the 2 scenarios is
given in the right panel. Key to regions: Europe (----), the USA (___), Asia (-.-.-), the Middle East (grey
line), South America (……) and Africa (_ _).

Figure 1 shows the regional trends for RTE of NOx for both the A1B and A1B_HIGH emission
scenarios integrated in six pre-defined world regions containing large urban centres, these being:
Europe (20°W-35°E, 40-80°N), the USA (70-140°W, 30-60°N), Asia (60-140°E, 10°S-60°N),
South America (40-100°W, 40°S-10°N), Africa (30°W-50°E) and the Middle East (16-60°E, 1450°N). For clarity the absolute differences between the scenarios in Tg N yr-1 are show in the third
panel. The Asian region has the largest RTE of NOx across the entire timeline, with RTE being approximately double those of Europe and the USA in future decades. The A1B_HIGH scenario results in an extra 1.4 Tg N yr-1 to be emitted from the Asia region by 2025. For other regions such as
South America and Africa, the A1B_HIGH scenario results in the trend changing from a modest
decrease towards a modest increase by 2025 (equating to differences of ~0.2-0.3 Tg N yr-1). For the
Middle East (ME) the A1B_HIGH scenario results in this region becoming the second-most important region for RTE.
3

DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTI-MODEL ENSEMBLE

The multi-model ensemble used in this study is similar to that used before to assess the present-day
impact of transport emissions on tropospheric composition (Hoor et al, 2009) and contains five
members, these being: TM4, OSLO CTM2, p-TOMCAT, MOCAGE and the UCI CTM. All are
CTMs except MOCAGE which is a CCM. There is some homogeneity between the different models in that all are driven by or nudged towards the ECMWF operational data for the year 2003. It
has previously been shown that the impact of a changing climate does not introduce a significant
perturbation towards the effects on tropospheric ozone production (Koffi et al, 2010). Some models
include only tropospheric chemistry (TM4 and p-TOMCAT) whilst the others include both stratospheric and tropospheric chemistry. For brevity, the details concerning the number of reactions and
chemical species included, along with the vertical and horizontal resolution employed by each of
the ensemble members, are listed in Hodnebrog et al (2011). All results are re-binned on 40 levels
and at T42 resolution for the analysis.
The biogenic emissions estimates in the ensemble are taken from the climatology calculated by
the EMAC model averaged over the period 2000-2003 (Jöckel et al, 2006). The lightning NOx
emissions are constrained to ~5 Tg N yr-1 across the ensemble. For biomass burning the GFEDv1
estimates for 2000 are adopted (van der Werf et al, 2006) with burning activity described by using a
multi-year average (1997-2002) using emission factors from Andrea and Merlet (2001).
The global distribution of tropospheric ozone in the model ensemble has been validated in Hodnebrog et al (2011) against a climatology assembled from ozonesonde measurements (Logan,
1999).
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GLOBAL AIR QUALITY IN THE ENSEMBLE

To assess whether the present day distribution of near-surface (0-500m) O3 simulated by the model
ensemble results in regional exceedences of air quality safety limits, we normalize the seasonal
mean calculated for June-July-August (JJA) by the recommendation provided by the EC of 60 ppb
exposure for a period of 25 days in any one year. This recommendation is higher than that of 51 ppb
provided by the World Health Organization and lower than that of 75 ppb provided by the Environmental Protection Agency in the USA, where the exposure times for these other recommendations are given in hours of exceedence per day and thus are not as suitable for application to the ensemble seasonal means.

Figure 2: The global distribution of the Exceedence Ratio (ER) for near-surface O3 for JJA during 2003 calculated using the seasonal ensemble mean.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the Exceedence Ratio (ER) for 2003 during JJA. The lighter areas
of the map represent regions where the highest exceedences occur for the season. It can be seen that
the ensemble predicts significant exceedences over wide areas of Europe, the USA, Asia and the
Middle East. These high near-surface O3 values occur as a result of the combined effects of mainly
biogenic, transport and non-transport emissions. For the future the strong mitigation practices associated with anthropogenic emissions that are expected to occur for both Europe and the USA means
that, even for the A1B_HIGH scenario, the near-surface O3 values will fall below the EC limit resulting in ER values of between 0.6-0.8 (not shown). Therefore any failure in mitigating RTE will
not be critical for reaching air quality targets in these developed regions. For other developing regions such as South America, the RTE is rather small considering the large area over which they are
integrated. The fact that the highest RTE occur in the Asian region and that the ME has notoriously
high surface O3 values during JJA (Lelieveld et al, 2009) provided us with a strong motivation to
select these two regions to investigate the impact of the A1B_HIGH emission scenario.
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REGIONAL DEGREDATIONS IN AIR QUALITY

Figure 3: The regional distribution of ER for the Middle East during JJA 2003 (left panel) and the differences in the regional ER for 2025 (middle panel) and 2050 (right panel) when using the A1HIGH emission
scenario.

Figure 3 shows the ER for 2003 across the ME, including parts of the Mediterranean basin. The differences in the ER between 2003 and both the 2025 and 2050 A1B_HIGH scenario are also shown.
For 2003 there are exceedences over a wide area including Greece, Egypt, Iraq and Israel, with the
maximum exceedences (above 1.5) occurring around Qatar, Bahrain and the Gulf of Oman. When
integrating exceedences for the entire region ~40% of the total area exhibits ER values higher than
1.0. When comparing the differences in the ER for 2025 and 2050 it can be seen that the mitigation
of European emissions improves air quality over the Mediterranean and Turkey as the timeline progresses. However, for the Persian Gulf region the exceedences increase in magnitude. Therefore
there is a latitudinal shift southwards in areas exhibiting bad air-quality away from Europe and towards the ME. When comparing the number of exceedences which occur in the ME for the 2025
A1B_HIGH simulation there is little change compared to 2003. For the 2050 A1B_HIGH simulation the number of exceedences falls to ~33% of the total area of the ME region. Taking the differences in the ER ratios between the A1B and A1B_HIGH simulations reveals that for 2025 the “policy-failure” for RTE increases the area for which air quality limits are exceeded by ~6% of the total
regional area in the ME. For 2050 the differences become much smaller with the “policy failure”
for RTE only increasing the exceedences of the total regional area by ~1%.

Figure 4: As Fig. 3 except for the Asian region.
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Figure 4 shows the corresponding distribution in the ER for 2003 for the Asian region. The most
polluted regions are around the Ganges valley in Northern India and Eastern China. The other regions are relatively clean, especially over the oceans, with the integrated exceedences only covering
~8% of the region shown. Moreover the maximum exceedences in the region of 1.3-1.4 are somewhat lower than those simulated for the ME. For the future A1B_HIGH simulations there is a substantial increase in the area of exceedences of up to ~25% for 2025. This is due to the large increases in e.g. energy production and shipping activity, as well as the increases in RTE. For 2050 the
area of exceedences remains approximately the same. Again, taking differences in the ER ratios between the A1B and A1B_HIGH simulations reveals that there is an increase in the exceedence area
of ~2%, although this equates to a larger area than that for the ME due to the size of each of the regions shown.
6

SUMMARY

We have shown that although road transport NOx emissions are typically decreasing in the 21st
Century for many world regions, a “policy-failure” concerning mitigation would offset such a decline to around 2035, with emissions from Asia increasing significantly. By analyzing a set of multi-model ensemble simulations we have shown that during 2003 regional near surface (0-500m)
tropospheric O3 can exceed EC air quality targets at continental scale for regions such as Europe,
the USA, the Middle East and Asia during boreal summertime. Comparing distributions from simulations adopting the SRES A1B and the A1B_HIGH “policy-failure” emission scenario we conclude that the region in which the most significant degradation of air quality would occur is the
Middle East, with the number of exceedences increasing significantly. The impact of a “policyfailure” concerning road transport emissions would make a marked contribution (~6% of the total
area of the region) in the Middle East. For the Asian region there is also a significant decrease in air
quality, although mainly due to increasing emissions due to energy production, industry and shipping. Here, although a “policy failure” concerning road transport emissions does contribute it only
increase the area of exceedence by ~2% of the total regional area.
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ABSTRACT: In response to limited action on an international level, in January 2012 international
aviation emissions were included within the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme, requiring all flights departing from and arriving to EU Member State airports to participate purchasing
and surrendering carbon credits within the market. As part of a project to investigate the potential
effectiveness of the EU’s policy, a suite of future aviation emission scenarios under a variety of
technology outlooks, were compared alongside three EU ETS emission cap scenarios. A global aviation emissions inventory model (FAST) was used with flight movement data from ICAO’s ninth
CAEP cycle, to produce distance (km), fuel use (kg), and CO2 emissions (kg), for international and
domestic flight movements both globally and for EU-27 Member States (plus Norway, Iceland, and
Liechtenstein) for the years 2006, 2016, 2026 and 2036 under five technology outlooks. Preliminary
results demonstrated a projected steady increase in aviation emissions to 2036, compared with a
slow downward trend in the emissions available under the three cap scenarios. The results raised issues regarding the limited scope of emission reductions under the technology outlooks (between a
low technology improvements outlook and an optimistic outlook), compared with a gradual reduction of emissions under the EU ETS policy. However, the potential future of the policy comes into
question with the considerable opposition that it has already received in its infancy. Nonetheless,
aviation emissions under EU ETS do have the potential to be mitigated and at the very least, the
policy has acted as a stimulant for more concerted international action.
1

INTRODUCTION

International aviation emissions were not included within the legally binding targets of the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change’s Kyoto Protocol, and since the Protocol’s
adoption and implementation in 1997 and 2005 respectively, the sector has been subjected to limited significant international action to curb its CO2 emissions. Emissions from the sector, however,
have continued to rise and are projected to do so into the future; a report by the Group on International Aviation and Climate Change (GIACC – a group within the International Civil Aviation Organization, ICAO) concluded from a number of emissions projections, that global CO2 emissions
(not accounting for any impacts that may arise from the use of alternative fuels) are forecast to increase from 632 Mt in 2006, to a range of 890 to 2,800 Mt in 2050 (ICAO, 2009: 1). Without action
to reduce emissions from the sector, the likelihood of achieving climate mitigation goals, for example, limiting global temperature increases to no more than 2° C, as outlined in the text for the Copenhagen Accord (UNFCCC, 2009: 5), becomes unrealistic as such climate stabilization goals often
work on the assumption of reduction efforts from all regions of the globe and all sectors (Edmonds
et al, 2008: 356). To achieve the 2°C target, global emissions would have to peak before 2020 and
then steeply decline thereon after, eventually meeting negative emissions in the longer term future1
(UNEP, 2011: 9). Efforts are being made by other sectors to curb greenhouse gas emissions, and the
aviation industry must follow suit to mitigate its international emissions to ensure that such policies
are achievable. Furthermore, not only is there the issue of a lack of significant mitigation effort fo*
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1
This would be the emissions pathway consistent with a ‘likely’ chance of meeting the 2°C goal (UNEP, 2011: 9).
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cused toward reducing international aviation CO2 emissions, the sector is also responsible for a
suite of non-CO2 impacts, some of which have the potential to warm the Earth’s climate. In response to the limited regulatory action to mitigate aviation emissions at an international level, in
2008 the European Commission proposed an extension to the European Union’s Emissions Trading
Scheme (EU ETS) to cover emissions from EU Member State airports; and in January 2012, all international flights departing from and arriving at EU-27 airports (plus Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein) were included within the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS). Under
the policy, airlines must purchase and surrender emissions credits for every tonne of CO2 emissions
that they emit for the part of the flight that is connected to the EU country.
2

RESEARCH PROJECT

2.1 Research aims

The research aim of this project is to investigate the potential effectiveness of the inclusion of international aviation emissions within the EU ETS. This paper represents the first step within the overall project, comparing a suite of future international aviation emissions scenarios with a variety of
ETS caps.
2.2 Methodology

The model used in this project is FAST, a global aviation emissions inventory model which uses data on flight movements and data on fuel flow to produce fuel use, distance travelled, carbon dioxide,
NOx, black carbon and particle number (Owen et al, 2010: 2255). The input flight movement data
is derived from the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection’s ninth cycle (CAEP/9). This
paper looks at future international aviation emissions (from 2012 to 2036; 2012 being the date of introduction of aviation into the EU ETS and 2036 the date at which the CAEP/9 data is extended to),
for a number of technology scenarios (technology freeze, low technology, moderate technology,
advanced technology and optimistic technology) on a central demand forecast (ICAO, 2009). The
technology scenarios used by CAEP/9 are based on a variety of assumptions including operational
improvements and efficiencies, technology improvements, and fuel burn improvements (ICAO,
2009). For example, the assumptions under the low technology scenario include “fuel burn improvements at 0.95% per annum for all aircraft entering the fleet after 2006 and prior to 2015, and
0.57% per annum for all aircraft entering the fleet beginning in 2015 and out to 2036”; as well as
operational improvements in the fleet of “0.5, 1.4, and 2.3% in 2016, 2026 and 2036 respectively”
(ICAO, 2009).
The CAEP/9 data is inputted into FAST2 for the variety of years and technology scenarios.
FAST then outputs the various data (as mentioned above); for this project the output of interest is
distance (km), fuel use (kg), and CO2 emissions (kg). The model was run for all global flights (international, intra-national, and domestic flights) for 2006, 2016, 2026, 2036. A secondary run was
undertaken to determine the flight movements for the EU-27 countries which are covered under the
EU ETS (all international, domestic and intra-EU flights to and from EU-27 Member State airports). The emissions were interpolated from 2006 to 2036 to give an annual emissions figure, and
then the data from 2012 to 2036 were selected for analysis. Three future emissions caps were used
within the analysis: (a) Emissions Cap Scenario 1: the EU ETS Aviation Cap, which is based on the
current rate of reduction for the aviation emissions cap (a 2% reduction in the cap for each trading
period); (b) Emissions Cap Scenario 2: IATA Goal, based on the IATA goal of reducing aviation
emissions by 50% by 20503 (an annual reduction in the cap post-2020 of 1.22%); (c) Emissions Cap
Scenario 3: Main EU ETS Cap, based on the main EU ETS cap reduction (an annual reduction in
the cap post-20120 of 1.74%). Table 1 outlines the cap reductions for the three scenarios. For all
three of the scenarios, for the period 2012, 2013 to 2020, the cap follows the pathway set out by the
2

FAST has been used in a number of impact studies, as well as used “under the aegis” of ICAO’s CAEP (Owen et
al, 2010).
3
The IATA goal is based on a basket of measures to reduce aviation emissions, including investment in technology,
effective operations, efficient infrastructure, and positive economic instruments. Here, however, we assume that emission trading is the measure being used to produce emission reductions (IATA, 2009).
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EU ETS of 97% of historical emissions for 2012, then 95% of historical emissions4 for the period of
2013 to 2020 (European Parliament, 2008: 8). After this time, the cap is subject to review and it is
from this point onwards where the scenarios will differ according to the annual cap reductions.
Table 1: Emission Cap Scenarios
Year
2012
2013-2020
2026
2036

Emissions Cap Scenario 1
Emissions Cap Scenario 2
Percentage of historical emissions
97%
97%
95%
95%
93%
87.68%
91%
75.48%

Emissions Cap Scenario 3
97%
95%
84.56%
67.16%

2.3 Preliminary results

Figure 1 presents the aviation emissions (international and domestic) in Mt of CO2, for all global
emissions on a central demand forecast for a variety of technology scenarios (the top 5 set of lines)
to 2036; aviation emissions for those flights included under the EU ETS policy (the middle 5 lines –
the EU-27 lines), again for various technology scenarios under a central demand forecast; and the
three future emissions caps (the lower three dotted lines). Under the 5 technology scenarios there is
a steady increase in aviation emissions up to 2036. Alongside this projected growth in emissions, is
plotted the 3 emissions cap scenarios which show a downward trend in the emissions available under the caps to 2036.
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Figure 1: (a) International and domestic emissions for global flights from 2012 to 2036 under five technology scenarios (top five lines); (b) International and domestic emissions for flights from EU-27 Member States
covered under the EU ETS from 2012 to 2036 under five technology scenarios (middle five lines); (c) Emissions caps for three cap reduction scenarios (the bottom three lines).

4

The EU ETS aviation emissions cap is based upon a percentage of historical aviation emissions, which are defined
as “the mean average of the annual emissions in the calendar years 2004, 2005 and 2006 from aircraft performing an
aviation activity listed in Annex I to Directive 2003/87/EC” (European Commission, 2011: 42).
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The increase in international aviation emissions to 2036 and beyond has been widely projected (see
IPCC, 1999; Lee et al, 2010), and therefore the results from the FAST runs using the CAEP/9 data
are as expected. However, it is interesting to note that under the five technology scenarios, ranging
from a low to advanced technology outlook, the projected emissions (on the global projections) are
not significantly different with a variation of just 130 Mt of CO2 between the low and advanced outlook. This suggests that there is limited scope for emissions reductions through technological, operational, and fuel burn improvements in the future (though this is not to say that such improvements
will not be important). If we look at the emissions cap scenarios, the gradual reduction of emission
allowances provides the industry with a gradual reduction in its emissions over time (for the EU-27
countries), with potential savings of 2465 Mt of CO2 for just those EU-27 countries covered by the
EU ETS. It is important to note, however, that this is a theoretical analysis that assumes that the cap
accommodates all emissions generated by the flights covered by the EU ETS. In reality, however, it
is much more likely that the actual emissions generated will exceed the cap and therefore emissions
credits will have to be purchased from other areas of the market. The findings do demonstrate,
nonetheless, that the EU ETS has the potential to make reductions in aviation emissions, and therefore should be considered a valuable mitigation measure to be used in a basket of measures. However, the introduction of aviation within the EU ETS has not been met with resounding praise.
Whilst it is fairly common for environmental policies to provoke strong reactions, particularly policies mitigating climate change impacts; the policy has triggered extreme opposition. The inclusion
of international aviation emissions within the EU ETS, represents a unilateral policy – a unilateral
“action or decision” which is “performed by or affecting […] one group or country” (Oxford Dictionaries, 2010) compared with a bilateral policy which is “between two parties or countries” or a
multilateral policy, which is “between more than two parties” (Collin, 1997). Whilst in theory the
policy is unilateral, it does however have wider reaching impacts; the policy has implications of
those non-EU countries and airlines which have flights to and from EU Member State airports.
Consequently, the policy has resulted in considerable opposition from countries, airlines and trade
associations.
Retaliation against the policy has included arguments that it infringes international trade laws,
that it raises the issue of sovereignty, and that it is impeding the efforts of ICAO (the organization
which many opponents to the policy feel is the most appropriate to tackle the issue) to address international aviation emissions. Even before the policy entered into force in January 2012, the Air
Transport Association of America (ATA, now known as Airlines for America (A4A)) and others,
filed a law suit against the EU in response to aviation’s inclusion within the EU ETS, pleading that
the “directive was unlawful in the light of international treaty law and customary international law”
(ECJ, 2011). The case was sent to the European Court of Justice, and the judgement ruled in favour
of the EU stating that “examination of Directive 2008/101 has disclosed no factor of such a kind as
to affect its validity” (ECJ, 2011). Further opposition to the policy has come from the US, with the
European Union Emissions Trading Prohibition Act, the aim of which is to prevent US airlines from
participating in the scheme. At point of publication, the Prohibition Act has passed through the
House of Representatives and the Senate (US Congress, 2012). Nonetheless, as stated by Preston et
al (2012: 55) “the true value of the policy may lie in its capacity to act as a precursor for concerted
international action”, and the policy has certainly put the subject of mitigating international aviation
emissions firmly on the agenda, as well as having the potential to make emissions reductions.
4

NEXT STEPS

The next steps in this research will be to investigate a further suite of emissions cap scenarios, with
a variety of stringencies from soft to hard; and to undertake an investigation of the comparative
emission savings that can be generated from technology efficiencies and ETS.

5

This is an average of five technology scenarios for the EU-27 member state aviation emissions, compared with an
average of the three cap scenarios.
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ABSTRACT: In an ambitious program, funded by the European Union, commercial aircraft are being outfitted with instruments for measuring water vapor, ozone, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides
and cloud particles. The Jülich Research Centre is working with 15 European partners on the project, named IAGOS (In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing System), that uses civil aviation aircraft to collect much larger quantities of data, over longer time spans and larger spatial scales than
would have been possible using flights with special, instrumented aircraft. One the instruments, the
backscatter cloud probe (BCP), measures the size distribution of cloud particles between 5 and 60
um from which cloud liquid/ice water is also derived. The first instrument package was fitted to
Lufthansa's Airbus A340-300 “Viersen”, with the initial flight taking place on July 7, 2011. Routine
measurements began September 14, 2011 and are being routinely made on flights based in Frankfort and traveling to North and South America, Europe and Asia. The preliminary analysis of the
BCP measurements from these flights show that moderately high concentrations of cloud particles,
over the entire size range of the instrument, are frequently encountered over the South Atlantic, as
well as during descents and ascents into North American Destinations. These measurements will
contribute to the data base of cloud climatology that is needed to validate microphysical properties
of clouds derived from satellite measurements and improve climate model parameterizations.
1

BACKGROUND

Clouds are one of the principal components of the atmosphere that moderate climate through the
cooling effect when they reflect solar radiation and their warming effect when they trap terrestrial
infrared radiation. Their impact on climate is also one of the most uncertain factors in global climate change models due to the complexity of cloud structures and the underlying microphysics that
govern their formation and evolution. Satellite measurements provide important information about
cloud evolution and their structure, information that is used to improve the climate model forecasts.
This information, however, is derived from algorithms that must be validated with in situ measurements made in many types of clouds, in many regions and under many environmental conditions.
Numerous aircraft campaigns for cloud studies have been conducted over the years, yielding invaluable data that has helped us better understand cloud processes; however, such campaigns are expensive to run and only cover relatively short time periods and limited areas.
In order to complement and augment the measurements made during airborne research campaigns, and to provide a much more extensive set of data in time and space, a program, funded by
the European Union is underway to outfit commercial aircraft with instruments for measuring water
vapor, ozone, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and cloud particles (www.iagos.org/). The Jülich
Research Centre, along with 15 European partners, are working on the In-service Aircraft for a
Global Observing System (IAGOS), that uses civil aviation aircraft to collect large quantities of data. The instrument that measures cloud particle size distributions is called the Backscatter Cloud
Probe (BCP), whose operations and some preliminary results are described below.
*
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BCP MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

Initially conceived as a simple cloud detector for quality control of the trace gas measurements from
IAGOS instrument packages it is also capable of delivering scientifically useful cloud microphysical information. The BCP measures light that is scattered by individual particles that pass through a
focused laser beam, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. The geometry of the optics is designed to
collect the fraction of the light that is scattered backward over a solid angle of 144-156° and focuses
it on a photo-detector that converts the photons to an electrical signal. The maximum amplitude is
digitized and, through calibration, is converted to an optical diameter. The size range of the BCP is
nominally 2-80 μm. A complete description of the BCP operating principles is found in Beswick et
al. (2012).
The BCP is designed to mount inside the aircraft, needing only a very small window through
which the laser beam projects and scattered light is collected (Fig. 1, right panel). The sensor itself
is quite small, 10 cm in length, weighing only 0.5 Kg with a very small volume.

Figure 1

3 RESULTS
The BCP has been flown on a number of research aircraft carrying other cloud particle sensors. One
of these aircraft is the North Dakota Citation (photograph in Fig. 2) that carries a suite of such sensors, including a Droplet Measurement Technologies Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP), shown in an insert of the photograph in Fig. 2, that measures in the size range as the BCP (Lance et al., 2010). Also identified and shown in another insert is the window of the BCP.

Figure 2
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A number of flights were made in the fall of 2011 in all water and mixed phase clouds. The total
number concentrations were in excellent agreement and, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2, for a
representative time period in an all liquid water cloud, the size distributions were also in very good
agreement.
The first IAGOS instrument system including the BCP was installed on Lufthansa airlines’
A340-300 'Viersen’. The maiden test flight was launched from Frankfurt in July 2011 which began
making routine, international flights in September of that same year. Since that time the BCP has
logged more than 2400 hours of data during 319 flights up to May, 2012. Figure 3 illustrates the
flight trajectories of the aircraft demonstrating that measurements have been made over the Atlantic
Ocean to and from North and South America, over Europe to Africa, the Middle East and Asia. The
filled circles indicate where clouds (including dust I arid cloud free regions) were encountered and
the coloring shows the cloud particle number concentrations within its measured size range, on a
logarithmic scale.

Figure 3

Table I lists the fraction of the 319 flights where clouds were encountered at cruise altitude and during the takeoff and landing phases. On 66% of the flights, the aircraft made vertical profiles of
cloud as it took off or landed and in more than 50% of the flights, clouds were encountered at high
altitude. The table also shows what fraction of the clouds had concentrations less or greater than
100 l-1.
Table 1
Particle Characteristics
Total Cloud Events
Low Concentration (<100 L-1)
High Concentration (>100 L-1)
Dust

Take Offs/
Landings
66%
11%
50%
14%

Mid-Flight
54%
28%
26%
1%

The clouds that were encountered on takeoff and landings were a combination of all liquid water or
mixed phase cloud, based on the recorded ambient temperature and those encountered at cruise altitude would have to be (most likely) all ice since temperatures were always lower than the required
homogeneous freezing limit for water droplets. Most of the ice clouds were most likely thin cirrus,
based on the measured number concentration; however, on at least one occasion the number concentrations were remarkably large, suggesting an encounter with deep convection. An example of
this is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for a cloud encounter over Nigeria when the aircraft was at an altitude
of 11 km and the ambient temperature was -50°C, maximum number concentrations were more than
100,000 l-1 and ice water content more than 1.0 gm-3.
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Figure 4

Figure 5 is a distribution of number and liquid water concentrations highlighted as a function of the
optical diameter, where the liquid (ice) water content is derived assuming the particles are spherical
with a density of 0.9 g cm-3. This is an overestimate of the ice water content; however, the BCP is
unable to provide information on the particle shapes, i.e. habit, when they are ice crystals. We see
that the majority of the particles are less than 10 μm in size; however, there is a second mode in the
number concentration spectra at around 70 μm. The particles in this size range contribute the most
to the ice water mass.

Figure 5

4

OUTLOOK

A number of BCPs, as part of the IAGOS instrument package, will be installed on other commercial
airliners operated by Air France, Iberia Airlines and Cathay Pacific. IAGOS are consulting with
several other airlines including Air China to incorporate these packages in the future. A total of 20
BCPs are expected to be flying within the next five years, providing extensive temporal and spatial
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coverage worldwide that will be an invaluable resource for validating and complementing satellite
measurements and climate model forecasts.
5
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ABSTRACT: The effects of atmospheric turbulence and humidity on the vortex phase of a contrail
are analyzed using Eulerian-Lagrangian large-eddy simulations where turbulence is sustained via a
stochastic forcing method. Humidity controls the fraction of surviving ice particles and ice growth
rate, whereas turbulence controls the vortex breakup time when ice growth is enhanced by the mixing with supersaturated ambient air. On other hand, in supersaturated atmosphere, the maximum optical depth remains approximately constant over the simulation time.
1

INTRODUCTION

It is known that contrails form a line line-shaped ice clouds, but they can spread under favorable
atmospheric conditions to form cirrus clouds that persist for hours and extend over areas of several
square kilometers, becoming almost indistinguishable from natural cirrus. These “contrail cirrus”
artificially increase cloudiness and are among the most uncertain contributors to the anthropogenic
radiative forcing (Sausen et al, 2005, Lee et al, 2009). The modeling and simulation of contrail cirrus in the diffusion phase requires suitable initial conditions that have to be deduced form detailed
large-eddy simulations resolving the fine scale features of the wake during the vortex phase. This
problem has been addressed in the past by various authors with the focus on different aspects of the
problem, often in the optic of a sensitivity analysis (Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2010a, Unterstrasser
and Gierens, 2010b). In this work the focus is laid on the effect of background turbulence and humidity in determining the characteristics of the contrail in the vortex phase. In particular atmospheric turbulence is sustained via a stochastic forcing approach (Paoli and Shariff, 2009), which is useful for insuring consistency with future studies covering wake ages beyond the vortex phase.
2

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The numerical code is NTMIX, a compressible Navier-Stokes solver coupled to a Lagrangian particle-tracking module for the ice phase. The code has been used in previous studies of wake vortex
simulations including contrails (Paoli et al, 2004). The initial conditions are obtained from separate
large-eddy simulations of the jet phase. The computational domain is a box of Lx × Ly × Lz = 1 km ×
1 km × 400 m with Nx × Ny × Nz = 519×619×100, and Np = 2×106 clusters are transported each one
representing Npc = 2×108 physical particles. The initial vortex profile is a Lamb-Oseen vortex pair
with parameters chosen to match those of a B747. Two levels of atmospheric turbulence (case B:
strong and D: weak) and two values of background humidity (RHi = 130 and 95) were selected.
3

RESULTS

The contrail structure in the vortex phase is best observed in Fig. 2, which shows the particle spatial
distribution colored with their radius at different wake ages and for different background turbulence. Fig. 1 shows that for the present 4 engines configuration, particles exhausted from the out*
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board jets are partially trapped inside the vortex cores (t = 30 s). Afterwards, although the effects of
baroclinc torque and turbulence fluctuations (especially in the case of strong turbulence) tend to redistribute them in the vertical direction, most of the particles still reside in the primary wake at
t = 2 min. As a consequence the largest ice crystals are found in the secondary wake because the
same amount of the available supersaturation has to be shared among less particles.

Fig. 1: Location of ice particles at t = 30 s. Particles emitted from the outboard jets are represented in black
and particles emitted from the inboard jets are in grey.

Fig. 2: Location of ice particles at different times. Particles are colored according to their diameter.

The effects of ambient conditions (turbulence and saturation) are shown in Fig. 3 (mean diameter of
ice crystals) and Fig. 4 (number of surviving crystals). In the supersaturated cases, the mean radius
initially grows due to the entrainment of external humid air (a process that starts already in the jet
phase) and quickly reaches a plateau corresponding to a thermodynamic equilibrium with a saturation of 100 %. Afterwards, the saturation pressure in the interior of the contrail increases as the vortices descend into a warmer environment. In order to maintain thermodynamic equilibrium vapor
pressure also increases, which leads to a slight ice sublimation (adiabatic compression, see Sussmann, 1999). When the vortices break up following Crow instability, ice crystals initially trapped
inside the vortex pair are exposed to high ambient superaturation, which leads again to a quick
growth of the mean radius. Depending on the ambient turbulence, break up time varies between 1.5
and 2 minutes. In the subsaturated case, ice starts to evaporate immediately (already at the end of
the jet phase/beginning of the vortex phase) so the mean radius decreases monotonically. Background humidity controls the fractions of surviving ice crystals that is reported in Fig. 4. It can be
observed that in the subsaturated case ice starts to sublimate completely (crystal loss) at a wake age
of 1 min and about 90 % of ice crystal are lost at 3 min, while in the high supersaturated case less
than 1 % of particles is lost overall. Fig. 5 finally shows the evolution of cross-sectional distribution
of optical depth for the different cases analyzed. As expected, it attains the largest values in the su-
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persaturated case. Furthermore, a double-peak structure identifying the two vortex cores appears at
t = 1 min which later smoothes out as the contrail mixes with the ambient air. However, despite the
decrease of concentration by dilution, the maximum value of optical depth is rather well maintained
to around 0.3 up to 2.5 min, which in agreement with previous numerical studies (Paugam et al,
2010).

Fig. 3: Mean diameter of ice crystals versus wake age.

Fig. 4: Number of surviving ice crystals per meter of flight versus wake age.

Fig. 5: Cross-sectional distribution of optical depth at different times.
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CONCLUSIONS

The contrail evolution was simulated over the first three minutes for different background turbulence levels. The results showed that the growth of ice crystals is mainly controlled by humidity.
Furthermore, in a subsaturated atmosphere, 90 % of ice crystals evaporate within 2 min. The optical
depth is maintained at a value of 0.3 up to 2.5 min.
In the future we will extend the numerical simulations up to 30 min to 1 hour of contrail age to
understand how and to which extent the ice growth and the microphysical parameters like optical
depth are affected by atmospheric turbulence in the long term.
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ABSTRACT: For the first time numerical simulations of contrail clusters were performed. Contrail
clusters emerge when several contrails overlap. They may then interact with each other and compete for the available water vapour. Depending on the separation distance of the initial contrails and
the prevailing wind shear conditions, the spreading of individual contrail can be strongly inhibited
in contrail clusters. This implies that saturation effects occur and the climate impact of contrail,
therefore, does not scale linearly with total fuel consumption or fleet kilometres of air traffic.
1

MOTIVATION

Aviation contributes to climate change via several pathways. The largest contribution is probably
due to the formation of contrails which increases upper tropospheric cloudiness as they evolve into
long-living contrail-cirrus (Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2011). Aged irregularly shaped contrail-cirrus
can hardly be discriminated from natural cirrus in observations. Thus cloud resolving modelling is
an appropriate tool to study contrail-cirrus evolution.
2

MODEL

The numerical simulations have been carried out with the non-hydrostatic anelastic model EULAG
(Smolarkiewicz and Margolin, 1997) which employs the positive definite advection scheme
MPDATA (Smolarkiewicz and Margolin, 1998) in its Eulerian operation mode. The subgrid turbulence model uses the TKE-approach. A microphysical module using Lagrangian tracking of ice
crystals (Sölch and Kärcher, 2010) is fully coupled to EULAG and forms the version EULAGLCM. With this model version the aggregation process in a mid-latitude cirrus cloud system (Sölch
and Kärcher, 2011) or the contrail evolution during the vortex phase (Unterstrasser and Sölch,
2010) were studied recently, both in 2D and 3D. The microphysical module LCM uses an explicit
representation of size-resolved non-equilibrium aerosol and ice microphysical processes. Within
this study homogeneous/heterogeneous nucleation of ice and aggregation was switched off. Furthermore radiation effects are not considered here, although this can strongly alter the evolution of
contrail-cirrus (Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2010), especially in a weakly stratified atmosphere. Synoptic scale updraft is prescribed via an external forcing term in the temperature equation in order to
accommodate for the adiabatic temperature change. Details of the implementation can be found in
Spichtinger and Gierens (2009).
3

SETUP

The 2D domain consists of nx = 4096 and nz = 301 grid points in horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively. In both directions grid increments of Δx = Δz = 10 m are used and the domain size is
correspondingly Lx = 40.96 km times Lz = 3 km. We use periodic boundary conditions in horizontal
direction.
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The total simulated time is Tsim = 21600 s (= 6 hours). The time step is constant over one simulation and ranges between 0.75 s and 2.0 s depending on the vertical wind shear value.
The ambient relative humidity RHi* is uniformly 120% in the middle part of the domain (a 1 km
deep layer). Above and below RHi* drops as shown in Fig.1 left. Turbulence induces fluctuations
on the order of 5% around the mean state.

Figure 1, left. Vertical profile of background relative humidity RHi*in the beginning (solid) and after an adiabatic temperature reduction by 2K (dashed, wsyn=1 cm/s) or 4K (dotted, wsyn=2 and 20 cm/s). Right. Temporal evolution of relative humidity for updraft speeds wsyn=1 (solid), 2 (dotted) and 20 cm/s (dashed).

Synoptic scale updrafts of wsyn = 1, 2 and 20 cm/s are prescribed for various time spans of Tupdr =
20000, 20000 and 2000 s, respectively. This results in an adiabatic cooling of 4 K or 2 K. Without
ice the relative humidity with respect to ice would then reach 150% or 190% at an initial temperature of T* = 217 K. Subsequently the updraft comes to a halt and the background relative RHi* remains constant. The temporal evolution of relative humidity RHi*(t) is shown in Fig.1 right.
The turbulent velocity field was generated a-priori and the turbulent fluctuations have an rmsvalue of 0.12 m/s. The atmosphere is stably stratified with a Brunt-Väisälä frequency NBV = 10-2 s-1.
The impact of vertical wind shear is investigated and we perform simulations with shear rate s =
0.002, 0.004 and 0.006 s-1.

Figure 2. Contrail-cluster initialization with 5 minute old contrails is sketched. The black rectangles indicate
the simulation domain of 3D vortex phase simulation. The cruise altitude is at z = 2000 m. Various scenarios
with 1, 2, 4 or 8 contrails are used and the labels mark the selection of the contrail location(s) for different
scenarios. We use several instances of 1-contrail (label 1, 1a, 1b and 1c) and 2-contrail (label 2 and 2a) simulations where the initial locations are horizontally shifted. Note the different scales on the x- and y-axis.
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To initialise a set of contrails the domain is divided in 8 equal cells along the horizontal direction
and in each cell a contrail may be present initially (depending on the setup). The contrails are centred within the 5.12 km broad cells. The simulations start with 1, 2, 4 or 8 contrails whose locations
are shown in Fig. 2. In the contrail cluster scenario (cases with more than one contrail) the contrails
have equal distances of 20.48, 10.24 or 5.12 km. For the single contrail case, the domain width had
to be increased to 81.92 km in simulations with high wind shear in order to avoid a spurious interference via the periodic boundaries.
Although each individual contrail in the cluster faces the same ambient conditions and is equally
separated to neighbouring ones, turbulent fluctuations trigger slight differences in growth histories
for the members in the cluster. To guarantee more robust results, we repeated the simulations with
one or two contrails where we shifted their initial horizontal position. In Fig. 2 the various initial
positions are marked with 1, 1a, 1b and 1c as well as 2 and 2a, respectively. Overall, a set of 8
simulations is used to study saturation effects for one meteorological ambient state: one simulation
with 8 contrails, one with 4 contrails, two with 2 contrails and four with 1 contrail.
The data for contrail initialization stems from a detailed 3D vortex phase simulation with
EULAG-LCM. These results were averaged along flight direction for the 2D approach. The contrail
was initially generated at the cruise altitude z = zCA = 2000 m (labelled by a solid line in Fig. 2). The
initial contrail is about 500 m deep and 100-300 m broad.
The geometrical configuration mimics an idealized contrail cluster in several aspects. First, the
contrails are generated at the same time, i.e. only contrails of the same age interact. Second, the
flight tracks of the contrail-producing aircraft are all parallel, i.e. perpendicular to the simulation
domain cross-section. Third, the contrails are all generated at the same height.
The time t = 0 s corresponds to the beginning of the dispersion phase.
4

EXEMPLARY SIMULATION

We first discuss the contrail cluster evolution in an environment with wsyn = 2 cm/s and vertical
wind shear s = 0.004 s-1.and compare configurations with one, two, four and eight contrails.

Figure 3. Temporal evolution of mean optical thickness and total extinction of a contrail cluster consisting of
8 (dash-dotted), 4 (dashed), 2 (dotted) or 1(solid) individual contrail(s) is shown. The ambient parameters are
updraft speed wsyn=2 cm/s and vertical wind shear s=0.004 s-1

During the first 30 minutes the mean optical depth of the contrail cluster (which still consists of
well separated contrails at that stage) drops strongly as the young narrow contrails spread (Figure 3
left). After this initial dilution, depositional uptake of the ambient water vapour can compensate for
the shear induced horizontal spreading and the optical depth starts to rise.
Contrails start to overlap as illustrated in Figure 4 left which shows the extinction of the 8contrail case after 1 hour. The first overlap occurs after 40 min in the 8-contrail case and 80 min in
the 4-contrail case. Concurrently, the optical depth increases more strongly than in the single contrail case.
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Figure 4. The extinction of a contrail cluster consisting initially of 8 individual contrails is displayed. The
snapshot shows a 1h (left) and 2h (right) old cluster. Ambient conditions as in Figure 3.

The quantity total extinction E is defined as the horizontal integral of extinction 1 - exp(-τ(x)):
1
̃

Total extinction measures the disturbance of the shortwave flux. For small τ-values the approximation holds and E can be interpreted as product of a characteristic optical depth ̃ and width and
thus comprises information on optical and geometrical properties of a contrail (cluster). Figure 3
right shows the temporal evolution of E. It increases over time as the contrails spread. Whereas in
the single contrail case the rate of change is similar over 6 hours, the increase is decelerated in multi-contrail cases. This happens once the contrails start to intersect (as shown in Figure 4 right) and
compete for the same available water vapour. We want to point out that for tilted contrails overlapping does not imply their immediate intersection as evinced in Figure 4. After 6 hours, the total extinction of the 8-contrail cluster is only 3 times larger than that of the single contrail. This means
that each individual contrail is on average less than half as “strong” as a single isolated contrail.
5 SATURATION EFFECTS
To study saturation effects we first define the mean contrail impact ̅ of an individual contrail in a
cluster with n contrails as
̅

1

The above quantities E and ̅ solely describe the properties of a contrail and cannot be related to
contrail radiative forcing or a related energy metric in a straightforward way since the latter quantities additionally depend on many external parameters like surface albedo/temperature, solar zenith
angle or the surrounding cloudiness. Ideally, ̅ measures the “strength” of a contrail over its entire
lifetime. Note that the simulation time of 6 hours may be too short to capture the whole lifecycle
(depends primarily on the synoptic scenario).
Finally, ̅ is normalized by the single contrail case
̅
̅ 1
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Figure 5. Mean normalized contrail impact as a function of contrail number (i.e. contrail separation distance).
Various vertical wind shear values s (0.002 s-1 red; 0.004 s-1 green; 0.006 s-1 blue) and synoptic scenarios
wsyn (1 cm/s solid; 2 cm/s dotted; 20 cm/s dashed) are displayed. Note that the green dotted curve is hidden
by the green solid line.

Figure 5 shows
for the various synoptic scenarios and vertical wind shear values and gives a
hint on how to improve estimates relying on some linear relationship between climate impact and
air traffic measure. By definition all curves start at (1,1) and decrease as expected with increasing n.
The saturation is stronger for higher wind shear. Although the synoptic scenarios are remarkably
different,
is not affected too much by this variation.
6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For the first time numerical simulations of contrail-clusters are performed. In this first step, idealized geometrical configurations are used, such that all contrails were produced at the same altitude,
same time and in regular horizontal separations. We found that the spreading of contrails is inhibited, the smaller their initial separation and the higher the vertical wind shear is. The initial contrail
separations reflect different levels of air traffic density. The simulations results suggest that in analytical climate estimates contrail properties should not be scaled linearly with air traffic density.
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ABSTRACT: A novel propulsion system using in particular two combustion chambers in series, the
first one burning liquid hydrogen or liquid natural gas and the second one burning biofuel under
flameless conditions, is proposed by the AHEAD (Advanced Hybrid Engines for Aircraft Development) project under EC Framework Program 7. The goal is to provide a breakthrough technology
that is needed to achieve the challenging targets laid out in Vision 2020 and Flight Path 2050. Environmental aspects as potential climate impacts have been considered right from the beginning of the
project. In this contribution we describe the consequences of the new engine concept for contrail
formation. It is shown that because of the increased emission of water vapour compared to a conventional combustion system, contrails would form in a much deeper layer beneath the tropopause.
As the new hybrid engine is designed for a blended wing-body (BWB) aircraft, we additionally perform numerical simulations of contrail formation and vortex phase from a BWB with three centrally
installed hybrid engines.
1

INTRODUCTION

Recent ACARE studies indicate that the targets laid out in Vision 2020 (i.e. CO2 and noise reduction by 50%, NOx reduction by 80%) and in Flight Path 2050 (CO2 75%, noise 65%, NOx 90%
relative to year 2000) cannot be achieved using current incremental technological improvements.
There is an urgent need for breakthrough technologies.
The hybrid engine proposed in the European Commission’s Framework Program 7 project
AHEAD (Advanced Hybrid Engines for Aircraft Development) is a novel propulsion system with a
different architecture as compared to the conventional turbofan engine. The hybrid engine uses in
particular a dual hybrid combustion system (using hydrogen and biofuel under flameless conditions
to reduce CO2 and NOx emission respectively). The hybrid engine proposed in AHEAD will constitute a leap forward in terms of environmental friendliness, and will enable the design of fuelefficient Blended Wing Body (BWB) aircraft configurations. The project aims to establish the feasibility of proposed hybrid engine configuration and will demonstrate that the concept will substantially lower the engine emissions, installation drag and noise. The BWB configuration along with
the proposed hybrid engine concept will bring in the much required breakthrough in civil aviation.
Special attention will be directed to evaluate the effect of H2O emission and contrail formation on
the environment.
Here we report on the modification of the Schmidt-Appleman criterion required for the hybrid
engine. Both a LH2 (liquid hydrogen fuel) version and a LNG (liquid natural gas, i.e. methane) version have been considered. Consequences for the expected climate effects are discussed. Numerical
simulations of contrails from the proposed BWB aircraft with three hybrid engines have been performed. They will be compared with contrails from conventional engines.
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2

CONTRAIL FORMATION

2.1 The Schmidt-Appleman criterion

The Schmidt-Appleman criterion has been explained several times in the series of AAC and TAC
conferences, it is not necessary to repeat this here. For understanding the rest of the paper it suffices
to state that the essence of the criterion is captured in one quantity, G, that is the ratio of the rates of
change of water vapour partial pressure change and temperature in the expanding jet exhaust plume.
G is given as
G = (1 cp p EIH2O) / [Q(1)].
G depends on ambient pressure p, fuel properties (emission of water vapour per kilogram fuel burnt,
EIH2O, and heat energy per kilogram fuel burnt, Q), and on the overall propulsion efficiency, 
(Schumann, 1996). cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, and  is the ratio of the molar
masses of water and air. Using different fuels, the fuel specific values in this quantity become different, and a different propulsion system will also have a different overall propulsion efficiency.
Thus these quantities have to be determined for the hybrid engines before statements on their contrail formation can be made.
2.2 Contrail formation conditions for the LH2 and LNG versions of the AHEAD aircraft

In the following table 1 we present the water vapour emission index EIH2O, the heat value Q, the
overall propulsion efficiency , and the factor g (which is the factor G, taken in Pa/K, divided by
the ambient pressure p, taken in hPa, so that g consists only of aircraft and fuel specific quantities),
i.e.
g:=(GAHEAD/p)/[(Pa/K)/hPa].
Using engine design specifications from the TU Delft (Rao, personal communication) these quantities have been computed for both versions of the AHEAD designs.
Table 1: Characteristic figures determining the slope of the mixing trajectory, G, in the Schmidt-Appleman criterion for
the LH2 and LNG versions of the AHEAD engine designs.
version
LH2
LNG

EIH2O (kg/kg)
7.21
2.15

Q (MJ/kg)
101.2
49.3


0.396
0.389

g
1.91102
1.17102

For comparison: for conventional kerosene aircraft, assuming similar  as for the AHEAD ones,
g=7.74103. Thus the mixing trajectory for an AHEAD engine is at least 2.45 (LH2) or 1.52
(LNG) times as steep as that of a present day conventional aircraft, that is, the propensity for contrail formation is much larger.
2.3 Consequences

The following figure 1 shows the Schmidt–Appleman criterion for a conventional aircraft (assuming  = 0.333) and for both the LH2 and LNG versions of AHEAD. Contrails are possible if the atmospheric properties (temperature and water vapour pressure) are left of the respective threshold
mixing trajectory (thick straight lines). Evidently, both AHEAD versions allow contrail formation
in a much wider area of the parameter space than the conventional aircraft. The trajectories have
been computed for an ambient pressure of 200 hPa.
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Figure 1: (T, e)–phase diagram showing the Schmidt–Appleman threshold trajectories (thick straight lines)
for a conventional aircraft together with two versions of AHEAD aircraft. The respective threshold temperature for contrail formation is given by the tangent point of the trajectories with the liquid saturation curve
(thin solid curve).

The steeper mixing trajectories of AHEAD imply not only higher contrail formation temperature
thresholds than for conventional engine but also a much larger altitude range in the troposphere
where contrails can form, because the temperature typically decreases by about 6 to 10 K per km
with altitude. Contrail formation would start for the LNG version roughly 1 km lower (7 to 8 km)
than for a conventional engine and even 2 km lower (6.5 to 7 km in a mean, e.g. US Std., atmosphere) with the LH2 version.
2.4 Considering design cruise altitudes

The optimum flight altitudes for the AHEAD blended wing body aircraft are much higher than for
conventional aircraft, 11.9 km (initial cruise), 13.2 km (mid cruise), and 14.4 km (end cruise).
These altitudes correspond to the following pressures in the US Standard and tropical Standard Atmospheres (in hPa): 196/216, 160/177, 132/146. These altitudes are mostly in the stratosphere north
of 45°N (see Hoinka, 1998, figure 10 and Hoinka, 1999, figure 1). As the stratosphere is very dry,
only very short contrails can usually be formed there. Thus AHEAD BWBs will cause contrails
mainly when flying south of 45°N and more often when flying south of 30°N, i.e. in the tropics.
From Hoinka (1999, figure 5) we find that the mean water vapour mixing ratio in these regions of
the atmosphere is of the order 10 ppmv. In spite of this low value, ice supersaturation is quite frequent (Spichtinger et al., 2003). Thus we must expect that BWBs will produce contrails frequently
when flying in the tropics. However, the contrails will generally be optically thin because the
amount of condensable water vapour is low. To see this, let us assume the temperature of the 1976
US Std. Atm., which is 216.65 K for all three cruise levels. The ice saturation pressure is 1.7 Pa at
this temperature. At a ten degree higher temperature typical for midlatitude cruise levels the ice saturation pressure is 6.0 Pa, i.e. more than a factor of three higher. Thus one may estimate that a
BWB contrail in the tropics will on average contain smaller ice mass than a contrail produced in
mid-latitudes cruise levels by a normal aircraft.
However, this does not imply a small or even negligible climate impact. The problem is probably
not the direct effect of the contrails but rather that it will potentially consist of very small ice crystals (depending on the so far unknown soot emission). These small ice crystals have very weak tendency to sediment or coagulate, thus they can stay very long time in the TTL and thus have a relatively large impact integrated over their life time. Fortunately, the maximum cruise altitude of the
BWBs is below 15 ± 0.5 km, i.e. still in levels where radiation is cooling the air which leads to subsidence (Gettelman et al., 2004) and finally to sublimation of the ice crystals.
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3

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF BWB CONTRAILS

3.1 Setup

3D numerical simulations of contrails from BWB aircraft have been performed using the EuLag
code (Prusa et al., 2008) together with a Lagrangian ice microphysics code (Sölch and Kärcher,
2010). Recent contrail simulations with this code have been performed by Unterstrasser and Sölch
(2010); their paper should be consulted for more details. The AHEAD simulations are peculiar for
the special geometry of the three engines, which are located close to the centre of the aircraft, and
for the ice and water content of the exhaust plume.
We use a domain of 200 × 384 × 600 m3 in the three dimensions flight direction × span × height.
The grid boxes are 2×1×1 m3 in these dimensions and the time step is 0.03 s initially up to 50 s
simulation time, then 0.05 s up to 190 s and finally 0.08 s until the simulation ends at 310 s. The
simulation starts at an assumed plume age of about 2–3 s, that is, 5 to 10 spans behind the aircraft,
when the microphysical process of ice formation is already terminated and the roll–up process of
the wing–tip vortices is in an advanced state.
For the initial exhaust distribution we assume that a rectangle of 20 × 8 m2 is filled homogeneously with the emitted water vapour and the ice crystals that have formed almost immediately
(within a fraction of a second after exhaust, about one wingspan after engine exit). The number
concentration of the ice crystals depends on the soot emission and we simply assume here that the
Kerosene burning produces soot at a rate typical for conventional engines. The mass concentration
of the ice crystals is assumed to equal the water vapour emission, which is completely transformed
into ice. Using these assumptions we have an initial ice concentration of 310−2 kg m−1 and
0.511012 m−1 (per metre of flight path).
For the flowfield behind the BWB aircraft we used a pair of vortices in analogy to conventional
aircraft (after private communication with Dr. Martin Hepperle from the DLR Institute of Aerodynamics and Flow Technology). The simplification of assuming a pair of counterrotating vortices
centred at about 90% span is considered justified in the farfield, i.e. 5 to 10 spans behind the aircraft. Thus the plume is modelled as a pair of Lamb–Oseen vortices 500 m above the bottom of the
model domain, with core radius of 4 m. From weight, speed and span of the BWB we then computed the initial vortex strength (550 m2 s−1).
For the atmospheric conditions we chose a tropical atmosphere at about 13 km altitude, an ambient temperature of 217 K, a Brunt-Väisällä frequency of 1.18410−2 s−1 and a relative humidity with
respect to ice of 120%. The latter is a moderate supersaturation value that guarantees that the contrail would be persistent, but natural cirrus formation via homogeneous freezing of ambient liquid
aerosol droplets would not yet commence.
3.2 Results of simulations

Figure 2: Temporal evolution of the total ice number (left) and mass (right) normalised with their initial values for three different cases: The BWB contrail (dotted), a standard aircraft (solid), and a hypothetical BWB
contrail but with standard kerosene fuel (dashed).
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Figure 3: Temporal evolution of the ice crystal size distribution (expressed as the maximum dimension in
μm) for three different cases: The BWB contrail (dotted), a conventional aircraft (solid), and a hypothetical
BWB contrail but with standard kerosene fuel (dashed). The contrail ages are indicated in each panel and increase from top left to bottom right.

Here we only show the evolution of the crystal size spectra, other results will be presented elsewhere. Figures 2 and 3 show the temporal evolution of the total ice crystal number and ice mass and
their size distribution. Three cases are compared to allow a better justification of the environmental
benefit of the BWB in terms of contrail formation and their probable climate impact. These are (1)
the BWB itself with the hybrid engines (dotted lines), (2) a standard aircraft (A340 of B747 type,
solid lines), and (3) a hypothetical aircraft with BWB geometry but with standard kerosene combustion (dashed). Ice crystal number and mass in figure 2 are normalised by their initial values. First
we note both in figures 2 and 3 that the difference between the solid and the dashed lines are much
smaller than the difference of these with the dotted lines. This shows that the contrail properties depend stronger on the composition of the exhaust (water and soot particles) than on the aircraft geometry (wing shape and position of the engines), as long as the wing span and aircraft weight and
speed are similar. In all cases there is some crystal loss due to sublimation in the downward travelling vortex pair, but the fraction of crystals that get lost is larger for the conventional and pure kerosene aircraft than for the BWB (figure 2 left), obviously because the smaller crystals of the conventional and kerosene aircraft can be sublimated more easily than the bigger crystals of the BWB
contrail. However, the BWB contrail consists of much less ice crystals than a contrail of conventional aircraft. The shrinking and eventual sublimation of ice crystals is signified in figure 3 by the
growing left tails of the distribution curves (indication of a growing fraction of very small crystals).
In spite of this sublimation the total ice mass increases eventually. This occurs in the secondary
wake where ambient air is not disclosed from the contrail ice as it is in the quickly rotating primary
vortex pair. Since the BWB contrail contains less ice crystals than the other considered contrails,
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the mass growth rate is smaller in this case. However, the total ice mass in a contrail is sooner or
later determined by the ambient humidity such that differences after 5 minutes evolution are more
or less insignificant (Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2010). It is the size and the number of ice crystals
that become important for the contrails climate impact. Larger and less ice crystals as in the BWB
case imply (1) smaller optical thickness of the contrail and (2) larger crystal fall speeds and thus (3)
shorter lifetime than in the cases with conventional aircraft or pure kerosene combustion. If these
results are correct (depending on the actual number emission index of soot particles, which was only estimated here, see above) the contrail climate impact of BWB aircraft is expected to be smaller
than that of conventional aircraft.
4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Revised Schmidt-Appleman criteria have been obtained for dual combustion engine designs in the
framework of the AHEAD project and numerical simulations of early contrail evolution for blended
wing body aircraft equipped with such engines have been performed as an effort to estimate the environmental impact of such novel aircraft design. The following results have been obtained:
 The threshold altitude for contrail formation of AHEAD BWB is about 1 to 2 km lower than for
conventional aircraft.
 However, design cruise altitude of AHEAD BWB is significantly higher than that of conventional aircraft. Thus:
 mid and high latitudes: contrail formation mainly during ascent and descent; cruise altitudes
in stratosphere.
 tropics: frequent contrail formation, but fortunately below the average level of zero radiation
flux divergence (i.e. subsiding air, thus constrained survival times of ice crystals).
 If soot emission index is as for conventional aircraft, then ice crystals in BWB contrail are on
average larger and of smaller number than in conventional aircraft contrails. This would imply
lower optical thickness and shorter life time.
 Water vapour emission in the stratosphere can be a problem.
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ABSTRACT: Previous estimates of linear contrail coverage and contrail optical properties have
been produced only regionally with a variety of satellite platforms and observation methods, and
large uncertainties in global contrail properties remain. A consistent global observational dataset of
linear contrail coverage and optical properties using a single satellite with the same methodology is
needed to reduce our uncertainties. Here, we develop a Northern Hemisphere contrail climatology
to provide a consistent empirical estimate of contrail coverage, radiative forcing and optical properties. The automated contrail detection algorithm (CDA) of Mannstein et al. is modified to use additional thermal infrared channels available from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(MODIS) onboard the Aqua satellite, and commercial aircraft flight data from the AEDT (Aviation
Environment Design Tool) database to screen out false detections in the CDA and to compute linear
contrail coverage over the Northern Hemisphere from Aqua MODIS imagery during 2006. The
Northern Hemisphere estimates of annual mean linear contrail coverage range from 0.067 to 0.37
percent. The contrail coverage data are then used to compute several other contrail-related parameters including contrail cirrus coverage, contrail optical properties, and contrail radiative forcing. The
contrail climatology is under development, and is expected to produce a contrail property dataset
from two years of Aqua and Terra MODIS data.
1

INTRODUCTION

Clouds are an important part of the atmospheric radiation system. Changes in cloud cover can alter
the radiation budget and may ultimately influence climate. Because cirrus clouds form at high altitudes and are often optically thin, they tend to cause a warming of the Earth-atmosphere system.
Persistent contrails are aircraft-generated cirrus clouds that form in regions of ice-supersaturation at
temperatures less than -39C. Thus, they add to the naturally occurring cloud cover and may also be
important to climate.
Several studies have attempted to estimate linear contrail coverage and contrail optical properties
over high air-traffic regions. An early study by Bakan et al. (1994) visually analyzed AVHRR IR
imagery to estimate linear contrail coverage over the eastern North Atlantic Ocean and northwestern Europe. The Bakan et al. regional estimate was extrapolated with air traffic data to obtain a
global linear contrail coverage estimate of 0.087%. This result has been used in several studies to
estimate global contrail radiative forcing (e.g., Penner et al., 1999). Mannstein et al. (1999) developed an objective linear contrail detection algorithm (CDA) and applied it to AVHRR data over
central Europe, and determined a regional annual coverage of approximately 0.2%. Meyer et al.
(2002) re-estimated coverage over Europe with the CDA and computed a mean contrail optical
depth of 0.11. Several researchers have applied the CDA and cloud retrieval algorithms over different regions of the globe (Meyer et al. (2007), Southeast Asia; Palikonda et al (2005), contiguous
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United States; Minnis et al. (2005), north Pacific) to determine contrail coverage and optical properties, but the studies have used data from different AVHRR sensors, each with a different sensitivity
to contrails. No satellite-based global estimate of linear contrail coverage and optical properties has
been completed.
Another obstacle in assessing the possible impacts of contrail coverage on climate is determining
the total contrail cirrus coverage from the observed linear coverage. Minnis et al. (1998) used
GOES data to track contrails and found substantial cirrus formation within linear contrails, leading
to the conclusion that the overall effect of contrail cirrus must be greater than from linear contrails.
Duda et al. (2004) and Minnis et al. (2004) concluded that contrail cirrus increases the contrail coverage by a factor of two, while Mannstein and Schumann (2005) estimated that contrail cirrus coverage might be as large as ten times the detectable linear coverage. Mannstein et al. (2010) determined from comparisons with surface-based camera imagery that the CDA might be
underestimating contrail coverage by a factor of 1.5 to 6. Although it appears likely that linear contrail coverage has been underestimated, contrail cirrus coverage is also very uncertain. To address
these concerns a consistent global observational dataset of linear contrail coverage and optical
properties using a single satellite with the same methodology is needed to reduce our uncertainties.
Here, we develop a Northern Hemisphere contrail climatology to provide a consistent empirical estimate of contrail coverage, radiative forcing and optical properties. Several research programs including ACCRI (Aviation-Climate Change Research Initiative) have recognized that such a database would be a valuable first step towards a more realistic representation of contrails and cirrus
within climate models for model improvement and validation. As the Northern Hemisphere accounts for over 90% of the global air traffic, this climatology would attempt to measure nearly all of
the global linear contrail coverage.
The next section describes the refinements made to the original Mannstein et al. CDA used in
this study. Section 3 discusses how waypoint data from the AEDT database (Wilkerson et al., 2010)
are used to improve estimates of contrail coverage by screening out false detections. Section 4
shows samples of the screened contrail coverage results and methods to extend the contrail detection method to contrail cirrus, and the final section briefly describes related studies that use the contrail coverage data to compute contrail optical properties and contrail radiative forcing.
2

METHODOLOGY

The contrail detection algorithm (CDA) used in this study is a modified version of the technique described by Mannstein et al. (1999), which detects linear contrails in multi-spectral thermal infrared
(IR) satellite imagery using only two channels (11 and 12 m) from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) onboard polar-orbiting NOAA satellites. This method requires only
the brightness temperatures (BT) from the IR channels, with no other ancillary data, and can be applied to both day and night scenes. It uses a scene-invariant threshold to detect cloud edges produced by contrails, and 3 binary masks to determine if the detected linear features are truly contrails. However, these masks are not always sufficient to remove all non-edge features. To reduce
the number of false positive detections due to lower cloud streets and surface features, we add observations from other IR radiance channels (8.6 and 13.3 m) available on the MODerate-resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the Aqua satellite. The modified method uses additional
masks derived from the added thermal infrared channels to screen out linear cloud features that appear as contrails in the original method. The additional channels were used in part because of differences in sensitivity of the MODIS imagery, resulting in more false positives for a scene than a
similar AVHRR image, even when the original algorithm was modified to account for the higher
sensitivity of the MODIS images.
During the development and testing of the CDA, three sets of binary check masks were created
to produce three contrail masks with varying sensitivities. The first mask, mask A, had the lowest
sensitivity and thus the detected the fewest number of contrails, but minimized the number of false
detections. The second mask, mask B, was more sensitive and could detect more linear contrail
coverage (and also wider contrails) than mask A, but contains more false detections. The third
mask, mask C, was the most sensitive and provided an upper bound on linear contrail cirrus detection.
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To determine the overall accuracy of the contrail masks, a subjective error analysis was performed using an updated version of the interactive program developed by Minnis et al. (2005). The
analysis was first applied to sets of 44 MODIS images over the contiguous United States and the
North Atlantic flight corridor. Four different human analysts interactively evaluated the images to
estimate the number of false detections, missed contrails, and positive contrail detections for
Mask A. A composite mask for each image was determined from the four results.
While it is assumed that the analysts’ subjective assessments constitute the “truth” set for the
CDA selection, it is apparent in viewing many of the images that defining a linear contrail is not
always straightforward. This difficulty arises primarily from the presence of older contrails that
have spread significantly. This evolution is common (Minnis et al., 1998), especially in contrail
outbreaks (Carleton et al., 2008). Such outbreaks may be responsible for much of the excess cloudiness due to contrails, but are difficult to quantify with automated methods. The ambiguity resulting
from the older and overlapping contrails in such outbreaks should be considered when defining the
extent of linear contrails. Thus, it is likely that the truth set from the analysts is an underestimate
and the corresponding CDA results will also underestimate the true contrail coverage.
3

FLIGHT TRACK SCREENING

Global aircraft emissions waypoint data provided by FAA (Wilkerson et al., 2010) allowed comparison of detected contrails with commercial aircraft flight tracks. A pixel-level product based on the
advected flight tracks defined by the waypoint data and the three dimensional wind component profiles from the NASA GMAO GEOS-4 reanalyses was developed to assign a confidence of contrail
detection (CCD) for the contrail mask pixels. The product computes a flight track “strength” value
for each pixel in a MODIS granule determined from the relative age of the advected flight tracks
passing over the pixel. Flight tracks as old as 4 hours before image time were considered. To compute the confidence of contrail detection parameter, the CDA results were compared to a second set
of subjective visual error analyses of 22 MODIS granules over the North Atlantic Ocean. The visual
analyses served as “ground truth” observations within a logistic regression model to compute the
likelihood that a pixel determined from the CDA was actually a contrail. The logistic regression
model used several flight track parameters including the total number, relative ages, and bearing of
the advected flight tracks passing over each pixel to determine the CCD of each contrail mask pixel.
The CCD thus acts as a validation/screening mask in the contrail detection algorithm to reduce the
number of false detections in all three masks. The flight track screening is especially useful in the
tropical regions where thin cirrus streaks from tropical convection are often misinterpreted by the
CDA as contrail cirrus.
4

CONTRAIL COVERAGE RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the screened contrail coverage for mask B computed for each the seasonal months
(January, April, July, October) of 2006 Aqua MODIS data. The results are shown for the daytime
and nighttime pixels combined. The daytime pixels are defined as those pixels with a computed solar zenith angle of 87.5 degrees or less at the time of the overpass. Although the location of the contrail coverage in each month generally follows the general global pattern of air traffic, the seasonal
results show the regional differences due to the overall changes in temperature and humidity resulting from the variability in the general circulation of the NH atmosphere throughout the year. The
most noticeable differences include the variability in coverage over the North Atlantic flight corridor, with a peak in April and a relative minimum in October, the minimum in coverage over the Sahara Desert and surrounding regions in July, and the maximum in coverage over the Northern Pacific flight corridor during April and especially July.
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Figure 1: Flight track screened contrail coverage fractions computed using Mask B from Aqua MODIS data for each seasonal month (Jan, Apr, Jul and Oct) of 2006.
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Figure 2 presents the mean screened contrail coverage for mask B computed from the summation of
all four seasonal months of 2006 Aqua MODIS data. The plot of the daytime and nighttime coverage for the four-month period reflects the overall pattern in commercial air traffic over the Northern
Hemisphere, and most of the main flight track corridors are prominently visible in the image. The
second and third images in Figure 2 show the breakdown of the coverage computed for the daytime
and nighttime pixels respectively. Many of the differences between day and night coverage can be
traced to differences in air traffic coverage around the time of the satellite overpasses each day and
night. For example, more air traffic in the corridor between Europe and South America occurs during the nighttime Aqua overpasses than during the daytime. Conversely, more air traffic is evident
between the western United States and Hawaii during the daytime Aqua overpasses than during the
nighttime.

Figure 2: Mean flight track screened contrail coverage fractions computed using Mask B from Aqua MODIS
data for the combined seasonal months of 2006.
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Table 1 shows the overall contrail coverage computed by each of the three CDA masks for the 4month period. Mask B detected approximately twice as many contrail pixels as Mask A, while
Mask C detected 5.5 times as many contrail pixels as Mask A. When averaged over the four
months, the daytime to nighttime ratio of contrail coverage was approximately 1.2 for all three
masks, with the largest day to night ratios during January and the smallest ratios during July. The
contrail coverage presented here have not been corrected for the effects of the variability in the
background thermal infrared brightness temperatures on the sensitivity of the CDA (as discussed in
Mannstein et al. (1999) and Meyer et al. (2002)) and thus need further processing to correct for this
bias.
Table 1: Flight track screened contrail coverage fractions (in percent) over Northern Hemisphere from Aqua MODIS
data.

Jan
Apr
Jul
Oct

Mask A
Total
0.066
0.071
0.066
0.063

Day
0.10
0.067
0.060
0.076

JAJO

0.067

0.075

Night
0.045
0.075
0.076
0.052

Mask B
Total
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.12

Day
0.19
0.12
0.11
0.14

0.059

0.13

0.14

Night
0.096
0.14
0.15
0.10

Mask C
Total
0.38
0.37
0.35
0.36

Day
0.54
0.33
0.30
0.42

Night
0.29
0.42
0.44
0.31

0.12

0.37

0.39

0.35

To address the problem of estimating contrail cirrus from linear contrail cirrus coverage determined
from the CDA, the following approach was used. To look for spreading contrails (i.e., contrail cirrus) we compared pixels near detected linear contrail pixels, and added those with similar radiative
properties (specifically, thermal infrared brightness temperatures) to the linear contrail cirrus. For
example, in this study we determined a series of thermal infrared brightness temperature (BT) and
brightness temperature difference (BTD) thresholds from a simple radiative transfer model that
would correspond to a contrail cirrus optical depth between 0 and 1.5. The neighboring satellite
pixels with measured BT and BTD values that fell within the prescribed thresholds were considered
to be contrail cirrus. A preliminary run of the contrail cirrus model run based on Mask A results
produced an increase in the NH contrail cirrus fraction from 0.067% to 1.12%, a 17-fold increase in
coverage. We emphasize that these results are preliminary and require more research and testing,
but provide a reasonable upper bound on contrail cirrus coverage measured by satellite. In a related
study, Minnis et al. (2012) compare linear contrail coverage determined by AVHRR and MODIS
during large outbreaks of contrail cirrus with numerical model estimates of contrail cirrus coverage
to determine how much of the total contrail cirrus the CDA can measure.
5

CONTRAIL CIRRUS PROPERTIES AND RADIATIVE FORCING

To complete the contrail climatology, contrail optical properties and radiative forcing were computed based on the contrail coverage determined from the CDA. Bedka et al. (2012) describe in detail
the radiative transfer model used to compute contrail optical depth and effective diameter from the
MODIS measurements. Bedka et al. use the method of Inoue (1985) to determine the contrail properties simultaneously by minimizing the difference between the observed and calculated BTD for
11 and 12 m radiances. Nine hexagonal ice column models are used to estimate the contrail optical
properties, and the AEDT waypoint data is used to estimate the contrail temperature. The contrail
optical properties presented in Bedka et al. (2012) were then used as input to the contrail radiative
forcing (CRF) calculations described by Spangenburg et al. (2012). Spangenburg et al. applied the
Fu-Liou (1993) radiative transfer model to the Aqua MODIS pixels to compute upwelling solar
(SW) and longwave (LW) fluxes and CRF computed at the top of the atmosphere. Three atmospheric conditions (clear sky, ice cloud below contrail, and water cloud below contrail) were considered,
and surface albedo was estimated from snow/ice maps and CERES monthly albedo maps. Although
the CRF calculations were done at the 1-km MODIS pixel level, the mean CRF were averaged over
a 1x1 deg NH grid. For this preliminary study, only a simple first-order flight track screen based on
air traffic density only was used. Spangenburg et al. determined the net NH CRF for the four seasonal months to be 16 mW m-2. Future efforts to expand the contrail climatology (including contrail
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coverage, contrail optical properties, and 24-hr contrail radiative forcing) for two years of Aqua and
Terra MODIS data are currently underway.
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On comparison between ISCCP and PATMOS-x high cloud
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ABSTRACT: A comparison of high cloud variability between ISCCP and PATMOS-x cloud data
sets is presented in this study. The comparison was performed over selected areas with high air traffic density in the northern hemisphere and covers the period from January 1984 to December 2009.
The geographical areas of interest are the US, Europe, North Atlantic, North Pacific, China and SE
Asia high air traffic corridors. High cloud variability from ISCCP was found to be highly correlated
with high cloud variability from PATMOS-x over all areas under study. By subtracting the zonal
mean from the regional cloud data, the correlation coefficients increased approximately by 10%,
thus improving the agreement between ISCCP and PATMOS-x high cloud anomalies over the studied areas. High cloud trends from the two independently produced data sets are also compared.
1

INTRODUCTION

Observations of cloudiness by satellites from space cover more than 25 years in length. This might
be considered long enough to investigate local, regional and larger scale variations in high, middle
and low level cloudiness in the long run. In this study, we analyze high cloud amounts from two independently produced cloud data sets, ISCCP (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project)
and PATMOS-x (AVHRR Pathfinder Atmospheres-Extended), and examine the long-term variability of high level cloudiness over selected areas in the northern hemisphere with high air traffic.
Here, we do not relate any changes in high level clouds with aviation activities or natural parameters. We just focus on the investigation of the consistency of the variability of the two data sets as a
first step before analyzing any relations with natural or manmade parameters.
Table 1 defines the regions in which high cloud data from ISCCP have been compared with those
from PATMOS-x.
Table 1: Definition of high air traffic regions analyzed in this study. USA: Unites States of America, EUR: Europe, NA:
North Atlantic, NP: North Pacific, CHN: China, SE Asia: Southeast Asia.
Region
east USA
west USA
east EUR
west EUR
east NA
west NA
east NP
west NP
CHN
SE Asia

*

Coordinates
30o-45o N, 65o-100o W
30o-45o N, 105o-130o W
40o-55o N, 10o-30o E
40o-55o N, 10o W-10o E
40o-55o N, 15o-35o W
40o-55o N, 40o-60o W
42.5o-55o N, 130o-180o W
42.5o-55o N, 145o-180o E
25o-40o N, 110o-140o E
0o-25o N, 90o-120o E
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DATA SOURCES

Cloud data analyzed in this study are monthly high cloud amounts for the period 1984-2009 from
two independantly produced cloud data sets.
The first cloud data set was produced by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP; Rossow and Schiffer, 1999). The data are based on observations from a suite of operational geostationary and polar orbiting satellites. Visible radiances are used to retrieve the optical thickness of clouds and infrared radiances to retrieve cloud top temperature and pressure. The D2 dataset
used in this study has a spatial resolution of 280 km (2.5o at the equator) and provides monthly averages of cloud properties of fifteen different cloud types. The cloud types are derived based on radiometric definitions that rely on cloud optical thickness and cloud top pressure. The high cloud
amounts analysed in this study were calculated by adding the cirrus, cirrostratus and deep convective cloud amounts (Ci+Cs+Cb), i.e., by adding all type of clouds with cloud top pressure above
440 hPa as described in the ISCCP cloud clasification scheme. The data were downloaded from the
ftp site ftp://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/pub/data/D2Tars/.
The second satellite cloud data set is the AVHRR Pathfinder Atmospheres-Extended data set
(PATMOS-x; Heidinger and Pavolonis, 2009). PATMOS-x cloud data were downloaded from the
webpage http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/patmosx/ under the data directory v5_Level 3 (GEWEX format). More specifically, we downloaded the global, 1.0 degree resolution high cloud amount data
which contributed to the Global Energy and Water Exchanges (GEWEX) Cloud Climatology Assessment (ftp://ftp.ssec.wisc.edu/pub/awalther/GEWEX/PATMOSX/). We analyzed the data files
provided at 0130pm. PATMOS-x defines high cloud as cloud with cloud-tops above 440 hPa.
3

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The comparison of ISCCP with PATMOS-x high clouds was performed after removing variations
related to the seasonal cycle of the data based on the following regression model:
Clouds (i,j) = S (i,j) + residuals

(1)

Where i denotes the month and j is the year of high cloudiness and its seasonal (S) component, as
described by Eleftheratos et al. (2007). The deseasonalized time series of cloudiness at each region
was calculated by subtracting from each individual monthly value the overall mean monthly value
for the whole period 1984–2009. The residuals from Eq. (1) were used as input for the correlation
analysis between the deseasonalized cloud anomalies from ISCCP and PATMOS-x. Deseasonalized
cloud anomalies from ISCCP were correlated with deseasonalized cloud anomalies from PATMOSx based on a simple regression statistical model:
ISCCP (i,j) = a x PATMOS-x (i,j) + b

(2)

Where i denotes the month and j is the year of the examined variables, a is the slope and b is the intercept of the regression model. The correlation analysis between the examined parameters was performed for the regions of Table 1 from January 1984 to December 2009 (data points, N=300) and
the statistical significance (p-value) of the correlation coefficients was determined. The correlation
coefficients between high cloud deseasonalized anomalies from the two independantly produced data sets are presented in Table 2 (second column).
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Table 2: Correlation coefficients (R1) between high cloud anomalies from ISCCP and PATMOS-x over high air traffic
regions (second column). Respective correlation coefficients (R2) with the zonal mean anomalies removed (third column). Number of data used in the correlation analysis and statistical significance of the R (fourth and fifth columns).
USA: Unites States of America, EUR: Europe, NA: North Atlantic, NP: North Pacific, CHN: China, SE Asia: Southeast
Asia.
Region
east USA
west USA
east EUR
west EUR
east NA
west NA
east NP
west NP
CHN
SE Asia

Correlation coefficient (R1)
+0.54
+0.65
+0.67
+0.75
+0.54
+0.62
+0.54
+0.72
+0.66
+0.82

Correlation coefficient (R2)
+0.59
+0.72
+0.73
+0.80
+0.60
+0.70
+0.61
+0.80
+0.75
+0.89

Number of data (N)
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

Statistical significance (pvalue)
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Next, we have performed the correlation analysis again, after subtracting the zonal mean from the
regional time series, i.e., the difference between the regional and zonal mean cloudiness. For SE
Asia we subtracted the tropical mean (0o–25o N) deseasonalized anomalies, whereas in all other regions we subtracted the zonal mean deseazonalized anomalies of the northern mid-latitudes (25o–
55o N). As can be seen from Table 2 (third column), the correlation coefficients between ISCCP and
PATMOS-x anomalies are improved in all regions approximately by 10%. This could be explained
by the fact that the regional cloud data with the zonal means removed are not influenced by largescale cloudiness changes, thus reflecting better the real changes in cloudiness on smaller space
scales. The removal of zonal/global means from local or regional data has been used in several studies examining changes in climatic parameters including regional cloudiness changes (Deser and
Phillips, 2006; Biasutti et al, 2009; Deser et al, 2010; Solomon and Newman, 2011; Meyssignac et
al, 2012; Tokinaga et al, 2012; Young et al, 2012).
Figure 1 shows the time series of high cloud anomalies from ISCCP and PATMOS-x over the
areas under study.
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Figure 1: Comparison of high cloud anomalies from ISCCP and PATMOS-x over high air traffic regions in
the USA, Europe, North Atlantic, North Pacific, China and SE Asia.
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In view of the better agreement of ISCCP and PATMOS-x cloud anomalies after removing the zonal averages, we have calculated linear trends at the selected regions by applying linear fits to the data with the zonal means removed. The results are presented in Table 3 which shows for comparison
the trends for the period 1984-2009 before and after the removal of the zonal means.
Table 3: Comparison of long-term trends in high cloud cover (% per decade) from ISCCP and PATMOS-x over high air
traffic regions in the USA, Europe, North Atlantic, North Pacific, China and SE Asia before and after removing the
zonal means. Bold: significant at the 99% confidence level based on Student’s t-test. Italics: significant at the 95% confidence level.
Region

ISCCP
high clouds

PATMOS-x
high clouds

east USA
west USA
east EUR
west EUR
east NA
west NA
east NP
west NP
CHN
SE Asia

+1.2
-0.2
+0.8
+0.5
-1.4
+1.7
+1.2
+1.3
-0.8
+0.4

+0.2
-0.5
+1.2
+1.3
+1.0
+1.1
+1.5
+1.6
+0.4
+2.0

ISCCP
high clouds minus
zonal mean
+1.0
-0.5
+0.6
+0.3
-1.6
+1.5
+1.0
+1.1
-1.0
0.0

PATMOS-x
high clouds minus
zonal mean
-0.3
-1.0
+0.6
+0.8
+0.4
+0.5
+0.9
+1.0
-0.1
+0.9

Over the eastern and western US air traffic regions, high cloud trends from ISCCP were estimated
to be +1.0% and -0.5% per decade, and -0.3% and -1.0% per decade from PATMOS-x respectively.
The trends agree better over the eastern and western parts of Europe while the best consistency was
found for the eastern and western North Pacific selected regions (Table 3). The largest discrepancies were found over the eastern North Atlantic where ISCCP data showed negative trends of 1.6%
per decade, contrasting the positive trends seen by PATMOS-x (+0.4% per decade). Over China,
linear trends were estimated to be -1.0% per decade from ISCCP, and -0.1% per decade from
PATMOS-x accordingly. Over SE Asia, ISCCP showed no trend, while PATMOS-x showed a
change of +0.9% per decade.
4

CONCLUSIONS

High cloud amounts from ISCCP have been compared with high cloud amounts from PATMOS-x
over selected areas with high air traffic. By removing the average seasonal cycle from the monthly
cloud data, we found strong consistency between the ISCCP and PATMOS-x high cloud deseasonalized data over all areas under study. By further subtracting the zonal mean deseasonalized data
from the regional deseasonalized data we found stronger coherence between the ISCCP and
PATMOS-x cloud anomalies, with the correlation coefficients being improved by 10% in all areas.
Linear trends in high cloud cover from ISCCP have been compared with those from PATMOS-x.
The trends from the two data sets were found to be consistent over the western US, western North
Atlantic, eastern/western Europe, and eastern/western North Pacific areas, while less consistency
was found over the eastern US, eastern North Atlantic, China and SE Asia.
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ABSTRACT: This study focuses on the role on-road transport may play for the atmospheric chemical composition, the aerosol particle mass and number densities, and on the subsequent effect on
atmospheric radiation. Current studies mainly focus on the impact of transport emissions on the
chemical composition of the atmosphere and the climate impacts. Detailed high-resolution studies
on the regional scale are, however, still rare. Our investigation is based on detailed online-coupled
simulations for Europe with the regional scale model system COSMO-ART. This is a pilot study
with COSMO-ART, with respect to the effect of transport on aerosols and their radiative effects in
the framework of the DLR research project ‘Transport and the Environment’. Here, simulations
with EMAC boundary data and TNO-emission data are performed with a horizontal resolution of
0.125° (~14 km). These first simulations with respect to the effect of on-road transport emissions
show that a reduction in the emissions from on-road transport lead to a general decrease in gas and
particle concentrations over Europe. For particles, the change in PM10 was in the order of approx.
~15% and the corresponding change for particle number was in the order of approx. ~5-15% over
central Europe. However, also enhancements of particle concentrations were found due to local new
particle formation as a result of the reduced emissions. In the concentrations of gaseous species
such as NO2 and ozone, local to regional increases in the concentrations are found. Thus, a reduction of emissions most certainly can lead to non-linear responses in the concentrations of species in
the atmosphere. A comparison between the simulations with and without on-road transport emissions reveals a net direct radiative effect of -0.02 W m-2 at the surface and +0.26 W m-2 at the TOA
due to the emissions of on-road transport emissions. Any significant temperature effect was not
seen in these first simulations.
1

INTRODUCTION

The impact of road transport on aerosols is yet connected to large uncertainties. Transport emissions
affect the atmosphere both directly and indirectly, and the response of the atmospheric characteristics is therefore complex and non-linear. The main mechanisms include the emissions of greenhouse
gases, e.g. CO2, and emissions of greenhouse gas precursors. Moreover, gases such as NOx, CO,
and VOC (volatile organic compounds) that affect the oxidation capacity of the atmosphere are
emitted. Further mechanisms are the radiative effects of transport emissions on the features of the
atmosphere. Transport emissions can influence the atmospheric radiative fluxes both directly and
indirectly. The direct radiative effects are due to scattering and absorption of radiation by particles,
e.g. black carbon (BC), organic carbon (OC), and sulfur. Through e.g., changed particle sizes,
chemical compositions etc., the transport emissions can lead to modified cloud optical properties
and a subsequent altering of the atmospheric radiative fluxes via the clouds. These effects are the
indirect radiative effects. Transport emissions may cause both cooling and warming effects. The
cooling is connected to a reduced life time of methane and to the reflection by OC and SO4. Green*
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house gases cause a warming and in addition the absorbing characteristics of BC can cause a warming of the atmosphere. All these mechanisms together result in a complex system with processes
that overlap and depend on each other.
Current studies focus on the impact of transport emissions on the chemical composition of the
atmosphere and the climate impacts. Detailed high-resolution studies on the regional scale are,
however, still rare. Here, we provide a comprehensive study with the focus on the role road
transport may play for the aerosol particle chemical composition and the particle mass and number
densities in the atmosphere. We also consider the subsequent effect the transport emissions may
have for the particle scattering and absorption of radiation. We base our investigation on detailed
online-coupled simulations for Europe with the regional scale model system COSMO-ART (Vogel
et al., 2009). This is a pilot study with COSMO-ART, with respect to the effect of transport on aerosols and their radiative effects in the framework of the DLR research project ‘Transport and the
Environment’. Within this project COSMO-ART is coupled to the global model EMAC and applied
for the investigation transport emissions on the regional scale for different scenarios. The model
system is summarized in the following section.
2

THE MODEL SYSTEM

COSMO-ART (Vogel et al., 2009) is an online coupled model system designed for regional scale
applications. COSMO is the meteorological driver of the model and ART stands for Aerosols and
reactive Trace gases. That the model system is online coupled means that the feedback between the
aerosols and the atmosphere is taken into account. This means that any change in e.g., temperature
is directly considered in the calculations for the chemistry and aerosols and so on. Such a feedback
is neglected in most other investigations connected to this topic but may play in important role
when investigating the impact on the atmosphere, which is a chaotic system.
In COSMO-ART we treat complex gas phase chemistry that is coupled directly to the particle
phase. The size distribution of the particles is described by overlapping log-normal functions, so
called modes, which represent particle sizes from a few nanometers to tenth of micrometers. Five
modes describe the size distribution of the aged soot particles, pure soot particles, and internally
mixed particles without soot. Except for the pure soot particles, which are directly emitted, these
particles are formed through homogeneous nucleation, coagulation, and condensation processes.
The aged soot particles consist of internal mixtures of SO42-, NO3-, NH4+, secondary organic aerosol
(SOA) soot, and water. The soot-free particles contain SO42-, NO3-, NH4+, secondary organic aerosol (SOA), and water internally mixed. Natural aerosol particles are additionally considered. Sea
salt particles and mineral dust particles are described by three modes each. Volcanic ash and pollen
are represented by several mono-disperse particle classes.
COSMO-ART is applied to investigate the impact of road transport emissions on the atmosphere
on the regional scale. The setup of the model for this purpose is described in the following.
3

MODEL SETUP

The simulations with COSMO-ART are performed with a horizontal resolution of 0.125° (~14 km)
in both directions and a time step of 40 s. The vertical resolution is 40 terrain following model levels up to approx. 20 km, with increased resolution close to the surface. The meteorological initialand boundary data were achieved from the global GME model and applied every 6 hours. Chemical
boundary data was taken from simulations with the EMAC-MADE model. Chemical input from the
global model was applied every 3-hours. Both gaseous (17 gaseous species) and particle concentrations were considered.
3-D hourly emission data of TNO (Visschedijk et al., 2006, Kuenen et al., 2011) for a “typical”
weekday, Saturday, and Sunday were utilized. This means that we account for both a daily and a
weekly cycle in the emissions. One data set with all emission sectors was applied, and one additional data set in which the on-road transport emissions were removed was utilized to investigate the
impacts of on-road transport emission.
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To investigate the impact of road transport emissions over Europe, three simulations were performed. Run B refers to the base run, in which all emissions are considered but. In this run no aerosol-radiation interaction is taken into account. In run R the aerosol-radiation interaction is accounted
for and in run NT the aerosol radiation interaction is still taken into account, but the on-road
transport emissions are excluded. First simulations were performed for 1-5 May, 2008, and the main
results are summarized in the following section.
4

RESULTS BASED ON NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS WITH COSMO-ART

When comparing the base run R to the run NT, the impact of reducing the emissions from on-road
transport by 100% is achieved. A period of 5 days in May 2008 was simulated and the last two days
(4-5th May) were chosen for the evaluation of these simulations. This means that three days are left
to the model for spin-up.
The simulated NO2 and ozone concentrations and the corresponding differences (NT-R) are illustrated in Fig 1.

Figure 1. Simulated concentrations for the 4-5 May and the corresponding concentration differences when
reducing the emissions (run NT-R).

The simulations without on-road transport emissions show a general decrease of e.g., NO2 and O3
over the European continent (Fig. 1). However, there are also local effects that indicate an increase
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in the gaseous concentrations when reducing the emissions. For Ozone an increase is found over
parts of Germany and the Benelux countries. For NO2 local non-linear effects in the concentrations
are found especially near the shipping routes in e.g., the Mediterranean. These effects are indications of the non-linear response when reducing transport emissions. When reducing the emissions of
a specific component such as NO2, a straight forward decrease in the atmospheric concentration of
the same component cannot be assured due to the chain of complex chemical reactions that take
place in the atmosphere and the modified oxidation capacity of the atmosphere.
The simulated mass and number densities and the corresponding differences (NT-R) are illustrated in Fig 2.

Figure 2. Simulated mass and number concentrations of particles for the 4-5 May, and the corresponding
concentration differences when reducing the emissions (run NT-R).

The change in mass concentration and the number concentration of aerosol particles is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The mass concentration, approx. corresponding to PM10, shows a strong decrease over the
continent. The general reduction close to the ground (lowest model level, approx. 20 m depth) is in
the order of 15% of the total dry aerosol mass. Maximum decreases are found in areas as the Po
Valley, and the region of East England and the Benelux countries. One explanation for the strong
decrease of total aerosol mass in these areas is the change in the nitrate content of the aerosol particles. The strongest effect of reduced on-road transport emissions on aerosol mass was seen on aged
soot-particles in the accumulation size range.
As for the mass concentration, also the number concentration of particles is generally reduced
over the European continent when reducing the emissions. The decrease over most of the domain is
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in the order of 5-15 % relative to the total particle number concentration. In contrast to the mass
concentration, the number concentration also increases in some areas. These areas are connected to
strong sulfur emissions from different sources. As the strongest increase in particle number concentration is found for Aitken mode particles, this increase indicates enhanced new particle formation.
This is probably a result of changed oxidation capacity of the atmosphere in these regions. Thus, reduced on-road transport emissions may lead to increased numbers of small particles.
The simulated impact of the reduced emissions on the radiation is achieved by comparing the run
R and the run NT. The aerosol-radiation interaction is taken into account in both runs. Run R considers all the emission sources and in run NT no on-road transport emissions were accounted for.
For investigating the radiative impact of the aerosols, clear sky conditions were chosen. The difference R-NT corresponds to the contribution of on-road transport emissions to the total radiative effect of particles. A net radiative effect of -0.02 W m-2 was found at the surface. Thus, the on-road
transport emissions are in this case connected to a net cooling effect at the surface. At the top of the
atmosphere TOA, the net radiative effect was +0.26 W m-2. The radiative effect of all aerosols when
considering all emission sources is achieved when comparing the runs R and B. In run B the aerosol-radiation interaction is not accounted for. The net radiative effect of all aerosols was -4.23 W m2
at the surface and -2.47 W m-2 at the TOA. Thus, the overall direct radiative effect of aerosols was
a cooling for this region during the two last days. The contribution from transport emissions to the
aerosol radiative effect was a slight cooling at the surface and a warming at the TOA. For this time
period, no significant temperature effect was simulated.
5

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The effect of reduced on-road transport emissions on gaseous species, particulate matter, and radiation over Europe is investigated based on simulations with the regional scale model system
COSMO-ART. COSMO-ART is a comprehensive model system that treats complex chemistry and
aerosol dynamics online coupled to the dynamical core of the model. Here, we perform sensitivity
studies, by excluding the on-road transport emissions, to investigate the impact on-road transport
emissions may have. These simulations show that reduced on-road transport emissions may lead to
non-linear responses in gas and particle concentrations. A general reduction was found in particle
mass densities (PM10) of approx. 15% over central Europe. For the number densities a overall decrease in the order of approx. 5-15% over central Europe was simulated. Local and regional enhancement of new particle formation was seen, which probably is a result of the modified oxidation
capacity of the atmosphere when reducing the emissions. The impact on radiation of on-road
transport emissions was a net cooling on the surface and a net warming at the TOA. The temperature effect at the surface was however not significant. This was a pilot study for the VEU project.
Further simulations will be performed for longer time scales and with cloud-microphysics interactions included.
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ABSTRACT: For the period 1860-2100 (SRES scenario A1B for 2000-2100), the impact of road
transport, maritime shipping and aviation on climate is studied using an Atmosphere Ocean General
Circulation Model (AOGCM). In addition to carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from these transport
sectors, most of their non-CO2 emissions are also taken into account, i.e. the forcing from ozone,
methane, black carbon, organic carbon, sulfate, CFC-12 and HFC-134a from air conditioning systems in cars, and contrails. For the year 2000, the CO2 emissions from all sectors together induce a
global annual-mean surface air temperature increase of around 0.1 K. In 2100, the CO2 emissions
from road transport induce a global mean warming of 0.3 K, while shipping and aviation each contribute 0.1 K. For road transport, the non-CO2 impact is largest between 2000 and 2050 (of the order
of 0.1 K) becoming smaller at the end of the 21st century. The non-CO2 impact from shipping is
negative, reaching -0.1 K between 2050 and 2100, while for aviation it is positive and its estimate
varies between 0 and 0.15 K in 2100. When focusing on the geographical distribution, the non-CO2
impact from road transport and shipping is only slightly stronger in northern than in southern midlatitudes, while the impact from aviation can be a factor of 5 stronger in the northern than in the
southern hemisphere. Further it is observed that most of the impacts are more pronounced at high
latitudes.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the evidence for anthropogenic impacts on climate has increased (Solomon et al.,
2007). Where observational studies have shown that the global mean surface air temperature has
risen by around 0.8 K over the 20th century, modelling studies have demonstrated that this increase,
in particular since the mid-20th century, can be attributed mainly to anthropogenic influences. It is
*
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important to quantify the contribution from individual sectors such as road transport, shipping, or
aviation to climate change, because this allows more informed assessments of the potential effects
of mitigation of emissions from these sectors, given the high growth rate of transport emissions in
comparison to other anthropogenic sources. From the transport sector, an important contribution to
climate change is from carbon dioxide CO2 emissions, but the emissions of other species, including
short lived ones, are also important.
Here we present a study where an AOGCM is used to assess the impact of the transport sectors
on climate. Using an AOGCM allows the study of geographical distributions of changes in surface
air temperature, precipitation and cloud cover, and to quantify impacts on typical ocean parameters
such as ocean 3-dimensional (3D) temperature, sea-level rise, and the meridional overturning circulation (MOC). We study the period 1860-2100 and perform full 240-year long integrations. We focus on the impact of road transport, maritime shipping and aviation, and distinguish between the
impact from CO2 emissions and the impact from all other emissions (which we call, collectively,
non-CO2).
Here we will only report on the impacts on surface air temperature – for the other impacts we
would like to refer to Olivié et al. (2012).
2

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL, FORCINGS, AND EXPERIMENTS

2.1 The CNRM-CM3.3 AOGCM

The Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques (CNRM) Coupled Model version 3.3 (CNRMCM3.3) consists of the atmosphere component ARPEGE-Climat4.6, the ocean component OPA8.0
and the sea-ice component GELATO2. The atmosphere component ARPEGE-Climat4.6 is a spectral model with a T42 horizontal resolution (equivalent to about 2.8°x2.8°) and 31 hybrid sigma
levels (model top at 10 hPa). Both the ocean model OPA8.0 and the sea-ice model GELATO2 are
grid point models and share the same mesh of 182x152 points. OPA8.0 has 31 levels, including 10
levels in the upper 100 m of the ocean.
2.2 Forcings

From the transport sectors, we take into account 6 different forcings. This includes for all sectors,
the forcing from CO2, methane (CH4), ozone (O3), and aerosols. In addition we take into account
the emissions of CFC-12 and HFC-134a from road transport (from air conditioning systems in
cars), and contrails and aviation-induced cirrus. The perturbations from CO2, CH4, CFC-12 and
HFC-134a are assumed to be homogeneous perturbations (both horizontally and vertically), while
the other perturbations have a geographical and vertical distribution.
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Figure 1 Time series of the forcings taken into account in the model integrations over the period 1860-2100.
The first row shows the evolution of (a) CO2 and (b) CH4 mixing ratios in the reference simulation. Row 2
until 5 show forcings and emissions from the transport sectors: (c) radiative forcing from CO2, (d) radiative
forcing from CH4, (e) radiative forcing from CFC-12 and HFC-134a from road transport, (f) global annual
fuel consumption, and emissions from (g) NOx, (h) BC, (i) OC and (j) SO2.

As a reference show Figs. 1.a and 1.b the evolution of the atmospheric CO2 and CH4 concentration
due to all anthropogenic activities from 1860 until 2100 assuming the A1B emission scenario. Figures 1.c to 1.j give an overview of the perturbations by the transport sectors taken into account (except contrail and aviation-induced cirrus). Figure 1.c shows the radiative forcing from CO2, Fig. 1.d
the reduction of radiative forcing due to CH4 (caused by emission of nitrogen oxides (NOx)), and
Fig. 1.e the radiative forcing by CFC-12 and HFC-134a.
For O3 and aerosol perturbations caused by the transport sectors, we use 3D distributions derived
by chemistry transport models (see Balkanski et al. (2010) and Hoor et al. (2009)), combined with
the time evolution of the global emission amount of the specific species or their principal precursor.
For the perturbation in O3 we use two approaches: the first one (dynamical O3 approach) uses the
time evolution and 3D distribution of the NOx precursor combined with an extended linearized O3
chemistry scheme based on Cariolle and Teyssèdre (2007). The second one (fixed O3 approach) directly imposes the 3D O3 perturbations.
The impact of contrails and aviation-induced cirrus is taken into account by a parameterization
which is calibrated to give a radiative forcing of 0.024 W m-2 in the year 2000 (more details can be
found in Olivié et al. (2012)).
2.3 Experiments

We perform several simulations with the CNRM-CM3.3 model over the period 1860-2100. The reference simulation uses the standard forcings to model the evolution of the Earth's climate over the
period 1860-2100 (scenario A1B from 2000 onwards). The CO2 and CH4 evolutions are the ones
shown in Figs. 1.a and 1.b, but also N2O, CFC-11, CFC-12, the surface properties, and the sulfate
aerosol evolve with time. Comparing this simulation with a simulation under pre-industrial conditions allows the derivation of the "total anthropogenic impact".
To study the impact of the different transport sectors, we perform a number of sensitivity simulations, making separate simulations to quantify the CO2 and non-CO2 impact. The non-CO2 impact
includes the effects from O3, CH4, CFC-12 and HFC-134a, aerosols, and contrails. To study the
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CO2 impact, we do two types of simulations: a first one without the CO2 contribution from a certain
sector, and a second one with five times the CO2 contribution from that sector. To study the nonCO2 impact, we perform simulations where we add five times the non-CO2 forcing from a certain
sector w.r.t. the reference simulation. We perform simulations using the dynamical O3 approach
(which we will call non-CO2), and simulations using the fixed O3 approach (which we call nonCO2*).
Each simulation is repeated three times, using different initial conditions for the ocean, sea-ice
and atmosphere, resulting in small ensembles of three members. Because shipping and aviation
have almost the same temporal evolution for their CO2 contribution in scenario A1B (see Fig. 1.c),
we perform only one simulation that represents the CO2 impact for both sectors.
3

RESULTS

In this section, we describe the impact of the three transport sectors on the surface air temperature
over the period 1860-2100. For the impact on other key aspects of the atmosphere (O3, TOA forcing, atmospheric temperature profiles, precipitation, cloud cover, and NAO index) or the ocean (3D
temperature, sea-level rise, and MOC), we refer to Olivié et al. (2012). We show the separate impact of the transport sectors and distinguish between the CO2 and non-CO2 impacts, and, as a reference, we also show the total anthropogenic impact. We show time averages over four different periods, i.e., 1980-1999, 2011-2030, 2046-2065 and 2080-2099, which also have been studied in
Solomon et al. (2007).

Figure 2 Left: time series of annual global mean surface air temperature over the period 1860-2100 taking into account the total anthropogenic forcing. The three different lines (black, red and blue) represent the three
different members of the ensemble. Right: time series of impact on surface air temperature by road transport,
shipping and aviation, separately for their CO2, non-CO2 and non-CO2* impact (the non-CO2* impact is indicated by the dashed lines). The thin black lines indicate the individual impact from each of the three members of the simulation, and the thick lines indicate the 11-year running average of the ensemble mean.

Figure 2.a shows time series of the global annual-mean of the surface air temperature for the three
members of the reference simulation. Around the year 2000, the temperature increase is around 0.8
K w.r.t. 1860, increasing by almost 3.0 K in 2100. One notices that the three members of the ensemble show a very similar behavior. Figure 2.b shows time series of the impact of the transport
sectors on the evolution of the global annual-mean surface air temperature. For CO2 the impact of
road transport is strongest, showing a temperature increase of around 0.05 K in 2000, reaching 0.3
K in 2100. For aviation and shipping, the temperature impact until 2050 is small, reaching 0.1 K in
2100. The non-CO2 impact from road is strongest between 2000 and 2050 (around 0.05 K), and reduces thereafter. This is mainly caused by a strong reduction in the road transport emissions of NOx
in the second half of the 21st century and of the earlier reductions in the emission of CFC-12 and
HFC-134a. Taking into account a stronger impact of BC (which is possibly underestimated in our
simulations) would probably strengthen this behaviour. The non-CO2 emissions from shipping
show a negative impact on the temperature of around -0.05 to -0.1 K over the period 2000-2100.
This is caused by significant SO2 emissions leading to the formation of sulfate aerosols, together
with a strong impact of OH on CH4 by, on the one hand, significant NOx emissions, and on the other hand, a characteristic strong impact of NOx shipping emissions on the CH4 lifetime (Hoor et al.,
2009). For the non-CO2 impact from aviation we see a strong difference between the non-CO2 and
non-CO2* approaches, caused by the rather different O3 perturbations. The non-CO2 approach
shows a positive impact reaching 0.15 K in 2100. This is caused by the strong increase in the NOx
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aviation emissions that are more than 2.5 times more efficient than the other transport emissions at
producing O3 (Hoor et al., 2009), and by the impact from the linear contrails and aviation-induced
cirrus. However, in the extended linear O3 scheme the O3 production in the upper troposphere
seems to be overestimated (not shown). Using the non-CO2* approach leads to almost no temperature signal, except for a very small increase in the last part of the 21st century. Both approaches
probably are affected by a possibly too strong negative forcing from sulfate aerosols. Taking this into consideration together with the fact that the model is not very sensitive to O3 perturbations (not
shown), we assume that the actual impact from aviation will be somewhere in between the results
for both approaches.

Figure 3 Global maps of the annual mean surface air temperature impact in the periods 1980-1999, 20112030, 2046-2065 and 2080-2099 caused by (a) the total anthropogenic forcing, the CO2 forcing from (b) road
transport and (c) shipping or aviation, by the non-CO2 forcing from (d) road transport, (e) shipping and (f)
aviation where we use the dynamical O3 approach to take into account the effect of O3, and (h) by the nonCO2* impact from aviation (using the fixed O3 approach). Notice that the contour intervals are 5 times larger
for the total anthropogenic perturbation (a).
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We now focus on the geographical distribution of the surface air temperature impact. In Fig. 3
we present the annual mean changes averaged over the periods 1980-1999, 2011-2030, 2046-2065
and 2080-2099 from the total anthropogenic impact (row a) and from the separate transport impacts
(rows b-g). Note the difference in the contour intervals between the first row and the other rows.
For the total anthropogenic impact, a clear signal can already be seen in 1980-1999, which increases
gradually until 2080-2099. Continents show a considerably stronger impact than oceans, and the
temperature over the Labrador Sea shows an even stronger negative temperature response in 20462065 and 2080-2099. In the Southern Ocean, we also find a weak warming. A strong impact is also
noticeable poleward of 65°N. These results compare well with results shown in Solomon et al.
(2007).
For the road sector, we find a significant CO2 impact of 0.2 K over continents for 2011-2030,
with some regions showing increases of more than 0.4 K in 2080-2099. Large similarities with the
total anthropogenic impact exist, e.g., the stronger impact at high northern latitudes and the stronger
impact over continents. For the CO2 impact from shipping and aviation, increases of 0.2 K over
continents are seen in 2080-2099. The non-CO2 impact for road transport is slightly positive in
2011-2030 and 2046-2065, whereas that from shipping is clearly negative and rather constant over
the 21st century, with some extremes over the continents and over the northern high latitude regions.
Using the non-CO2 approach, the impact from aviation is clearly positive by 2011-2030, and a
steady increase is seen for the periods 2046-2065 and 2080-2099 especially in the northern hemisphere. However, using the non-CO2* approach, we observe a clearly positive signal over the
northern mid-latitudes only in 2080-2099.
4

CONCLUSIONS

For the period 1860-2100 (SRES scenario A1B for 2000-2100), we have studied the impact of road
transport, maritime shipping and aviation on climate with the atmosphere ocean general circulation
model CNRM-CM3.3. In the reference simulation, we found an increase in global annual-mean surface air temperature of around 0.8 K in 2000, reaching 3.0 K in 2100. In 2000, the CO2 impact from
all transport sectors together is of the order of 0.1 K. The emission of CO2 from road transport contributes to a global mean warming of 0.3 K in 2100, while shipping and aviation each contribute to
0.1 K in 2100. The contribution of CO2 from the transport sectors to the total anthropogenic temperature change increases from 12.5% in 2000 to 16.7% in 2100. The non-CO2 impact differs
strongly among the different sectors. For road, this impact is largest between 2000 and 2050 (order
of 0.1 K) becoming smaller at the end of the 21st century. The non-CO2 impact from shipping is
clearly negative reaching -0.1 K between 2050 and 2100, while from aviation it is positive but depends strongly on the treatment of the O3 perturbations, reaching possibly 0.15 K in 2100. This indicates that during the period 1900-2100, the net impact of road transport on climate is positive and
dominated by its CO2 impact, the net impact of maritime shipping is mainly negative only becoming neutral at the end of the 21st century, while for aviation it is clearly positive and presumably
dominated by its non-CO2 emissions, even in 2100.
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ABSTRACT: We applied the CNRM-AOCCM model, which is an extension of CRNM-CM5 with
online chemistry in the upper troposphere and stratosphere, i.e. the altitudes where the majority of
aviation emissions occur. We examined the impact of aviation on atmospheric chemistry and climate over the period 1940-2100 under the A1B scenario. The emissions from air traffic follow the
corresponding A1i scenario: “A1 GDP driven moderate to good fuel efficiency, without NOx improvements”. In our simulations we considered emissions of CO2, NOx, CO and H2O, a plume
chemistry parameterization for the NOx-chemistry, and an empirical contrail induced cirrus (CIC)
treatment. For the period 1940-2100 we ran the model with all the forcings all together, and with
each one of the forcings excluded. We also performed a simulation with no aviation forcings at all.
The results suggest a considerable signal of the aviation emissions on the atmospheric composition
for both present-day and future conditions, but the signal on the climate is non-detectable for present day conditions. The strongest signal is modelled towards the end of the 21st century. The CO2
induced effect represents a statistically significant surface warming of up to 0.1-0.2 K over many
regions of the globe, not uniform though, while for the stratosphere, cooling is of up to -0.4 K by a
zonal mean. The aviation NOx has a weak effect throughout the whole period, however the combined effects of CO2 and NOx are stronger than that of CO2 alone. The impact on precipitation is
negligible even towards the end of the 21st century. The global averaged SST is due to rise by up to
0.2 K due to aviation CO2 while NOx emissions do not cause a significant change. The evaluation of
the CIC impact is not fully available yet, but the results for the 2000-2049 period suggest a statistically significant heating due to additional cloudiness and this effect is expected to increase by the
end of the 21st century, causing potential SST increase as well.
1

INTRODUCTION

Global aviation represents a considerable environmental issue due to their emissions of green-house
gases, and other pollutants perturbing the atmospheric chemistry and the Earth's radiative balance,
as well as causing health and respiration effects. The global emissions from aircraft are increasing,
therefore their impact is expected to be even higher in the future. Therefore, to assess their impact,
it is necessary to use a climate model that simulates both chemical and radiative processes. For this
purpose, we used the climate model CNRM-CM5 that is a global general circulation climate model,
where we included online stratospheric chemistry, coupled with an ocean and a sea ice model. This
study is one of the first attempts to evaluate the impact of aviation emissions using such kind of
model, and follows Olivié et al. (2012) who used the former version of the model with simplified
chemistry.
In section 2, we detail the model and its setup. Temperature and radiative forcing are presented
in section 3 and conclusions in section 4.
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THE MODEL SETUP AND EXPERIMENTS

2.1 General description of the model

The model used in this study to assess the climate impact of aviation is based on the fully coupled
ocean/atmosphere CNRM-CM5 model, that has been used for the IPCC/CMIP5 simulations, is described in Voldoire et al. (2013). This climate model is composed by the atmospheric general circulation model (GCM) ARPEGE-Climat that solves prognostic Navier-Stokes equations and several
parameterizations of different physical processes (convection, clouds, …). Note that the radiative
transfer of the atmosphere follows the RRTM code of Morcrette et al. (2001). Biosphere/atmosphere interactions are described throughout the SURFEX module. The TRIP river
model is implemented to drive continental runoffs to the ocean. The atmospheric GCM is coupled
to the NEMO ocean model and to the GELATO sea-ice model on a daily basis, through the OASIS
coupler.
2.2 Specific developments for the aviation impact

This climate modelling system was modified by introducing stratospheric ‘on-line’ chemistry in the
atmospheric GCM, which has been evaluated in Michou et al. (2011). This allows to take into account the main chemical reactions involving ozone, nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide and dioxide that interact with the climatic system throughout the radiative scheme. Three-dimensional emissions of aviation from the QUANTIFY project were added to the atmospheric model. We also used
the ANCAT climatology (Schumann et Huntrieser, 2007) as an additional source of NOx, produced
by lightning. This source is comparable in magnitude to the one from aircraft and was prescribed to
the model. An additional tracer with a given lifetime ranging from 2 hours at the ground up to 15
hours at cruise altitudes, has been added to the atmospheric model. It represents aircraft plumes
within the mesh of the model, and takes into account the non-linear chemistry occurring between
the exhaust from the engine and the diluted plume ‘entering’ the scales resolved by the model, using
effective reaction rates (Cariolle et al, 2009). This technique reduces the ozone perturbation due to
aircraft emissions that becomes more realistic. This tracer is also used to parametrise the radiative
impact of contrails and contrail induced cirrus (CIC). Following the approach of Olivié et al.
(2012), CIC is expected to occur where the atmospheric temperature is below –40°C and relative
humidity greater than 80% as no supersaturation with respect to ice is computed within the model.
The model large scale cloud ice mixing ratio is perturbed by the amount of the tracer tuned to obtain
a value of 31 mWm-2 for the top of the atmosphere radiative forcing in 2005, according to
Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011).
The standard version of the atmospheric model of CNRM-CM5 was set at T127 (i.e.; 1.4° horizontal resolution) with 31 layers . As the stratospheric chemistry needs to increase the number of
stratospheric levels, the number of vertical layers has been increased to 60. As the chemistry is also
computationally expensive in itself (50 three dimensional species added), it has been necessary to
reduce the horizontal resolution of the atmospheric model to 2.8° so as to limit the computational
cost of CNRM-CCM. This introduces a discrepancy between the atmospheric (at 2.8°x2.8°) and the
ocean models (at 1°x1°) that leads to a cold bias for the atmospheric surface temperature, especially
over the polar regions. We then tuned our CNRM-CM5 version to reduce this bias in order to get a
reasonable atmospheric circulation, by reducing the gravity wave drag in the stratosphere.
2.3 Experiments

Before starting simulations, it was necessary to rerun CNRM-CM5 over a century to get an equilibrium between the atmosphere, the ocean and the sea-ice components as the atmospheric resolution
changed from its initial version (see Voldoire et al., 2013). Then, we initialized the model for preindustrial conditions and ran it following an historical emission scenario, until 1920. At that date,
the stratospheric chemistry was switched on in the model that ran until 1940 as spin-up for the
chemistry. Aviation emissions become significant after this date. Then, several simulations were
performed to distinguish the effects of the non-CO2 emissions, the non-NOx emissions, the non-CIC
parameterization effect, the all gathered aviation emissions and the non aviation emissions. All
these simulations were performed from 1940 (the beginning of significant air traffic) until 2100 fol-
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lowing the A1B emission scenario. Each simulation was performed 3 times for the 2000-2100 period by changing the initial conditions of 2000 so as to enhance the signal to noise ratio.
3

RESULTS

Including the stratospheric chemistry leads to similar evolutions of the atmosphere, ocean and seaice to CNRM-CM5 simulations (Voldoire et al., 2013). Therefore, only the aviation impact is detailed hereafter.
3.1 Atmospheric temperature

The impact of aviation studied with CNRM-CM5 reproduces the well-known general pattern: a
warming in the troposphere and a cooling in the stratosphere (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Latitude/pressure (Pa) zonal cross section of the temperature anomaly (K) due to aviation emissions, for the period 1991-2010. Positive values are indicated by solid lines, negative by dashed lines and
grey shaded areas indicate 90% statistical significance.

For present day conditions (1991-2010), the aviation impact is almost negligible for individual forcings: the largest effect is found for CIC with a significant warming of 0.05-0.1 K over the tropical
upper troposphere / lower stratosphere, especially in August and September. The NOx plus CIC signal is similar (indicating a small NOx signal), but the maximum warming occurs earlier in the summer. For the “total” impact, some considerable warming is found (0.15 K) in the troposphere, while
there is a cooling in the stratosphere (-0.2 K), significant every month (not shown).
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Figure 2: same as figure 1 for the period 2031-2050.

Figure 3: same as figure 1 for the period 2080-2099.
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For the mid of the century (2031-2050), the model shows a cooling over the Artic, a small warming
over the Antarctic, due to CO2 and a cooling in the stratosphere (figure 2). The NOx impact exhibits
a strong warming over the Arctic (+0.4 K), a cooling over the Antarctic and a warming in the upper
stratosphere (0.04 K), while the CIC impact leads to a warming in the troposphere up to 0.15 K,
largest in June and July (not shown).
In the end, the total impact has a significant warming over 0.1 K in the entire troposphere, up to
0.2 K, and a significant cooling in the stratosphere (-0.2 K), all year round (not shown).
At the end of the century (2080-2099), the CO2 effect generates a warming up to 0.2 K in the
troposphere, that is the largest in September, and a warming of 0.1 K as global average for the 2m
temperature; meanwhile a cooling is obtained in the stratosphere (-0.3 K).
We modelled overall small NOx effects (even for the end of the 21st century). This is possibly
due to a very limited impact on the ozone formation while a large imposed CH4 concentration decrease in the troposphere, that produce a negative radiative forcing, and counterbalance the positive
radiative forcing attributable to additional ozone.
The combined effect of CO2 and NOx is however larger than that of CO2.
The CIC impact assessment is not yet finalised, but for the first half of the 21st century the impact is larger than that of CO2 for the same period so we expect even larger CIC induced warming
towards the end of the 21st century.
3.2 Radiative forcing

The resulting distributions of the ‘fuel’ tracer lead to radiative perturbations associated to aircraft, in
the main corridors, but also in the neighbouring areas. The evolution during the 21st century shows a
spreading impact over the entire Northern Hemisphere and the continents of the Southern Hemisphere, except Antarctica. The values of the Top Of Atmosphere (TOA) radiative forcing strongly
increase by about a factor of 10 between the beginning and the end of the 21st century. A similar radiative impact was also found by Olivié et al. (2012) who used a former version of CNRM-CM with
somewhat lower values (see Table 1).
Table 1:
2005
2050
TOA radiative forcing (mW/m2)
Olivié et al, ACP, 2012
24
101
This study
31 (*)
131
(*) corresponding to the tuning year according to (Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2011)

2100
211
290

3.3 Some other results

The impact of the aviation CO2 emissions on the SST is evident only at the end of the 21st century
with a warming by 0.1 K, while that of the NOx emissions, is not significant throughout the examined period.
We expect that the CIC impact on SST towards the end of the 21st century will be of similar
magnitude than that of the CO2 emissions.
No clear signal associated to aircraft was found neither on sea-ice nor on precipitations.
4

CONCLUSIONS

A version of CNRM-CM5, a global climate model coupled with ocean and sea-ice models, with
online stratospheric chemistry in the atmosphere, has been successfully used to study the impact of
aviation on the atmospheric chemistry and climate over the period 1940-2100. Several forcing
agents were considered, such as emissions of CO2, NOx, CO, contrails and contrail induced cirrus.
The model was run for a century as spinup, and revealed deficiencies in modelling the Arctic seaice, probably due to large differences between the resolutions of the atmosphere and of the ocean
used (respectively 2.8° x 2.8° and 1° x 1°), resulting in erroneous energy fluxes at the sea-ice edges.
The impact of aviation studied with CNRM-CM5 reproduces the well-known pattern: a warming
in the troposphere and a cooling of the stratosphere. However, the impact is generally smaller for
both present day and future conditions than previous studies suggest – possibly due to higher de-
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grees of freedom in the model, e.g. higher model variability (online coupled stratospheric chemistry).
For present-day conditions, the aviation impact is almost negligible for individual forcing and
the largest effect is found for CIC.
At the end of 21st century, the CO2 effect generates a warming of up to 0.2 K in the troposphere
and a warming of 0.1 K (global average) for the near surface temperature, while a cooling is obtained in the stratosphere (-0.3 K). The NOx effects are generally very weak.
The results on temperature are in agreement with those reported in Olivié et al. (2012) that used
a similar AOGCM but with a simplified stratospheric chemistry, although the impacts are sometimes smaller.
As a perspective to this work, the problem of discrepancy between the oceanic and the atmospheric grids should be addressed. The chemistry developments should account for tropospheric
chemistry in general, and include a more sophisticated CIC parameterization to better assess the
aviation impact.
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The shipping sector is a significant source of CO2 and other pollutants, and has a complex impact
on climate through mechanisms that results in both warming and cooling effects and that operate on
very different temporal scales. The net temperature change depends on the mix of emissions. We
utilize a range of emission scenarios for shipping as input to a simple climate model (SCM) to determine the induced present-day and anticipated future global mean radiative forcing (RF) and surface temperature change.(published as Lund et al. 2012 in Environ. Sci. Technol.) Ship emission
scenarios consistent with the new regulations on nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur dioxide (SO2)
from the International Maritime Organization (IMO) (Buhaug et al., 2009) and the Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs) 4.5 and 8.5 (Clarke et al., 2007; Riahi et al., 2007; Smith &
Wigley, 2006; Wise et al., 2009) are used (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Historical emissions of CO2, NOx and SO2 from shipping and future emission developments to
year 2050 from IMO (blue: A1B (solid), A2 (dash-dot), B1 (dashed), B2 (dotted)) and RCP (red: 4.5 (solid)
and 8.5 (dashed)). Units: Pg C yr-1, Tg N yr-1, Tg S yr-1). From Lund et al. (2012).
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We focus particularly on the indirect aerosol effect (IAE), which gives an important contribution
to the cooling impact from shipping. However, the magnitude of the IAE, as well as its dependence
on SO2 emissions, is uncertain (Eyring et al., 2010). We explore the relationship between the IAE
and SO2 emissions using results from the global aerosol-climate model EMAC-MADE (Lauer et al.,
2009; Lauer et al., 2007; Righi et al., 2011) in order to improve the parameterization of IAE in the
SCM. We develop and test new parameterizations that accounts for non-linearities in the RF of
ship-induced IAE. The global mean ship-induced RF and total net surface temperature change are
first calculated using the standard linear parameterization and reference RF value for IAE in the
SCM. Next the standard linear parameterization of IAE is replaced with linear and logarithmic fits
to data from EMAC-MADE simulations. These simulations cover various totals and geographical
distributions of emissions from shipping, as well as different assumptions on the initial aerosol size
distribution.
We find that shipping causes a net global cooling impact throughout the period 1900-2050 across
all parameterizations and scenarios. Because of the expected reductions in SO2 and NOx emissions
reflected in the scenarios, the cooling impact of shipping is initially reduced after 2010. However, in
the IMO scenarios the increase in activity outweighs emission reductions from more stringent regulations. The emissions of NOx and SO2 increase again and the cooling effect strengthens again despite increases in CO2. In the RCPs, reductions in SO2 and NOx continue up to 2050 and beyond,
and result in a continued weakening of the cooling. There is a wide range in the calculated total net
global mean temperature change due to shipping in 2050 depending on parameterization of IAE;
from -0.03[-0.07,-0.002]°C to -0.3[-0.6,-0.2]°C in the A1B scenario (Figure 2). The uncertainties in
the ship-induced temperature change resulting from uncertainties in RF and climate sensitivity, and
the differences between calculations with different parameterizations of IAE, are much larger than
the differences across the scenarios. This emphasizes the importance of properly representing the
IAE in simple climate models and to reflect the uncertainties from complex global models.

Figure 2: Total net global mean temperature change [K] in 2050 due to shipping in each scenario/pathway
(IMO A1B, IMO A2, IMO B1, IMO B2, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) obtained with different parameterizations of
the indirect aerosol effect in the SCM. Error bars show uncertainty (±1 standard deviation) in radiative forcing and climate sensitivity. Uncertainties are calculated using existing literature estimates and a Monte Carlo
approach. From Lund et al. (2012).
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Our calculations show that the future ship-induced temperature response is likely a continued
cooling if SO2 and NOx emissions continue to increase due to a strong increase in activity, despite
current regulations. This will also exacerbate the significant additional negative impacts of shipping, such as acidification and health-related problems (e.g. Ashmore (2005); Corbett et al. (2007);
Winebrake et al. (2009)). As has been emphasized in several previous studies, a continued cooling
response does not negate the necessity for reductions in CO2 emissions, which are crucial to limiting the global climate impact of the sector since the warming effect of CO2 is long-lived.
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ABSTRACT: To help understand the mitigation potential of changing travel behavior requires disaggregating the climate impacts of transportation by transport mode, distance, and socio-economic
factors. Here we use disaggregated data on travel behavior to calculate the climate impact of Germans traveling nationally and internationally in 2008. We include all relevant long-lived greenhouse gases and short-lived climate forcers and use global temperature change for 50 years of sustained emissions as the climate metric. We find that the total climate impact is determined almost
entirely by car (~50%) and air travel (~43%), with smaller contributions from public transportation.
The climate impact from the highest income group is 250% larger than from the lowest income
group. However, mitigation must address the middle classes which account for more than two thirds
of the total impact. The relatively few trips beyond 100 km contribute more than half of the total
impact because of the trip distance and use of aircraft. Individual behavioral changes, like shifting
transport modes or reducing distance and frequency, can lead to useful emission reductions.
1

INTRODUCTION

The climate impact for transport modes have typically been investigated for global or regional average conditions. However, neither trips nor their climate impact are evenly distributed among the
population. Further, some trips give a much larger impact than other trips (e.g., air travel versus
public transport). We analyze these differences for German conditions in 2008 (Follmer et al.,
2010).
The emissions from the different transport modes consist of a mix of CO2 and a few other longlived greenhouse gases (LLGHGs in the Kyoto Protocol: CO₂, CH₄, N₂O, SF₆, HFCs, and PFCs)
and air pollutants that influence the radiative balance of the atmosphere. The air pollutants, often
called short lived climate forcers (SLCFs: BC, OC, SO2, NOx, VOC, CO, contrail, and aircraft induced cirrus), affect climate either directly (e.g., BC) or indirectly through chemical reactions (e.g.,
NOx). Due to different radiative efficiencies and lifetimes, emissions need to be weighted with suitable metrics to compare for their climate impact (Fuglestvedt et al., 2010). The selection of a specific metric is not purely scientific, but involves value judgments (Fuglestvedt et al., 2010;Fuglestvedt
et al., 2003).
2

METHODS

The total climate impact from travel CI for a group of people g is calculated as the product of the
distance traveled (TV) with a transport mode m times an average emission factor EF for species s
*
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times a suitable emission metric (AM) for this species, summed over all species emitted and all
transport modes used in the period:
∑ ∑

,

,

(1)

2.1 Travel behavior data

We analyze travel behavior of Germans because it is one of the largest countries of Europe for
which comprehensive and detailed information from travel surveys are available. To estimate the
transport volume (TV), we use the latest national survey of travel behavior (Follmer et al., 2010).
The survey data include distance travelled, number of trips, mode choice and trip purpose. Business
trips are included, as well as travel within and outside of Germany.
The travel data is differentiated into five classes of the “household economic status”, which allows us to investigate how economic wealth affects travelling. The economic status is defined as the
household’s net income divided by the weighted number of household members, giving an equivalent income relative to the mean domestic household income. We have also calculated the income
elasticities of trips, travel, and climate impact, which is a measure of how sensitive a dependent variable is to an increase in income
(2)
where I is net income and T is the dependent variable.
We separate trips that are shorter than 25km, between 25 and 100 km, and above 100 km. We
term these distances as ‘urban’, ‘inter-urban’, and ‘long-distance’ travel. In order to include all
long-distance travel, we combine survey data for regular daily trips and overnight travel.
2.2 Emission factors

The emission factors cover the species CO2, CH4, N2O, NOx, VOC, CO, BC, OC, SO2, contrail, and
aircraft induced cirrus (AIC) for different vehicles and relate to average real-world driving condition for Germany in the year 2005. For most vehicles, the numbers are extracted from the emission
factor data base HBEFA3.1 (2010). For aircrafts, the emissions are based on the actual fuel use reported by Lufthansa (2009). We assume that short flights spend less time in the critical zone for
contrail and AIC formation. The very limited ferry transport use emissions factors from Makela
(2009). Upstream emissions for the provision of fuels and electricity are included, but not emissions
from production of vehicles or infrastructure.
2.3 Emission metrics

To convert the emissions into the climate impact, we use an emission metric. There are a variety of
value choices when selecting an emission metric. The main ones are whether to choose end-point or
integrated view (forcing or temperature), what type of emission profile (pulse, sustained, scenario),
and what time horizon (e.g. 20, 100, 500 years) (Fuglestvedt et al., 2003). It is also possible to apply
metrics in absolute form or to normalize them to a reference gas, usually taken as CO2. The two
most common metrics are integrated radiative forcing (Absolute Global Warming Potential,
AGWP) and temperature (Absolute Global Temperature change Potential, AGTP). Since metrics
are choice dependent, there is not a single metric with a specific time horizon that is more correct to
use than others. As much attention is to avoid a 2°C global temperature increase, we select AGTP.
This threshold is likely reached in half a century (Joshi et al., 2011); hence, a time horizon of 50
years is selected. Here, we use sustained emissions to account for the continued transport activity
into the future and to include the importance of SLCF when activities continue beyond one year.
The metric values are based on the parameterization of the species’ radiative efficiency and lifetime, which comes from these studies: For the long-lived greenhouse gases from IPCC (2007), for
BC, OC, SO2, contrail, and aircraft induced cirrus from Fuglestvedt et al. (2010), for aircraft NOx
from Stevenson et al. (2004), for surface NOx the mid-lat run from Wild et al. (2001), for CO from
Derwent et al. (2001), and for VOC from Collins et al. (2002). The parameterization of the climate
system is based on the Hadley model (Boucher and Reddy, 2008). Since the uncertainty of the indirect effect of SO2 emissions from shipping is large, this indirect effect has not been included. With
the emission factors and emission metric parameterizations presented here, the CO2-equivalent
emissions per passenger km for the different transport modes are given in Table 1.
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Table 1: The CO2-equivalent emissions per passenger km. The numbers are based on average German driving conditions in 2005 and the metric GTP for sustained emissions over 50 years.
Transport mode
Air (<800 km)
Air (>800 km)
Ferry
Car
Local bus
Local train
Coach
Long distance train

3

g CO2-equivalent per passenger km
416
371
205
144
105
90
59
43

RESULTS

3.1 By household economic status

Table 1 shows the transport modes used for the average German in terms of number of trips, travel
volume, and climate impact. In terms of number of trips per year, the spread in observed mobility is
relatively small, with the higher income groups travelling slightly more frequent than the lower income groups. The average is 1250 trips per year. The difference increases when looking at the travel volume, since the highest income groups fly much more frequent and also drive more frequently
than the lowest income groups. The average is 22400 km/yr. With the selected emission metric
(AGTP, sustained for 50 years), the difference in climate impact widens even more. That is because
the high income groups fly the most and aircraft has a much larger specific climate impact per unit
of transport than car and even more so for public transport. One main finding is that the climate impact of personal travel is governed by two transport modes, car and air transport, with a 50% and
43% share of the total, respectively. This finding is robust across a range of emission metrics and
time horizons. While the top 10% of the population stand for 20% of the climate impact, the middle
income classes are much larger (two-thirds) and, thus, also more important for the total climate impact (two-thirds). Thus, if significant reductions in climate impact is wanted, large segments of the
society has to be involved, not just the rich.
Table 2: The average behavior of Germans in terms of share of trips, travel volume, and the calculated climate impact
for the different transport modes. The metric used is AGTP for sustained emissions over 50 years.
Transport mode
Car travel (as driver or passenger)
Aircraft (domestic and international)
Public transport
(bus & coach, tram, metro and rail)
Walking
Bicycle
Other, e.g. ferry
Average totals

No. trips
(%)
58
<1
8

Travel volume (%)
59
23
15

Climate impact (%)
[AGTPSus, 50yrs]
50
43
5

24
10
<1
1250 trips

2
2
1
22400 km

0
0
2
1.3E-10 K

The income elasticity increases strongly when going from number of trips (0.13) to travel volume
(0.56) and to climate impact (0.75). The elasticities are close to 0 for all transport modes except for
car transport (0.56) and air transport (1.17), making public transport close to an “inferior good”, car
transport a “normal good” and air travel a “luxury good” (Gravelle and Rees, 2004).
3.2 By trip length

In Figure 1, we present average German travel for number of trips, travel volume, and climate impact separated by trip distance. The majority of trips (90%) are urban, while only 2% are longdistance travel. Car travel is important since its share is more than 50% of all trips in all length categories. In terms of travel volume, the travel is more evenly distributed between the groups. 48% of
the travel volume comes from long-distance travel, which is most driven by the few, but very long
air travels. On average, Germans fly twice a year covering about 2600 km on each trip. The climate
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impact is governed by the long-distance trips, as that category takes 59% of the total. The two other
categories have a share of about 20% each.

Figure 1: What an average German travels in a year in regards to number of trips, travel volume, and climate
impact for urban, inter-urban, and long-distance travel. The bars represent the ±1 SD uncertainty due to the
climate impact calculation of AGTPSus, 50yrs. For the long distance group, the bar goes up to 1.7E-10 K.

4

CONCLUSIONS

We have here demonstrated the analysis of the climate impacts of travel behavior for the case of
Germany. The methodology presented is more generally applicable to other countries and scenarios
where the data exists; however, our results are more widely applicable only to countries that are
similar to Germany in wealth and characteristics. The methodology shown here could be used to investigate the climate impact of travel behavior for other countries or with emphasis on other parameters, socio-economic or technological.
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The climate impact of personal travel is governed by two modes, car (50%) and air travel (43%).
This conclusion is robust whether we look at all relevant climate effects or only CO2. In terms of
travel per person kilometer, air travel has the highest climate impact. We found that people in high
income groups travel much more (elasticity of 0.56) and have a much higher climate impact (elasticity of 0.75) than people in low income groups. For air travel, the elasticity is 1.17, indicating that
the use of air travel increases faster than income. In a mitigation perspective of the transportation
sector, the large middle income classes need to be addressed since those groups are responsible for
more than two thirds of the total impact. The relatively few long-distance trips account for more
than half of the total impact since the trip distances are long and the use of aircraft. Any change in
these trips will have a measureable impact on the total.
5
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ABSTRACT: In 2007 freight transport had a transport volume of 650 billion tkm in Germany. According to forecasts (Prognos AG) it will increase up to 1200 billion tkm by 2050 (BMU 2009).
Without significant changes to working practices it is to be assumed that this will result in an increase of related energy consumption, CO2, and CO2e. At the same time, the EU has stated, that CO2
emissions should be reduced by 20% by 2020, compared to the levels of 1990.
In this context so-called green logistics become an important topic for producers, shippers and
logistics service providers. Several companies in Europe follow a green strategy and calculate their
CO2 emissions already in order to identify the emissions’ sources and to reduce energy consumption.
Currently a wide range of different methodologies and tools for CO2 emission calculation are in
use by the various actors. For being able to compare and combine emissions along various supply
chains and their elements, a common methodology and standard is needed.
COFRET, the EU part-funded project for the Carbon Footprint of Freight Transport, will develop
a methodology and a framework for a standard procedure for the calculation of carbon emissions,
considering all modes of transport in the supply chain. First common indicators of already existing
and used tools, databases and methodologies have been identified and current gaps have been analysed. Once the COFRET methodology has been drafted it will be tested through real-case scenarios
by key stakeholders.
It is the aim of this paper to present an overview on the current initiatives for the development of
a pan-European CO2e emission calculation standard and to present the first findings of the COFRET
project with a focus on identified needs and requirements of users and stakeholders towards a usable, viable standardised emission calculation methodology for supply chains.
1

INTRODUCTION

The European Union (EU) has stated that global temperatures should not exceed pre-industrial levels by more than 2°C in order to keep impacts of climate change at a manageable level. To achieve
this target, European countries are expected to reduce their total annual Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions by at least 20% by 2020 and by 60-80% by 2050, compared to 1990 emission levels
(Council of the European Union 2007). The current transport system, which currently relies on petroleum products for 95% of its energy, contributes about 23% of global anthropogenic CO2 emissions and has thereby a significant contribution to the warming of the global climate (Rodrigue et al
2009; ITF 2010). Therefore, the reduction of CO2(e) emissions from transport has an important role
to play; and for measuring and achieving such a reduction a basic calculation procedure is a needed
instrument in order to effectively control CO2(e) emissions.
As a consequence green logistics is becoming a vital topic for more and more companies and
many producers, shippers and logistics service providers already follow a green strategy and calculate their CO2(e) emissions in order to identify the emissions’ sources and to reduce their energy
consumption.
As there have been no regulations in the past for carbon footprint reporting in the sector of
transport and logistics, several tools and methods were developed on the basis of individual initia*
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tives. They were set up by different organisations that had different approaches and intentions in
their development. As a result, currently used tools have valuable starting points but different approaches. They differ for example in the:
 greenhouse gases they take into account (e.g. some focus on energy consumption others focus on total CO2e),
 number of supply chain elements (SCE) they take into account,
 approaches regarding the transport modes they consider,
 databases used to calculate emissions (some calculations are based on data measured by individual companies and organisations, whereas sometimes default data are used that is provided by public sources (e.g. HBEFA, Ex-Tremis).
The use of different tools and methodologies in different companies leads to incomparable and incompatible results and subsequently to a lack of transparency. Furthermore, several transport and
logistics service providers are often required to work together to realise a supply chain on national,
European or global level. Hence, a harmonised calculation methodology is required to add the CO2e
emissions of every supply chain element and finally to contribute to a calculation of the carbon
footprint on a product level.
From a regulatory point of view, France has become the first European country to require companies to calculate and publish the carbon footprint of transport services on bids, contract negotiations and invoices to customers and contract parties (Cordes 2012). This is enforced by a national
decree which becomes into force in October 2013.
Initial attempts to address the problem of incomparability have been taken through standardisation initiatives such as CEN/TC 320/WG 10, which has produced a draft European norm (EN
16258) for calculation of the carbon footprint of transport services, and the ISO 14064-1:2006
which considers transport and logistics operations. EN 16258:2012 will be the first standard for the
transport sector and will be announced at the end of 2012.
These standards do not consistently align the currently used tools and methods however, and e.g.
EN 16258:2012 will only consider the transport and neither full logistics operations nor all transport
elements of a supply chain. The lack of one Europe-wide or, more significantly, a globally applicable standard therefore remains.
COFRET (Carbon Footprint of Freight Transport) is a collaborative research and demonstration
project funded by the European Commission which aims at contributing to the closure of this. The
objective of the project COFRET is to develop and test a harmonised methodology and give a
framework for the accurate calculation of the carbon footprint of transport and logistics along the
full supply chain (Johansen et al 2012). Thereby COFRET encourages consideration of all transport
modes and all logistics operations. A close cooperation with stakeholders as well as with initiatives
that deal with the calculation of CO2e emissions is an integral part of COFRET.
This paper provides an overview of the COFRET project. First, in section two the methodology
applied within the project will be described. Secondly, section three deals with the terminology. In
section four the results of the analysis of currently existing and used tools and methodologies is presented, whereas section five discusses the progress to date and six provides a conclusion.
2

METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The COFRET methodology will build on already existing tools and methodologies. It is used to
compute CO2 emissions of transport and logistics in the context of supply chains. This will be
achieved by combining state-of-the-art elements of CO2 and CO2e emission calculations tools. Any
gaps identified along the supply chain will be closed subsequently. In the following sections the
identification process of the state-of-the-art calculation tools is described.
The first step was to get an overview of the currently available items on the market that deal with
the calculation of greenhouse gas emissions. On the basis of an extensive literature survey, reports
and papers etc. dealing with the calculation of greenhouse gas emissions in the sector of transport
and logistics, were collected and reviewed. Moreover, methodologies, tools and data that are on the
market available were also gathered.
For the analysis of the collected existing carbon footprint calculation methods, tools and data
(collectively referred to as items) a template covering more than 70 aspects was used. This analysis
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included basic information like a description of the item, whether it is publicly available and whether it is accessible for free or in return for a fee. The item’s coverage and potential implications for
later stages of the COFRET project were evaluated (Auvinen 2012). Furthermore, strengths and
weaknesses of the items as well as their relevance for the COFRET project were recorded.
In addition to the literature survey, during spring 2012 interviews were conducted to identify the
users’ requirements, gaps of currently used tools as experienced by the users and to learn from their
experience. Two kinds of interviews were conducted: in-depth telephone interviews and interviews
via an online questionnaire. The online questionnaire was focused on a limited number of questions
and served the purpose of gaining an overall impression of the strengths and weaknesses as well as
user experiences of current calculations tools. It was sent out to around 400 organisations and companies. The in-depth questionnaire aimed at a very detailed insight into these aspects and they were
held with organisations representing the various user fields, therefore shedding light on the different
user groups and their needs.
Both questionnaires were divided into three sections, covering:
 who are the main users of emission data?
 why do stakeholders feel that there is a need for a CO2e emission calculation tool?
 what are the technical specifications and accuracy requirements in a desired tool (Johansen
et al 2012)?
In addition, two workshops were held - early in 2012 - during which an intensive analysis of the interviews’ findings took place by reflecting and discussing them with users and developers of existing CO2e calculation tools.
3

TERMINOLOGY

As specified in the draft for ISO 14067, the carbon footprint of a product (covering goods and services) can be defined as the “sum of greenhouse gas emissions and greenhouse gas removals of a
product system, expressed in CO2 equivalents”. The life cycle approach is the basis for this definition and requires the inclusion of the entire life cycle of a transport service as a product system (de
Ree et al 2012).
The COFRET methodology considers the greenhouse gases of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) as they are the most important GHG compounds emitted due to
combustion of fossil-fuels.

Figure 1 Example of a supply chain
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A supply chain can be defined as “a system of entities being involved in producing, transforming
and/or moving a product or service from suppliers to customers” (Leukel 2007). Consequently a
supply chain can be divided into different elements. These supply chain elements can vary in their
order, number, complexity etc., and can be combined into various configurations thus they are able
to build different supply chains. The elements can be assigned to logistics and transport operations.
Within the road transport mode we can, for example, distinguish between the basic supply chain elements full truck load shipment (FTL), less than full truck load shipment (LTL) and empty truck
load (ETL) (de Ree et al 2012). Logistics operations within the COFRET’s scope are loading and
unloading, transport (transport by any mode, shunting, taxiing, idling, empty driving, transhipment),
handling other than loading, special cargo handling (e.g. refrigerated cargo) and warehousing (storage between transports).
4

RESULTS

4.1 Overview and main findings of user requirements and practices
4.1.1 Interview findings

As described previously, about 400 questionnaires were sent out and over 40 in-depth-interviews
were held for the identification of the users’ needs.
As a result the following requirements could be recorded in the interviews:
The questionnaire replies demonstrated that there is a wide range of interests in green logistics
among stakeholders (Figure 2). Some will only take the measures forced upon them, while others
are either concerned about the sustainability of the logistics sector. Moreover, a few are prepared to
exploit the marketing potential green logistics involves. Overall, the responses showed a real need
for a common methodology, standardized emission factors and transparency over the calculations
(Auvinen et al 2012). The calculation of emissions after transport has occurred is, for about 80 per
cent of all respondents, of great importance and for 60 per cent of them calculation of the emissions
prior to the transport occurring are highly important.

Figure 2 In-depth interviews: Motivations for the use of an emission calculation tool. (source: Johansen
2012, p.12)
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The interviews showed that very often in-house tools are developed and used, so that a wide variety of different calculation methods and data sources is used for the emissions calculations by different companies. Due to the variety of these methods and data sources, and considering that most
companies prefer an internally developed tool that meets their own specific requirements, a lot of
effort needs to be put into creating a common framework for calculations to coincide as much as
possible with current practices (Auvinen et al 2012).
4.1.2 Workshop findings

During the two workshops users and developers were addressed directly. Here reasons of calculating emissions, currently experienced weaknesses and the requirements and expectations toward future tools and the COFRET methodology were identified.
The two workshops showed that due to the growing ecological awareness of consumers the demand for comparable carbon footprint information for products is increasing. In addition, rising energy costs result in further pressure on companies to optimise their use of energy, especially for
their logistics. Another circumstance that makes companies aware of the future significance of
emissions calculation is the political discussion about the reduction of emissions.
Four main reasons were identified why companies calculate their emissions:
1) to increase energy efficiency and to be able to capture and improve the carbon efficiency of
transport operations,
2) for internal control,
3) for their customers on different levels (e.g. product, shipment or company level) and
4) to see the effect of different company initiatives regarding the carbon footprint.
Besides these motivations, users mentioned the following weaknesses of current tools. Firstly, very
often existing tools focus only one transport mode. Secondly, the differences in calculation methods
lead to incomparable results and missing interfaces to the tools used by subcontractors, in other
companies within the overall supply chain, or in other countries; taken together these factors make
it impossible to combine results. Beside these they criticize that companies often have a lack of
primary data and there are no standards to be found about which default data should be used in
these circumstances. Lastly, currently available tools do not allow the calculation of emissions
along full global supply chains.
As the forthcoming CEN standard could be established as an international ISO standard, another
finding of the workshop is to build the COFRET methodology on EN 16258-2012 guidelines (Johansen 2012).
4.2 Overview and main findings of existing methods, tools and data

As a result of the initial screening phase 102 items were identified and classified in the following
four categories by project partners, advisory board members and stakeholders, so building a comprehensive list of emission calculation items (Table 1):
1) Carbon footprint methodologies. These include actual standards, standard-like guidelines,
guidebooks and schemes that provide the framework calculation and reporting of the carbon
footprint.
2) Carbon footprint calculation tools. Contains all tools, instruments, software, algorithms and
other applications that are used to carry out and facilitate the calculations of carbon footprint
of transport and logistics along the supply chain or some part of it.
3) Emission factor databases. Comprised collections of GHG emission data that are needed in
order to calculate carbon footprint of transport and logistics along the supply chain or some
part of it.
4) Other activities like research projects, awareness raising initiatives and different types of
communication forums and channels.
All in all the reviewing process covered 18 methodologies, 38 calculation tools, 12 databases and
34 other resources. It revealed that the number of carbon footprint calculation tools and data sources
is vast, with wide differences in quality, coverage and originality. Nevertheless, it can be argued
that among the existing methods, tools and databases suitable elements for calculation of carbon
footprint of transport and logistics along supply chains already exist, even though a harmonised
framework is currently missing (Auvinen et al 2012).
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Categories
Methodologies

examples
EN 16258:2012 by CEN/T C3 20/WG10,
2006 IPCC Guidelines,
PAS 2060
Tools
Eco TransIT World,
Map & Guide,
Tremove
Data bases
Ex-Tremis,
HBEFA,
Lipasto
Other activities and initiatives
Smartway US,
Greencart,
World Ports Climate Initiative (WPCI)
Table 1 Example of emission calculation items and their classification

As the importance of the items was assessed by their relevance for the scope, 21 items were
ranked as very important and 14 as relevant to COFRET in the first review (de Ree et al 2012).
These 35 items were reviewed more extensively, partly involving the tools’ developers. The vision
of a harmonised methodology was the main criterion for the decision process on the items’ inclusion in the COFRET methodology development.
Once the items were analysed and evaluated to identify best practice solutions and to find elements that could be used in a COFRET methodology, two consortium partners independently reassessed the importance with regard to the COFRET methodology. A ranking took place based on the
COFRET objectives and the most important items were identified. As a result of this 15 of these 35
items will form a part of the foundation of further COFRET methodology developments and 14 will
be used for additional contributions and for background information. The remaining six items were
eventually classified as not relevant.
5

DISCUSSION

The work shows that a variety of different tools and databases exist. It also became evident that
companies have a need to calculate emissions on different levels whilst at the same time they need a
common methodology in order to calculate and report transport emissions.
Strengths and weaknesses of different items that deal with the calculation of emission within
transport and logistics operations were assessed and first steps toward a development of a methodology that harmonises the current available methods and tools were taken. With regard to future use
it is important that the COFRET methodology meets the expectations and needs of the individual
organisations applying it, whilst at the same time providing a tool that is understood and accepted in
the market in general. The challenge is that a balance must be struck between the user requirements
for high flexibility and the accuracy of the methodology.
The aim is to have a common methodology for carriers and shippers and to collect and report
validated data to enable reliable benchmarking of shippers and carriers. As the different end-users
will have different supply chains and therefore different requirements it is important that the
COFRET methodology offers the necessary flexibility to calculate these different supply chains
emissions. By using a modular approach of supply chain elements a framework and methodology
will be provided that offers this combination of flexibility, compatibility and comparability.
The CEN standard EN 16258 to be published by the end of 2012 is expected to have a major impact towards harmonisation, and as our analysis showed many tools and methods already consider
CEN as of utmost importance. Also the COFRET methodology will fully comply with the CEN
standard. In addition, COFRET will also cover non-transport elements such as handling processes.
A close exchange with the CEN is integral part of COFRET.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper gives an overview of the first findings of the COFRET project. The next step for
COFRET will be the development of the provisional version of the methodology. Based on this
provisional version, a prototype will be developed to test the COFRET methodology in real-life
supply chain situations. This will allow validation of the COFRET methodology and identification
of any weaknesses and necessary improvements. Subsequently the feedback will be incorporated to
adjust the COFRET methodology. A final COFRET methodology will be published at the end of
2013.
7
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ABSTRACT: The design of multi-gas mitigation policies requires methods for comparing the climate impact of different forcing agents, so-called metrics. A multitude of climate metrics has been
presented in the literature. Key characteristics of any metric are (a) its impact function, i.e. its functional relationship to physical climate parameters, and (b) the weighting of impacts over time. In
view of these characteristics we present a physico-economic framework which allows classifying
climate metrics in a straight forward manner. From the economics perspective, the Global Damage
Potential can be considered as a first-best benchmark metric since it ensures that the trade-off between different forcing agents is efficient. Our conceptual framework shows that virtually all climate metrics including Global Warming Potential and Global Cost Potential can be constructed as
variants of this benchmark. The framework facilitates a structured discussion on climate metrics
since it reveals normative assumptions and simplifications that are implicit to the choice of a climate metric. Further, the choice of metric is largely coined by trade-offs between different kinds of
uncertainties, explicit ones which are directly linked to operational feasibility and implicit structural
ones which reflect the degree of policy relevance. Based on our findings we suggest as an alternative option for policy applications to base metric approaches on an explicit analysis of the valuebased, scientific and scenario uncertainties in the context of a physico-economic metric, rather than
an elimination of relevant uncertainties by the choice of a physical metric.
1

INTRODUCTION

Methods for quantitatively comparing the potential climate impact of different radiatively active
substances, so called metrics, are needed to establish an exchange ratio between different greenhouse gases in the context of a multi-gas emissions trading system (e.g. Fuglestvedt et al. 2010).
The design of climate metrics, involves explicit or implicit assumptions on the functional relationship between climate impacts and physical climate change, and the weighting of impacts occurring
at different points in time.
Here we provide a conceptual framework based on economic rationales, which allows classifying prevalent climate metrics from the literature. It highlights how scientific, economic and normative aspects of climate metrics interrelate, and aims to provide a valuable basis for trans-disciplinary
discussions.
2

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

The starting point of the conceptual framework is a generalized formulation of an emission metric
as previously introduced by Kandlikar (1996) and Forster et al. (2007). It is grounded in the costbenefit analysis, building on marginal climate change impacts and marginal costs of emission reductions, and can be formalized as the integral over time of the incremental impact incurred by a
pulse emission of gas i
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 W (t ) dt

(1),

where the impact function I describes the emission-induced climate impact as a function of physical
climate change along a reference concentration pathway ref. W specifies the temporal weighting
function. The corresponding metric value Mi ( M i  AM i / AM CO2 ) refers to the impact of 1 kg of
emission i ( Ei ) normalised to the one of 1 kg reference gas, usually CO2 ( ECO 2 ).
The impact function relates the metric to a climate impact proxy, such as the change in global
mean radiative forcing (RF), global mean temperature (T), or economic damage. In some cases,
also the rate of change of a climate impact parameter is used as proxy. An ideal metric would consider the entire causal chain of impacts, ranging from emission via concentration changes to physical climate impacts and economic damages. Since, however, the last step, quantifying damages as a
function of physical impact parameters, is subject to large scientific and value-based uncertainties
(e.g. Forster et al., 2007; Wuebbles, 2010; Stern, 2007; Hannemann, 2010) it is common to take
simplifying implicit assumptions on the interrelation between economic damage and physical impact and apply physical climate parameters as an impact proxy. The choice of impact proxy is most
pivotal and therefore used as key criterion for the classification in our conceptual framework.
The weighting function describes the weighting of impacts along the temporal axis. There are three
variants commonly used in climate metric design:
a) the exponential weighing function ( W (t )  r  e  rt ), corresponding to the discount function commonly used in economics for aggregating monetary values over time with a discount rate r, given in % per year;
b) the unit step function W (t )  1 H  ( H  t )  1 for t  H and 0 for t  H (-function)
which assigns equal weight to all impacts occurring over a finite time horizon H (physi
cal average mean weighting); and
c) the Dirac Delta function W (t )   (t x  t )  0 for t  t x with  F (t ) (t x  t )dt  F (t x )


(-function) which only evaluates the impacts at one discrete time step tx in time (end point
weighting).
For each of these weighting functions free time frame parameters exist that determine the time scale
of evaluation: the discount rate r (discounting), the time horizon H (-function) and the end point tx
(-function).
3 CATEGORISATION OF CLIMATE METRICS
In the following, we distinguish three categories according to the underlying assumptions on the
impact proxy.
3.1 the Global Damage Potential

The Global Damage Potential (e.g. Kandlikar, 1996) or Economic Damage Index (Hammitt et al.,
1996) refers to the future stream of discounted economic damages caused by different greenhouse
gases. The interrelation between physical impact parameter and economic damage including its
large uncertainty range is explicitly taken into account, often as convex economic damage function
based on the change in global mean temperature (D=Tn) (e.g. Nordhaus, 1991; Kandlikar, 1995;
Stern, 2007). Typically, assumptions on future atmospheric concentration pathways are taken exogenously.
3.2 Physical climate metrics

Physical metrics avoid the perils of economic evaluation by choosing an impact parameter that is
located further upstream in the chain of impacts. They are derived from the GDP by assuming linear
relationship between economic damage (D) and the physical impact proxy (D=T; D=T). To
avoid the complexities of climate modelling the impact proxy often calculated under the assumption
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of a constant atmospheric state, either the one at the time of emission
release
(
=
C
C
ref
ref (t0)) or an

average value over possible future ranges in concentration ( Cref = Cref (Ø future). Other metrics use
the historical greenhouse gas concentration pathway.
In contrast to physico-economic metrics, physical metrics apply alternative weighting functions
to discounting (-function, -function). In most metric approaches the time frame parameter is defined as constant. Some physical metrics exist, however, in which this parameter is replaced by the
distance between the point in time of emission release and a specific target year (e.g. Berntsen et al.,
2010; Shine et al., 2007; Tanaka et al., 2009).
3.3 the Global Cost Potential

In view of the large uncertainty associated with economic evaluation of climate impacts, the costeffectiveness framework is proposed as an alternative to the cost-benefit approach (Markandya et al.
2001): “guardrails” or “tolerable windows” for one or several climate variables such as T or the
rate of T are adopted as boundary condition for climate mitigation strategies. Analytically, they
can be treated as a special case of the cost-benefit analysis in which the damage cost curve is implicitly assumed to be zero within the “tolerable window” and to diverge to infinity at a physical
impact threshold PIthres (-function):
0 for PI  PI thres
D( PI )    ( PI  PI thres )  
 for PI  PI thres

While the cost effectiveness approach is primarily designed for the derivation of global emission
targets, it has peculiar implications for the derivation of metrics, which are an inherently marginal
concept. Marginal damages are implicitly assumed to be zero below the climate target and infinitely
large at the threshold. Taking advantage of the conditions for cost-optimal climate policy the metric
PI thres
).
also has to be equal to the ratio of marginal abatement costs (MAC) ( M iCE  MACiPIthres / MACCO
2
This gives rise to the Global Cost Potential (Kandlikar, 1996, Tol et al., 2008), also referred to as
“price ratios” (Manne and Richels, 2001), which is given by the ratio of two gases’ MACs least cost
emission trajectory maintaining a prescribed climate target.
Concluding, the impact proxy makes apparent the assumed interrelation between economic damage and physical impact parameter in each metric approach (schematic overview: Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Schematic representation of commonly used (a) impact functions and (b) temporal weighting functions.
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4 METRIC CLASSIFICATION AND INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN THE CATEGORIES
The conceptual framework based on impact and weighting function allows classifying the most
prevalent climate metric approaches. Table 1 provides an overview on the classification of the GDP,
the GCP with a physical impact threshold PIthres expressed in terms of T (e.g. Manne and Richels,
2001) or RF (e.g. Van Vuuren et al., 2006) and a series of physical climate metrics such as the
Global Warming Potential GWP(H) (IPCC 1990), GWP(r)) (Lashof and Ahuja, 1990) and EGWP
(Wallis, 1994), the Global Temperature Change Potential GTPp (Shine et al., 2005) and GTPp(t)
(Shine et al., 2007), the Mean Global Temperature Potential MGTP(H) (Gillet and Matthew, 2010),
The Temperature Proxy Index TEMP (Tanaka et al., 2009) and the Forcing Equivalent Index FEI
(Manning and Reisinger, 2011; Wigley, 1998). The framework visualizes the interrelations between
different metrics (Fig. 2).

GDP(r)

Damage
Aggregation of
economic
damages

Cost-effectiveness approach
Abatement
costs

D=(Tthres) or (RFthres)

MGTP(H)

GTPp

GTPp(t)

T

GCP (PIthres
) )




 L t s
(1   )
 R tj

D=RF
s  0

 t  s

 0

GWP(r)

GWP(H)

P

Natural science

D=T

Economics

Cost-benefit approach

RF
C

e-rt,
r=const

EM

(H),
H=const

(tx),
tx=const, tx=F(t0, ttar)

e-rt,
r=const

weighting of impact along temporal axis

Simplifying assumptions on damage function

impact proxy

Simplifying assumptions on background, normally: constant

normative assumptions involved

Figure 2: Interrelation between the GDP and selected physical and physico-economic metric approaches
(GWP, MGTp, GTPp, GTPp(t) and GCP) highlighting the underlying policy objective, impact proxy,
weighting function and respective scientific discipline
Impact function I
Implicit Damage
function

Atmospheric
background


(C ref , specificat ion )

D

D  f ( T )

scen, exogenous

T

Weighting function W
Discounting
dicount rate r

constant

End point

(  function)

(  function)

time horizon H

GDP

D    ( T   Tthres )

scen, endogenous

D  T

const, ref(t 0 )

MGTP

D  T

const, ref(t 0 )
scen, historical

TEMP

D  T
RF D    ( RF  RFthres )

D  RF
D  RF

GCP(T)
GTP

scen, endogenous

GCP(RF)

scen, ref( Øfuture)

GWP(r)
GWP(H)

const, ref(t 0 )

D    RF    RF / t const, ref(t 0 )
scen, historical
D  RF

end point t x

EGWP
FEI

Table 1: Classification of climate metrics. I specifies the selected climate impact proxy including the underlying damage function and scenario (scen), constant (const), specifications see text. W is characterised by the type of weighting
function and the relevant time frame parameter r, H or tx, respectively (specification see text).
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5 METRIC CHOICE AND UNCERTAINTIES
The paramount challenge in the design of metrics is to deal with uncertainty. Following Dorbian et
al. (2011), we distinguish between the following types of uncertainties:
 structural uncertainty: degree to which the metric represents the real world trade-off,
 value-based uncertainty: degree to which normative judgments are involved,
 scientific uncertainty: uncertainty in the knowledge about the underlying processes in the
causal chain between emissions and impact function, and
 scenario uncertainty: degree to which the metric depends on the future states of the world,
e.g. atmospheric background conditions
The choice of metric is largely coined by trade-offs between different kinds of uncertainties. This
can be illustrated by comparing the GWP and GDP metrics. The key advantage of the GWP lies in
the fact that (a) the value-based uncertainty is reduced to the choice of time horizon, (b) the scientific uncertainty is kept to a manageable level by only considering the causal chain between emissions and RF, and (c) the scenario uncertainty is eliminated by assuming constant background conditions. On the other hand, the GWP is characterized by rather high structural uncertainty, since
there is no direct link between RF and climate damages, and likewise, future atmospheric background conditions will not remain constant. The GDP, by contrast, ensures economic efficiency,
thus it accurately represents real-world trade-offs and features low structural uncertainty. This
comes, however, at the expense of (a) high value based uncertainty as in addition to the choice of
discount rate normative judgments are involved in the valuation and aggregation of damages, (b)
higher scientific uncertainty as the entire causal chain from emissions to damages is represented,
and (c) scenario uncertainty as we are unsure about future atmospheric conditions. Generally speaking, physico-economic metrics are characterized by lower structural uncertainty (which in principle
makes them most policy relevant), but higher scientific, value-based and scientific uncertainties
(which make them more difficult to operationalize), while physical metrics have high structural but
lower value-based, scientific and scenario uncertainties.
So far, the GWP, easy to operationalize, has been the metric of choice for policy applications. In
this metric, many of the relevant uncertainties are concealed by simplifying structural assumptions.
While physico-economic metrics such as the GDP are much more difficult to operationalize, it can
be seen as their advantage that they make the relevant uncertainties explicit. As an alternative approach to the use of simplifying physical metrics, policymakers could consider a GDP-based approach, in which the relevant value judgments and assumptions are considered in a direct and transparent manner.
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ABSTRACT: One of the key systems for future policy assessment studies in Europe is a Responsive Modelling System: this involves the existing Aviation Emissions and evaluation of Reduction
Options Modelling System (AERO-MS). It is a policy analysis tool with the capability to assess
economic and environmental impacts of measures to reduce global aviation emissions. Over the last
15 years, AERO-MS has been frequently used for ICAO-CAEP, the European Commission and
other organisations such as UNFCCC and IATA.
In the AERO-MS, policy measures are evaluated in the context of alternative future “business-asusual” economic and technological scenarios for the aviation sector. The AERO-MS comprehensively integrates the relevant economic, commercial and technological responses of alternative policy options within the scenario context considered. In this respect, the AERO-MS distinguishes between three different modelling situations:
1) Base situation, representing the best possible knowledge of the air transport system in today’s
world;
2) Projections of future scenarios containing alternative, autonomous economic and technological
developments without policy options;
3) Projections of alternative (sets of) policy options within a specified scenario context.
In 2010, the EASA-commissioned project called SAVE (Study on Aviation Economic Modelling)
updated the AERO-MS primary input data on world-wide aircraft movements, air-service demand
and aircraft technology characteristics from the original Base Year 1992 to the new Base Year
2006. In 2011 and beyond, further AERO-MS enhancements are covered in the framework of the
part EC-funded TEAM_Play project; e.g., creating structural linkages from the AERO-MS outputs
to other models for detailed computation of noise, emissions and environmental impacts; for instance to climate models for full environmental impact assessment capabilities.
All these AERO-MS enhancements will further improve the quality of impact assessments and fulfil the broadening needs of policy-makers in the aviation & environment field.
1

INTRODUCTION

Models are playing an increasing role in the assessment of aviation’s environmental impact, as well
as how this impact may evolve in the future according to different scenarios and the potential implementation of new environmental policy options. Being able to anticipate the impact of such policies is indeed crucial given the long duration of R&D cycles and the lifetime of aircraft. The Aviation Emissions and evaluation of Reduction Options Modelling System (AERO-MS) was developed
with this objective. AERO-MS is an advanced tool capable of analysing and assessing the impacts
of different policies, including technological and operational measures and market-based options,
aimed at the reduction of international and domestic aviation greenhouse gas emissions.
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The development of AERO-MS was initiated by the Dutch Civil Aviation Authority in the early
1990s and went through several phases in the period 1992 to 2001. EASA took over ownership of
AERO-MS in 2009 and initiated a study on aviation economic modelling (SAVE) which involved
an extensive update to the tool and its underlying databases from the original base year of 1992 to
2006 (MVA, 2010). Since its creation, AERO-MS has formed a key part of over 25 international
studies where the results have provided a quantified basis for policy judgement related to environmental protection, among which an analysis of Market-Based Options (MBO) for the reduction of
global air transport related CO2 emissions for CAEP’s Forecast and Economic Support Group
(Pulles et al, 2000). More examples of AERO-MS applications can be found on the EASA website
(see the reference section for the link).
The following sections provide an overview of the key features and capabilities of AERO-MS
and explain the major developments the tool has gone through as part of the FP7 TEAM_Play project.
2

OVERVIEW OF AERO-MS

2.1 A system of interacting models

The economic and technical modelling of air transport within the AERO-MS consists of five interacting core models, namely: the aircraft technology model (ATEC) to determine aircraft technology
characteristics based on fleet development; the air transport demand model (ADEM) to forecast
demand for air services and aircraft flights; the aviation cost model (ACOS) to estimate the overall
aircraft operating costs; the flights and emissions model (FLEM) to calculate aircraft fuel use and
engine emissions; the direct economic impacts model (DECI) to provide a comprehensive overview
of the cost and revenues of air transport and a number of other economic impacts.

Figure 1. The AERO-MS core models and interactions
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The key strength of AERO-MS relies in the interaction between the above models: e.g. the information on fuel-burn resulting from FLEM computations is used in ACOS to allow for the computation of fuel cost. Policy measures can indeed affect the supply side costs of the industry, which
may lead to air operators increasing the prices for their customers. Through the multiple interactions
between the core models, AERO-MS can assess the effect of price variations on air travel demand,
as well as the changes in the global fleet with respect to fuel efficient technology.
2.2 Underlying data

The starting point for the modelling of air transport demand and aircraft flights is provided by the
Unified Database, which is a computerised description of the volume and pattern of global air
transport activity in the base year (presently 2006). The current Unified Database was compiled using a number of input data sources, including: EUROCONTROL’s 2006 WISDOM Operations Database of aircraft movement data; the 2006 ICAO Traffic by Flight Stage (TFS) scheduled air
movement and demand data; the 2006 U.S. Department of Transport (DOT) T-100 scheduled air
movement and demand data; and the 2006 IATA Route Tracker passenger class split data.
For 2006, the Unified Database records 123,025 airport-pairs, 33.1 million civil flights, 2.6 billion passenger trips, 4,658 billion passenger-km, 44.8 million tonnes of cargo transported and 158
billion cargo tonne-km.
Lastly, the FLEM module uses EUROCONTROL’s Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) combined
with the ICAO Aircraft Engine Emissions Databank to generate fuel burn and emissions.
2.3 AERO-MS outputs

The AERO-MS outputs are presented in the form of a standard scorecard which allows the comparison of model runs reflecting different scenario and/or policy situations. The main categories of
outputs in the scorecard representation are:
 Air transport and aircraft operations: passenger and cargo demand by type; revenue ton-km;
number of flights; aircraft-km.
 Effects on airlines: operating costs, revenues and results; contribution to gross value added;
airlines related employment.
 Economic effects on other actors: (change in) government income/expenses; consumer surplus and expenses; required fleet.
 Fuel consumption and emissions (CO2, NOx, SO2, CxHy, CO and H2O). Emissions can be
computed using either the Boeing Fuel Flow Method 2 (BFFM2) or the P3T3 method, and
presented in the form of 3D grids potentially reusable in a climate model.
Policy options are evaluated in the context of alternative future “business-as-usual” economic and
technological scenarios for the aviation sector. In this respect, the AERO-MS distinguishes between
three different modelling situations: the Base situation representing the best possible knowledge of
the air transport system in today’s world; projections of future scenario’s containing alternative, autonomous economic and technological developments without policy options (referred to as the Datum situation); projections of alternative (sets of) policy options within a specified scenario context
(referred to as the Forecast situation). The effects of alternative policy options are quantified in relation to a common benchmark represented by the selected Datum situation. This produces a snapshot of each policy option against the same scenario in the same year, allowing a comparative evaluation of policy options on a consistent basis.
3

TEAM_PLAY ENHANCEMENTS

The earlier-mentioned SAVE study (MVA, 2010) also identified and proposed further improvements to the AERO-MS. Selections from these proposals are currently addressed in the EU FP7
project TEAM_Play – Tool Suite for Environmental and Economic Aviation Modelling for Policy
Analysis. TEAM_Play (www.teamplay-project.eu) is a collaborative project co-funded by the European Commission. It is aimed at setting up an effective and efficiently working Tool Suite to provide powerful tools to conduct policy assessment studies within ICAO-CAEP and on European, national and local levels.
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The enhancements made to the AERO-MS in the framework of TEAM_Play are:
 Software-technical, data structure and user interface enhancements, which resulted in a completely renewed and modernised AERO-MS framework. The revised system is referred to as
“AERO-MS vNext”. As part of the development of AERO-MS vNext, changes have been
made to programs, data manager and models.
 Improvements in representation of aircraft types and enhancements in flight, emissions and
noise modelling, all with the aim to improve the modelling of the aviation environmental system and to enhance interdependency modelling and analysis. The specific enhancements of
AERO-MS (elements) are:
 Update of the Unified Database (air traffic in Base Year 2006)
 Revision of utilisation rates and further specification of retirement curves
 Modifications to the aircraft demand model (ADEM) and aircraft technology model
(ATEC)
 Definition and implementation of a technology restriction measure
 Floating Attributes Tool introducing the (cap)ability to investigate and analyse a range of
aircraft and engine technology characteristics in a finer detail
 Improved representation of aircraft technology and performance using BADA
 New features in the Flight and Emissions Model (FLEM), including aircraft noise indicators for enhanced interdependency modelling and policy analysis.
 Integration and interfaces with higher-precision, pre-processing (“up-stream”) and postprocessing (“down-stream”) models; for instance, creating structural linkages from the AEROMS outputs to a range of downstream environmental models for detailed computation of noise,
emissions and environmental impacts (the AERO-MS is now linked to climate response models
for environmental impact assessment and policy analysis concerning the reduction of NOx
emissions and or the reduction of contrails and cirrus). Other linkages involve those with technology response, energy, macro-economic, interdependency metrics and impact monetisation
tools.
The calibration, validation and testing of the enhanced AERO-MS will be finished and reported in
the final quarter of 2012.
4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Further enhancement of the AERO-MS is needed, for instance, to address remaining SAVEproposed improvements, but also to be able in the future to fulfil the broadening needs of policymakers in the aviation & environment field. For the time being, there is no program, project or
study planned to further develop the AERO-MS. Opportunities will however come up when considering, for instance, a TEAM_Play follow-up project in the EU research framework programme and
or other relevant European programmes like Clean Sky and SESAR which involve evaluation, assessment and interdependency modelling activities.
5
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ABSTRACT: The emission, dispersion and transport of aviation black carbon particles in the atmosphere may trigger additional cirrus clouds (‘soot-cirrus’) or change the background distribution
of upper tropospheric ice particles. These effects and the sensitivity of aerosol and ice accumulation
to changes in flight altitude have been studied with the University of L’Aquila climate-chemistry
model (ULAQ-CCM), using emission inventories from the collaborative European project ECREACT4C. Formation of background upper tropospheric ice particles is included by means of homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing of super-cooled aerosols: this scheme considers the basic
physical processes that eventually determine the number of ice crystals Ni forming during an adiabatic ascent of air, including the link of Ni on temperature and updraft speed. Background ice particle formation is dominated by the homogeneous freezing process, producing the largest population
in the tropical upper troposphere. Ice changes from aviation are dominated by the heterogeneous
freezing mechanism, with the ice particle number density increasing with increasing BC particles
from aircraft emissions. RF changes produced by flight vertical displacement are negative/positive
for upward/downward displacement. A 2000 ft upward shift of aircraft routes, in fact, brings more
emissions into the stratosphere, where lower amounts of condensable water vapour are present and
less amounts are transported from below due to a rapid decrease of sub-grid updraft velocities
above the tropopause.
1

INTRODUCTION

The climate impact of current and potential future aviation is, by convention, quantified using the
metric ‘radiative forcing of climate’, since many climate experiments have found an approximately
linear relationship between a change in global mean radiative forcing (RF) and a change in global
mean surface temperature. The IPCC (1999) report pointed out that the potential contribution from
subsonic aviation for a range of 2050 scenarios could be between 3 and 7% of total radiative forcing, excluding cirrus cloud enhancement. Aviation RFs have recently been updated and quantified
for 2005 over those for 2000 (Sausen et al., 2005) and reflect the strong growth in traffic since 2000
(Lee et al., 2009). Aviation traffic grew in terms of RPK by 22.5% over the period 2000–2005, with
an increase in fuel usage of 8%, resulting in an increase in aviation RF of 14%. Lee et al. (2009) estimated that total aviation RF (excluding induced cirrus) in 2005 was 55 mW/m2 (23–87 mW/m2,
90% likelihood range), which is an average 3.5% of total anthropogenic forcing. Including estimates for aviation-induced cirrus, the total aviation RF increased in 2005 to 78 mW/m2 (38–139
mW/m2, 90% likelihood range), which represents an average 4.9% of total anthropogenic forcing.
The above numbers point out to the potential significant role of the aviation-induced cirrus cloudiness.
According to the current consensus state of knowledge, emissions from aviation directly affects
atmospheric chemistry and climate in the following ways, in terms of radiative forcing: positive RF
(warming) from emissions of CO2, H2O and black carbon soot particles (BC); negative RF (cooling)
from emissions of sulphate particles arising from sulphur in the fuel. The formation of persistent
*
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linear contrails that may form (depending upon atmospheric conditions) in the wake of an aircraft,
as well as the formation of contrail-cirrus cloud from spreading contrails similarly to line shapedcontrails both result in positive and negative RF effects but overall they are considered to cause a
positive RF effect (warming). In addition, aviation emissions indirectly affects atmospheric chemistry and climate in several ways; the one that will be addressed in this paper is a sub-component of
aviation-induced cirrus, through a mechanism whereby BC soot particles seed cirrus clouds (or
‘soot-cirrus’).
Soot may either increase or decrease the number of ice particles and impact upon both the albedo
and the emissivity of cirrus clouds. This effect may result in either positive or negative RF effects
(warming/cooling), but is rather uncertain over the sign (Penner et al., 2009). In other words, ‘soot
cirrus’ is defined here as cirrus clouds induced by (or perhaps altered by) the addition of heterogeneous ice nuclei from aviation (BC particles). The sensitivity of ‘soot cirrus’ ice particles has been
studied here by means of subsonic aircraft emission changes in altitude.
2

MODEL DESCRIPTION AND NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

ULAQ-CCM is a coupled climate-chemistry model, including on-line an aerosol module with microphysical processes for aerosol production, growth and removal, so that the aerosol size distribution and its perturbations to several external parameters can be predicted, as for example aviation
emissions of SO2 and black carbon aerosols (BC). Aerosol predictions from the ULAQ model have
been validated using ground-based, satellite and aircraft measurements (see, in this same volume,
Pitari et al., 2012). The ULAQ-CCM uses a T21 horizontal resolution and 126 log-pressure levels
from the ground to about 0.04 hPa, with an approximate resolution of 570 m, including troposphere
and stratosphere. The cirrus ice parameterization used is that for homogeneous freezing of supercooled aerosols (Kärcher and Lohmann, 2002a; Kärcher and Lohmann, 2002b): this scheme considers the basic physical processes that eventually determine the number of ice crystals Ni forming during an adiabatic ascent, including the link of Ni on temperature and updraft speed. In order to improve the model simulation of ice nucleation mechanisms, a first-order parameterization for
heterogeneous freezing has been introduced. In the parameterization used for the formation of aviation soot-cirrus particles in a model grid-box, the change of ice crystals number concentration ∆NiHET is calculated as a function of ∆NBC and PHET, where ∆NBC is the change of soot particles due to
aviation emissions, assuming a 10% non-hydrophobic fraction of the particles that may act as ice
nuclei. PHET, in turn, is the probability that heterogeneous freezing may occur at given grid-box in
the model, calculated as the probability to have ice super-saturation for a given temperature (RHICE
›100%) and taking into account water vapour transport due to sub-grid vertical updraft velocity
(Lohmann and Kärcher, 2002).
Five numerical experiments were performed with the ULAQ-CCM over a period of 15 years
(1996-2010) after a 5 years spin-up (1991-1995). Emission inventories are those for year 2006 provided in the collaborative EC-REACT4C project. The numerical experiments are listed here: no aircraft emissions (EXP1); pure gas emissions by the aircraft (EXP2); gas and particle aircraft emissions: EXP3 (BASE scenario), EXP3+ (PLUS scenario), EXP3- (MINUS scenario).
3

RESULTS

The calculated number, surface area and mass densities of cirrus ice particles are presented in Fig. 1
for EXP3. Ice particle number density maximum values reach 0.25 cm-3 at about 13 km altitude in
the equatorial latitude and their formation is generally dominated by the homogeneous freezing process: in the paper of Kärcher and Lohmann (2002b) the number density maximum reaches higher
values, probably because of higher values used for the updraft vertical velocity. In fact higher values of vertical velocity form more particles of smaller size.
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Fig.1: Zonally and annually averaged values over the entire 15 years period for ice number density (cm-3)
(divided into heterogeneous and homogeneous freezing production, cm-3 and 10-3 cm-3, respectively), surface
area (µm2/cm3) and mass densities (mg/cm3) (from top left to bottom right panels). Note that the grey scale
on the top left panel is for 10-3 cm-3.

For the same years above, the zonal mean changes due to aviation BC emissions are shown in
Fig. 2, in terms of soot and ice particle number. Differences are calculated between results from two
simulations: EXP3 (gas and particle aircraft emissions, BASE scenario) and EXP1 (no aircraft
emissions). Ice changes are dominated by the heterogeneous freezing mechanism (the ice number
density increases with increasing number of black carbon nuclei emitted by the aircraft), whereas a
smaller decrease is observed from homogeneous freezing, since less water vapor is available for
condensation after a fraction of water has been subtracted in ice particles formed via heterogeneous
freezing (which occurs at lower super-saturation values). The latter effect can be deduced when
comparing the top left panel in Fig. 1 with the right panel in Fig.2.

Fig.2: Zonally and annually averaged changes due to aviation soot emissions, in terms of soot and ice particle number densities (cm-3 and 10-3 cm-3, respectively). Note that the grey scale on the right panel is for 103 cm-3.
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The particle optical depth is shown in Fig. 3 (at 0.55 µm wavelength), with a comparison of aviation BC and calculated soot-cirrus values. Soot and soot-cirrus optical depth changes follow geographical pattern of aviation emissions, with some significant ice optical depth increase also in the
Northern Hemisphere high latitudes, because of the transport of aircraft emitted ICN towards the
high latitudes, where more frequent conditions of ice super-saturation are found. The calculated
horizontally averaged values for soot and soot-cirrus ice optical depth changes are found to be
4.1x10-6 and 3.3x10-4, respectively.

Fig.3: Annually averaged values of BC and ice optical depths at 0.55 µm, as 15-yrs averaged changes due to
aviation emissions.

The sensitivity of soot-cirrus formation to the emission altitude is shown in Fig. 4, where we calculate the changes between PLUS and MINUS scenarios with respect to the BASE case. The ice
particle behaviour is driven by the soot nuclei perturbation, with the largest impact produced by
heterogeneous freezing. As discussed above (see EXP3-EXP1), this last change is partially compensated by an opposite tendency produced by homogeneous freezing. Aviation soot-cirrus RF results
from the ULAQ-CCM are summarized in Table 1, along with RF sensitivity moving up or down the
cruise altitude (Table 2); short wave and infrared components of RF are shown separately. The calculated cirrus ice net RF due to aviation emissions is 19.0 mW/m2, in the range of independent
model estimates, on the lower limit (see introduction). RF changes produced by flight vertical displacement are negative/positive for upward/downward displacement, respectively. This is a meaningful finding, since a 2000 ft upward vertical shift of aircraft routes brings more emissions into the
stratosphere, where much lower amounts of condensable water vapour are present and less amounts
are transported from below due to a rapid decrease of sub-grid updraft velocities above the tropopause.
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Fig.4: Zonally and annually averaged BC and ice number density changes (cm-3 and 10-3 cm-3, respectively),
in order to study the soot-cirrus sensitivity to route altitudes: EXP3+ - EXP3 (upper panels), EXP3- - EXP3
(bottom panels). Note that the grey scale on the right panels is for 10-3 cm-3. Contour lines are spaced by 0.15
cm-3 (BC) and 0.15 x 10-3 cm-3 (ice).

ICE-SW
ICE-IR
ICE-NET
SOOT-NET

RF [mW/m2]
(EXP3+-EXP1)
-12.6
30.9
18.3
2.30

RF [mW/m2]
(EXP3-EXP1)
-12.9
31.9
19.0
2.22

RF [mW/m2]
(EXP3--EXP1)
-13.3
32.7
19.4
2.14

Table 1. Summary of ice Radiative Forcing mean values for year 2006, calculated using aircraft emission scenarios for
2006, along with BC direct RF.

ICE-SW
ICE-IR
ICE-NET
SOOT-NET

RF [mW/m2]
(EXP3+-EXP3)
0.3
-1.0
-0.7
0.07

RF [mW/m2]
(EXP3--EXP3)
-0.4
0.8
0.4
-0.08

Table 2. As in Table 1, but for RF changes due to 2000 ft vertical displacement of aircraft routes (PLUS-BASE on the
left, MINUS-BASE on the right).

4

CONCLUSIONS

This study on ‘soot-cirrus’ formation and its sensitivity to aircraft route altitudes shows that the net
global RF associated to both BC soot particles and ‘soot-cirrus’ ice particles decreases by 0.7
mW/m2 for a 2000 ft upward shift of aircraft routes, whereas it increases by 0.4 mW/m2 for a corre-
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sponding downward shift. A different latitudinal distribution of aircraft routes with more emissions
in the tropical regions would most likely change this finding, since more favourable ice supersaturation conditions would be found at higher altitudes in the tropical upper troposphere.
5
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ABSTRACT: The Schmidt-Appleman criterion defines the critical temperature for contrail formation. Offline contrail coverage simulations, similar to those described in Sausen et al. (1998),
were conducted using ERA-Interim reanalysis data from 2001 to 2011. These updated climatological data were coupled with the distance travelled calculated by the FAST emissions inventory model. The aircraft movements for the year 2006 were provided by the CAEP/8 Modelling and Database Group (MDG), and their projections were used to estimate the global contrail coverage for
2016, assuming present-day meteorology. The results showed that significant projected growth in
air traffic between 2006 and 2016 produced an increase in global contrail coverage by a factor of
1.6. The radiative forcing (RF) impacts based on these coverages and updated temperaturedependent contrail properties, will be calculated with an offline Radiative Transfer Model in the
next phase of the study.
1

INTRODUCTION

Contrails form and persist in ice-supersaturated regions of the upper troposphere. They reduce the
amount of short-wave (SW) solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface as well as the long-wave
(LW) radiation emitted into space. The net radiative forcing (RF) is the residual of the LW and SW
opposing effects. The 2005 global contrails net RF is estimated to be 11.8 mWm-2, and by 2050 this
is expected to increase to 37.2–55.4 mWm-2 (Lee et al., 2009). These RF estimates were linearly
scaled from fuel burnt and RF reference values based on older inventories and methods. In this
study, distance travelled from a recent 3D aircraft emissions inventory were used in an offline global contrail coverage model. This forms the first phase of the study of providing an updated estimate
of the RF impacts from future air traffic.
2

DISTANCE TRAVELLED

The 2006 distance travelled was calculated with the global model of aircraft movements and emissions, ‘FAST’ (Owen et al., 2010) using the CAEP8/MDG movements (ICAO/CAEP, 2009). This
baseline inventory is similar to the one used for the EU 7th Framework project, REACT4C. The total distance travelled in 2006 for all altitudes was 39 billion km, with approximately 86% of it occurring above 500 hPa (approximately 5 km), where ambient conditions tend to meet the contrail
formation criterion. The spatial distribution for these distances is presented in Figure 1 (a), showing
the greatest amount of traffic over North America, Western Europe, the Far East and the North Atlantic Flight Corridor (NAFC). In these regions, the distance travelled was more than 10 million
km.
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Figure 1(a): Base year 2006 and (b) 2016/2006 ratio for integrated distance travelled for altitudes above 500
hPa

The calculated distance travelled for 2016 is based on CAEP8/MDG aircraft movement central projections (ICAO/CAEP, 2009). By 2016, the global distance is estimated to be 58 billion km, with
87% of these distances occurring above 500 hPa. Figure 1(b) shows the ratio of distance travelled
between years 2016 and 2006. It is evident from Figure 1(b) that there are strong regional differences, with the highest growth observed in areas of the developing world and Australasia. Here,
growth between 2× to 5× of baseline traffic were observed. For areas of the world with high densities of traffic in 2006, such as Western Europe and North America, the distance is also expected to
grow, but with a lower factor of less than 1.5×.
3

POTENTIAL CONTRAIL COVERAGE (BPC)

The ERA-Interim data (ECMWF, 2012) from 2001 to 2011 across four time slices (0, 6, 12 and 18
UTC) were used to represent current meteorology. The potential contrail coverage was calculated
by applying the offline methodology described by Sausen et al. (1998) to this meteorology. The
propulsion efficiency values for the aircraft fleet for the years 2006 and 2016 were assumed to be
0.36 and 0.4, respectively. Figure 2(a) shows an example of how bpc at 12 UTC in 2006 may look,
assuming present day climate. Here, 12 UTC was chosen as an example because out of the four
time slices used, this was the one with the greatest amount of global air traffic. The global potential
coverage for 2006 was found to be 19.8%, with the largest values in tropical and polar regions.

Figure 2(a): Base year 2006 and (b) 2016/2006 ratio for integrated potential contrail coverage at 12 UTC
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The global potential contrail coverage is estimated to increase by about 1% between 2006 and 2016.
Figure 2(b) shows the 2016 bpc changes with respect to 2006 caused by the change in fleet propulsion efficiency. These results do not account for future changes in temperature and water vapour
since present-day meteorology is assumed.
4

CONTRAIL COVERAGE (BCO)

The distance travelled and potential contrail coverage described in Sections 2 and 3 were used to
produce the contrail coverage for 2006 and 2016. The results for 2006, depicted in Figure 3(a), produced a global contrail coverage of 0.098%, with the highest values over North America, Western
Europe, the Far East and the NAFC. This value is within the 0.07-0.11% range from previous studies, based on different movement inventories and methodologies (Stuber and Forster, 2007; Rap et
al., 2010; Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2011; Frömming et al., 2011).

Figure 3(a): Base year 2006 and (b) 2016/2006 ratio for contrail coverage

Figure 3(b) shows the contrail coverage for 2016 traffic and present-day meteorology. The combination of significant growth in air traffic (1.5×) and a small increase in potential contrail coverage
(1.01) resulted in a 1.6× increase in global contrail coverage. Regionally, the changes in contrail
coverage are mainly linked to traffic growth with a slight enhancement at high latitudes where bpc
shows a larger increase.
5

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND FURTHER WORK

In this study, assuming present-day meteorology, the global contrail coverage for 2006 was estimated to be 0.098%. This value falls within the range from previous studies, 0.07–0.11% (Stuber and
Forster, 2007; Rap et al., 2010; Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2011; Frömming et al., 2011). The 2016
coverage was estimated to be 0.155%, representing a 1.6× increase, which is slightly larger than
that of the distance travelled. This is partly as a result of increased potential contrail coverage linked
to fleet propulsion efficiency. In the next phase of the study, contrail RF will be calculated offline
with the UK Meteorological Office’s two-stream radiative transfer model (Edwards and Slingo,
1996) which accounts explicitly for the SW and LW scattering by ice clouds. A sophisticated parameterization of the radiative properties of ice clouds in the model, based on a bimodal ice particle
size distribution, allows a temperature-dependent prescription of the size and the mass of the particles in both size modes (De León et al., 2012) and will be used to estimate the impact of future air
traffic on contrail RF.
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ABSTRACT: The transportation sector, including land transport, shipping and aviation, is one of
the major sources of tropospheric aerosol. Aerosol particles can have a significant impact on climate and can affect air quality, in particular in the urban, densely populated areas, with consequent
adverse health effects. Emissions from the transportation sector are expected to grow in the near future, especially in the developing countries. At the same time, various mitigation strategies are being applied in order to reduce air pollution and climate impacts. In this work we use the EMACMADE global aerosol model to quantify the impact of transportation on global aerosol. We consider a present-day scenario (2000) and use the CMIP5 emission dataset developed in support of IPCC
AR5. The model is evaluated by comparing simulated aerosol concentrations and optical depth to
station data, focusing on areas where traffic pollution is expected to play a significant role: Europe
(EMEP network data), South-East Asia (EANET) and United States (CASTNET and IMPROVE).
An important issue in modeling aerosol from traffic-related sources is to achieve an accurate representation of the size distribution of emitted particles, also due to the relatively coarse spatial resolution of global models, which cannot resolve the fine scales typical for the emission processes (and
related chemical and microphysical interactions). To quantify the resulting uncertainties, we perform additional sensitivity studies considering different assumptions on the size distributions of
emitted aerosol. First results are presented and future prospects are discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Land transportation, shipping, and aviation emit several types of gaseous and aerosol species which
can have a significant impact on atmospheric composition, affecting both air quality and climate.
According to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (Kahn Ribeiro et al., 2007), traffic is one of the
most relevant source of CO2 emissions, with the largest contribution from land transport. Energy
use from the transportation sector is growing at a rate of 2 %/yr, with developing countries and
growing economies experiencing stronger increases.
The impact of aerosol particles on climate is due to both direct interactions with radiation (scattering and absorption, direct aerosol effect) and modifications of cloud microphysical properties and
lifetime (indirect aerosol effect). These effects can modify the Earth’s radiation budget and cool or
warm the atmosphere at different spatial and temporal scales. Aerosol can also have a negative impact on air quality and human health. Particles with diameter smaller than 2.5 m (known as PM2.5)
are particularly harmful, due to their ability to affect the human respiratory system. The regions
where the traffic activity is most intense, like urban areas, vicinity of harbors and airports are most
exposed to transport-related air pollution.
In this work, we aim at providing a comprehensive model-based analysis of the impact of
transport (land transport, shipping and aviation) on global atmospheric aerosol on the global scale.
We use the EMAC-MADE global aerosol climate model, combined with an emission inventory designed in support of the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (Lamarque et al., 2010). We perform a set
of sensitivity simulations in order to quantify the uncertainty associated with the assumptions on the
size distribution of emitted particles, which is essential to determine their number. We present result
*
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for year 2000 conditions. The impacts of future scenarios, based on the different Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCP, Moss et al., 2010), will be the subject of a follow-up study.
2

THE EMAC-MADE GLOBAL AEROSOL MODEL

The ECHAM/MESSy Atmopsheric Chemistry (EMAC) model is a numerical chemistry and climate
simulation system designed to describe tropospheric and stratospheric processes (Jöckel et al.,
2006). It uses the Modular Earth Submodel System (MESSy) to link multi-institutional computer
codes. The core atmospheric model is the European Center Hamburg General circulation model
(ECHAM5, Roeckner et al., 2006). For this work, the model is run in a T42L19 resolution (2.8° on
a Gaussian grid and 19 vertical layers up to 10 hPa). MADE (Lauer et al., 2005, 2007) is the submodule that simulates aerosol microphysics and describes the aerosol population by means of three
log-normal modes (Aitken, accumulation and coarse mode). It includes black carbon (BC), particulate organic matter (POM), aerosol sulfate (SO4), nitrate (NO3) and ammonium (NH4), mineral dust,
sea salt and aerosol water.
The effects of transportation are estimated by comparing simulations in which emissions from
individual transport sectors are switched off (NOLAND, NOSHIP, NOAIRC) with a reference simulation (REF), which includes all emission sources. All simulations cover a period of 10 years
(1996-2005) and are performed in the so-called nudged mode, using ECMWF operational analysis
data to constrain model dynamics in order to minimize dynamical differences in the different experiments.
The model has been evaluated in previous studies (Lauer et al., 2005, 2007 and Aquila et al.,
2011). Since a new set of emissions is used here (see next section), additional evaluation is performed, by comparing simulated aerosol concentrations and aerosol optical depth with station data
from different networks (EMEP, IMPROVE, CASTNET, EANET and AERONET) in different regions (Europe, North America and Asia). This comparison shows a particularly good agreement for
PM10, PM2.5 and AOD, while discrepancies occur in the case of NO3, a problem possibly related to
the model simplified chemical mechanism adopted for this study (including basic tropospheric
background chemistry and the sulphur cycle).
3

EMISSION SETUP AND SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF THE EMITTED PARTICLES

We use the CMIP5 anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions from Lamarque et al. (2010) for
the year 2000. We also derive sulfur emission for the aviation sector (not available in the original
dataset), by scaling BC emission with the corresponding emission factors. BC emission factors are
estimated from the QUANTIFY data (Lee et al. 2005) as the ratio between emission and fuel consumption, while for SO2 a value of 0.8 g(SO2)/kgfuel is taken (Lee et al., 2010). An additional sensitivity study for low-sulfur scenario is performed, with a value of 0.0052 g(SO2)/kgfuel (Petzold et al.,
1999).
The emission dataset does not include information about number emissions, which must be derived from mass emissions by assuming typical size distribution of emitted particles. These assumptions are critical, since they determine the number of emitted particles and can have a large impact
on the resulting effects, both in terms of concentrations and of climate impacts. Information about
size distribution is very uncertain and depends on the emitting source, on the local conditions and
on the age of polluted air masses. In order to assess these uncertainties, we perform sensitivity
simulations with different assumptions on the size of the particles emitted from the transportation
sectors. The parameters are taken as much as possible from measurements close to the relevant area
(urban areas, ship plumes, aircraft exhaust plumes).
3.1 For land transport, we assume:

 AEROCOM (REF): based on Dentener et al. (2006, D06) recommendations, in reasonable
agreement with measurements in Berlin urban area (Birmili et al., 2009, B09).
 YOUNG: based on the measurements of B09, including a young Aitken mode and a soot
mode.
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 AGED: based on the measurements of B09, considering a more aged population, with a soot
and an accumulation mode.
3.2 For shipping:

 AGED2 (REF): based on measurements in aged plumes by Petzold et al. (2008), which were
already applied in Righi et al. (2011, R11).
 AGED1: similar to AGED2, with slightly different values for the parameters.
 AGEDALL: assumes a very aged population, with all particles released in the accumulation
mode with parameters from D06
3.3 For aviation:

 HIGH-S (REF): based on measurements by Petzold et al. (1999, P99) of engine exhausts.
 LOW-S: uses the same parameters as HIGH-S, but assumes a lower fuel sulfur content
(0.0052 vs. 0.8 g(SO2)/kgfuel).
 NUC: assigns sulfur particles to a nucleation mode based on the simulations by Kärcher et
al. (2007, K07).
4

RESULTS

The impacts of traffic emissions on tropospheric aerosol mass burden are summarized in Figure 1.
Burdens are computed for a relevant domain specific for each sector, that is the lower boundary
layer (0-250 m height) for land transport (over continents) and shipping (over ocean), whereas for
aviation an altitude range of about 8-13 km is considered, which corresponds to the typical cruise
altitudes for the current fleet. The results reveal that land transport impacts are dominated by BC
and NO3, which are related to the large emissions of BC and NOx for this sector. The latter is also
due to relatively low amounts of SO4 from land transport, which leaves more ammonia available for
the formation of ammonium nitrate. The shipping sector impact is also dominated by NO3, with
significant effects also on SO4. Carbonaceous components are quite low, due to low emissions.
However ships are the only direct source of pollution over the ocean, therefore their relative importance might be non-negligible. Aviation effects in the upper troposphere are mostly due to BC
and SO4, while the NO3 concentration is decreased, since SO4 emission from aircraft hamper the
formation of nitrate at these altitudes.

Figure 1: Relative contribution of the traffic sectors to the multi-year average mass burdens in the two lowermost model layers (0-250 m), for land transport (on the continents) and shipping (on the oceans), and between model layers 7 and 9 (8-13 km), for aviation. The value on top of each bar shows the corresponding
absolute contribution (in units of Gg).
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The geographical distributions of traffic impacts are shown in Figure 2 for the most relevant species. BC surface level changes due to transport (top-left panel) are most evident on the continents.
Largest values of about 1 g/m3 are found over Eastern U.S., Europe, India and China and in the vicinity of large metropolitan areas outside these regions. The relative contributions (bottom-left panel) are also significant and can be larger than 50% in several regions. Interestingly, the impact of
land transport over China and India is quite low in relative terms, in spite of large absolute changes,
due to the presence of other pollution sources (like industry or domestic sources), which dominates
over land transport emissions. Shipping (middle panels) largely affects SO4 concentration over the
oceans, with variations above 1 g/m3 (40-60 %) along the most-travelled routes (Northern Pacific
and Central Atlantic). These effects can be important also along the coastlines, with significant impacts for air pollution and a potentially large adverse effect on human health for these regions. Aviation effects (right panels) are mostly confined to the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes, at around
250 hPa, although some effect can be noticed also close to the surface, due to airport activities.

Figure 2: Multi-year average absolute impact (top) and relative contribution (bottom) of land transport on BC
surface level concentration (left, with AEROCOM size distribution), of shipping on SO4 surface level concentration (middle, with AGED2 size distribution) and of aviation on BC zonal mean concentration (right,
with HIGH-S size distribution). Non-significant grid points (according to the t-test at 95% confidence level)
are masked out in gray.

The impact on particle number (Figure 3, in terms of burdens, similar to Figure 1) suggests a quite
strong dependency of the results on the assumed size distribution of the emitted particles. The impact of land transport emissions on number concentration decreases when a more aged size distribution is assumed (AGED), while similar impacts are found for the AEROCOM and YOUNG distributions. For shipping, results are quite similar and confirm the previous study by R11, who assumed
the same size distributions with a different emission setup. The simulated aviation effects reveal a
very strong change in number concentration, depending on the fuel sulphur content (HIGH_S versus LOW_S), opening interesting perspectives in view of future prospects on the adoption of lowsulfur fuels for aircrafts. The inclusion of a more detailed description of nucleating particles from
aircraft (NUC) does not show a critical impact in terms of number.
We plan to extend this study by considering 2030 emissions in different RCPs. We expect important changes, with decreasing impacts of land transport traffic over Europe and U.S. (due to regulations and improved technologies) and increasing effects in South East Asia (due to growing
economy). Reduced sulfur content in shipping fuels, in view of recent policy measures, should also
produce significant changes with respect to the present day situation. Aviation impacts are projected
to grow in all scenarios, due to increasing traffic.
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Figure 3: Relative contribution of the traffic sectors to the multi-year average number burdens for the different sensitivity analyses. The Aitken/accumulation modes are marked with the solid/hatched pattern. Values
are calculated on the same domains as for mass burdens (Figure 1).

5

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The main conclusions of this work can be summarized as follows:
 Land transport significantly impacts surface level aerosol (BC and NO3) concentrations, with
highest effect over Eastern U.S., Europe, India and China.
 The shipping impact is mostly due to aerosol sulfate (SO4) and peaks along the shipping routes
of the Northern Pacific and the Central Atlantic. Significant effects are also simulated along the
coastlines, with possible important consequences on air pollution and health.
 The effects of aviation are mostly confined to the Northern mid-latitudes upper troposphere and
lowermost stratosphere, although some impacts can be noticed at the surface level, related to
emissions from airport activities.
 Impacts on number concentration are very sensitive to adopted size distributions for emitted
particles.
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ABSTRACT: Ten years (2001 to 2010) of upper-atmospheric observations from 4x daily dry-biascorrected radiosonde ascents from Valentia (Ireland) are analyzed via application of the SchmidtAppleman criterion to characterize the susceptibility of the atmosphere over Ireland to contrail formation and persistence seasonally, diurnally and inter-annually. A 10-yr AVHRR contrailclimatology for Ireland (51-56N and 11-4W) is also compiled using an Automated Contrail Detection Algorithm (CDA) (Mannstein et al., 1999). From analysis of radiosonde observations, an average contrail-layer thickness of 1.1 km, and a ~20% probability of contrail-layer occurrence is found.
However, strong seasonal and diurnal variability is observed in contrail-layer thickness and probabilities. The thickest contrail-layers of 1.5 km are found in 00:00 and 06:00 UTC ascents in winter
(DJF), corresponding to contrail-layer occurrence probabilities of 27 and 31% respectively – and
coinciding with a night-time peak in transatlantic flights crossing Irish airspace at ~04:00 UTC. On
average, the thinnest contrail-layers (0.6 km) are found in 12:00 UTC ascents during summer (JJA)
months (with a 5% probability of contrail-layer occurrence).
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) imagery from multiple NOAA satellites
at 03:30, 06:00, 12:00 and 22:25 UTC from 2001 to 2010 are examined using the CDA in conjunction with an Interactive Contrail Assessment Tool (Minnis et al., 2005). Inconsistencies arise when
comparing contrail-coverages and optical depths from multiple satellites, due to slight calibration
differences of the thermal channels, which must be corrected to produce a consistent contrailclimatology. Analyses of coincident 12:00 UTC AVHRR imagery from different satellites indicate
that, when appropriate bias-correction methods are implemented, consistent contrail-coverage results across multiple NOAA satellites are achievable. The 12:00 UTC contrail-coverage was greatest in DJF (1%) and MAM (1%), less in SON (0.9%) and least in JJA (0.7%) with high inter-annual
variability. In general, monthly trends in contrail-coverage are in good general agreement with
trends observed in CISSLs and Irish overflights. Optical depth is also retrieved for all imagery and
an average value (across all satellites), before bias-correction, of 0.24 is found (with no seasonal
trend observed). Optical depth values were slightly lower following manual assessment of imagery
but still approximately double the value quoted by Meyer et al., (2002) and in good agreement with
the results of Minnis et al. (2011).
1

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft condensation-trails (contrails) produced in the wake of jet aircraft have been found to produce a positive net radiative forcing effect: with strong regional, seasonal and diurnal dependencies.
A regional linear-contrail Radiative Forcing (RF) estimate of +0.23 Wm-2 was derived for a region
*
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in the UK near a flight corridor (Stuber et al., 2007). However, this value does not include the effect of contrail-induced cirrus cloud, which is estimated by Burkhardt et al., (2011) to be about 9
times that of linear contrails alone. Considering Ireland’s location at the entrance to the North Atlantic Flight Corridor, with more than one quarter million overflights annually through Irish space
at altitudes above 24,000 ft, contrail climate impacts could be of particular concern to the Irish regional climate.
The susceptibility of the atmosphere over Ireland to contrail formation (and persistence), by this
high density of commercial air-traffic, is analyzed by applying the modified Schmidt-Appleman criterion of Schumann (2005) to 10 years of 4x daily radiosonde ascents from Valentia. The radiative
impact of contrails is dependent upon the amount of sky-area covered and the contrail optical depth.
Both contrail-coverages and optical depths are retrieved from AVHRR satellite imagery. A proposed method of combining results from imagery from multiple AVHRR instruments onboard different satellites is presented which provides reasonably consistent results across different satellites.
This will enable a consistent multi-satellite contrail climatology to be compiled over an entire decade to facilitate the assessment of the potential Irish regional climate impact of contrails.
2

RADIOSONDE RESULTS

To determine the atmospheric susceptibility of the Irish atmosphere to contrail formation and persistence, 10 years (2001 to 2010) of atmospheric radiosonde soundings from Valentia (in south-west
Ireland), at 4x daily intervals are analyzed.
Contrail critical temperatures (Tcrit(RH)) are calculated based on the modified Schmidt-Appleman
criterion (Schumann, 2005). For contrails to form and persist, the atmosphere must be supersaturated with respect to ice, and the ambient temperature must be below the calculated Tcrit(RH). Standard
resolution RS80A (2001 to 2005) and RS92 (2006 to 2010) dry-bias-corrected radiosonde ascent
profiles are examined for the presence of Contrail Ice-Supersaturated Layers (CISSLs). CISSLs are
found in ~20% of the 13,734 valid ascent profiles evaluated in this study.
The greatest frequency of CISSL occurrence over Ireland, (as shown in Table 1) is found in the
06:00 UTC ascents in winter (DJF). The overall seasonal variability in 18:00 and 06:00 UTC ascents show the strong impact of daylight hours on CISSL occurrence.
Table 1: 10-yr average CISSL percentage frequency of occurrence (left) and thickness in km (right)
CISSL
Frequency
(%)
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
ANNUAL

00:00
UTC

06:00
UTC

12:00
UTC

18:00
UTC

All
Ascents

27
30
24
26
27

31
26
16
27
25

16
10
5
10
10

28
16
5
24
18

26
20
12
22
20

Average
CISSL thickness (km)
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
ANNUAL

00:00
UTC

06:00
UTC

12:00
UTC

18:00
UTC

All
Ascents

1.5
1.2
0.9
1.2
1.2

1.5
1.2
0.8
1.2
1.2

1.0
1.1
0.6
0.8
0.9

1.4
1.0
0.7
1.0
1.1

1.3
1.2
0.7
1.0
1.1

Typically, CISSLs are ~1.1 km thick with strong seasonal and diurnal dependencies. The average
winter and summer (JJA) values across all ascents (1.3 and 0.7 km, respectively) are similar to
those found in the UK (1.3 and 0.9 km) by Rädel and Shine (2007), with typically lower JJA values
in this study. The lower values of CISSL thickness and frequency during summer observed in this
study are most likely due to the use of a contrail critical temperature threshold that is specifically
calculated throughout each ascent profile, at every pressure level - which is often much lower than
the upper limit of -40 oC critical temperature threshold that was used by Rädel and Shine (2007) to
identify ‘cold’ ice-supersaturated regions (CISSRs). However, imposing a fixed contrail critical
temperature does remove some of the dependencies of results on ambient relative humidity, pressure level and particularly aircraft contrail-factor (and some of these associated measurement uncertainties). By doing so, more universally applicable information about the atmosphere is presented,
however for the purposes of this study it is preferable to attempt to constrain the CISSL results to
the conditions of contrail formation and persistence of the typical commercial jet aircraft flying
through the ‘real’ atmosphere (i.e. as a function of pressure and ambient relative humidity).
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The strong seasonal/diurnal influence on CISSL frequency and thickness found in this study is
dampened if contrail critical temperature (Tcrit(RH)) is not calculated explicitly as a function of pressure and ambient relative humidity, and may also lead to an overestimation of contrail frequencies
(for commercial aircraft) at certain pressure levels. To investigate this further, CISSLs (with
Tcrit(RH) calculated using the modified Schmidt-Appleman criterion of Schumann (2005)) and
CISSRs (with Tcrit(233 K) set fixed at -40 oC (233 K)) were analyzed for the 200, 250, and 300 hPa
pressure levels for all Valentia radiosonde ascents over the ten years of interest. At higher pressure
levels, the difference between CISSL and CISSR is more apparent. For some months (e.g. November and December), contrail frequency will either slightly increase, or substantially decease, with altitude between 200 and 300 hPa depending on whether CISSR(Tcrit(233 K)) or CISSL(Tcrit(RH)) is used.
In both cases, the 250 hPa pressure level indicates the highest contrail frequency of occurrence for
most months.

Figure 1: Comparison of 10 yr average CISSL (Tcrit as calculated using the modified Schmidt-Appleman criterion) [solid lines] and CISSR (Tcrit held fixed at 233 K) [dashed lines].

At the 250 hPa pressure level, where the mean Tcrit(RH) is ~222 K, contrail frequency is overestimated in August and September, due to generally warmer ambient summer temperatures. At 200
hPa, the mean Tcrit(RH) is ~220 K and the ambient temperatures are generally below this value - so
there is very little difference between CISSL and CISSR and both will depend mainly on icesupersaturation conditions. At 300 hPa, where the mean Tcrit(RH) ~224 K, there is a huge difference
between CISSL and CISSR as ambient temperatures typically fall between 224 and 233 K. This is
potentially a very important consideration for flight level studies of contrail-susceptible atmospheric
conditions and suggests that when planning operational flight rerouting to avoid contrails, whilst
minimizing fuel usage and other aircraft emissions, the modified Schmidt-Appleman criterion
should be used to calculate Tcrit(RH) for the aircraft type as a function of pressure, relative humidity
and temperature over the proposed route.
Since Tcrit(RH) varies only by ~0.4 K in the monthly mean values, some experimentation was carried out to calculate CISSR using other set values of Tcrit as a function of pressure. Using Tcrit = 224
K (and not 233 K), gives results similar to CISSLs in 96% of ascents. The 4% difference between
CISSR224K and CISSLTcrit(RH) is statistically significant, indicating that Tcrit(RH) should ideally be calculated for each individual case as explained above.
3

SATELLITE CONTRAIL RETRIEVALS

3.1 Creating a consistent satellite contrail climatology

Differences in the brightness temperatures of contrails at two specific thermal infrared wavelengths
and their characteristic linear shape allow them to be detected by passive satellite remote sensing
methods. The automated Contrail Detection Algorithm (CDA) of Mannstein et al., (1999) is applied
to ten years of archived AVHRR thermal imagery using the 11 and 12 µm brightness temperatures
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obtained from multiple NOAA satellites over Ireland to estimate the percentage contrail-coverage
(CC%) of each scene.
Harmonizing data acquired from different satellites can add significant value to the outputs but
also poses a number of problems, such as the introduction of a potential inconsistency in the derived
data due to slight differences in the calibration of the thermal channels, which must be taken into
account. To this end, a sampling of coincident 2007 AVHRR noon imagery from the NOAA-17
(N17) and NOAA-18 (N18) satellites were processed using the CDA in conjunction with the Interactive Contrail Assessment Tool of Minnis et al., (2005) that allows the user to subjectively
add/remove contrails as required. Slight differences in the CDA’s detection efficiency (DE) and
false-alarm rates (FAR) for each satellite were found and seasonally-dependant CC% correction
factors were derived and applied to the imagery.

Figure 2: Comparison of coincident N17 and N18 noon contrail-coverage, before (‘uncorr’) and after manual
post-processing.

Comparisons of updated CC% for 2007 indicate that N17 and N18 coincident imagery produce results that are reasonably consistent, i.e. no statistically significant difference between concurrent
CC% results, an average CC% difference similar to the FARs for each satellite and a correlation coefficient ~0.9. This suggests that, with appropriate care taken, it is possible to create a reasonably
consistent contrail climatology using AVHRR imagery from multiple satellites.
Imagery from other years was examined with the Interactive Contrail Assessment Tool to provide a more robust evaluation of DE, FAR and bias-correction factors (CFs). CFs for winter, spring
(MAM), summer, and autumn (SON) for N18 are 1.03, 0.94, 0.89, and 0.98, respectively, and for
N17 are 0.88, 0.95, 0.76 and 0.89. N17 and N18 have DEs of 80.8% and 81.8%, with FARs of 0.26
and 0.23, respectively.
For both satellites, minimum CFs occur during JJA indicating that CC% is generally overestimated more during this time of year by the automated method. In general, N17 requires more correction than N18 and only N18 in winter months shows a very slight underestimation of CC%.
Overall, the CFs are close to 1 (CF = 1 means no correction required) and little correction to this
value is required generally. However, the seasonal variation in CF for each satellite does indicate
the need to apply an appropriate bias-correction to CC% in order to obtain a more accurate representation of the seasonal variation in CC%. It should also be noted that very faint contrails are not
as yet detectable in satellite imagery and therefore cannot be evaluated in this study (Kärcher et al.,
2009). Thus, the reported CC% may still be an underestimation.
3.2 Seasonally-derived noon contrail-coverages over Ireland

Following application of the bias-correction factors discussed in the previous section (broken down
even further to a monthly correction factor), the monthly mean CC% for Ireland from each satellite
is obtained.
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Figure 3: N17 (top) & N18 (bottom) noon monthly mean CC%, with 10 yr average CISSL noon thickness.

Figure 4: Monthly mean overflights (above 24,000ft) through Irish-airspace from 2002 to 2008.

As shown, the corrected CC% monthly means for all N17 and N18 noon imagery covering Ireland [51-56N and 4-11W] show good agreement across both satellites. The 10 yr average monthly
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mean CISSL thickness from Valentia is also presented in these graphs for reference purposes. As
both graphs demonstrate, the seasonal trend in CC% is similar to CISSL thickness for most months.
During October (and April), the peak in CC% (observed for both satellites) is likely due to a
combination of increased CISSL formation frequency and increased overflights during these
months. The February peak in CC% is likely related to maximum in 12:00 UTC CISSL frequency
of occurrence. In July, when the 12:00 UTC CISSL thicknesses and frequency are at a minimum,
overflights through Irish airspace reach their summer peak - this suggests that contrail events in July, when they do occur, are more likely to be extreme. This might explain a greater average CC%
than might otherwise have been expected by CISSL results alone.
3.3 Irish Contrail Optical Depth

Using the method of Meyer et al., (2002), contrail optical depth values were derived from each
image. The average (uncorrected) value for Ireland from all satellites is ~0.24 and varies from 0.17
(N14) to 0.28 (N18) with no seasonal trend observed. These values are double those found in Central Europe with AHVRR (Meyer et al., 2002), but are in good overall agreement with Minnis et al.,
(2011) using MODIS imagery.

Figure 5: N17 & N18 optical depth of original, added, deleted and final contrails after manual postprocessing of imagery.

Optical depth values were lower for both satellites after the manual assessment was performed.
When optical depth values were corrected, the mean N17 value went from 0.21 to 0.20 and the
mean N18 value dropped from 0.28 to 0.24. For both satellites, the average optical depth of ‘deleted’ contrails was larger than the average while slightly fainter contrails (with lower than average
optical depths) were added. Very faint contrails are not detectable in satellite imagery and cannot be
evaluated in this study, thus it is possible that even the updated lower optical depth values may still
be a slight overestimation.
4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on ten years of 4x daily Valentia radiosonde ascents, contrail susceptible atmospheric conditions occur more often at night in winter and spring. AVHRR imagery from multiple NOAA satellites can be successfully combined to create an observational contrail climatology that is reasonably
consistent, when differences in the CDA’s DEs and FARs are evaluated and accounted for. Strong
inter-annual variability in CC% was found across N17 and N18 noon imagery. Seasonal variations
in CC% were observed in response to varying contrail-layer conditions and overflights. Overall,
noon CISSL results were in good general agreement with satellite-derived 12:00 UTC contrailcoverages from the two different AVHRR instruments presented.
A 10 yr consistent satellite-derived contrail-coverage, optical depth and long-wave RF climatology for Ireland is currently being compiled and analyzed using AVHRR imagery from multiple
NOAA satellites at 12:00, 06:00, 03:30 and 22:25 UTC to investigate the potential regional climate
impact of contrails.
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1

STATEMENT OF THE SITUATION

Increasing air traffic has forced the EU Institutions to face goals in order to reduce the engine emissions. The gas turbine engine manufacturers are required to increase the engine efficiency, reducing
fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. In recent years increased concerns about environmental
issues at airports and the surrounding communities as well as the global impact on climate change,
have led regulatory agencies to investigate measurement methodologies for limiting particulate matter emitted by aircraft engines.
2

USING CFD AS A TOOL IN ENGINE TESTING

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a powerful tool that allows the study of a fluid configuration for a given geometry and working conditions.
The INTA test bed cell is been designed to accommodate the biggest of the civil aircraft engines.
It is comprised of an air intake, the main test cell, the augmentor tube where the exhaust gases are
discharged, a silencer basket and an exhaust chimney.
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The purpose of the CFD study can be summarized in these lines:
1) To ascertain the pathlines of the flow since it leaves the engine until it exhausts through the
stack.
2) To map the temperatures, pressures and velocities of the stream.
3) To calculate the ratio of air that flows through the cell but does not pass through the engine
(dilution ratio).
4) To set the criteria for the installation of a Continuous Emissions Monitoring System
(CEMS) in the stack of the Test Facility.
5) To ascertain the criteria for a later study about the dispersion of the weight of the pollutant
in the local area in relation with the environmental conditions (wind, temperature and relative humidity).
Using ANSYS Fluent as a CFD tool, ICEM CFD as the mesher and CATIA as the design program,
the flow configuration for a high bypass civil aircraft engine in the INTA testing facility has been
studied.
Knowing the geometry of the engine, the mass flux that exits the engine, the exhaust temperature
of the gasses (both core-primary flux and bypass-secondary flux) and the operating conditions, the
simulations performed consist in a 2D simulation for the airflow in the test cell, since the gasses
leave the engine until the mixed flow of engine exhaust and the air that enters the test cell hit the
drilled basket that lies at the end of the augmentor discharge tube. From this situation, a profile of
temperature and mass flow is extracted form the 2D and modified as a boundary condition for a 3D
simulation in the chimney. After the calculations in the chimney are done, the physical properties of
the flux that exits the facility are known, and a 3D calculation of the flux that surrounds the facility
is made for an array of different exterior windspeeds.
2.1 2D simulations:

Taking advantage of the discharge tube’s cylindrical geometry, a simplified bidimensional axilsymetric model has been calculated for conditions that vary from low idle to the engine’s maximum
takeoff condition. The geometry used for the simulation is as follows:

This grid simulates the exhaust of the gasses that go through the engine, the air that flows around
the engine and the discharge of the mix into the augmentor tube. These gasses travel along the
length of the augmentor, where they mix, until they hit the drilled basket at its end. The basket is
simulated as a porous volume, so that a profile can be extracted for the next part of the simulation.
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Detail of the basket:

An array of simulations is then performed for different engine workpoints.
Velocity contours for maximum takeoff:

Extrapolating the solution obtained in the bidimensional simulation, a new simulation is run. The
profiles obtained at the end of the discharge tube are used as a boundary condition for a 3D simulation of the flux in the inside of the facility’s exhaust chimney:
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Once simulated, the results are used to calculate pathlines and maps along the chymney:

Thanks to these simulations profiles of temperature, velocity, and chemical species and pathlines
are predicted in the flowfield. These profiles at the outlet of the exhaust’s chimney can be used to
predict the dispersion of the gases once outside of the facility.
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2.2 Study of pathlines in the exterior:

For this calculation a 3D simulation of the airflow of the test cell is used. The external conditions
are varied for different airspeeds blowing in the direction from the exhaust chimney to the intake.
The simulations have been done using the exhaust profile for the engine at max takeoff conditions.
As can be seen in the next images, results vary dramatically win the external windspeed:
For an external airflow of 5 m/s:
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For an external airflow of 10 m/s:

2.3 Dilution calculation:

For the sampling of the emissions to be accurate, it is necessary to know the amount of air that goes
through the test cell at the different workpoints. The results can be summarized in the next graphic:
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It is then observed that at high power the dilution ratio descends almost following a 2nd order polynomial tendency. This has to be taken into account when studying the concentration of pollutants
during the engine running.
Performance and production testing are managed in test beds, which are a basic activity in the
life cycle of aircraft engines. During these trials, test beds act as stationary sources of air pollutants.
It is envisaged that these facilities can be upgraded to allow characterization of pollutant emissions and increase the knowledge on their impact on local air quality. Thus they would provide a
relevant means to assess the atmospheric effects of aircraft emissions. This development will allow
test cells to achieve an additional benchmarking capability and other objectives, such as: obtaining
exhaust emissions factors, supporting the development of emissions inventories databases and
providing trend-analysis and emissions references for international or national air quality regulatory
agencies.

3

WHAT A TURBOJET TESTBED CAN OFFER TO ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH
GROUPS?

A test facility running an endurance test reflects a ground-level aircraft emissions assessment. It is a
good laboratory to establish the degrees of sensitivity, accuracy, repeatability and test operations
acceptability for each engine exhaust measurement technique.
Test facilities will be proven to be an ideal setting to carry out pollutant measurement activities
without hindering normal airport operations. The operation of the turbofan in a test facility represent the reference emissions Landing and Take-off (LTO) cycle, whose four power modes
(idle/taxi, take-off, climb and approach) are represented in the certification or endurance test.
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The standard method used to quantify and measure emissions (gases and non-volatile particles,
“soot”) is typically performed near to the engine nozzle. Due to the fact that hydrocarbon particles
are dynamics and they cool down downstream where the temperature are lower and the flow is
mixed with air, INTA has developed a new sampling point, inside to the stack, just 30 meter from
the engine nozzle. This sampling point allows innovative measurement techniques to be applied to
assess both engine and test facilities emissions impact on the environment. Even taking into account
the dilution rate inside the test facility, there is no loss of information because we are able to quantify the mass, number, size, nature of the non-volatile particles and the emission indexes (examples
are showed on charts).
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Endurance testing in controlled environments allows pollutant emissions measurement in the different phases on current airport activities: approach, taxi, take off and climb-out. How it is showed
in the illustration, the dilution effects do not hinder the detection of the either gaseous or particulate
emissions measurements. Both stationary and transitory manoeuvers can be featured using different
techniques for environmental test.
Using CEMS along with CFD tools, allows not only get real data of the pollution, but do simulation of the profiles at the outlet of the stack. It allows studying the pollutants evolution in the atmosphere, and concentration profiles together with air pollution dispersion modelling under different environmental conditions for a local or regional area.
This poster was based in a preliminary and experimental test at INTA facility. Future researches
will be focus in the following:
a) Particulates emissions measurements:
1) Measurement of particulates concentration
 In Number, (particulates/Ncm3)
 In Mass, (g/Nm3)2)
2) Measurement of Size Distribution:
 In number (dN/dlogDp)
 In mass (aerodynamic equivalent diameter) (dm/dlogDp)
3) Morphology and elemental chemical composition
4) Chemical composition (heavy metal, PAHs, etc) global and for size.
b) Gaseous emissions measurements:
1) Point concentration measurements:
 Inorganic gases NO, NO2, SO2, CO
 VOC (species identification / quantification)
2) Integrated concentration measurements:
 FTIR open path configuration.
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ABSTRACT: Exhaust from aircraft engines has been extensively studied, but relatively little has
been done to study the matter emissions from other potential aircraft sources at airports including
auxiliary power units (APUs), abraided tire from touchdown events, as well as particulate emissions
from brakes. A comprehensive suite of particulate instumentation deployed using the Aerodyne
Mobile Laboratory characterized the mass-based composition as well as the volume-based composition of three different models of APU on six different aircraft. Using downwind sampling techniques at an active runway, particulate emissions from abraided tires as well as brakes from in-use
aircraft as they landed were also measured. Particulate emission indices for APUs are on par with
those of the main engines. The fuel flow and run time for the APU is essential in determining the
APUs contribution to total particulate emissions at airports and thus depends on the airport practice.
A benzothiozole derivative tracer was detected using a Soot Particle High Resolution Aerosol Mass
Spectrometer in the abraded tire particulate plume arising from ‘touchdown’. This tracer, as well as
the volume based composition of tire smoke plumes, were used to place an upper limit for particulate matter burden due to touchdown events. Touchdown events are highly variable, depending on
runway conditions (wet vs. dry runway) as well as pilot action (gentle vs hard landing). Despite the
variability the total burden to atmospheric particulate matter is minimal compared to a typical landing take off cycle for an aircraft engine. Particulate matter from brake wear was not detected and
was also concluded to be a very minor source of particulate matter at an airport.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there have been many studies of emission sources at airports (Webb et al., 2008;
Whitefield et al., 2008; Herndon et al., 2012: Kim et al., 2012; Lobo et al., 2007). However, many
of these studies have focused on aircraft engine emissions and not some of the smaller, less obvious
emission sources commonly found at airports, specifically auxiliary power units (APUs), tires, and
brakes (Webb et al., 2008). One recent study has provided estimates for tire and brake emissions
(Bennett et al. 2011), by quantifying particles, which were resuspended from the aircraft undercarriage and were commingled between different sources as well as field measurements of staged aircraft landings. The work reported here was carried out as part of an Airport Cooperative Research
Program to specifically address and quantify the emissions from these three aircraft sources by
measuring the pollutants as emitted into the air near active airport runways.
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1.1 Auxiliary Power Unit

An aircraft auxiliary power unit (APU) is a small gas-turbine engine usually mounted in the tail
cone of commercial aircraft, behind the rear pressure bulkhead. APU’s provide power as well as
environmental control to the cabin while taxiing and at the gate. APU’s are also responsible for
providing bleed air for main engine start and restarting engines mid-flight when needed. During an
in depth measurement of PM and gas phase emissions from a Honeywell (formerly Garrett) Model
GTCP85-98CK APU, PM emissions were characterized under various load conditions as part of the
AAFEX (Alternative Aviation Fuels Experiment) study. That study found that PM number and
mass-based emission indices both decreased as APU load was increased (Kinsey et al. 2012). Those
measurements also reported that the PM mass-based emissions indices were as much as 10 times
higher than the reported emission indices for most engines in the current fleet, which was supported
by data from another measurement of the PM and gas phase emissions of a recommissioned Artouste Mk113 APU (Lobo et al., 2012). However both of these APUs are very old technology and
not representative of APUs currently in service in the commercial fleet. Thus, the present study
aimed to provide more current and relevant APU data.
1.2 Abraded Tire Particulate Matter

When compared to road tires, aircraft tires are designed to carry very heavy loads at very high
speeds for very short periods of time. While there are large volumes of data on road tire wear and
PM emissions, very little data is available for aircraft tires. In lieu of specific aircraft tire data, some
expectations of the characteristics of aircraft tire wear PM were inferred from road tire literature in
the planning of this study. Wik and Dave (Wik and Dave, 2009) summarize particle emissions from
road traffic tire wear ranging from 7.3x106 kg (Denmark) to 600x106 kg (U.S.A.). However, much
of the mass lost from tires stays on the road visible as skidmarks. In fact, some early measurements
concluded that less that 5% of the tire wear ends up as airborne particles (Cadle and Williams,
1978; Pierson and Brachazek, 1974) and less than 1% of the abraded rubber is emitted in the gas
phase (Cadle and Williams, 1978). Nonetheless, Lukewille et al. (2001) suggest that road traffic tire
abrasion PM may be largest source of non-exhaust PM, second only to re-suspended road dust.
Benett et al. concluded that while a sizeable amount of tire material is lost during each landing only
a very small amount ends up as respireable aerosol and the majority will remain on the runway.
1.3 Particulate Matter from Braking

Brake PM emissions originate when the breaks are applied and the friction between brake discs and
lining causes wear. There are two main types of aircraft brakes: steel brakes and carbon brakes, and
they generally employ three different kinds of friction materials: sintered metal, carbon/carbon
(C/C) composites, and organic materials (Tatarzycki and Webb, 1992).
2

EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

Results described in this work were collected as part of the ACRP 02:17 campaign staged at the
O’Hare International Airport just north of Chicago, IL. Particulate matter (PM) emissions from inservice commercial APUs from the fleet of United Air Lines (UAL) were measured on March 8,
2011 from aircraft in the maintenance area as well as the terminal area. Tire and Brake emissions
were measured down wind of an active runway from in use landing aircraft on March 9-11, 2011
and August 22-26, 2011.
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Figure 1. Aerodyne mobile lab preparing to sample the APU of a Boeing 777 as well as the sample inlet behind the exhaust port of an Airbus A320.

Analytical Instrument Package: The Analytical suite and capabilities of the Aerodyne Mobile Laboratory has been described previously (Herndon et al. 2005, Kolb et al. 2004) and were optimized
for this campaign (Herndon et al. 2012, Yu et al. 2012, Herndon et al. 2008). During these measurements, two different sampling schemes were used. APU emissions were extracted through an adjustable height probe positioned in the exhaust core between 1 and 3 meters behind the aircraft
(Figure 1). The Probe was connected via a flexible line. The APU exhaust stream does not have any
appreciable thrust, and as a consequence was influenced by the ambient wind, which further diluted
the sample. A second scheme was used for downwind sampling of tire and brake emissions, which
included two separate inlets. The first inlet was used to measure gas phase species, such as CO, NO,
NO2. The second inlet was used for sampling of PM species such as number concentration, massbased composition, black carbon, and size distribution.
APUs from 6 different aircraft, comprising three different airframes, were sampled. During these
tests, the APU was run in three different conditions: idle, cabin packs, and motoring engine 1. The
idle condition is when the APU is running with no external load. The cabin packs condition puts the
load of powering the cabin of the aircraft, including the lights and air conditioners. Finally, the APU
was used to briefly motor Engine 1 of the aircraft as it would if it were actually starting the engine.
APUs tested in the gate area were not run in the Engine 1 Motoring condition for safety reasons.

Figure 2. Sampling positions of the Aerodyne Mobile Lab along runway 10-28 at O’Hare International Airport. Arrows represent the upwind sampling vector and approximate locations of sampled emissions origins.

In order to measure PM emissions from tires and brakes as aircraft were landing, the Aerodyne
Mobile laboratory was escorted to areas very close to the active runway (Runway 10-28). The pink
boxes in Figure 2 represent the positions where the mobile laboratory was parked for in-situ sampling of aircraft PM brake and tire emissions downwind of the active runway. The position of the
mobile lab was chosen in order to place the sample inlets down wind of typical landing and braking
regions on the runway, which were suggested by Airport Operations. Arrows represent the approximate sampling vector for each sampling position. Sampling distances ranged from 100 m to 1100
m depending on the location of the mobile laboratory and the prevailing wind direction.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The auxiliary power unit characterization work was conducted (described above) using a sampling
probe. The touchdown event (abraded tire) and braking phase emissions (brake dust) measurements
were conducted using downwind measurement techniques. The results of the measurements and
analysis for each of these topics are discussed below. Some effort to summarize the findings in the
context of the airport emissions burden is also included for each source characterized here.
3.1 Auxiliary Power Unit Results
Table 1: Summary of APU PM Emissions for each APU Model Studied as a Function of Operating Condition
APU Model
GTCP 331-200

GTCP 331-500

GTCP 36-300

Operating Condition
Idle
Both Packs
Motor Engine
Idle
Both Packs
Motor Engine
Idle
Both Packs
Motor Engine

GMD (nm)
30 ± 4
29 ± 2
33 ± 2
30 ± 3
22 ± 1
31 ± 3
17 ± 2
20 ± 1
19 ± 2

GSD
2.2 ± 0.1
2.1 ± 0.1
2.1 ± 0.1
2.1 ± 0.0
1.9 ± 0.0
2.0 ± 0.1
1.8 ± 0.1
1.9 ± 0.1
1.7 ± 0.1

EIn (#/kg fuel)
(8.0 ± 7.4)×1014
(1.0 ± 0.3)×1015
(1.0 ± 0.3)×1015
(6.4 ± 2.1)×1013
(3.8 ± 1.4)×1014
(7.5 ± 3.0)×1013
(2.3 ± 1.0)×1015
(4.5 ± 0.9)×1015
(7.7 ± 1.4)×1015

BC EI (mg/kg fuel)
112 ± 23
103 ± 35
196 ± 53
20 ± 1
21 ± 2
11 ± 2
39 ± 17
104 ± 46
425 ± 22

Table 1 illustrates that the more modern APU (GTCP331-500) has the lowest number and massbased emission indices among the three types of APU’s tested. This data is significantly different
compared to the emissions reported from the GTCP85-98CK APU measured at the AAFEX campaign (Kinsey et al., 2012). The PM mass-based emission indexes for the GTCP85 (AAFEX) APU
were approximately 200-600 mg/kg fuel burned, compared to a range of 10-425 mg/kg fuel for this
study. For PM number-based emission index, the range of values for the GTCP85 APU was 2 6×1015 particles/kg fuel while this study reported values of 6×1013 - 7×1015.
Emission indices for APUs measured in this campaign can also be compared to main engine EI
data. Number-based EI’s for main engines measured at 30 meters in the ACRP report 9 (Whitefield
et al. 2008) range from 0.1 – 1 x 1016 particles / kg fuel. Mass-based EI’s from this report range
from 40 – 700 mg / kg fuel. APU emission indices were compared to 30 meter probe data because
APU emissions are naturally diluted prior to sampling. When the organic PM component of APU
emissions is compared to that of main engines measured at 30 meters, it is found to be approximately 2-4 times higher, but not as high as the highest main engine organic PM emission index, which is
typically associated with lubrication oil.
Because APU emission indices are on par with those of main engines, fuel flows and operation
times are paramount in determining the overall contributions to airport PM emissions from aircraft
auxiliary power units. Therefore, the realistic APU usage scenarios must factor these conditions
which will change between different airport types.
3.2 Touchdown and abraded tire emissions results

Tire and brake emissions sampling are slightly different from other types of aircraft emission sampling because emission events are not directly connected with combustion. Tire touchdown events
can often be seen as a large white smoke plume. Figure 3 shows a time series of the measured PM
signals. The OPC shows an increase in larger diameter particles. It was found that the HR-TOFAMS m/z 211 signal responded specifically to tire touchdown events. This mass to charge ratio corresponds to a benzothiozole derivative, a known component of tires (Kumata et Al., 1997, Kumata
et al., 2002). While the SP-AMS detected benzothiozole in the particle phase, nothing was detected
in the gas phase by the PTR-MS. This suggests that essentially all the benzothiozole in the tire
touchdown plume was in the condensed particle phase. Light absorbing aerosol instruments, except
for MAAP black carbon, also responded to the tire touchdown event. CAPS extinction and SPAMS, but not MAAP, responding to tire smoke illustrates that this PM is different than engine exhaust BC aerosol, which all three instruments will respond to. The response can be somewhat expected because the tire smoke is visibly more of a white smoke, which will scatter light in the
CAPS Extinction cell, but not absorb light, which is how the MAAP quantifies black carbon.
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Figure 3. Time Series of PM instrumentation during a touchdown event of a MD-11F.

Two methods were used to approximate mass lost from tires during touchdown events. The first
method is a volumetric based approach calculated using equation 1:
Total mass = Peak value (µg/m3) × (Δtp + wind speed/2)3

(1)

The Peak value is the largest mass-concentration measured during the touchdown plume. In the example shown in figure 3 the peak value is 22 µg/m3. The tp term refers to the duration of the plume
and must be used because the wind speed scales the spatial extent of the plume. This approach assumes a spherical plume of PM upon touchdown.
The second method uses the associated CO2 emission rate and an estimate of the amount of time
in the upwind sampling volume, using equation 2:
Total mass = PM EI (g/kg fuel) × Fuel Flow Rate (kg/s) × Δtv (s)

(2)

This method is based on the assumption that emissions are generated for a short time during the rotational acceleration of the tire and are then entrained in the trailing vortexes of the aircraft. Assuming the tire emissions are well mixed into the emissions vortex, the mass of lost tire mass can be approximated as an emission index. The drawback to this approach is that it will only work when the
PM plume from the tires match the combustion plume, specifically carbon dioxide.
For the touchdown event shown in figure 3, the two methods of calculating lost tire mass yield
estimates of 285 and 250 mg per touchdown using the CAPS extinction monitor’s peak PM value.
The peak PM value can also be approximated using the integration of the size distribution spectrum
from the combination of the DMS500 and OPS spectrum. Using an assumed effective density of 1 g
/ cm3 in the size distribution spectrum leads to a peak value of at least 8 μg / m3, which compares
well with the peak value of 22 μg / m3 reported from the CAPS extinction monitor.
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Table 2: Selected Winter Dry Touchdown Measurements
Plume Start Time
3/10/11 09:47:10
3/10/11 09:57:17
3/10/11 10:01:28
3/10/11 10:04:31
3/10/11 10:05:52
3/10/11 10:08:51
3/10/11 10:23:09
3/10/11 10:24:32
3/10/11 10:26:40
3/10/11 10:33:24
3/10/11 10:37:48
3/10/11 10:39:46
3/10/11 10:42:49

Airframe
MD11F
CRJ702ERNG
AE3007A1
737-832(W)
747-4KZF
ERJ170-200LR
AE3007
777-222ER
757-222
A320-232
737-487
EMB145LR
A320-232

Peak Particle
Volume(µg m3)
127
32
28.7
2.87
123
72
38
42.1
16.2
83
134
19
53

Approximate
Plume Duration (s)
10
5
8
5
9
6
7
12
5
6
10
4
3

Plume Average
Wind (m/s)
1.3
1.8
2.5
1.7
1.75
2.36
1.74
2.6
1.9
1.7
1.7
2.1
1.9

Tire Loss Upper
limit (mg)
249
23
230
2
481
204
69
1279
14
88
658
11
10

Table 3: Selected Summer Dry Touchdown Measurements
Plume Start Time
8/24/11 09:06:51
8/24/11 09:58:31
8/24/11 10:08:39
8/24/11 11:42:26
8/24/11 11:46:14
8/24/11 11:48:06
8/24/11 11:52:58
8/24/11 11:54:35
8/24/11 12:04:26
8/24/11 12:05:54

Airframe
747
747
747
767
737
777
ERJ
MD80
ERJ
767

Peak Particle
Volume (µg m3)
22
13
2
49
3
17
13
2
0
0

Duration (s)
9
11
40
37
15
14
10
13
14
15

Wind (m/s)
1.7
2.48
2.48
2.7
5.6
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.1
6.1

Tire Loss
Upper Limit (mg)
9.8
33.0
244.0
6106.6
701.2
970.1
270.4
91.4
<1
<1

Tables 2 and 3 show upper limits to tire loss to particulate matter for the winter and summer measurements of this study. While there are a few larger signals in the summer study, the data does not
show conclusively that there is more tire mass lost to aerosols in the summer, when the runway is
hotter, than in the winter. However, there is a significant reduction in signal when looking at tire
plumes when the runway is wet. The measurements from the wet runway indicate very strongly that
the PM emissions from tire events are strongly suppressed.
3.3 Results from the braking phase characterization

Detection of PM emissions from brake wear is complicated by the lack of visual detection, such as
the smoke plume from tire touchdown events as well as the lack of a gas phase tracer. Plume events
with clear combustion tracers, such as high NOx to CO2 or low CO to CO2 ratios, or when aircraft
visibly used reverse thrust were excluded from analysis to give the best chance at finding PM from
brakes only. No distinctly larger size mode was detected in the DMS 500 or OPC data. SP-AMS
comparisons of “brake” events to idle or takeoff events produced linear results between the organic
and metal signals indicating that the AMS was unable to detect a distinct brake signature.
The data suggests that brake PM emissions either do not reach the sampling inlet because they are
so large that they settle out before reaching the inlet, or that the brake emissions are mixed in with
the exhaust emissions and are indistinguishable from engine exhaust PM. Either way, the contribution of brakes to overall PM at airports appears to be negligible.
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ABSTRACT: The morphology and microphysical properties of aerosols are often characterized by
transmission electron microscopy. This technique enables to determine 2D characteristic sizes of
aggregates from their projection but the 3D characteristic sizes can be extrapolated by using 2D-3D
transposition relationships. In this study we use Transmission Electron Tomography to directly determine the 3D characteristic sizes of aggregates. We present a new analysis tool, named “SootExpert”, that is especially developed to enable the process of aggregate’s tomogram and measure 3D
characteristic sizes. We show the performance of SootExpert and its use on a numerically generated
aggregate. Then we use this tool to study an aircraft soot aggregate by conventional transmission
electron microscopy and transmission electron tomography. The comparison of the results highlights the major role played by the size of primary particles in the determination of 3D characteristics using 2D-3D transposition relationships.
1

INTRODUCTION

Combustion aerosols emitted by aircrafts are extensively studied due to their potential impact on the
atmosphere (Lee et al., 2009) and to their health concerns (Ferry et al., 2011). Their microphysical
properties are commonly determined from Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analyses.
This experimental technique provides 2D characteristics of aggregates and 3D properties are obtained by using 2D-3D transposition relationships (Baron and Willeke, 2001, and references therein). These relationships originate from numerical studies of aggregates, which are built assuming a
fractal dimension of 1.75 and monodisperse primary particles. However, combustion aggregates
may have microphysical characteristics that differ from those considered in simulations, like a polydispersion of primary particles (Park et al., 2004, Delhaye et al., 2006) and fractal dimension different from 1.75. One may thus wonder about the general character and the validity of the 2D-3D
transposition relationships. Cai et al. (1993) and Köylü et al. (1995b) attempted to validate these
2D-3D transposition relationships on laboratory-flame soot aggregates by combining direct 3D optical measurements with TEM analyses. Nevertheless, no experimental validation of these 2D-3D
transposition relationships based on a single technique, which enables to determine both 2D and 3D
properties, has been conducted to date. In this context, we present a study that aims at determining
*
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both 2D and 3D microphysical characteristics of aircraft soot aggregates from conventional TEM
and Transmission Electron Tomography (TET) experiments.
2

CHARACTERIZATION OF SOOT AGGREGATES BY CONVENTIONAL TEM

2.1 Aircraft soot aggregates sampling

Aircraft soot aggregates are sampled on TEM grids (Holey carbon films, AGAR Scientific) in the
exhaust of a commercial CFM56-5B aircraft turbofan engine during landing/take-off cycles. Details
of the sampling procedure are given in Delhaye et al. (2006).
2.2 2D characteristics of soot aggregates from TEM

A high resolution TEM (Tecnai G2, PHILIPS) with a resolution of 0.24 nm at 200 keV is used to
study soot aggregates. It is used to perform both the conventional TEM and TET measurements.
Note that the sample holder is tilted from -70 to +70 degrees with respect to the zero position (sample holder perpendicular to the electron beam) during TET experiments. Electron micrographs are
analyzed with the “ImageJ” freeware (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) in order to measure 2D characteristic sizes of any aggregate (Fig. 1), namely the diameter of its primary particles (dp), its maximal
projected length (L2D) and projected area (A2D).

Figure 1: TEM micrograph of an aircraft soot aggregate. 2D characteristic sizes are shown namely the primary particle diameter (dp), maximal projected length (L2D) and projected area (A2D).

The mean value of <dp> is determined from measurements performed on more than 5000 primary
particles that belong to 317 aggregates. It leads to size distributions that can be fitted with lognormal laws whatever a single aggregate (Fig. 2a) or a set of aggregates (Fig 2b) is considered.
a)
b)

Figure 2: Size distribution of primary particles diameter. a) ca. 100 diameters are measured on the aggregate
of Fig.1. The size distribution geometric mean diameter is <dp> = 37 nm. b) ca. 5000 diameters are measured
on a collection of 317 aggregates. The size distribution geometric mean diameter is <dp> = 9 nm.

These measurements also allow to determine other aggregates characteristics like the gyration diameter (dg,2D), the fractal dimension (Df2D) or the number of primary particles Np of each aggregate
from the following expressions (Baron and Willeke, 2001 and references therein):


 4 A2 D 
N p  ka 
   d  2 
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(1)
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where ka and α are the projected area constant and exponent (Köylü et al, 1995a)
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where (xi, yi) are the coordinates of the ith pixel of the aggregate’s projection and (xC, yC) the coordinates of its center of mass.
2.3 3D characteristics of soot aggregates from TEM

The soot aggregates 3D characteristics are extrapolated from 2D measurements by the mean of the
following classical 2D-3D transposition relationships (Baron and Willeke, 2001):
Df 3 D   .Df 2 D

d g ,3 D 

Df3 D  2
.d g ,2 D
Df3 D  2

(4)
(5)

The volume (V) of an aggregate is also given by the following expression:
V  N p.

d3

(6)
6
where d corresponds to <dp> if monodispersed primary particles are assumed or d corresponds to
the log-normal size distribution in the case of polydispersed primary particles.
3 3D CHARACTERIZATION OF SOOT AGGREGATES BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
TOMOGRAPHY
3.1 Aggregates reconstruction from electron micrographs

Computing the volume (tomogram) of an aggregate requires three main steps: acquisition of a series
of projection (of the aggregate) at different tilt angles, electron micrographs alignment, and aggregate’s reconstruction. At this stage the volume of the studied aggregate can be visualized in 3D and
measurements can be performed to determine its size characteristics. In our study, a series of projection typically consists of 140 micrographs recorded with a tilt angle that varies from -70 to +70
deg with a step angle of 1 degree. We use “TomoJ” (Messaoudi et al., 2007), a java plugin of the
freeware “ImageJ”, to align micrographs and reconstruct our aggregates from the tilted series. Note
that we use a Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) algorithm (Tong et al. ,2006
and references therein) for the reconstruction step. We also use the “ImageJ 3D Viewer” plugin
(Schmid et al., 2010) to 3D visualize the reconstructed aggregates.
3.2 SootExpert: a new tool for 3D image processing and size measurements

Although “TomoJ” allows to reconstruct aggregates with various efficient algorithms, it delivers
noisy tomograms that prevents the measurement of the 3D aggregates characteristics. A denoising
step and a segmentation step are thus required prior to any 3D measurement. For that purpose, we
have developed a new “ImageJ” java plugin that we named “SootExpert”. It mainly consists of two
algorithms. The first one aims at denoising the tomogram and determine the intensity threshold value that allows to determine the reconstructed aggregate’s volume as close as possible to the original.
The second algorithm is devoted to the determination of the aggregate’s 3D characteristics, namely
its volume (V), gyration diameter (dg) and 3D maximal length (L3D). The most important and innovative part of SootExpert lies in a new approach to determine the intensity threshold value leading
to the most relevant tomogram. Instead of using the derivative of the aggregate’s surface to define
the intensity threshold value (Adachi et al., 2007), we propose a new method based on the superim-
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position of the original tilted series with another tilted series that is built from the aggregate’s tomogram for the same projection angles and for all the intensity values. The value of the threshold intensity is the one that leads to the best match between the initial series and the reconstructed series,
insuring that the aggregate’s reconstruction is as close as possible to the original studied aggregate.
3.3 Validation of “SootExpert” on a numerically simulated aggregate

Performance of SootExpert are validated with numerically generated aggregates, according to a ballistic diffusion algorithm, since their 3D characteristics are perfectly known. We can therefore compare these characteristics to those determined with SootExpert in order to validate its ability to accurately determine the best intensity threshold value of the tomogram and the characteristic sizes of
a studied aggregate. In order to illustrate this point, we consider here an aggregate composed of 103
primary particles of size dp = 30 nm and that has a fractal dimension Df3D = 1.65 (Fig. 3a). We also
chose to analyze this numerical aggregate according to the experimental conditions. Thus we use a
set of 140 projections of this aggregate for angles that vary from -70 deg. to +70 deg. and a step angle of 1 deg.
b)
a)

Figure 3: Numerically generated aggregate used to validate “SootExpert”. a) One projection of the tilted series. b) 3D visualization of the tomogram processed by “SootExpert”.

We use “TomoJ” to build the aggregate’s tomogram and “SootExpert” to process it (Fig. 3b) and
determine its 3D characteristic sizes. Measured values obtained with “SootExpert” are compared to
the real 3D characteristics of this aggregate in Table 1. It clearly shows that SootExpert is an efficient tool to process the tomogram and determine the 3D characteristics of an aggregate.
Table 1: Comparison of the 3D characteristic size values of the numerical aggregate (presented in Fig. 3) and values determined by “SootExpert”. V is the volume, dg the gyration diameter and L3D the maximal length of the aggregate. Δx/x
is the relative difference between the numerical aggregate’s size and the measured one.
L3D (nm)
dg (nm)
V (x 106 nm3)

Aggregate
456
310
1.46

“SootExpert”
433
295
1.63

Δx/x
0.05
0.05
0.12

4 2D AND 3D CHARACTERISTIC SIZES OF AN AIRCRAFT SOOT AGGREGATE
In this section we determine and compare the 2D and 3D characteristic sizes of a single aircraft soot
aggregate (see Fig. 1) by analyzing it by both TEM and TET. Electron micrographs of the tilted series are analyzed according to the procedure presented in section 2.2 and values of L2D and dg,2D are
given in Table 2 as well as the 3D extrapolated characteristic sizes of this aggregate that are calculated from these 2D measurements (see section 2.3). In parallel, the soot aggregate’s tomogram
(Fig. 4) is built from the tilted series. SootExpert is used to determine the values of L3D, dg,3D and V
that are also presented in Table 2.
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Table 2: 2D and 3D characteristic sizes of an aircraft soot aggregate obtained by TEM and SootExpert. 2D values are
given for the whole set of micrographs of the tilted series. LiD , dg,iD and V are respectively the maximal length, the gyration diameter and the volume of the aggregate.
LiD (nm)
dg,iD (nm)
V (x105 nm3)

TEM (i = 2)
755→785
388→423
-

TEM extrapolated (i = 3)
442→471
116→154

SootExpert (i = 3)
698
404
122

Figure 4: 3D reconstruction of the aircraft soot aggregate presented in Figure 1.

This analysis indicates that whatever the projection angle considered, measurements performed on
the aggregate’s projections are in a quite good agreement with the 3D measurements performed on
the reconstructed aggregate. We have now to investigate about the effect of various parameters (like
Df value, primary particles mono or polydispersion) before generalizing this observation as a rule.
However, the size of primary particles appears to play a major role in the calculation of dg and V by
2D-3D transposition. Indeed, the value of dg extrapolated from TEM is in good correlation with the
SootExpert determined value only if the value of <dp> is determined on the aggregate at stake. It is
also important to note that take into account the primary particles size polydispersion is of major
importance in the calculation of V .
5 CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper an approach that allows to determine the 2D and 3D microphysical
properties of aggregates based on a single experimental technique, namely TEM. We have developed an ImageJ java plugin named “SootExpert” that efficiently processes electron micrographs and
enables to determine aggregates 3D characteristic sizes from a tomogram. We have shown that the
size of primary particles is a key parameter when using 2D-3D transposition relationships. We also
have shown that a reliable 3D extrapolation of 2D TEM measurements requires to consider the aggregate's primary particles polydispersion. The next step of this study consist of determining the
fractal dimension of aggregates from their tomogram and compare them to the values obtained by
the classical 2D-3D transposition relationships, in order to explore the validity of the 2D classical
fractal TEM analysis on aggregates.
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A global model study of sulphate and black carbon aerosol
perturbations due to aviation emissions and impact on ozone:
a EC-REACT4C study
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ABSTRACT: The University of L’Aquila climate-chemistry model (ULAQ-CCM) is a global coupled model including troposphere and stratosphere and a rather comprehensive aerosol module. The
validation of aerosol products from the ULAQ model has focused on surface aerosol mass density
on remote sites, total optical depth on a regional basis, aerosol extinction profiles using SAGE-II
and HALOE data and black carbon (BC) vertical profiles using recent aircraft campaign data. Three
numerical experiments were performed with the ULAQ model using emission inventories from the
collaborative European project EC-REACT4C: no aircraft emissions (EXP1), NOx and H2O emissions only (EXP2), and including all gas and particle emissions (EXP3). These experiments have
the purpose to study the direct radiative forcing (RF) of sulphate and BC aerosols and to study the
indirect impact on the NOx-HNO3 balance (and hence on O3) via heterogeneneous chemistry on the
surface of sulphate particles. The ULAQ-CCM calculated changes of sulphuric acid aerosol surface
area density reach maximum values of 1.5 μm2/cm3 at about 10 km altitude in the NH mid-latitudes.
Aircraft emissions of BC particles may significantly affect the mass density of carbonaceous aerosols (0.3 ng/m3 at the same location). One conclusion is that the impact of aviation SO2 and freshly
emitted ultrafine sulphuric acid aerosols is to reduce the net RF associated to aviation emissions of
NOx (i.e. O3 and CH4), H2O and sulphur from 4.5 mW/m2 to 3.1 mW/m2, via changes of heterogeneous chemistry and cooling due to additional or larger sulphate particles.
1

INTRODUCTION

According to the current consensus state of knowledge (Lee et al., 2010), emissions from aviation
directly affects atmospheric chemistry and climate in the following ways, in terms of radiative forcing (RF): emissions of CO2 result in a positive RF (warming); emissions of H2O result in a positive
RF (warming); emissions of sulphate particles arising from sulphur in the fuel result in a negative
RF (cooling); emissions of soot particles result in a positive RF (warming); the formation of persistent linear contrails that may form (depending upon atmospheric conditions) in the wake of an aircraft result in both positive and negative RF effects but overall, cause a positive RF effect (warming); the formation of contrail-cirrus cloud from spreading contrails similarly to line shapedcontrails results in both positive and negative RF effects but overall, is considered to cause a positive RF effect (warming).
Aviation emissions indirectly affects atmospheric chemistry and climate in the following ways:
(1) emissions of NOx result in the formation of tropospheric O3 via atmospheric chemistry, with a
positive RF (warming); (2) emissions of NOx result in destruction or increase of stratospheric O3 via
atmospheric chemistry, depending upon altitude: above about 20 km, models always predict O3 destruction. Using recent chemical kinetics data, chemistry-transport models (CTM) predict a net O3
column decrease, larger than in IPCC (1999), with a global negative RF (cooling); (3) emissions of
NOx result in the destruction of ambient methane, also via atmospheric chemistry, with a negative
RF (cooling), which is accompanied by a parallel, decadal loss of tropospheric O3; (4) emissions of
*
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H2O have an indirect (small) negative correction, obtained via O3 chemistry (through additional
formation of HOx and consequent O3 destruction); (5) emissions of sulphate particles arising from
sulphur in the fuel result in negative RF (cooling): an indirect effect occurs via heterogeneous
chemistry. In this case more NOx is lost towards nitric acid (HNO3) and the O3 destruction/increase
is decreased in magnitude; in addition, the lower stratospheric O3 increase due to NOx emissions
may change into destruction due to increasing Clx and Brx (since chlorine and bromine nitrates will
decrease): the net effect on O3 is dependent upon altitude and model transport, as well as the sign of
this indirect sulphate-related RF; (6) a sub-component of aviation-induced cirrus is a mechanism
whereby soot particles seed cirrus clouds (or ‘soot-cirrus’): soot may either increase or decrease the
number of ice particles and impact upon both the albedo and the emissivity of cirrus clouds. This effect may result in either positive or negative RF effects (warming/cooling) but is rather uncertain
over the sign and proven existence of the effect (Penner et al., 2009).
In this paper we discuss model results relative to point 5 of the above listed indirect effects. The
numerical model is first described in section 2 and validated in terms of aerosol predictions (section
3) and then used for photochemical and radiative forcing calculation (section 4).
2

MODEL DESCRIPTION

The University of L’Aquila model used in this study is a global scale climate-chemistry coupled
model (ULAQ-CCM) extending from the surface to the mesosphere (0.04 hPa) and operated here in
CTM mode. Dynamical data (i.e. velocity stream-function and velocity potential) are provided by
the background GCM run in a reference case, with no feedbacks on climate radiation and dynamics
of aviation induced changes of CO2, H2O, CH4, O3, aerosol and ice particles. The ULAQ-CCM has
been fully described in Pitari et al. (2002a), Eyring et al. (2006) and Morgenstern et al. (2010) for
the SPARC-CCMVal model inter-comparison and validation campaigns. Since then, some important updates have been made in the model: (a) increase of horizontal and vertical resolution, now
T21 with 126 log-pressure levels (approximate pressure altitude increment of 568 m); (b) inclusion
of a numerical code for the formation of upper tropospheric cirrus cloud ice particles (Karcher and
Lohmann, 2002); (c) update of species cross sections using JPL (2011) recommendations and
Schumann-Runge bands treated following the parameterization of Minschwaner et al. (1993) based
on (fixed-T) ODF formulation; (d) upgrade of the radiative transfer code for calculations of photolysis, solar heating rates and top-of-atmosphere radiative forcing. The oceanic surface temperature is
assimilated from the Hadley Centre for Climatic Prediction and Research; the parameterization of
periodic natural forcings (solar cycle, QBO) is included on-line. The new radiative transfer module,
operating on-line in the ULAQ-CCM, is a two-stream delta-Eddington approximation model (Toon
et al., 1989) used for chemical species photolysis rate calculation in UV-visible wavelengths and for
solar heating rates and radiative forcing in UV-VIS-NIR bands. The model uses 150 wavelength
bins in the UV and visible range and 100 in the NIR, covering the solar spectrum from Lymanalpha up to 7 µm. Earth orbit eccentricity, solar cycle, sphericity and refraction are taken into account. The ULAQ model calculations of photolysis rates and surface and top-of-atmosphere radiative fluxes have been validated in the framework of SPARC-CCMVal and AEROCOM intercomparison campaigns (Randles et al., 2012).
The chemistry module is organized with all medium and short-lived species grouped in families:
Ox NOx, NOy (NOx + HNO3), HOx, CHOx, Cly, Bry, SOx, aerosols. Long-lived and surface-flux species included in the model are N2O, CH4, H2O, CO, NMHCs, CFCs, HCFCs, HFCs, halons, OCS,
CS2, DMS, H2S, SO2 for a total of 40 transported species (plus 57 aerosol size categories) and 26
species at photochemical equilibrium. The model includes the major components of stratospheric
and tropospheric aerosols (sulphate, carbonaceous, soil dust, sea salt), with calculation at each size
bin of surface fluxes, removal and transport terms. The size distributions of sulphate (both tropospheric and stratospheric) and PSC aerosols are calculated using a fully interactive and mass conserving microphysical code for aerosol formation and growth, starting from SOx chemistry and SO2
emissions. Lower stratospheric denitrification and dehydration are calculated using the predicted
size distribution of PSC particles; the most important heterogeneous reactions on sulphate and PSC
aerosols are included in the chemistry module. The main features of the ULAQ aerosol module are
summarized in Pitari et al. (2002a) and in Textor et al. (2006), the latter in the framework of the
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Aerocom project.
The ULAQ model is used here for three numerical experiments, using emission inventories from
the collaborative European project EC-REACT4C: no aircraft emissions (EXP1), NOx and H2O
emissions only (EXP2), and including all gas and particle emissions (EXP3). All three simulations
were performed over a period of 15 years (1996-2010) after a 5 years spin-up (1991-1995), with
emission inventories for the year 2006 (base case from the EC-REACT4C collaborative project).
3

AEROSOL VALIDATION

Sulphate aerosols dominate the aerosol population and mass distribution in the upper troposphere,
i.e. the region directly perturbed by aviation emissions. The particle size distribution is determined
by homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation, condensation/evaporation, water vapour growth,
coagulation, dry and wet deposition, sedimentation, large-scale transport. The main removal processes of aerosol particles parameterized in the model are: washout calculated as a function of the
precipitation rate (wet deposition), scavenging by direct and turbulent deposition on the surface (dry
deposition) and loss caused by gravitational attraction (sedimentation). Aerosol particles are divided
in size bins and each one of this size categories is separately transported. Mechanically generated
particles (i.e. soil dust and sea salt), as well as carbonaceous aerosols (i.e. organic, OC, and black
carbon, BC) are treated with binned emissions and the same removal mechanisms listed above, taking into account that BC particles are largely emitted as hydrophobic (about 80%) and are later aged
to hydrophilic. The ULAQ model aerosol predictions have been validated as follows: (1) surface
aerosol mass concentration: predictions of annually averaged aerosol mass concentration at the surface are compared with data from the University of Miami Aerosol Network (Prospero et al., 1989)
over the past two decades. (2) Total aerosol optical thickness: comparisons between measured and
calculated optical depth are made on a regional basis. Remote sensing measurements

Fig.1: Extinction profiles at 0.55 µm: ULAQ calculations (solid line) and SAGE-II-derived values (asterisks)
are shown at 45N for January, April, July and October (volcanically clean conditions).
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Fig.2: ULAQ calculations (solid line) and SAGE-II-derived values (asterisks) of aerosol optical depth at 0.55
µm, integrated between 5.5 km and 20 km altitude, for winter, spring, summer and autumn months.

Fig.3: BC model profiles in the vicinity of recent aircraft measurements in order to get a qualitative sense of
how the ULAQ model performs in the mid-upper troposphere. The measurements were made with three independent Single Particle Soot absorption Photometers (SP2s) onboard NASA and NOAA research aircraft
at tropical, middle latitudes and at high latitudes over North America (Schwarz et al., 2006; Schwarz et al.,
2008; Spackman et al., 2010; Spackman et al., 2011).

from space are used to validate the model (AVHRR, MODIS, TOMS). (3) Extinction profiles:
SAGE-II data are used to validate the calculated extinction profiles at 0.55 µm and 1.020 µm and
optical depth in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) from 5.5 to 20 km altitude;
HALOE extinction profiles at 3.46 and 5.12 µm wavelengths are also used for this purpose. (4) BC
vertical profiles of mass mixing ratios are compared with recent aircraft measurements at tropical,
mid-latitude and at high latitude locations over North America (Schwarz et al., 2006; Schwarz et al.,
2008; Spackman et al., 2010; Spackman et al., 2011). Validation examples are shown in Fig. 1-3,
where Fig. 1-2 refer to point (3) above and Fig. 3 to point (4).
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OZONE PHOTOCHEMISTRY

The ULAQ-CCM photochemistry scheme and radiation transfer code have been validated participating to the SPARC-PhotoComp intercomparison. In this way we expect the model predictions of
NOx and O3 and their changes due to aviation emissions to be only marginally affected by photochemical biases. The ULAQ-CCM study on the impact of aviation particles focuses in particular on
the NOx-HNO3 balance (and hence on O3) via heterogeneous chemistry on the surface of sulphate
particles. Fig. 4 shows the calculated aerosol changes (EXP3-EXP1) in terms of sulphate surface
and mass densities (panels a,b) and BC mass density (panel c). The calculated changes of sulphuric
acid aerosol surface area densities reach maximum values of about 1.5 μm2/cm3 at 10 km altitude in
the NH mid-latitudes; in addition, aircraft emissions of BC particles may significantly affect the
mass density of carbonaceous particles, with a calculated change of 0.3 ng/m3 at the same location.

Fig.4: Zonally and annually averaged perturbations due to aviation emissions of sulphate (surface area and
mass densities, left and mid panels, respectively) and black carbon aerosols (mass density, right panel).

Fig.5. Zonally and annually averaged changes produced by aviation emissions of NOx (pptv, left) and O3
(ppbv, right). Top panels are changes from EXP2-EXP1, i.e. non including aerosol emissions from aviation;
bottom panels are changes in EXP3 with respect to EXP2, i.e. the net effect of sulphate aerosol emissions.
Dashed lines in the O3 panels are negative/positive and spaced by -0.5 ppbv and 0.25 ppbv in top/bottom
panels, respectively.
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An indirect impact of emissions of sulphate particles arising from sulphur in the fuel result occurs
via heterogeneous chemistry; in this case more NOx is lost towards nitric acid (HNO3) and the tropospheric O3 increase is decreased in magnitude (EXP3-EXP1), with respect to the case where no
additional aerosols are produced by aircraft emissions (EXP2-EXP1), as shown in Fig. 5. The
ULAQ model calculates a 10% reduction of the NOx accumulation in the NH mid-latitudes at cruise
altitudes and a corresponding 10% reduction of the ozone increase in EXP3-EXP1 with respect to
EXP2-EXP1. It is interesting to note how the O3 changes follow the NOx perturbation with
same/opposite sign below/above the lower stratospheric turnover point of O3 production/loss from
the NOx catalytic cycles. The relatively large O3 decrease in EXP3 with respect to EXP2 in the polar lower stratosphere is due to the NOx decrease feedback on reactive chlorine and bromine (both
increasing due to the loss of chlorine and bromine nitrates). A summary of top-of-atmosphere radiative forcings from NOx, H2O and aerosol emissions from aviation is shown in Table 1. NOx emissions drive changes of O3 and OH, thus perturbing the methane lifetime. The small RF change of
sulphate in the first column (i.e. EXP2-EXP1) is due to the NOx forced OH change, which in turn
affects SOx chemistry and SO4 production. The results shown in Fig. 5 and Table 1 are qualitatively
consistent with those discussed in Pitari et al. (2002b).
Chemical species
O3
CH4
H2O
Sulphate
BC
TOTAL

RF [mW/m²] (EXP2-EXP1)
13.5
-8.6
1.1
-1.5
0.0
4.5

RF [mW/m²] (EXP3-EXP1)
11.8
-7.4
1.1
-4.6
2.2
3.1

Table 1. Summary of Top-of-Atmosphere Radiative Forcing mean values for species emitted by the aircraft or formed
via chemical reactions, calculated using aircraft emission scenarios for 2006. The O3 RF follows the above discussed
changes in NOx and particle emissions.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The attempt of this study is to quantify the effects on ozone photochemistry of aerosol perturbations
due to aircraft emissions. We have first successfully validated the background model predictions of
aerosol products, using satellite, ground based and aircraft measurements. Sulphate aerosols emitted
in aircraft plumes have been shown to produce a significant impact on the NOx accumulation (10%
reduction in the NH mid-latitudes at cruise altitudes) and then on O3 production (-10%). The overall
RF due to NOx, H2O and aerosol emissions is shown to be smaller by about 1.4 mW/m2 with respect
to the case where only gas emissions from the aircraft are taken into account (i.e. NOx and H2O).
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ABSTRACT: Future demands for sustainability indicate that aircraft should be fuel efficient, less
noisy and less polluting. However, with the conventional incremental aviation technologies, it
seems there is very little chance to meet these requirements. This paper demonstrates a novel hybrid
engine concept for future Blended Wing Body (BWB) aircraft. The proposed hybrid engine includes two combustion chambers, providing a possibility to for multi-fuel, like a combination of
liquid hydrogen (LH2)/liquid natural gas (LNG) and kerosene/biofuel, enabling the reduction of
CO2 emissions. Firstly, sensitivity analysis of engine design parameters on the engine performance
was carried out. Secondly, genetic algorithm was used to optimize design parameters of hybrid engine. Eventually, a comparison was made between hybrid engine and a baseline engine, namely
PW4056.
1

INTRODUCTION

Compared to 40 years ago, aircraft has been 20 decibels quieter and 70% more fuel-efficient, reducing carbon monoxide (CO) by 50% and unburned hydrocarbon (UHC) and smoke by 90% [1].
However, it is estimated that air traffic will grow by 5% annually, which results in a growth of aviation CO2 emission of 2-3% per year [2]. Noise emission cannot be ignored as well. Overall, air
transport is highly responsible for environmental impact. Therefore, the ACARE has set an ambitious objective for the year of 2050 to reduce CO2 emission by 75%, NOx emission by 90%, and
noise emission by 65% in reference to the year of 2000 [3]. To meet all the ACARE requirements,
some innovative engine configurations have been investigated.
Because of the increase in air traffic, fuel demand is predicted to rise by 3% every year, whereas,
aviation fuel production is predicted to decrease every year since the production peak will be
reached [4]. Furthermore, CO2 emission is the product of chemical reaction of hydrocarbon fuel,
which will not be eliminated unless non-carbon fuel is burnt. Consequently, alternative fuels become a candidate.
To summarize, a new engine concept is desired, which should be able to burn alternative fuel,
have higher engine efficiency, and be quitter. To fulfil these demands, a novel hybrid engine concept was proposed.
2

THE HYBRID ENGINE CONCEPT

The so-called hybrid engine concept is a turbofan based engine with two combustion chambers, as
presented in Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.1: The schematic of hybrid engine.

The main features of the hybrid engine are as below:
 Counter rotating fans which is good for BLI and improves the propulsive efficiency of hybrid engine.
 Two combustion chambers, one is main combustion chamber which is burning cryogenic
fuels such as LH2/LNG; the other one is an inter-stage turbine burner consuming kerosene/biofuels [5,6].
 The use of flameless combustion technology for the second combustor will reduce emissions
of CO, NOx, UHC and soot to a minimum [6].
 The implementation of mixer enables increase of thrust and reduction of engine noise.
 A heat exchanger for exchanging of LH2 and bleed cooling air will lead to reduction of
cooling air mass for a given turbine inlet temperature, thus reducing specific fuel consumption simultaneously increasing thrust.
Some benefits can be obtained using cryogenic fuel in the first combustion chamber. First of all,
since the flammability limit for H2 is much wider than for kerosene, the combustion can take place
at lean conditions to reduce NOx emission [7]. Moreover, Using LH2 in the first combustion chamber will increase the concentration of water vapour and reduce the concentration of O2 in the second
combustion chamber, thus creating a vitiated environment in which Flameless Combustion can be
sustained using kerosene/biofuel [6].
To investigate the feasibility of hybrid engine concept mentioned above, some research has been
done by Delft University of Technology (TUDelft) [7,8,9].
3

MODELS AND VALIDATION

There are some gas turbine simulation tools available for performance analysis, for example, GSP®
and GASTurb®. GSP was developed by the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) and the
TUDelft. It is component-based gas turbine modelling environment [10], where both steady state
and transient simulation of any gas turbines can be performed. GASTurb has been widely used in
gas turbine performance analysis. It supplies various predefined engine configurations, thus making
it easier to start a calculation process immediately [11].
Despite of the advantages of GSP and GASTurb, it is desirable to create an in-house model for
hybrid engine optimization. Validation of hybrid engine models is shown in Table 3.1. Net thrust
(FN) and specific fuel consumption (SFC) are calculated in GSP, GASTurb and in-house model respectively and compared to the actual engine data. The baseline engine is PW4056 and cruise is the
checkpoint.
Table 3.1: Comparison of net thrust and the specific fuel consumption.
FN [kN]
SFC [g/kN.s]

4

Actual Data
40.037
16.617

GSP
40.039
16.69

In-House
40.08
16.722

DESIGN PARAMETERS SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Thermodynamic performance of gas turbines is quite sensitive to the change of design parameters,
especially hybrid engine where 7 design parameters were chosen. Hence, sensitivity of hybrid engine parameters was analysed in GSP at cruise, where altitude is 10668 meters and Mach number is
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0.8. The layout of model is presented in Figure 4.1. LH2 was implemented in the first combustion
chamber, and kerosene was used in inter-stage turbine burner. A mixer module has been included
after low pressure turbine. To minimize pressure loss due to mixing process, equality of the static
pressure ratio between bypass and core was maintained. Additionally, core flow Mach number of
the mixer inlet and component efficiencies were assumed as constant.

Figure 4.1: The schematic of hybrid engine model in GSP.

Figure 4.2 presents the variation of SFC and net thrust with HPC pressure ratio. It indicates that an
optimum HPC pressure exists to obtain lower SFC and higher net thrust. The reason is thermal efficiency of an engine is proportional to engine pressure ratio whereas the maximum propulsive efficiency is reached at some point of pressure ratio such that an optimum total efficiency can be obtained thus the optimal SFC and FN exist.
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Figure 4.2: Variation of SFC and FN with HPC pressure ratio.
For an engine with mixer, a best combination of fan pressure ratio and bypass ratio has to be selected.

Figure 4.3 presents a typical plot of variation of SFC with fan pressure ratio for various bypass
ratio. It indicates that higher bypass ratio is matched with lower fan pressure ratio. Because total
mass flow is constant, the core air mass decreases with increasing bypass ratio. For a given turbine
inlet temperature, to obtain the same compressor pressure ratio with less air mass, turbine exit temperature is lower as well as exit pressure. Since the pressure ratio of bypass and core has to be constant, the fan pressure ratio needs to be lower.
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Figure 4.3: Variation of the SFC with FPR for various BPR

Turbine inlet temperature is one of the most important design parameters. Its value mostly affects
the thermal cycle of an engine. Figure 4.4 presents variation of SFC and FN with TT4 for various
TT46. For a given TT46, SFC decreases with increasing TT4, while FN increases with increasing
TT4.
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Figure 4.4: Variation of SFC and FN with TT4 for various TT46.

The most common way to store LH2 is using a number of pressurized cylindrical vessels, which is a
big challenge for conventional aircraft. Although a larger free space of BWB offers an opportunity,
the fuel ratio between LH2 and kerosene needs to be optimized to make a full use of space in BWB.
Sensitivity analysis has been processed as presented in Figure 4.5. It shows that there is a minimum
SFC region with respect to the suitable ratio of LH2 and kerosene , meanwhile, FN can still be relatively high. However, the optimum ratio still needs to be determined according to the capacity of an
aircraft.
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CYCLE OPTIMIZATION STUDIES

Optimization is everywhere, from engineering design to computer sciences and from scheduling to
economics [12]. There are numerous optimization algorithms existing already. However, most problems are very difficult to find out optimum solutions. As can be seen in the proceeding section, the
performance of hybrid engine itself is very nonlinear. To solve this problem, a very powerful optimization method is essential.
5.1 Methodology

This paper chose genetic algorithm (GA) for the reason that genetic algorithm has many advantages
over traditional methods. Genetic algorithm was developed by Holland [13] and his colleagues in
the 1960s and 1970s. In GA, a solution vector is called a chromosome, which is made of genes. A
group of chromosomes together is called population. Initially, genes were assumed to be binary by
Holland. In later applications, more various gene types have been introduced [14]. GA can deal with
a variety of problems whether the objective function is linear or nonlinear, stationary or nonstationary, continuous or discontinuous. Despite the choice of population size, the number of generations, the rate of crossover or mutation, and the selection criteria will all influence the optimization
results. These should be carried out very carefully.
5.2 Implementation of Optimization Program

A developed in house optimization program using genetic algorithm was implemented. The aim
was to search for minimum SFC limited by all the defined bounds and constraints, which are presented in Table 5.1. Proper GA factors were specified. The optimized engine parameters are shown
in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1: Bounds and constraints of design parameters
Bounds of design parameters
FPR
[1.3, 1.8]
LPCPR
[1.0, 1.8]
HPCPR
[15, 25]
Tt4 [K]
[1300, 1500]
Tt46 [K]
[1150, 1400]
BPR
[5, 8.5]
Constraints of design parameters
Corrected Mass Flow [kg/s] [700, 800]
OPR
<= 55
FN [kN]
>= 40
Table 5.2: Optimized engine design parameters and performance.
Optimized Design Parameters
Mass Flow(kg/s)
BPR
FPR
LPCPR
HPCPR
Tt4 [K]
Tt46 [K]
Engine Performance
SFC [g/kN/s]
FN [kN]

758.5
8.3
1.8
1.6
20.5
1498.5
1174.6
13.9382
47.461

The performance of the optimized hybrid engine has been compared with the baseline engine
PW4056. Results are shown in Figure 5.1. It can be concluded that using hydrogen the hybrid engine has potential to reduce CO2 emissions by more than 80% compared to the baseline engine.
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Meanwhile, the higher thrust and lower specific fuel consumption can be obtained for the hybrid
engine.
Comparison of the hybrid engine performance with PW4056
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of hybrid engine performance with PW4056

6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a sensitivity analysis process for the hybrid engine, showing a possible design
space to meet requirements. Apart from that, a preliminary cycle optimization has been processed
using genetic algorithm. Compared to PW4056, the proposed hybrid engine concept reduces CO2
emission by more than 80%, SFC by around 19% and increase thrust by over 20%. Further work
will be carried out later on.
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ABSTRACT: A combined theoretical modeling and experimental measurement investigation is
pursuing better understanding of how the various volatile particle contributions affect the number,
size, and mass of the particulate matter (PM) emissions of aircraft engines and how these properties
evolve in the exhaust. The studied contributions come from partially combusted fuel hydrocarbons
and engine lubrication oil, and how these organics are mediated by emitted sulfate has been studied
using a new microphysical modeling capability.
In this study, an existing microphysical modeling tool was advanced to simulate the microphysical behavior of organic PM emissions from aircraft engines. Through the modeling efforts, the organic species were found to condense on the sulfuric acid-water nuclei and/or on the soot surfaces.
The exact composition and partitioning were dependent on several parameters such as species volatility, initial concentration, and mass accommodation coefficients on soot. Well-controlled laboratory experiments were performed to understand the effects of the above key parameters, and provided
a means to specify model parameterizations for a variety of volatile organic compounds.
In parallel with the laboratory studies, field measurements were performed on operating engines
to understand the role that lubrication oil has in contributing volatile HCs to the particle phase. The
obtained results clearly show that nanometer size particles are being vented from engines, and that
their composition is the lube oil used in the turbofan engine lubrication system. Form the field
measurements on in-service aircrafts, we found that the contribution from lubrication oil to total PM
organic ranges from 5% to 100%, depending on engine type, age and maintenance.
1

INTRODUCTION

The hydrophilicity, composition, and size of atmospheric fine particles are critical to understanding
their potential environmental, climate, and health impacts. It is believed that particle hydrophilicity
is important for cloud formation (Kanakidou et al., 2005) and particle chemical composition affects
particle radiative forcing properties (Schwarz et al., 2008). Both particle chemical composition and
size were also found to determine their health impact (Seaton et al., 1995; Pope and Dockery,
2006). Aircraft emitted particulate matter (PM) in the atmosphere generally consists of liquid coated
soot particles and homogeneous liquid droplets. The volatile (liquid) components of these particles
mainly consist of sulfuric acid and condensable organic species. The role of sulfuric acid in the
formation and atmospheric evolution of aviation PM has been widely studied (Kärcher, 1998; Wong
et al., 2008; Kärcher and Yu, 2009). However, the effects of organic emissions on aviation PM for*
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mation and evolution is less understood, even though recent field measurements suggested that they
are the most dominant components at low thrust settings due to incomplete combustion (Petzold et
al., 2005; Timko et al., 2010a). Clearly, novel experimental and modeling approaches elucidating
the role of organic emissions in the atmospheric evolution of hydrophilicity, composition, and size
of aircraft emitted aerosols are needed to advance our understanding of the effects of aviation PM
emissions on environment and human health.
2

EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELING RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

2.1 Microphysical Modeling

Nucleation of water-insoluble hydrocarbons was modeled independently from H2SO4-H2O nucleation because water-insoluble hydrocarbons are not expected to participate in forming aqueous clusters via a nucleation process. Nucleation of water-soluble hydrocarbons was examined among possible pathways, including multi-component nucleation extended from binary sulfuric acid-water
nucleation, binary hydrocarbon and water nucleation as well as separate unary nucleation. Clusters
formed via nucleation can subsequently grow to larger particles via coagulation with other aqueous
clusters or hydrocarbon clusters.

Figure 1 and 2 show evolution of mass compositions of liquid particles and soot coatings predicted from the model, respectively. The predicted mass composition of soot coatings is not significantly different from that of the soot coating without nucleation and coagulation modes; however,
the soot particle growth is suppressed significantly as a result of decreasing total soot coating mass.
About 80% of the total sulfate mass and about 50% of water-insoluble hydrocarbon mass was found
moving to the nucleation mode as compared to results from calculations where only soot mode microphysics were considered. The mass composition of liquid particles, on the other hand, demonstrated that aqueous liquid aerosols in the initial aircraft plume started to have a substantial amount
of water-insoluble hydrocarbons as they grew downstream. Smaller liquid particles tend to obtain
more hydrocarbon mass fractions, and these particles with small aqueous cores and thick hydrocarbon films could be considered as primarily organic aerosols. This suggests that organics constitute a
significant mass fraction in very fine aerosols, where species with low volatility (e.g., C20H12 and
C24H12) could account for a significant amount of organic mass. The contribution of water-soluble
hydrocarbons is almost negligible in the nucleation and coagulation processes, but they still can
contribute to the growth of soot particles by enhancing the hydrophilic fraction of the soot surfaces
and consequently the hygroscopic growth of the soot particles.
For the volatile composition of soot particles, the mass budget for individual species is divided
into three modes:
1) soot coatings due to activation and condensation,
2) liquid aerosol droplets and embryos formed via nucleation and coagulation,
3) vapor phase including monomers and gases.
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As shown in Figure 3,

sulfate mass in aerosol droplets and soot coatings increased with downstream distance, and 100% of
sulfate mass was transferred from vapor phase to liquid phase at 1 km downstream. Under high ambient relative humidity levels (such as 80% in this case), binary H2SO4-H2O nucleation becomes a
dominant process to transfer sulfate mass into aerosol droplets, even at a short distance downstream.
This is significantly different than the prediction when the nucleation process is turned off in the
simulation where all sulfate mass condensed on soot coatings. Soot particle growth, however, continues after depletion of sulfuric acid gas via scavenging of liquid aerosols on soot particles. For
condensable water-insoluble hydrocarbons, similar evolutions were observed: hydrocarbon mass in
the vapor phase is transferred relatively quickly into homogeneous liquid aerosols via condensation
on or coagulation with homogeneous H2SO4-H2O aerosols; this is followed by gradual coagulation
of these particles with soot. Note, however, that benzopyrene (C20H12) mass fraction in the liquid
droplets initially increases but starts to decrease at about 500 m downstream. Consequently, its mass
fraction in the vapor phase increases because evaporation of the hydrocarbon species from smaller
droplets occurs due to the Kelvin effect. This result implies that the nucleation mode is likely to be
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more sensitive to the volatility of species than the soot mode because much smaller clusters and
droplets are involved in the process. Water-soluble hydrocarbons, on the other hand, are not favored
to be partitioned into homogeneous liquid particles or soot particles because of their high vapor
pressure.
2.2 Laboratory Investigation

The microphysical modeling of gas to particle processing (e.g. condensation) on soot particles requires knowledge of species volatility, initial concentration, and mass accommodation coefficients
on soot. The volatility and concentration establish the ‘driving force’ while the accommodation coefficient represents the efficiency of the gas-particle interaction. To investigate and understand the
required parameters and compare to model predictions, controlled experiments were performed at
UTRC with the help of ARI.
The combustion soot particles used in this study were produced by a miniCAST (Combustion
Aerosol Standard, Model 5200). The geometric mean diameter (GMD) of the generated soot particles was controlled by precisely setting the flame stoichiometry and dilution parameters provided
by the designer of the miniCAST. Before mixing with the vaporized VOCs, the soot stream was
passed through a thermal denuder (TD) at 150 °C to remove the volatile and semi-volatile components and ensure low organic coating on the soot particles (Huffman et al. 2008). A schematic of
experimental setup is show in Figure 4.

The effective uptake coefficient, γobs, can be experimentally determined by the measurements on
uptake of VOC and collisions with soot per molecule as the following:

cA N
n
  obs d
n
4 Fg

(1)

where n is the VOC mass coated on soot particles and measured by the CToF-AMS; n is the concentration of the VOC vapor measured by the HFID; c is the mean thermal velocity of VOC vapor,

8 RT
M ; N is the total number of soot particles determined from the SMPS measwhich equals
urement; Ad is the surface area of soot particle; and Fg is the system flow rate. The determination of
Ad is based on simultaneous SMPS and AMS measures (Cross et al. 2010).
For a variety of volatile organic compounds, the obtained uptake coefficients as well as some critial physical properties were listed in Table 1 for comparison.
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Table 1. List of VOC physical properties and uptake coefficients on combustion soot particles determined in this work.


218

VP at
25C (Pa)
11.6

(1.11±0.03)×10-5

Solubility in
water (g/L)
0.95 0.031

-22

240

9.03

(8.5±0.4)×10-5

0.99 0.026

2,6-dimethylnaphthalene

106

264

2.12

(1.79±0.06)×10-4

0.80 0.0013

1-nonanol

-6

214

3.03

(2.4±0.5)×10-5

0.50 1.0

Phenol

43

182

46.6

(1.36±0.09)×10-5

0.96 8.3

Propylene
glycol

-59

188

20.0

(7.4±0.9)×10-6

0.68 Fully miscible

Name

Structural representation

MP
(C)
80

1-methylnaphthalene

Naphthalene

BP (C)

R

Fresh combustion soot is typically considered as hydrophobic. As shown in Figure 5, the logarithm

of uptake coefficient seems in a linear inverse correlation with the logarithm of solubility in water,
in g L-1. The slope of the linear fit is -0.32±0.01 and the correlation coefficient, R, is 0.999, implying a very strong correlation. This plot suggests that a phenomenological power-law relation exists
between uptake coefficient of VOC on denuded combustion soot particle and solubility of VOC in
water.
2.3 Field Measurements

The field measurements at Midway International Airport (MDW) and O’Hare International Airport
(ORD) in Chicago were performed on February 17-18, 2010 with the help of Southwest Airlines,
United Airlines and the City of Chicago. Emission plumes of the aircraft were investigated using a
variety of gaseous and particulate measurement instruments located on board the Aerodyne mobile
laboratory (Kolb et al. 2004; Herndon et al. 2005). Engine exhaust plumes were sampled through 1inch outside-diameter stainless tubing in front of the laboratory and drawn into individual instru-
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ments. A HR-ToFAMS was deployed to detect semi-volatile organic PM from aircraft engine exhaust.
All of the identified plumes described in this work were due to near-idle engine operation based
on CO and NOx concentrations: the ratio EI-CO/EI-NOx is significantly larger than unity at idle operation. Tail numbers were recorded and used to verify the visual identification of engine/airframe.
Mass spectrum of semi-volatile composition of PM emissions was used to identify and characterize lubrication oil contribution. Intensity ratio of m/z=85 to m/z=71, I(85)/I(71), was used to quantify the lubrication oil emissions. The obtained results are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Emission indices of organic PM (EIm-org) and black carbon (EIm-BC) due to the observed aircraft engine
plume events as well as the determined oil contribution to organic PM. Events 1 – 5 are obtained from MDW while 6 –
12 from ORD.
Event
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 & 10
11
12

Engine
CFM56-7B24
BR715C1-30
CF34-3B1
CFM56-7B24
PW150A
PW4077
V2522-A5
PW2037
PW2037 &
CF34-3B1
AE3007A1P
CF4-8E5G01

EIm-org (mg kg-1)
386±49
8±1
10±2
13±2
12±2

EIm-BC (mg kg-1)
200±47
95±54
39±6
206±10
214±9
141±8

I(85)/I(71)
5.9±0.8
1.1±0.5
3.7±0.7
3.5±1.0
4.1±1.1

Oil Type
ExxonMobil
ExxonMobil
ExxonMobil
ExxonMobil
BP

Oil contribution
0.66±0.10
0.05±0.06
0.38±0.09
0.36±0.13
1.00±0.35

46±2

117±31
-

2.4±0.4

BP

0.55±0.13

This work has demonstrated that aircraft engine lubrication oil emitted from aircraft deoiling system
can be an important emission vector of semi-volatile hydrocarbon mass that does not have to do
with the combustion process.
3 CONCLUSIONS
Based on the microphysical modeling, we found that organic coating on soot particles is strongly
dependent on initial gaseous concentration and mass accommodation coefficeint. Uninary nucleation of hydrocarbon species is unfavorable; while homogeneous nucleation is driven by binary sulfuric acid-water nucleation and grown through condensation of hydrocarbon vapors.
Our laboratory investigation determined uptake coeffcient for a variety of organic compounds,
water-soluble and water-insoluble. a phenomenological power-law relation exists between uptake
coefficient of VOC on denuded combustion soot particle and solubility of VOC in water.
We found in this study that Oil from aircraft deoiling system is an important emission that is independent of combustion process. Using the developed Aerosol mass Spectrometer (AMS), lubrication oil emissions from a number of in-service commercial aircrafts were characterized and quantified.
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ABSTRACT: Aircraft emit important amounts of particulate and gaseous matter in the atmosphere
contributing to the increase of the total amount of anthropogenic emissions. Therefore aviation has
most likely a significant impact on the atmospheric radiative budget and on climate change. Introducing alternative fuels in aviation can be considered as a viable option to reducing its impact, being economically and environmentally sustainable. There are several alternative fuels that are undergoing tests and evaluations to suit aviation regulations and infrastructure, in order to eventually
substitute Jet A1. Recent experimental data indicates general trends in the emissions of these new
fuels. Globally, Fischer Tropsch processed fuels are being considered. These tend to have lower aromatic and sulphur contents inducing a simultaneous reduction in sulphuric acid and soot emissions. However modifying the nature and composition of the fuel used can entail unexpected consequences. The main uncertainties concern the impact of airborne particles on the atmosphere. It is
therefore essential to study and determine the evolution of aerosols in the aircraft plume. To manage
this task, a microphysical trajectory box model is used, which has been previously tested with
standard kerosene. It describes the expansion of the jet plume and the evolution of aircraft-produced
aerosols. However, modelling aircraft plumes with alternative fuels have entailed a few revisions
and adaptations of several microphysical processes. Therefore, homogeneous freezing has been
considered in the model and may contribute in ice formation. Background aerosols entrained into
the plume have also been taken into account since they now may also play a part in the aerosol evolution in the near field of an aircraft. The assessment of the changes in aerosol behaviour and evolution, depending on the fuel used could help determine the potential benefits for the environment of
their introduction in aviation.
1

INTRODUCTION

Aviation has an impact on climate and local air quality. It affects the atmospheric composition by
releasing gases such as carbon dioxide, water vapour, nitrogen and sulphur oxides, and particulate
matter (soot), (Lee et al., 2009). These emissions are responsible of new particle formation in the
plume, including contrails, and may increase cirrus cloudiness and deteriorate local air quality. As
air traffic keeps increasing, these environmental issues which enhance climate change become more
important. Scientists are working in various areas in order to limit the impact of aviation on the environment.
A viable choice to reduce this impact may be the use of alternative fuels. Not only would their
introduction be beneficial for the environment, but it would also help providing an energetic independence towards petrol based fuels. Indeed as the price of the barrel of oil rises, other energetic
sources are explored and favoured (IATA).
Introducing new fuels in aviation is likely to alter the composition and evolution of aircraftproduced aerosols, hence alter the impact of aviation on the atmosphere. Indeed, these changes in
aerosol composition will have an influence on particle growth and contrail formation, and will have
*
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to be taken into account in the models. Therefore it is necessary to assess the influence of the jet
fuels used on the entailed emissions in the near field of an aircraft.
Comprehensive studies have been made on aerosol emissions in aircraft plumes for typical JetA1 kerosene (e.g. Kärcher, 1995, 1998; Yu et al., 1998; Yu et al., 1999) but few studies are available for alternative fuels. These are expected to emit a significant amount of organic material, less
primary particles and contain reduced sulphur levels (Timko et al., 2010).
The model we use in order to assess the atmospheric impact of these new fuels is a microphysical model developed by (Sorokin et al., 2001; Vancassel et al., 2010). However the model has to be
adapted to simulate the combustion of alternative fuels and numerous parameters have to be revised. Our goal is to understand and predict the behaviour of gases and particles emitted and formed
in an aircraft plume. Therefore, in this work, we focalize on the analysis of microphysical transformations of particles in aircraft plumes, so that they can be better taken into account in climate models. However, our results can provide first conclusions on the possible benefit of the use of alternative fuels.
2

ALTERNATIVE FUELS FOR AVIATION

Various types of alternative fuels are being investigated and must respect several criteria (Stratton et
al., 2010). These criteria concern diverse areas, such as the compatibility with the infrastructure, the
properties of the fuel or its elaboration. Alternative fuels which are likely to be used in the near future are the “drop-in” fuels, that is which can be used with the actual infrastructure and engines
(DeWitt et al., 2008), and can also be mixed with standard kerosene without altering the fuel’s
properties. This type of fuel can be considered as a potential replacement of conventional kerosene.
That excludes for example alternative alcohol-based fuels (Hileman et al., 2008). Alternative fuels
should have similar characteristics as standard kerosene (Jet A1) for safety reasons. For instance,
their properties have to be constant within the large temperature and pressure variations commonly
encountered during flights (from
-60°C at 150 hPa to around 50°C at ground levels). Other aspects have to be taken into account when elaborating an alternative fuel. For example, some criteria
are an efficient usage of land avoiding competition with food production or water resources. Additionally, these new fuels should emit lower lifecycle greenhouse gases in order to be beneficial for
the environment (Stratton et al., 2010).
Several alternative fuels respect all these criteria: the fuels elaborated via Fischer-Tropsch (FT)
synthesis and the hydrotreated renewable jet (HRJ). Fischer-Tropsch fuels can be produced from
various sources such as coal (CtL), gas (GtL), biomass (BtL) and mixed coal and biomass (CBtL).
However, BtL fuels are more beneficial for the environment since they induce a reduction of carbon
dioxide emissions across their lifecycle. Hydrotreated renewable jets are mostly produced from biomass. Since 2011, many airline companies integrated these new sustainable fuels in their flights after their certification. They generally use blends of 20% to 50% of FT or HRJ fuels (ATAG.). A recent European directive (2009/2/EC) promotes the use of biofuels in the transport sector in order to
reach a goal established at 10 % of alternative fuels used by 2020 (IFP).
In the last few years, several campaigns have taken place measuring the emissions of alternative
fuels for aircraft such as AAFEX (Anderson, 2009; Anderson et al., 2011) or SWAFEA (Novelli,
2009). These campaigns provide large amounts of data, showing the trends observed when using
different types of fuels.
The main differences when using FT fuels or HRJ are the reduction of soot emissions (due to the
lower aromatic content of the fuels) and the reduction of the emitted sulphur. Consequently the
50/50 blends combustion exhausts will also present much lower sulphuric acid and aromatic concentrations, and its soot particle number will drop by 50% at intermediate engine power conditions
(Timko et al., 2010). Indeed, since aromatics are soot precursors (Richter et al., 2000) and the blend
has a diminished aromatic content, the soot emissions are reduced. We have reported the general
trends observed in various campaigns in the following table.
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Fuel
Standard Kerosene (~Jet A1)
Blend 50% Jet A1, 50% FT 100% alternative fuel (FT)
Soot (#/m³)
8x1011
4x1011
8x1010
Refernces
Schumann et al. 2002
Hileman et al., 2008
Corporan et al., 2007
Sulfur content (ppm)
600
300
~ traces
Refernces
Hileman et al. 2010, PARTNER
Organic Matter
~50
20
10
EI (mg.kg-1 fuel)
References
Slemr et al. 2001, Spicer et al. 1994
Timko et al. 2010, Kinsey et al., 2010, AAFEX
Table 1. Typical emissions measured or estimated for different fuels

These emissions are used to initialize our model. However, several adaptations must be carried
out concerning freezing pathways and background aerosols entrainment, which are described in the
next section. Indeed with such a reduction in soot emissions and in volatile particles (due to the
lower content of fuel sulphur), these mechanisms and aerosols may play a much more important
role.
3

MICROPHYSICAL PROCESSES AND MODEL DESCRIPTION

During flight, ambient air is sucked up by the jet engine. As combustion takes place, the aircraft engine emits a great number of gaseous and particulate compounds. In particular, sulphur contained in
the fuel leads to the formation of sulphur oxides in the plume, which are partly converted into sulphuric acid (Reiner and Arnold, 1994).
Soot and organic matter (such as hydrocarbons), are mainly due to incomplete combustion of the
fuel. These emitted gases and particles are now going to undergo several processes in the changing
aircraft plume.
These processes can be simulated using trajectory box models (e.g. Miake-Lye et al., 1991;
Kärcher, 1995) characterising aerosol microphysical properties in a parameterized jet plume, diluted
isobarically and homogeneously in the atmosphere. This kind of model as illustrated in figure 1, using basic plume description is very convenient to take into account all the main processes of transformation of gaseous and particulate combustion products in a comprehensive manner.

Figure 1. Scheme of the modelling of an aircraft plume

The model we have been developing, based on Kärcher (1998), Yu et al. (1997), Sorokin et al.
(2001) and Vancassel et al. (2004), provides 11 types of aerosols (Neutral and Negative Sulphate
Clusters, Dry Soot, Activated Soot, Neutral and Positive Organic Clusters, Neutral Positive and
Negative Mixed Aerosol, Ice Particles homogeneously and heterogeneously formed), and includes
many physical processes.
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The model considers an initial mixture of sulphuric acid, water vapour, organics, chemi ions and
soot particles.
Chemi ions are typically positive organic clusters and negative sulphate (Arnold et al., 2000).
The question of organics, which will become crucial with new fuels, has been handled following Yu
et al. (1999).
At the engine nozzles’ exit, the temperature is around 580-600K. The plume is then affected by a
very fast cooling and dilution. The dilution, i.e. the volume change, due to entrainment of ambient
air is associated to the temperature variation.
During the simulation, the Lagrangian model follows the particle in the plume, and the continuity equation for the mixing ratio χ of gaseous or particulate compounds can be separated into mixing
processes, chemical reactions and microphysical processes. The last point can be divided into nucleation of volatile particles, condensation of water vapour and sulphuric acid, Brownian coagulation and freezing:
 d 
 d 
 d 
 d 
 d 





 



 dt  micro  dt  nuc  dt  cond  dt  coag  dt  frz

(1)

These thermodynamic processes are going to influence particle evolution.
Nucleation. The formation of secondary aerosols takes place via the creation of a liquid/vapour
interface, requiring an energy supply (e.g. Pruppacher et al., 1997). This energy barrier has to be
overcome by the nucleus to homogeneously nucleate. In the case of heterogeneous nucleation, the
energy barrier is lowered by the presence of material such as soot which acts as condensation nuclei. Classical nucleation is not suitable to explain new particle formation in aircraft plumes (Yu et
al., Turco, 1997). Notably sulphuric acid ion clusters improve cluster particle formation and accelerate subsequent growth by collision mechanisms. Charge-enhanced condensation and coagulation
are treated by adjusting the accommodation coefficients appropriately.
Coagulation. Freshly nucleated particles, characterized by Brownian motion, are going to scatter
and collide with each other. In our model, which takes into account multiple types and multicomponents aerosols, we have used a complex solution from (Jacobson, 2002).
Water uptake. Aerosols in the aircraft plume may grow by water uptake, which is calculated in
two different ways.
When the relative humidity is under 100%, the equilibrium between sulphuric acid and water in
the droplet is quasi-instantaneous, i.e., water molecules’ uptake is adjusted to the sulphuric acid
content of the particle via hydration/evaporation which is typical for atmospheric particles (Steele
and Hamill, 1981). In supersaturated conditions (RH above 100%), the water uptake is kinetically
controlled. The aerosols’ mass and radius variation is determined by solving the classical mass
transport equation. The presence of organics tends to modify water uptake as they change the particle composition and therefore the respective components’ mole fraction and activity. The question
of the hygroscopic behaviour of organics is difficult to address since it requires a choice of the organic species considered and a precise knowledge of its thermodynamic properties. In a first attempt, we have used the assumption that the organic hygroscopicity was lower than sulphuric acid
in the way suggested by (Kärcher and Koop, 2005).
Freezing. There are two pathways describing the freezing mechanisms, the heterogeneous freezing and the homogeneous freezing. Generally the latter is neglected in relation to the former, notably when conventional kerosene is used, due to the large amounts of condensation nuclei and due to
the acidity of the aqueous mixture.
Heterogeneous freezing consists in water vapour condensing onto activated soot in supersaturated conditions, which then freezes. If the conditions required are met, ice particles are formed and
condensation trails can be observed. The corresponding ice nucleation rate is calculated using the
classical theory (Fletcher, 1958; Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). The presence of the soot nucleus reduces the free energy of formation of the critical ice. This approach assumes that a liquid coating
forms first and freezes subsequently. Due to thermodynamic considerations, a transition between
gas and solid, through a supercooled solution is necessary in terms of energy to be provided. Besides, measurements in fresh exhaust plumes indicate the spherical shape of the ice crystals, which
confirms that a liquid state was initially reached before freezing.
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Homogeneous freezing does not require any solid support or condensation nuclei, which explains
the higher energetic barrier to overcome in order to form ice crystals.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Homogenous freezing is commonly neglected when simulating aircraft plumes in which conventional fuel is used. Indeed in this case, heterogeneous freezing is the dominant ice nucleation pathway. However, as the soot emissions decrease, the homogeneous freezing is expected to become
more significant while heterogeneous freezing diminishes (Kärcher et al., 2007). In order to assess
the possible role of each ice nucleation pathway, we have simulated various cases starting with the
standard emissions of Jet A1, and then progressively reducing the soot emissions only. As the number of emitted soot increases, ice formation via homogeneous freezing declines rapidly, whilst the
surface of ice formed heterogeneously rises. At a 90 % soot emission reduction, characteristic of an
alternative fuel, the two pathways are in competition.
However, alternative fuels are characterised not only by a reduction in soot emissions but also by
a diminution of sulphuric acid formation, hence a decrease in particle volatile size and number as illustrated in figure 2. Therefore, in the simulations with alternative fuels, little difference is observed
when considering homogeneous freezing. Nevertheless, it is imaginable that soot emission reduction will continue further on, and in that case, homogeneous freezing may be the predominant ice
formation pathway.

Figure 2. Size distributions of aerosols emitted and
formed in aircraft plumes at 125 m behind the engine
nozzle, using various fuels. In black dotted a standard
kerosene; in red dashed a 50% blended fuel (FT-Jet
A1) and in green solid a 100% FT fuel

Figure 3. Water and ice saturation ratios in diluting
aircraft plumes using various fuels. In black dotted a
standard kerosene; in red dashed a 50% blended fuel
(FT-Jet A1) and in green solid a 100% FT fuel

In figure 2, simulations of the emissions from three different types of fuels are shown. The black
dotted line depicts the size distribution of aerosols from the combustion of kerosene; the red dashed
line represents the aerosols from a 50% blended fuel (FT-Jet A1) and the green solid line a 100%
FT fuel. A reduction of volatile particles (diameters around 10nm) using an alternative fuel is revealed as expected, along with a reduction of soot (diameters around 100 nm). The consequences on
ice formation are a reduction of the number of crystals (about 10 times less) accompanied by an increase of the crystal size (about 3 times bigger). These variations in the crystal properties may have
an influence on the optical depth of the formed condensation trail and hence, an impact on the radiative budget of the atmosphere.
Modifying the fuel used in aviation may also have an impact on the water and ice saturation ratios in the plume. Illustrated in figure 3, the water saturation is depicted in solid lines with the same
colour code than previously used (black kerosene, red blend, green FT). The ice saturation ratio is
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shown in dashed lines. When burning an alternative fuel, supersaturated conditions are encountered
during longer times. This phenomenon is explained by the fact that fewer soot particles are present
in the plume, therefore bigger amounts of water remain in the gas phase. This may induce the formation of larger but fewer aerosols. In a similar way, the ice crystals formed not only may increase
to larger sizes but might be considerably more persistent.
The aerosol number reduction entailed by the introduction of alternative fuels leads to the consideration of other formerly often neglected processes in the near field. For instance, the entrainment of background aerosols could no longer be ignored. Their contribution in the plume is expected to be more important, especially in aircraft corridors. If we consider the ambient soot for
example, as illustrated in figure 4, its contribution to the soot in the plume increases when using a
blended or a FT fuel.

Figure 4. Contribution of background soot particles during the dilution of three aircraft plumes using various
fuels. In black dotted a standard kerosene; in red dashed a 50% blended fuel (FT-Jet A1) and in green solid a
100% FT fuel

Not only the contribution of background particles may be more important, but taking them into
account may also modify the mean properties of the aerosols in the plume. Indeed, if we consider
the entrainment of ambient soot particles, the mean composition of soot might be altered.
5

CONCLUSIONS

As the amounts of alternative fuels used in the aeronautical sector increase, the assessment of their
impact on the environment becomes essential. Therefore, this work uses a microphysical model capable to simulate the emissions of various fuels and their evolution in the near field of an aircraft.
The reduction in soot emissions and in formed volatile particles induced by the introduction of
these new fuels may affect the behaviour of the aerosols in the aircraft plumes. Indeed, the ice crystals formed might attain larger sizes and their number might decrease, possibly changing the optical
properties of the contrails.
However, our findings also point out the necessity of taking into account various processes usually neglected. The background particles might indeed play a larger part during the aerosols’ evolution. The possible greater reductions in soot also may point out the importance of mechanisms such
as homogeneous freezing.
Conjointly to these considerations, efforts are being made in the speciation and integration of organic matter and its properties in the model.
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Future Arctic Shipping routes and European air quality in
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ABSTRACT: Future SRES emission projections (A1B) for 2025 estimate that the relative contribution of shipping emissions towards total emissions from the transport sector increases markedly as a
result of new shipping routes and a corresponding mitigation of road transport and non-transport
emissions by new technologies. Compared to 2000 this shifts transport emissions northwards into a
region which is exhibiting rapid changes with respect to sea-ice coverage and temperature. Here we
present the results of simulations performed as part of the EU-QUANTIFY project which focus on
the impact of these shipping emissions on European air-quality. We find there is a strong seasonality in the changes in near-surface O3 around the Europe compared to 2003, resulting in a decrease in
near-surface O3 during boreal wintertime around the source regions and increases during boreal
summertime. Comparing the impact of regional shipping emissions between 2003 and 2025 shows
that, although there are similar effects, the largest increases in near-surface O3 occur along the new
shipping routes to the west of Ireland away from the continent. The enhanced in-situ O3 production
due to increases in shipping NOx around the coast is mostly negated by the simultaneous mitigation
of non-transport and road transport emissions
1 INTRODUCTION
The emission of nitrogen oxides (NOx) by the shipping sector has been shown to exert a significant
impact towards tropospheric ozone (O3) in the lower troposphere for 2003, (Hoor et al, 2009) especially in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). Estimates in the future SRES A1B emission scenarios
(Nakicenovic et al., 2000) project an increase in Shipping NOx Emissions (SNE) from ~4.8 Tg N
yr-1 in 2000 to ~6.5 Tg N yr-1 in 2025 (Eide et al, 2007). This increase principally occurs along the
most dominant global shipping routes such as that from Asia towards Europe and around Africa.
However these estimates can be considered as upper bounds as recent studies have shown that decreases in global shipping emissions have occurred during the last few year as a result of the decrease in global trade that has occurred since 2008 (de Ruyter de Winter, 2012), with the global
economy now experiencing a prolonged recession. By 2025 the total SNE is predicted to be of an
equal magnitude as those from road transport due to the successful mitigation of NOx emissions
from vehicles (Hodnebrog et al, 2011). In combination with the estimated decrease in future nontransport NOx emissions (Nakicenovic et al., 2000) this means that a larger fraction of anthropogenic NOx emissions is shifted off-shore and emitted directly into the Marine Boundary Layer (MBL).
The regions in which SNE are released is also changing, with the increasing loss of Arctic Sea ice,
meaning new shipping routes are expected in the high north. The strong seasonal cycle in the photo-chemical activity in the Arctic region related to the Polar Winter means that the changes imposed
on the composition of the lower tropospheric deserve further investigation.
Here we analyse the results of a set of simulations completed as part of the EU-QUANTIFY project for differentiating the effects of future shipping emissions on global composition using the
Chemistry Transport Model TM4. Due to the uncertainty associated with estimating anthropogenic
future emissions (Smokers et al, 2011) we limit our analysis to the potential effects during 2025.
One of the most dramatic changes in shipping is expected to occur in the Arctic Circle therefore we
*
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concentrate on the European Domain in order to assess the impact that the re-distribution of anthropogenic emissions has on regional air quality. We use a model simulation with perturbed shipping
emissions to assess the relative impact this transport sector has on tropospheric O3 in the lower
troposphere.
2 THE INCREASE IN EUROPEAN SHIPPING EMISSIONS

Figure 1: The annually integrated distribution of shipping NOx emissions around Europe as provided in Endresen et al, 2007 (left panel). The associated increase in shipping NOx emissions in 2025 as provided in Eide et al, 2007 (right panel).

Figure 1 shows the regional distribution in SNE for the year 2000 as an annual total (Endresen et
al, 2007), along with the increase in Mg N yr-1 for 2025 using the estimates of Eide et al (2007). As
would be expected the highest SNE occurs along the most active shipping routes in the Baltic, the
North Sea, and around the Netherlands coast and the Norwegian Coast. Analysing the distribution
in the increases in SNE for 2025 reveals that the increased traffic between Canada and Asia is due
to shipping routes that cross the Arctic circle as a result of increased accessibility. The largest increases occur at the entrance to the Baltic Sea around Denmark, especially around Bremerhaven, the
estuary which connects Hamburg with the Sea and also Rotterdam harbour in the Netherlands and
along the shipping routes from Africa (not shown), which pass along the Portuguese Coast, through
the Bay of Biscay and into the North Sea. There are also noticeable increases around the oil platforms off the Norwegian Coast. Although we only choose the show differences in the NOx emissions there are associated differences in emissions of CO, SO2 and non-methane hydrocarbons.
Due to the reductions in both regional non-transport anthropogenic emissions (from 2.94 Tg N
yr-1 to 2.17 Tg N yr-1) and those related to road transport, the fraction of anthropogenic NOx originating from shipping increases from ~12% (2003) to ~23% (2025) in this scenario for the European
Domain shown in Fig. 1. Some seasonality exists in the shipping emissions as a result of the Arctic
shipping routes only being passable during the boreal summertime when sea-ice coverage is low.
3 MODEL DESCRIPTION
The version of TM4 used here employs a vertical resolution of 34 levels, a horizontal resolution of
3 x 2 and is driven by ECMWF meteorological data fields. It has recently participated in several
multi-model studies and performs close to the model ensemble average (Myhre et al., 2011; Hodnebrog et al, 2011). For the chemistry component the modified CBM4 scheme is adopted, which has
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recently been updated with the most recent recommendations for the reaction data (Williams and
van Noije, 2008). The emission scenarios employed are the SRES estimates for 2000 and follow the
A1B scenario for 2025 (Nakicenovic et al., 2000), with shipping emissions being taken from Endresen et al. (2007). Biomass burning and biogenic contributions are fixed throughout for both the
present and future simulations in order to focus on the anthropogenic effects. For a complete description of the emissions employed the reader is referred to Hodnebrog et al, (2011). The meteorological data for 2003 is used for all simulations so that the possible effects due to climatic change
and changing surface albedo are excluded in this study. It should also be noted that no diurnal cycle
is applied to any of the emissions from the transport sector and that sub-grid plume chemistry is also neglected which could moderate the results shown here by altering the in-situ production of tropospheric O3 (Kim et al., 2009).
We compare the simulations for 2003 and 2025 against the corresponding simulations where
there is a 5% perturbation (reduction) in the estimated shipping emissions. Using the same meteorology to drive TM4 allows the differentiation between the effects of the shipping sector on tropospheric composition and air-quality. The methodology behind this approach has been described in
the literature by Grewe et al. (2010), where a 5% perturbation in shipping emissions is applied and
transformed into a 100% effect using a linear scaling approach.
4 EFFECT OF SHIPPING EMISSIONS ON EUROPEAN NEAR-SURFACE OZONE

Figure 2: The seasonal distribution in near surface (0-500m) O3 in Europe for seasons DJF (top) and JJA
(bottom). The impact of SNE for each season is also shown, where the differences are calculated using
(2003-no_ship)/2003.
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Figure 2 shows the distribution of near-surface (0-500m) mixing ratios of tropospheric O3 for the
seasons December-January-February (DJF) and June-July-August (JJA) for 2003. Also shown is the
influence of SNE on the distribution of near-surface O3 calculated using the 5% perturbation run.
Here the relative differences are calculated using the relationship (2003-NOSHIP/2003).
For DJF the surface mixing ratios of O3 are relatively low (~20-30 ppb) across the entire European continent. The highest mixing ratios of ~35-45 ppb occur over the Atlantic to the west of Ireland and over Greenland. This is anti-correlated with the seasonal distribution of NOx, where the
highest resident mixing ratios in NOx occur over the Benelux countries (not shown). When analysing the distribution of the differences imposed by shipping emissions on O3 mixing ratios, there is a
clear reduction in near-surface O3 of up to 7% around Northern Germany, Denmark and southern
Norway. This is due to the low photo-chemical activity which occurs for this season due to the short
days (i.e. suppressed NOx re-cycling between NO and NO2 and O3 formation), high NOx mixing
ratios and that NOx is introduced as NO, which titrates near-surface O3. Further away from these
high SNE locations there are modest increases of between ~2-5%
For JJA the surface mixing ratios are generally higher when compared to DJF (~30-55 ppb), with
the maximal values being found towards southern Europe and the Mediterranean which experience
high photo-chemical activity. The longer days in this season result in SNE enhancing in-situ O3
production compared to DJF. Also there are more shipping emissions emitted towards the Arctic for
this season. This increases resident mixing ratios in near-surface O3 by between 5-15% around the
UK, Iceland, Norway and the surrounding ocean. The largest increases occur out in the Atlantic
close to the location of the SNE, where increases of 10-15% occur that have important implications
for the oxidative capacity of the MBL.
5 CHANGES IN NEAR-SURFACE OZONE IN EUROPE DURING 2025

Figure 3: The percentual differences between the seasonal distribution in near surface (0-500m) O3 between
2003 and 2025. The differences are calculated using the following relationship: (2025-2003)/2003.

Figure 3 shows the percentual differences in the distribution of near-surface O3 between 2003
and 2025, where differences are calculated using the relationship (2025-2003/2003). It can be seen
that there is a strong seasonality in the difference between these years, where both regional increases and decreases occur in the resident mixing ratios. This net change is the result of the cumulative
changes in both the transport and non-transport emissions due to anthropogenic activity estimated
for the year 2025.
For DJF significant increases in the seasonal resident mixing ratios of near-surface O3 occur of
between ~10-60%, with maximal increases occurring over North-West Europe. This shows that the
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largest effect on near-surface O3 between the different years is due to the mitigation of industrial
and road transport NOx emissions in 2025. For the higher latitudes increases are of the order of 2030% extending out into the Baring Sea. In general, there is a decrease of between 20-25% in the resident near-surface NOx available across the entire domain (not shown) resulting in less titration of
near-surface O3. This is in part due to an increase in the amount of NOx converted into HNO3 near
the emission sources via an enhancement in the efficiency of the reaction of OH with NO2 (related
to the increase in near-surface O3). Once formed, a fraction of this HNO3 is deposited to the surface
in either precipitation or by surface uptake, which shortens the chain length of the NOx re-cycling
mechanism by removing reactive nitrogen from the troposphere. The regeneration of NOx via photolytic destruction of HNO3 is relatively small during DJF. A larger fraction of NOx is also converted to PAN, the other main reservoir species for reactive nitrogen present in the troposphere,
with increases of between ~5-15% in the resident mixing ratios over the entire region (not shown),
although the PAN mixing ratios remain small. PAN is lost mainly via a temperature dependent decomposition back to NOx, partly near the source but mostly once it has been transported away out
of the boundary layer or in the continental outflow.
For JJA changes of 5% occur in near-surface O3 over the continent (except around the North
Sea) and increases of 5-10% are simulated over the ocean related to the significant increase in resident NOx due to the enhancement in regional shipping activity and the emission of SNE at more
northerly latitudes. Therefore, in spite of the reduction in the cumulative regional NOx emissions,
the changes in near-surface O3 are relatively modest. Examining the regional differences in the seasonal near-surface NOx mixing ratios shows for JJA (not shown) reveals that the largest increases
occur along the shipping routes between Ireland and Greenland and over the top of Norway in the
Arctic Circle. Nearer the coast the increase in shipping SNE is essentially negated by less outflow
of NOx from the continent and therefore the impact on resident O3 mixing ratios is small.
6 EFFECT OF SHIPPING EMISSIONS ON EUROPEAN NEAR-SURFACE OZONE DURING
2025

Figure 4: The impact of shipping NOx emissions on the seasonal distribution of near-surface (0-500m) O3
during 2025. The differences are calculated using the following relationship: (2025-2025_ls)/2025.

Finally, in Figure 4, we show the influence of SNE on the seasonal distribution of near-surface
O3 during 2025. There is a lot of similarity with the effects shown in the right panels of Fig. 2 for
2003 except that the magnitude of the differences is somewhat larger and covers a more extended
area. For instance the impact of SNE along the new shipping routes is typically between 10-15%
during JJA, with the impact inland being limited to the order of a few percent. Again there is a titra-
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tion effect around Northern Germany and Denmark. Therefore future estimates of European SNE
have only a marginal affect on air quality directly over the continent with the largest impact being
in the MBL.
7 SUMMARY
In this study we have investigated the influence of future shipping emissions on air quality in the
European domain using the global chemistry-transport model TM4. Analysing the differences in
shipping emissions estimated for 2003 and 2025 shows that increases occur around the Baltic, Rotterdam harbour and to the West of Ireland where new shipping routes into the Arctic are thought to
become more accessible. By performing 3D global simulations using these estimates we find that
there is strong seasonality in the simulated effects, where titration of near-surface O3 occurs during
the winter season over land near the main source regions (e.g. Northern Germany) whereas increases of between 5-15% occur during the summer months when there is higher photo-chemical activity. When comparing the influence of shipping emissions between 2003 and 2025 shows that the impact on near-surface (0-500m) O3 is similar in spite of the increase in the fraction of anthropogenic
NOx emissions from shipping. The exceptions are that there is enhanced O3 production along the
new shipping route, where the strong mitigation of non-transport and road emissions on the continent somewhat negates the increase in shipping NOx which occurs near the coasts.
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ABSTRACT: Usage of the Global Warming Potential (GWP) is the established method for comparing the potential impact of emissions of different greenhouse gases on climate under the Kyoto Protocol. However the GWP places emissions of gases with different lifetimes and radiative properties
on a common scale. This leads to weaknesses and uncertainties, which are challenging particularly
for a short-lived species and their precursors, e.g. the aviation NOx emissions. IPCC AR4 summarized studies that attempted to define an aviation NOx GWP. Only three studies were identified,
which yielded GWPs for aviation NOx of: 100, 130 and -3. These few and disparate numbers are the
motivation of this study. The state-of-the-art 3D Chemical Transport Model (CTM) - MOZART 3
was applied for this study. The simulations have been conducted for a series of aircraft NOx pulse
experiments. The pulses were applied globally for a period of a year, having aircraft emissions
ranging from 0.72 to 10 Tg (N)/yr. The response of the chemical system varies with size of the
pulse and in a non-linear way, which results in significant diversity of aviation NOx GWPs; the difference between calculated GWP values for a 100-year time horizon reaches 130%. This is an important insight into a discussion about usage of aviation NOx GWP and it sheds a light on understanding the discrepancy between reported numbers.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Global Warming Potential (GWP) is an established tool for comparing the potential impact of
emissions of different gases on climate under the Koyto Protocol. GWP places emissions of gases
with different lifetimes and radiative properties on a common scale. This is challenging particularly
for short-lived species and their precursors, e.g. aviation NOx emissions (Wit et al., 2005). The NOx
emissions at cruise altitudes result in a short-term and local (Northern Hemisphere, UTLS) enhancement of O3 and a global long-term destruction of a small amount of ambient CH4. The additional long-term O3 destruction also occurs and follows CH4 lifetime. Nonetheless, the overall radiative forcing induced by current day emissions of aviation NOx is positive (Lee et al., 2009). The
nature of the effects of NOx emissions on climate, its temporal and spatial variations in magnitude,
makes the usage of GWP scientifically contentious.
GWPs for aviation NOx, based on a pulse emission, have been derived in a very limited number
of investigations. IPCC AR4 (Forster et al., 2007) identified only three studies: Wild et al. (2001),
Derwent et al. (2001) and Stevenson et al. (2004) which yielded the values 130, 100 and -3, respectively. These few and disparate estimates are the motivation of this study.
2

METHODOLOGY

The Model for Ozone and Related chemical Tracers, version 3 (MOZART-3) was applied for this
study. This state-of-the-art 3D Chemical Transport Model (CTM) was extensively evaluated by
Kinnison et al. (2007). Model for Atmospheric Transport and Chemistry (MATCH) (Rash et al.,
1997) constitute the basis for MOZART-3 and it accounts for advection, shallow and deep convec*
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tion, boundary layer mixing, wet and dry deposition. MOZART-3 represents a comprehensive tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry with 108 species included within Ox, NOx, HOx, ClOx and
BrOx chemical families, together with CH4 and its products.
MOZART-3 is driven by meteorological fields from European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecast (ECMWF), reanalysis ERA-Interim for the year 2005 and 2006 (Simmons et al.,
2007). The surface emissions are taken from Lamarque et al. (2010) and POET (Precursors of
Ozone and their Effects on Troposphere) project (Granier et al., 2005). The aircraft emissions constitute a REACT4C 2006 dataset, with 0.71 Tg(N)/yr. The horizontal resolution used in this study is
T42 ( ~ 2.8° x 2.8°) and vertical domain extends from surface to 0.1 hPa with 60 hybrid sigma layers. Eleven experiments were performed, one reference (aircraft) and ten perturbation (additional
aircraft) simulations. The model‘s simulations were performed for two years; the first year (2005)
constituted the spin-up and the second year (2006) was taken into account for an analysis, for each
experimental case. The aircraft NOx pulses were applied globally for a period of year during 2006,
having aircraft emissions ranging from 0.72 to 10 Tg(N)/yr.
The Edwards-Slingo radiation code (Edwards and Slingo, 1996) was used to calculate the shortlived O3 radiative forcing (RF). This radiative transfer model (RTM) was developed in the UK Meteorological Office. Due to lack of computational time the O3 RF using RTM was calculated only
for three pulse experiments: 0.72, 1.42 and 7.10 Tg(N)/yr. The rest of the O3 responses were normalized to the results from radiative transfer model. The O3 responses, for each pulse experiment,
are the same in terms of their geographical distribution, just the magnitude of the responses differs.
Thus, the normalization in this situation was justified.
The steady-state radiative forcings for a short-lived O3, CH4-induced O3 and CH4 were derived
and Fuglestvedt et al.‘s (2010) methodology was adopted for GWP calculations.
3

RESULTS

3.1 The O3 non-linearity

The middle and upper tropospheric NOx mixing ratios are of 50-200 pptv. At these concentrations
the net O3 production increases almost linearly with additional NOx (IPCC, 1999). Some evidence
of the decline of O3 production with higher NOx emissions rates was shown by Rogers et al. (2002).
Here, for the first time, the non-linearity of O3 chemistry on a global scale in UTLS region is presented. It is shown that an experimental design of pulse emissions can lead the O3 production to the
edges of its linear regime. Figure 1 presents that different pulse sizes yield different results, with O3
saturating at higher NOx rates.

Figure 1. Scatter plots of aircraft O3 burden (left) and O3 production efficiency (right) against series of aircraft NOx rates (dots are individual experiments, line is a linear solution).

The rapid increase of O3 with additional NOx occurs for small pulse sizes, till around 2-times NOx
(additional 100% of current aircraft NOx), which gives 1.42 Tg(N)/yr of total emitted NOx. The deviation from linear solution varies with size of the pulse and constitute 8% for 2-times (additional
0.71 Tg(N)/yr) NOx pulse, 19% for 4-times (additional 2.1 Tg(N)/yr) NOx pulse and 36% for 10times (additional 6.4 Tg(N)/yr) NOx pulse emissions.
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The ozone production efficiency (OPE, the number of O3 molecules produced per emitted NOx
molecule) picture shows a significant saturation for emissions higher than 1.5 Tg(N)/yr. Relative
decline of OPE occurs for emissions higher than 5.7 Tg(N)/yr.
3.2 Heterogeneity of GWP

The chemical and transport schemes within different models are controlling sensitivities of O3 production. This is one of the reasons of discrepancies found between reported GWP values.
We found that with observed O3 non-linearities a unique number of aviation NOx GWP does not exists (Figure 2). This is another reason of diversity among published estimations of GWPs for aviation NOx emissions.

Figure 2. Calculated aviation NOx GWP for a 20-, 100- and 500-year time horizons as a function of different
aircraft NOx pulse sizes.

The calculated value of GWP for 100-year time horizon (H=100) varies from 16 for 0.03 Tg(N)/yr
of additional NOx, 10 for 0.71 Tg(N)/yr of additional NOx to -5 for 6.4 Tg(N)/yr of additional NOx
emissions. Depending on experimental design (size of the aviation NOx pulse emission) the GWP
value changes from positive to negative. The difference in reported numbers for GWP (H=20)
reaches 68% and for GWP (H=100 and 500) the difference constitutes 130%.
The time evolution of aviation NOx GWP presents another dimension of diversity among reported values (Figure 3). While the shape of the response (exponential decay with time) remains similar
for each pulse size, the calculated numbers are the source of the misleading information. The GWP
for small pulse sizes (not higher than 2.1 Tg(N)/yr of additional NOx) remains positive for each
time horizon. The GWP for pulse emissions of 4.3 Tg(N)/yr (3.5 Tg(N)/yr of additional NOx) and
greater are positive for H=20, but for H=100 and H=500 the sign changes to negative. The difference between 1.05-times and 1.5-times pulse for H=20 is 11% and it rises to 25% for H=100 and
H=500. The difference between 1.5-times and 10-times pulse is 64% for H=20 and 141% for
H=100 and H=500. These numbers constitute a significant range of uncertainty. This diversity and
heterogeneity suggests that the standard formulation of GWP definition does not fully capture complex relations of the NOx-O3-CH4 system.

Figure 3. Calculated aviation NOx GWP for different pulse sizes (1.05-times, 1.5-times and 10-times background aircraft NOx emissions) as a function of time horizon.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

There are a very limited number of studies which defines GWPs for aviation NOx emissions. IPCC
AR4 (Forster et al., 2007) summarized them and only three numbers of GWP (H=100) were presented: 130 (Wild et al., 2001), 100 (Derwent et al., 2001) and -3 (Stevenson et al., 2004). While the
first two values are within the same range, the third number introduces confusion. Recently, the
GWPs were re-evaluated by Fuglestvedt et al. (2010) yielding values: 71 for Wild et al. (2001) and
-2.1 for Stevenson et al. (2004). The chemical and transport schemes within different models can
cause differences; however, it is worth to mention that Stevenson et al. (2004) and Derwent et al.
(2001) used the same model. The difference is hidden in the size of a NOx pulse: signals of ~0.7times, ~1.5-times and 10-times greater than background aviation NOx were applied, respectively.
Our study presents, that even with one model a wide range of O3 responses is achievable. By applying a large pulse sizes the linear O3 response (with additional NOx) is pushed into saturation regime,
which leads to the non-linearity. Thus, caution made by Stevenson et al. (2004) over interpretation
of their results is appropriate.
The GWP (H=100) value for the 10-times pulse size derived in our study is -5, which is comparable with Stevenson et al. (2004) work. The numbers of GWP (H=100) for small pulse sizes
founded in our study are of 16-14, which are much smaller than Wild et al.’s value, 71. The intermodel differences can play a role here.
One of the solutions for the reported diversity can be the narrowness of the freedom in experimental design of a NOx pulse emissions. Taking into account only linear regime of O3 responses
(pulse experiments ranging from 0.75 to 1.42 Tg(N)/yr) the range of aviation NOx GWP values is
significantly limited and the difference between reported numbers reaches 12% for H=20 and 26%
for H=100 and H=500. The average values of GWP for aviation NOx emissions are: 148 for H=20,
15 for H=100 and 4 for H=500.
Another way of dealing with these discrepancies is possibly hidden in the steady-state experiments (Fuglestvedt et al., 2010, Myhre et al., 2011). Berntsen et al. (2005) pointed out, that “(…)
the introduction of the SGWP metric does not alter the picture dramatically, but introduces a dimension which increases the variation in the results”, which, in the light of this study, possibly can bring
some kind of consistency.
The response of the chemical system varies with size of the pulse and in a non-linear way, which
results in significant diversity of aviation NOx GWPs. This sheds a light on understanding the discrepancy between numbers reported in literature. The greatest utility of GWP as a metric is its relativity and prevalence among a wide community. The policy requires an approach consistent with
Kyoto-type approaches. However, such a wide range of results make it difficult to recommend an
aviation NOx GWP for formulating policy.
The further detailed assessments of coupled NOx-O3-CH4 system, on both global and regional
basis, needs to be carried on in order to make the aviation NOx emissions more accessible in terms
of intergovernmental climatic agreements.
5
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